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Preface 

My two traveis to the country of the Waiwái took place in 1954- 1955 and 1958- 1959. 

They were paid by Sta tens Almindelige Videnskabsf ond, to which institution I shall always 

feel very much indebted. 

My assistant during the first trip was the present curator of ethnology at the National 

Museum, Dr. Niels Fock, at that time a student of anthropology. He proceeded to the work 

with great enthusiasm, and took notes for a treatise on Waiwái religion and society, which 

was published already in 1963, a fine work which will stand in the f uture when everything 

reminding of this tribe has disappeared. 

On the second trip I was assisted by the Greek-Danish traveller Gottf ried Polykrates, a 

self-taught man with a wonderful feeling for the old cultures. Between him and me a warm 

f riendship developed, which has also supported me when this book was written. 

When Iooking back on those years, my thoughts often go to Dr. Kaj Birket-Smith, the 

leader of the Ethnographic Department of the National Museum, who was a friendly 

instructor and offered me all kinds of help. 1 must also think of Dr. Helge Larsen who 

succeeded Dr. Birket-Smith in 1963. Specially during my last years of illness he encouraged 

and supported me so much in my work at the museum that 1 shall always be gratef ul to 

him. My kind feelings may also reach professor P. V. Glob, director ofthe National Museum, 

for the sarne understanding attitude. 

The curator of the National Museum Werner Jacobsen stood behind me during the 

finishing of this report, giving me advice for which I shall always be grateful to him. 

Similarly 1 feel to the Danish painter, Henning 0rsnes, who finished a number of 

pen-and-ink drawings in the book. 

I have reason to express my gratitude to severa! university teachers 1 n1et in the course 

of time. First of all the late professor Gudmund Hatt who was an excellent teacher. 1 

spent rnany hours with professor Hatt, attentively listening, and 1 always left him full of 

the wish to work, eager to let him feel that all his training had not been in vain. Particularly 

the chapters which distinguish the Waiwái as a full-agriculturist people are inspired by his 

training. 

Among the present teachers of the University of Copenhagen my best thanks are spe

cially dueto professor C. G. Feilberg, teacher in ethnogeography, but excellently trained in 

anthropology at the National Museum before he passed on to the university. His advice 



and assistance shall never be forgotten, neither shall those of professor Johannes Nicolaisen, 

who is my best friend. He has a clear mind to every subject he comes across in anthropology. 

My first intention was to make the English anthropologist Dr. Audrey Butt join the 

expedition of 1954-1955, but in the very last moment she was prevented from taking part. 

She followed, however, the two trips, and her practical advice has been followed in a couple 

of places of this report, for which 1 am extremely grateful. And so 1 am to the English 

botanist Dr. Nicholas Guppy, who allowed me to use a number of the botanist's titles 

which he had established for the plants ata trip to the Waiwái country the year before my 

first one. 

1 feel extremely gratef ul for the reception given to us in British Guiana. Specially my 

thanks go to the director of the British Guiana Museum, Mr. Vincent Roth, who opened 

the country to us, and in Georgetown itself opened his home, and gave us any good advice. 

Similarly 1 must not forget Mr. C. M. Bernard, the Danish Vice-Consulto British Guiana, 

for his help and assistance during the two trips~ I also have to thank the Danish Vice-Consul 

in Belém, Mr. W. Andersen. 

Among other people in British Guiana my thoughts go back to the Hawkins family in 

Kanashén. They were holding the mission station there; theit teaching of the lndians was 

not after our head, but apart from this they gave usa kind reception which we shall never 

forget. 

At last 1 want to mention my sister, Nirs. lngeborg R0er. She stood by me on several 

occasions, and 1 dare say that it was dueto her that this report was ever finished. 

Copenhagen, April 1965. JENS YDE 
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lntroductio11 

The Danish National Museum's lst Expedition to British Guiana and Brazil was in the field from August 

1954 to January 1955. The members ofthe expedition were Jens Yde and Niels Fock, both ofthe National 

Museum. Its main object was a study of the culture of the Waiwái Indians, and the work was divided 

between the mernbers in such a way that Y de studied the material culture, while Fock investigated social 

culture and religion. 

Returning to Copenhagen in 1955, I arrived just in tirne to join the preparations for the 32nd Inter

national Congress of Americanists which was going to meet in Copenhagen the next year. This was 

the reason why my work on the report on the Waiwái was delayed and could not be started until the 

Congress was over and the editing of the Proceedings finished, in 1957. 

When at length the work on the report could be taken up, so many unsolved questions arose as to the 

Waiwái's cultural relationship to the people in the forest area north of the Amazon that the need of an 

investigation of that area became urgently (elt. So another expedition was decided. 

The National Museum's 2nd Expedition to British Guiana and Brazil was in the field from August 

to December 1958. This expedition visited the Waiwái on the upper Essequibo River, the Shereó on the 

Rio Mapuera, the Hishkaruyéna on the Rio Nhamundá, and the Kashuyéna on the Rio Cashorro. 

Members were Y de of the National Museum, and Gottfried Polykrates, who in 1957 had visited the 

Kashuyéna. 

At the time of our first visit the Waiwái still presented a true picture of lndian life. Missionary activity 

had only been going on in the Essequibo area for a few years, and had but slightly affected the situation. 

But in 1958 so rnany changes had taken place that the picture was hardly recognizable. 
. I 

The missionaries had introduced a considerable number of innovations and "improvements", and at 

the sarne time f orced original and important culture phenomena to be abandoned. Tribes from the 

Brazilian f orest region to the south had been attracted by the mission, and the number of inhabitants 

of the Waiwái region north of the Brazil-Guiana frontier had risen from 80 to more than 2:0. The 

group of Indians here is now a conglomerate of tribes. 

ln the present report it has been endeavoured to describe the material culture of the Waiwái as it 

presented itself in 1955. The report is based mainly on observations made at that time, but supplements 

and corrections have been added, which were made possible through observations during the second 

expedition. A special chapter describes the present situation. 

Social organization and religion have been described by Niels Fock in a separate volume (Fock 1963). 

1 Waiwai 



The Areas of thé Waiwái 

ln 1955 the region occupied by the Waiwái Indians was situated on both sides of the Akarai Mountains 

which form the boundary between southem British Guiana and Brazil. The areas in question are those 

on the upper Essequibo River on the British side of the mountains, and along the upper Rio Mapuera 

on the Brazilian side. 

lp. this place the Akarai Mountains forma relatively low range, probably in no place rising more than 

500 metres above the f orest-covered lowlands to the north and the south. They can be crossed by f oot 

with relative ease, and the Waiwái and their neighbours, the Mawayéna who lived on the southern slope 

of the mountains farther to the east, travelled rather frequently along the trail connecting the Waiwái 

areas on either side of the mountains. 

Rainf all is heavy in the region. There are two main rainy seasons, the long one lasting f rom March 

to August, and the short one lasting only 2 or 3 weeks in December. But rain is not exclusively confined 

to these seasons; showers, frequently accompanied by violent thunder storms, may come at any time of 

the year, and no month can be said to be without rain. The whole region, low-lying parts as well as the 

mountains, is covered with dense forest of an incredible exuberance. The forest starts in the north a 

few hours' walk south of the Wapisiana village of Karaudaranawa on the southern Rupununi savanna, 

and except for a few small patches of savanna in its northern part, it continues south without interrup

tion, merging with the vast Amazonian rain f orest to the south. 

The region which is the habitat of the Waiwái Indians, is remote country in the true sense of the word. 

Until the introduction of the airplane it was accessible only with great difficulty. The only watercourse 

leading to the country from the coast, the Essequibo River, is obstructed by an enormous number of 

falls and rapids, culminating in King William IV Falls. lt was these which formed the final obstruction 

to Robert Schomburgk's ascent of the Essequibo in 1836. 

The Waiwái country can be reached from the Rupununi savanna by a trail overland from Karauda

ranawa. The trail reaches the Kuyuwini River at Kuyuwini Landing, from where that river is navigable 

for canoes to its junction with the Essequibo River. The Kassikaityu River, south of the Kuyuwini, is 

also navigable for canoes from the place where it meets the trail from Karaudaranawa. Above its 

junctions with the two rivers mentioned, the Essequibo has only small rapids which can be passed by 

canoes; though at tbe dry seasons it is advisable to unload bef ore passing some of them. 

The overland route from Karaudaranawa to the Waiwái villages is reputed to be a very disagreeable 

one. A white traveller will usually spend about eight days on the trip. Indians going between the savanna 

and the Waiwái villages put in much more time, as the lndian when travelling on his own allows himself 
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to be delayed by hunting and fishing adventures which take quite a long time, and are generally followed 

by stops for the preparation of the meat which has been secured. 

The inaccessibility of the Guiana Waiwái region was relieved in recent years when an airstrip -

called Gunn's Strip - was cleared on a little savanna near the left bank of the Essequibo, almost opposite 

the mouth of the Buanawau River which falls into the right bank of the Essequibo. The airstrip and 

the surrounding open plain is called Waskarachí by the Waiwái. The air trip from Georgetown to Gunn's 

Strip takes 2t hours, and on getting off the plane one stands right at the beginning of the Waiwái area, 

in front of the little village Aakoniotó. Two or three trails lead from there through the f orest for about 

40- 50 minutes' walk to landings on the Essequibo, from where one can go by canoe upstream to the 

other villages. 

ln 1957 missionaries made the lndians clear another airstrip in the forest on the heights above 

Kanashén, half a dozen of minutes' walk from the rnission station of that name. Since then Gunn's 

Strip has not been used, and planes can now stop right in the heart of the Waiwái country, almost in 

f ront of the houses of the Indians. 

To reach the southern group of the Waiwái who in 1955 still lived in Brazil, one had to ascend the 

Essequibo and its tributary, the Shodikar River (called Kwasharú by the Waiwái) in 3-! days from Kana

shén, then cross the Akarai Mountains on foot which took another 3 days, and finally descend the Rio 

Mapuera for a week until one reached the upperrnost village on that si de, Kahshímo. A few other 

villages stood farther down the Mapuera and on one of the Mapuera tributaries, the Kikwó, or Barra

coushí as it is called in Brazilian maps. 

ln 1954- 55, the group of Waiwái on the Essequibo had 80 members. The number of Waiwái on the 

Rio Mapuera at that time cannot be given with certainty because our expedition only visited one of 

the villages, Kahshímo. This village had 7 inhabitants, and no more Waiwáis were met on that side of 

the mountains. The Waiwái's idea of figures is generally vague, but they repeatedly claimed that there 

were many more Waiwáis on the Mapuera side than on the Essequibo, so it may be assumed that the 

number of Mapuera Waiwái was close on a hundred. The Indians at Kahshímo could give no informa-. 
tion as to the number of inhabitants on their side, as there was a couple of villages which they had never 

visited. 

At the time of our second visit the situation on the Brazilian side was quite different. Ali the Waiwái 

had moved across the Akarai Mountains and joined their fellow tribesmen on the Essequibo. Not a 

single Waiwái was left on the Mapuera. This change had taken place within the short span of three 

years. 

The Waiwái region has not been overrun by white visitors in former times. Only three visits are on 

record from the 19th century: that of Robert Schomburgk in 1837, Barrington Brown's in 1870, and 

Henri Coudreau's visit in 1884. None of these met the Waiwái on the Essequibo. 

When Robert Schomburgk, coming from the north, visited the upper Essequibo in 1837, he had reached 

the Kamo, Wapuau and Kanerwau Rivers without meeting any Waiwái, and his Indian guides all 

agreed that the upper Essequibo was uninhabited. He found his first Waiwái village 16 miles up the 

Kanerwau River, well into the Akarai Mountains (Rob. Schomburgk 1841 p. 313). 

ln 1870 Barrington Brown travelled in the sarne region and ascended the Essequibo until a little 

1. 
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beyond a branch ri ver on its right bank, the Kanerwau Ri ver according to his map, "f rom which a 

path went inland to the Woyawaise country" (Barrington Brown 1876, p. 249). He met a party of 

Taruma lndians - but no Waiwáis - who came from that country; one of them told him "that most of 

their journey had been overland for a great distance". 

At the time of Henri Coudreau's visit (Coudreau, 1886-87 II, p. 354) the southernmost village on 

the Essequibo stood some hours above the mouth of the Çanére Ouá (Kanerwau) and was inhabited 

by Taruma. The first Waiwái village he found on the Mapuera. 

So, our early authorities indicate that the Waiwái until the 1880'es, and probably even later, had not 

penetrated north of the Akarai Mountains. Groups of them have later moved northward into British 

territory. Village sites formerly inhabited by Waiwái abound on the uppermost reaches of the Mapuera 

above and below Kahshímo. They still retain their Waiwái names, and severa! persons now living in the 

villages on the Essequibo were formerly settled there. Others can mention the names of places on the 

Mapuera where their parents or other relatives f orn1erly lived. 

The reasons for the start of the northward rnovement are not quite clear. ln certain respects the 

Waiwái are timid people, and a former feeling as regards their neighbours may possibly account for it 

in part. A few persons on the Essequibo side could tell about an almost legendary character, Tohomá, 

a leader of the Shereó tribe farth~r south on the Mapuera. He was unf riendly disposed towards the 

Waiwái and wanted to kill them all, for which reason a number of the tribe started a movement towards 

the north side of the Akarai Mountains. lt is beyond doubt that the movement has been continued right 

up till our time when the mission station on the Essequibo has attracted what was left of Indians on 

the Mapuera, due to the Indian's possibility of acquiring supplies of various kinds as rewards and in 

payments for minor services rendered to the station. 

The first white manto see the Waiwái on the Essequibo River was John Ogilvie who in 1910 collected 

Waiwái material for the Peabody Museurn of Harvard University. W. C. Farabee carne in 1913, and 

Walter E. Roth in 1925. The region was visited in 1936 by the British Guiana and Brazilian Boundary 

Commission, in 1938 by the Terry-Holden Expedition for the American Museum of Natural History, 

New York, and by Mr. P. S. Peberdy in 1947 on behalf of the British Guiana government. After that 

came the construction af Gunn's Strip by the missionaries, and the erection of the Unevangelized 

Fields Mission station in 1950, at the now abandoned village of Erepóimo; later they moved the 

station to Kanashén. The mission has rendered invaluable aid to travellers in the region since that 

time: Dr. Cen Jones in 1951 (medica] survey), Dr. Nicholas Guppy in 1953 (plant exploration), Evans 

and Meggers in 1953 (archeological and ethnographical studies), and the ethnographical expeditions 

from the Danish National Museum in 1954-55 and 1958- 59. The first Danish expedition coincided with 

a second visit by Dr. Jones in 1954. 

No report of Ogilvie's visit has been published. Publications referring to the other visits rnentioned 

are listed in our bibliography. 



The Waiwái· Villages 

lt has been found necessary to divide this chapter into two sections. ln the first section the villages are 

described as they were seen during our first visit, before the invasion of Waiwái and other peoples from 

the south had started. This section was written bef ore our second expedition. 

The other section describes the present situation. lt is based on our observations in 1958. 

The Vil/ages in 1954- 55. 

1. Yakayáka (yakayáka, a kind of banana), with 41 inhabitants, is the largest Waiwái village on the 

Essequibo. It stands near the river where flat rocks on the left bank f orm a convenient mooring place 

for canoes. A gully opens in the steep river bank, and an easy path with a slight incline leads along the 

southern side of the gully up to the village which stands in an o pen space, the village plaza, surrounded 

by clearings and cultivated fields. There is about 3 minutes' walk from the landing to the village, and 

the top of the big communal house can be seen from the river between the trees. 

When approaching the village f rom the landing, one sees two upright poles standing on the left si de 

of the trail, all that is left of a f ormer round house which was abandoned and pulled down in March or 

April 1954, because it had been flooded during the preceding rainy season. At that time it had been 

standing for almost three years; it had been erected when Yakayáka was f ounded by people from another 

village, Erepóimo (»Big Cassava Pan«) farther south. - From the site of the old house an old trail 

leads off in a westerly direction, down into the gully, up again on the opposite side, and down a rather 

steep slope on the river bank at the old landing which is about 75 metres west of the present landing; 
• 

not so easily reached from the village, but still much in use, especially by visitors coming from upstream. 

The general layout of Yakayáka is illustrated in the accompanying plan (fig. l). 

A big round dwelling house, müimó, accommodating all inhabitants of the village, occupies the centre 

of the plaza (fig. 48). West of this communal house stands an open round house, umaná, smaller, which 

is used as workhouse and guesthouse. Workhouses of another type, rectangular and without walls, 

stand south and northwest of the communal dwelling house (fig. 46); this type of house is called yawa

rímta ("opossum's jaw"). Though certain families seemed to prefer one or the other of the rectangular 

workhouses, everybody seemed to have access to them; they are apparently not the domains of parti

cular f amilies, and are frequented by men and women. The umaná, on the other hand, was frequented 

mostly, but not exclusively, by the men. 
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Furthermore, there are two o pen shelters of a less permanent character on the village plaza (fig. 44); 

they are called páwishimátoko ("powis tail") or puchokwá (a cassava drink). Both stand on the southern 

half of the plaza and they are exclusively workhouses, one is triangular, the other one more rectangular 

in outline. A third shelter, a triangular one, was standing east of the big dwelling house, but was removed 

between two of our visits to Yakayáka and its material used for other purposes. 

Three large rectangular platforms erected on poles stand on the village plaza (fig. 15). They are plat

forms, chúriapón, for drying cassava bread (chúri = cassava bread; apón = stool, seat). A fra.mework 

on high sticks in the southwestern corner of the plaza served as a nightly per eh for the chickens; after 

an attack one night by a jaguar which killed almost all the chickens it was moved to the roof of the 

rectangular workhouse south of the big house. 

Severa! big tree trunks lying around the plaza are used occasionally as improvized seats, and as 

permanent supplies of firewood. Big tree stumps, 1- 1,5 metre high, stand in various places, one of them 

right north of the umaná. They are cut off flat at the top which f orms a plane surface where things are 

occasionally laid aside. 
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The open village plaza borders directly on the clearings, and pathways lead off in various directions 

into the fields. One of them turns west after a little distance and joins a trail leading from the old landing 

to Kanashén, which is about 30 minutes' walk away. 

2. Mawiká (the meaning of this name was not recorded), the second-largest village, also stands on 

the left bank of the Essequibo, some 4 hours' paddling upstream from Yakayáka. lt has 26 inhabitants. 

lt stands on a slight bend of the river, and has two landings (fig. 2). - When approaching the village 

along the trail from the southern landing one reaches at first, after a few minutes' walk, a partly over

grown village plaza, closed in on all sides by old fields which have grown up to such a degree as to be 

almost impenetrable except along the narrow trails leading through. Here are the remains of the old 

village site which was bumed down in 1950 or 1951, on account of the death of one of the inhabitants. 

The charred remains of a not very big round house, 2 rectangular houses, and 3 shelters were still easily 

recognizable in 1954. One rectangular shelter stands intact in the middle of the plaza; it was probably 

erected after the place had been abandoned. 
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Here the trail turns off to the right through the dense growth of tall cassava bushes, and after another 

couple of minutes' walk one reaches the open plaza of the village. 

The big communal house is not round like that of Yakayáka, but rectangular with rounded corners 

anda ridge pole along the roof. The yawarímta houses stand immediately north of it; one of them is a 

communal workhouse, the other one is the dwelling place of an elderly man, Chiriminósa, and his 

family. To his house is attached a triangular shelter where some of the family's work is done; a massive 

wooden mortar is embedded in the ground at one of its corners. The remaining population lives in the 

big house. As in Yakayáka, a number of triangular shelters and cassava platforms are scattered over 

the plaza, and at its northern end stands a big rectangular house without walls, but of a very solid 

character; it was erected as a guesthouse for the people f rom Yakayáka on the occasion of a dance 

which was celebrated during our v1sit. 

Near this big house a trail leads off through the f orest to the north. On a couple of narrow logs it 

crosses a little creek which f orms the water supply and the bathing place of the village, and then it 

turns east along the southern edge of the new fields, which occupy a large clearing here, a short distance 

from the village, and finally reaches the river bank at the northern landing, which is the more frequented 

one of the two Mawiká landings. 

3. Aakoniotó ("Old Mortar Pestle") is the northernmost one of the Waiwái villages, and the smallest 

one on the British Guiana side. It has 13 inhabitants. Tt stands a short distance away from the river, 

where a patch of savanna, Waskarachí ("Little Savanna"), a couple of miles long, suddenly appears 

in the forest. ln this place Americans during World War II, with the help of Waiwáis (Peberdy, 1948, 

p. 17), constructed an airstrip, Gunn's Strip, which was taken over by the British Guiana Airways in 

1951. The strip is not frequented by airplanes on regular ftights, only by chartered planes. It is the point 

through which the missionaries through several years kept up connection with the outside world, in 

addition to the connection over the radio telephone at Kanashén. 

Aakoniotó stands right at the edge of the airstrip. It was f ounded after the strip had been opened. 

Y oung Churumá, coming from the village of Yawára farther upstream, took the initiative, feeling 

attracted by the plentiful game on the savanna. The village has a round communal house with vertical 

walls, a rectangular workhouse and a triangular shelter. The fields are a little distance away, at the 

northern end of the airstrip. - Several trails lead from the village in a southerly direction to the landings 

on the Essequibo, which are reached after walks of 35- 50 minutes. 

4. Kahshímo ("Grand Rapids") is the northernmost village of the Brazilian Waiwái, near the right 

bank of the Rio Mapuera at about Oº 30' lat. north. The Mapuera here forms a series of rapids, the 

roarings of which are constantly heard f rom the village. The name has been derived from these falls, 

káhshi meaning rapids, falis, -imo being a suffix denoting large size. - Kahshímo had only 7 inhabitants 

at the time of our visit. 

The village stands about 45 ininutes' walk from the Janding. The trail crosses two or three old clear

ings, partly overgrown, one of them with the remains of a rather big round house which has been 

partly burned down. After fording a few creeks one finally reaches the village which, at our time, was 

only temporarily inhabited by people f rom one of the vi li ages farther south. The place had a less tidy 

appearance than the three villages we had seen on the Guiana side; apparently the people were too 
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few and not strong enough to keep it in order. The water supply comes from a shallow and muddy 

part of the last creek to be crossed before reaching the village. 

The communal house is a rather large atrair, far too big for the 7 persons inhabiting it. Jt is a rectangular 

structure without walls. ln addition there is one rectangular, open workhouse, and no other houses. 

The open plaza around the house is very narrow (fig. 49). 

South of Kahshímo there were in 1954 three more villages inhabited by Waiwái, but for several 

reasons we could not proceed farther down the ri ver and had to contend ourselves with the inf ormation 
,.. 

the Kahshímo people could give. According to this, a village called Kukawamatü (kukawá, a bamboo; 
,.. 

matü, stump of a tree) stood on the right bank of the Mapuera 2 days' travei below Kahshímo and a 

short distance below the mouth of the Rio Orokorín, which comes f rom the east. The Rio Kikwó 

empties into the Mapuera 3! days below Kahshímo. It has two Waiwái villages : Yaú (" lte Palro") 

about 3 days' travei overland in a southwesterly direction from Kahshímo, and Waukomatü (wáuko, a 

certain tree) some distance farther up the river. 

ln addition to the three villages on the upper Essequibo, one more place on that river is inhabited, 

i. e. Kanashén, the mission station. lt has no permanent dwellings (in 1955), but attracts a few people 

who take upa temporary residence there, and always some people come from Yakayáka to do some 

work around the station. On sundays the missionaries invite a gre~t gathering of people from the 

villages. A rectangular house and a triangular shelter right at the landirig was occupied for three months 

during our visit by people from Aakoniotó. A small round house with walls, built at some time by the 

Waiwái, stands near the place where the trails lead off to Yakayáka; it is used occasionally as a work

house, but probably was a dwelling house once. And a semicircular house, open on one side, stands in 

an old clearing a little south of Kanashén, at the place where a great many potsherds in the ground 

testify to a f ormer occupation by Taruma Indians. This house had apparently been the temporary 

dwelling of one of the old Waiwái, Kümüyá (usually called "Sam" by the missionaries and by visiting 

Wapisianas) and his family, who now seemed to live at Mawiká. 

The name of the place, Kanashén, has been coined by the missionaries; it means "God Loves You". 

The Vil/ages in 1958. 

Our second visit revealed that Waiwái villages now only exist on the Essequibo side of the Akarai 

Mountains. The Waiwái on the Mapuera side have moved north, so have all the Mawayéna Indians 

and most of the Shereó; from the Rio Nhamundá some Hishkaruyéna have come. One Katwéma 

Indian, from the Rio Cashorrinho, has also found his way to the upper Essequibo. 

So the population of the area had increased f rom 80 to about 250 within only three years. New villages 

have sprung up in several places, and the population of Yakayáka has increased considerably. A new 

house type, the round singlefamily house, has been introduced by the missionaries and seems to be much 

favoured by the newcomers. The larger settlements theref ore look completely different from what they 

did at the time, when the Indians were governing their own affairs. 

Before the invasion really started from the south, the village of Mawiká had been abandoned and 
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burned down, probably in consequence of the death in November 1954 of the wife of the village leader. 

The Mawiká people moved to Kanashén and founded a new village, Turupóniaukó (turupó, a certain 

fish ; niáuko, a shrub yielding fish poison), almost at the sarne place where "Sam"s old house stood in 

1954. And when the invasion from the south started, other villages sprang up around the mission 

station, which stands now as the centre of an agglomeration of three considerable settlements all 

consisting of small round houses. The total number of inhabitants of this group of villages n1ay safely be 

estimated at about 100. 

Yakayáka had changed considerably since our first visit. The big round house is still standing, 

inhabited by Yakayáka people f rom earlier time, among them Ewká, f ormerly and still the village leader, 

and his family. Around the big house stands a circle of 8 smaller single-family houses, a ninth house 

stands outside of the circle a little dis,tance away. ln these houses the newcomers are living, and in one of 

them we found the seven people, whom we had met three years earlier at Kahshímo. 

One group of people, with Charamchá as their leader, has moved out from Yakayáka and settled in 

a new village on the other side of the river, a short way downstream. This new village is called Umawa-
,. 

matü (umawá, a fish poison tree); it has one big round house. 
, 

Another village, Weeyómatü (weeyó, a resin), has been founded recently a short distance from the 

left bank of the river, 1 ! km. above Kanashén. Old Topóna ("George") is the leader there. Topóna was 

once the leader and medicine man at Kahrí, a village on the other side of the Akarai Mountains near 

the place where the trail from the Essequibo side meets the Mapuera. ln 1953 or 1954 he gave up his 

village and moved with bis people to Mawiká, where we f ound him at our first visit to the region. At 

that time he had already started clearing the f orest for a new village, but la ter decided on the site of 
,. 

Weeyómatü. For some un-understandable reason the missionaries are trying to stamp the name of 

"England" on the place, but apparently without success. T·he Indians between themselves always call 
,. 

the village Weeyómatü, and so did Topóna, when we asked him about the name of the place. 

Aakoniotó near Gunn's Strip is apparently still inhabited by the sarne people as during our first 

visit. We had no opportunity of revisiting this place. 

The uppermost village on the Essequibo is Maráre, which stands near the left bank of the river, 1 t 
hours above the mouth of the Kámo River. A Mawayéna Indian, Makaká, is the leader here, and though 

but a f ew women and some children were at home when we visited this village, we got the impression 

that it is chiefiy inhabited by Mawayéna Indians. The impression was strengthened by the types of 

pottery we found, which had some resemblance to the relief-decorated pottery we later observed on the 

Mapuera si de, and by the presence of fl.at stone slabs for baking cassava bread, which we had not seen 

in the other villages on the Essequibo (fig. 13). 
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Abandoned Village Sites 

Throughout the area now inhabited by the Waiwái, and far beyond along the upper Mapuera one 

finds many signs of f ormer occupation. Other sites, f ormerly inhabited by Shereó, abound farther south 

on the Mapuera and on the Rio Karí, one of its tributaries. These sites are overgrown by dense vegeta

tion, but they are usually revealed to sight, if not too far from the rivers, by a wealth of typical second

growth plants, such as bamboo and kongopomp (Cecropia spp.). Banana plants among the trees can 

also be taken as evidence of abandoned village sites. 

Old Waiwái Sites. 

When paddling along our native followers frequently pointed to one bank or the other, exclaiming 

ewtotó, the Waiwái word for "old village". The Waiwái names still stick to these sites, and in many 

cases it is rernembered who the inhabitants were. This applies to the sites on the Essequibo as well as 

to those on the upper Mapuera. Some of the sites are so recent that the houses are still standing, and 

their inhabitants are now to be f ound in the villages on the upper Essequibo. 

Peberdy's map (Peberdy 1948) shows a village called Oran Pau on the Essequibo opposite the Mataruki 

River. This is Urana Pau ("Labba Rock"), the Wapisiana name for Wedatü, as the site is called by the 

Waiwái. The village has been abandoned for several years. lts last inhabitant was Charlie Waiwái, a 

Wapisiana lndian, who got his "surname" by marrying a Waiwái woman, and who is now living in 

the Rupununi savanna. The site is actually north of the Waiwái area. 

The Onóro River empties into the Essequibo from the east just below Yakayáka. A little way up the 

river stands the old village of Onóro which has been abandoned so recently that its fields still yield 

cassava and other products. The round house, still standing, is occasionally inhabited by people coming 

from Yakayáka to collect the products of the fields. 

On the right side of the Essequibo, almost midway between Kanashén and Mawiká, stands Erepóimo 

where an immigrated Shereó Indian, Ehwé, once was the village leader. The mission station was origin

ally erected here, but in 1951 the Waiwái inhabitants of the place under the leadership of young Ewká 

moved to Yakayáka, which was f ounded on that occasion, and the mission moved to Kanashén. 

Within the few years which have gone sihce this happened, the site has been covered by a practically 

impenetrable growth. ln 1954 we tried to cut our way to the old house, but gave it up. 
, 

Apoosó is the name of the clearing started by Topóna before he settled definitely at Wéeyomatü. lt 
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stands on the left bank of the river shortly before the first Ianding at Mawiká is reached. The lat.ter 

village was abandoned and burned down in 1955, as explained on p. 1 O. 

The next ewtotó pointed out to us was Chámnayúko, inhabited for ten years, we were told, by Müiwá 

and his group, bef ore Mawiká was f ounded. 

Just above the mouth of the Kámo River is the old village of Yawára, which was inhabited for four 

years and abandoned at the end of 1953, by old Waniú ("William") and his people, including Churumá 

who founded Aakoniotó. A magnificent round house was still standing here in 1955, but could not be 

seen from the river. 

Just above the mouth of the Wapuáu River, on the right bank of the Essequibo, is a little inland, the 
, 

old fields of Marípamatü village. Here the above-mentioned Charlie Waiwái lived, before he moved to 

Wedatü after the tragical death of his Waiwái wife, who was killed by his soo of a former marriage. 

This may be the place which is marked in Peberdy's map by the Wapisiana-sounding name of Wau

maur1nau. 

The name Wakakalud for a Waiwái village near the mouth of the Shodikar River, given by Farabee 

(Farabee 1924 p. 153) was unknown to the lndians in our canoe parties, probably forgotten. 

This finishes the enumeration of abandoned Waiwái village sites seen or heard about on the Essequibo. 

Old village sites are equally numerous on the Mapuera. ln the area between, along the trail across the 

Akarai Mountains, there is but little evidence of earlier Waiwái occupation, such as one patch of second 

growth which was pointed out by our companion Poniuwé, in passing, as a place where he had worked. 

This did not sound impossible, as Poniuwé carne up from the Mapuera side with his stepfather, Waniú, 

some years previously. - It was reported, too, that Yukumá's father and Müiwá had a settlement each 

on the Akarai trail above the Shodikar River, before they settled on the Essequibo. This was quite a 

long time ago ; it was claimed that Müiwá left the Mapuera side when he was still a young man. 

More recent is the old site of Kahrí, which stands near the place where the Akarai trail meets the 

Mapuera River. Guppy found it inhabited in 1953 by Topóna ("George") and his people, whom we 

found at Mawiká the next year. - When we saw Kahrí in 1954, the structures were still in a fine condition, 

and the village plaza was unobstructed though covered with a green carpet of sweet potato creepers 

which were climbing all over the village, even to the very tops of the houses. The village had two good 

round houses, an open semicircular house, an open rectangular one, and several shelters. ln 1958 the 

vegetation was so dense that we had to cut our way through, and we could only find the rectangular 

house and the roof of one of the round houses, which had fallen to the ground. 

All along the upper part of Mapuera, from Kahrí and until just below the mouth of the Orokorín 

River, there are a great many abandoned village sites, which have formerly been inhabited by Waiwái. 

They were pointed out to us by our Indian f ollowers, in the f ollowing order from north to south. 

Between Kahrí and the mouth of the Rio Tarwini, within 7 hours of slow travelling: 

, 
Ashawatürü, on the left bank, formerly inhabited by Poniuwé's grandfather. 

Purupurutó, on the left bank, inhabited by Topóna before he settled at Kahrí. 

One site (name?) on the left bank, inhabited by Topóna before he lived at Purupurutó. 
, 

Shúrutürü, on the left bank. 
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Warowó, on the right bank. 
, 

Waukomatü, on the left bank. 

Shoowá, on the left bank, has two village sites. 

To this list can be added Kumuwató, a short distance up the Rio Tarwini. It was once inhabited by 

Chiriminósa and his family who later settled at Mawiká, from where they have now moved to Kanashén. 

Farther down the Mapuera, half an hour's travei below the mouth of the Rio Tutúmo (Wapisiana: 

Búno Wau) and on the sarne bank, is the old site of Yámomáskuru, formerly inhabited by Waniú, 

where Poniuwé was born. 

For a distance of about 5 hours' travei the .Mapuera now is a very pleasant river, with smooth going 

for the canoes. Then comes a part of the river which, according to its length in kilometres, ought to be 

navigated in 6 or 7 hours; but an almost uninterrupted series of rapids and big falls makes navigation 

most difficult, and on both our trips it took us 2! days togo from one end to the other. No village sites 

were pointed out here, but right below the falls they start again, with Awekunyére on the right bank, and 

two hours below comes Kahshímo, which we found inhabited in 1954. This must be about Oº 25' N. lat. 

Two hours below Kahshímo, on the left bank, is the old village of Yaipumichá where Kiripaká's 

father lived, and where Kiripaká was born. 
, 

The last Waiwái village sites pointed out to us on the Mapuera were on the right bank: Kukawamatü 

just below the mouth of the Rio Orokorín (on the opposite side); it was still inhabited in 1954, anda 

fine round house stood on the plaza, when we visited the place 4 years later; and Warekumná, one hour 

farther south. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the village of Yaú, on the Rio Kikwó, has been abandoned since 
, 

1954. The people from here, like those from Kahshímo and Kukawamatü, have moved to the Esse-

quibo, attracted by the mission. 

This gives a total of 15 places along the upper Mapuera from Kahshímo to the Orokorín, formerly 

inhabited by Waiwái Indians, and within a distance of about 150 krns. from the uppermost site to the 
, 

lowermost one. To this come, as nos. 16 and 17, Yaú and Waukomatü on the Kikwó. There is no reason 

to believe that our Indian friends in our canoes called our attention to all the sites along the river, there 

are probably several more. So one is tempted to postulate a formerly numerous Waiwái population 

along the river, where not a single Indian lives now. Still it is quite certain that all the sites have not 

been inhabited simultaneously. The great number of village sites must rather be accounted for by the 

movements of people from one place to another in consequence of their system of shifting cultivation. 

Old Shereó Sites. ' 

The Shereó are reputed of having once been a very powerful tribe ; so powerful, in fact, that their hostile 

attitude towards the Waiwái is said to have contributed to the start of the Waiwái migration across the 

Akarai Mountains (p. 4). 

Be this as it may, their days as an independent tribe are over now. When we reached the Shereó in 
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. 
1958, we found only 6 ofthem in one village, Pashkí, 5 days in canoe south of the Equator. We observed 

severa! abandoned Shereó villages on the Mapuera and on the Rio Karí. The Indians had moved away, 

some of them across the dividing range to the west, to join the Hishkaruyéna Indians on the Rio 

Nhamundá. Others had moved north, to the mission on the Essequibo, and the remaining 6 persons in 

Pashkí, all that was left on the Mapuera of the Shereó population, were making themselves ready to 

go the sarne way. 

The first Shereó ewtotó, Kwátakarató, was pointed out to us on the right bank of Mapuera, 3 hours 

below the mouth of the Rio Kikwó at the small Marawán creek. Ewnamúri, the next, we saw 1 t days 

south of the Equator, on the left bank. Pekramká followed 2! hours later on the right bank. Almost 3 
, 

hours after we had passed the mouth of the Karí, Kumiartü was pointed out on the left bank, and one 

hour later Minieruwáka on the sarne side was pointed out to us from a place in the river, where a 

peculiarly shaped rock called Shipúrotóopo ("Howler Monkey Rock") rises isolatedly out of the middle 

of the stream. 
, 

One hour below this place we stopped on the right bank at Tawánamatü, which we - like the two 

Shereó in our party - had expected to find inhabited. Here we were met by a ghostly silence. The village 

had been abandoned recently and burned. Later we learned that the people had moved over to the 

Hishkaruyéna. 3! hours farther south we arrived at Pashkí, which must be deserted now, as well. 

5 abandoned Shereó villages were shown to us on the Karí, which we f ollowed for almost three days, 

among those Yepóoká and Tapichurímto on the right side. Along the Mapuera below Pashkí we found 

no evidence of a f ormer population, and Tamokráne, a Shereó na tive of Pashkí whom we had brought 

with us f rom Kanashén, and who accompanied us all way to Cachoeira Porteira on the Rio Trombetas, 

told us that the Shereó never travelled on this part of the river. 

ln other words, the now abandoned village of Pashkí marks the southern limit of lndian habitation 

of the Rio Mapuera. 

' 



The Waiwái Population 

Like the chapter on the Waiwái villages, this chapter on the population has been divided, for practical 

reasons, into two sections. The first section has been written on the basis of our observations in 1954-55. 

The second section contains a few supplementary observations made during our second visit. 

The Situation in 1954- 55. 

During his visit in 1951, Dr. Cen Jones registered 52 Waiwáis living on the upper Essequibo (Jones 

1951 p . 2). His figure must be the correct one for that time, as he examined every single individual as a 

part of his medical survey. 

At our visit three years la ter we f ound 77 individuais, a number which 1 think is correct for that time. 

ln no case we could secure precise data about the age of adult persons, and this was generally true 

also in the case of children. ln our enumeration of 77 persons, the age is therefore given by e~timate only, 

based on a judgment of the general physical appearance of the individuais compared with their family 

relationships, and other conditions. - When a distinction has been made between adults and children, 

the distinguishing line between men and boys has been drawn at the age of 15 years, between women 

and girls at 13. 15 and 13, respectively, are the ages at which maturity is generally reached, which is 

indicated when boys and girls for the first time put on tl1e white bead strings apon1í, which all adults 

wear on their upper arms. 

1. Yakayáka has the following 41 inhabitants : -

EwKÁ, about 25 years old, is the village leader, yayaritómo, and medicine man, yaskómo, in one 

person (fig. 89). He was the one who took the initiative in founding the village in 1951 by moving 

with his family and some followers from Erepõimo, which now lies overgrown farther up the river. 

His wife, AHMORf, is of approximately the sarne age, maybe a little younger. They have three children. 
, , 

To his household belongs also EMAÜ, who is a daughter of Ahmorí's of a former marriage, and AHsü, 

a young woman who is related in some way to Ewká. She is a daughter of the late Ehwé, the f ormer 

village leader at Erépóimo, and married to WAYÁMA; they have a little daughter, W ASHMARÍ. 

KURÚMO ("buzzard"), probably a little more than 40 years old, and YuKUMÁ, about 30, have one 

wife between them, Towc Hf, who may be about 40 (fig. 55). The latter of the two men has a boy by 
, 

his wife, but at the sarne time heis married to her daughter of an earlier marriage, RATURÜ, who seems 

to be in the beginning of her twenties; they have a little daughter, PIPÍ. 

CHARAMCHÁ, a sturdy young man at the end ofhis twenties, is married to AYATSKIRÍ, a Hishkaruyéna 

woman; she must be somewhat older than her husband. They have three children together ( one son, 
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two daughters). To the sarne household belongs MANAKÁ (swamp manicole), a friendly young man of 

about 18; he is son of Ayatskirí by a former husband. W AIWÁI, a fine young man of about 18-19 years 

old, is in some way connected with Charamchá's household. 

TwAIPÚ, maybe a little older than 50, is married to AHMÁ, a Mawayéna woman; she seems to be of 

about the sarne age as her husband. Their son, Kapeyéna, tives at Aakoniotó. This old couple was 

staying at Yakayáka during the whole period of our visit, b1:1t it is possible that they were just visiting 

and, like their son, belonged at Aakoniotó. 

CHIKIMÁ, a man of about 40, is married to KAWÁ, about 30. From his former marriage to a Mawayéna 

woman he has the son MAWASHÁ, a little more than 20 years old, who is considered Mawayéna through 

his mother, and married to a Mawayéna woman MAWÁ (frog), with whom he went home to the Ma

wayéna country in December 1952'.. Chikimá and Kawá have one little boy together, and Kawá has 

one from a f ormer marriage. 

MACHA WÉ is a man of about 25. His wife, Poow Á, may be a little younger. They have two children. 

To their household belongs Poowa's half-brother, Y AKOTÁ, a man in the beginning of his twenties, 

who has been married before in a polyandric marriage but has no offspring. To the sarne household 

belongs also ToTORÉ, an orphan boy of about 12- 13 years, son of Poowá's f ormer husband. 

PARANCHÍTNA is about 35 years old, his wife is KAMANYÁRU, their daughter is TARÍSHI, about 12 
, 

years old, and TAMOKÜ is their little son. To this household belongs also EMEHKÁ, Kamanyárü's grand-

mother, MACHIPÁRA, who is Kamanyárü's younger sister (about 13 years old), and the orphan boy 

Y ÁRKA, a half-brother of Kamanyárü's; heis about 15 years old, but has not made up his mind yet to 

put on his apomí though Kamanyárü has made them ready for him. 
' 

When from this enumeration we deduct Kapeyéna, who belongs to another village, and Mawashá 

and Mawá who actually live with the Mawayéna, we arrive ata total figure of 41 persons at Yakayáka. 

They ali live in the round co,mmunal house, distributed in 7 families or households, if we count the 

somewhat complicated Kurúmo-Towchí-Yukumá-Ratárü relationship as one family. 

2. Mawiká, the second largest village on the Essequibo, has 26 inhabitants: -

Mü1w Á, about 50 years old, is the Ieader of the village, and at the ti me of our first visit he was regarded 

as the headman of the whole group of Waiwái on the northern side of the Akarai Mountains. He also 

holds the office of medicine man in his village. His wife, SHIRIKÁ ("star"), died in November 1954, when 

we had temporarily left the Essequi'bo side for our trip on the Mapuera River. - Müiwá's adopted son, 
, 

KIRIAMTÜ, is a Taruma by birth, one of the very few surviving men of that tribe. He has been brought 

up as a Waiwái, speaks only the Waiwái language, and is married to YosHwí. They have no children. 

CHIRIMINÓSA, somewhat younger than the village leader, is also a man of considerable prestige among 
• 

his fellow tribesmen (fig. 86). He is well versed in the ancient lore of his people, and acquainted with the 

functions of a medicine .man . His wife is dead. His daughter, YüMÁRÜ, is married to MEWICHÁ, who is 

probably a little older than 26. They have no children. 

W ANA w Á, also about 25 years old, is a sturdy young man with a keen interest in a flashy appearance, 

always nicely dressed and well-groomed. Heis married to MACHAYÁMA, by whom he has three children. 

His mother is TAMOCHÍ, a widow. 
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, 
KuMÜYÁ, nicknamed "Sam", is married to ARAWKÁRÜ. Their son, AYAÜ, is about 12 years old. 

TOPÓNA, nicknamed "George", 40-50 years old, had moved to Mawiká recently from the Brazilian 

side. He still claimed the ownership to the crops from the fields around Kahrí, his old village near the 

upper Mapuera. He was cutting a field for himself near Mawiká in November-December 1954. 

CHÁMI, about 25, is married to ÜOMÁ. They have one child, a little girl. 
, 

Y AHSÜ, about 25-30 years old, has been married to Y oshwí, who is married now to Kiriamtú. From 

this marriage he has the son WEPACHÍ who is about 10 years old. 

MANA w ANÁRU, about 30 years old, is married to Y AUYÉNA. Whether this is her name is uncertain; 

maybe the term Yauyéna merely denotes that she is of the Yauyéna tribe, like Churumá's wife. 

Of these persons, Chiriminósa and his family, i. e. his daughter and his son-in-law, lived in the 

yawarímta house at Mawiká. The other persons ali shared the big communal house of the village. 

3. Aakoniotó at Gunn's Strip is the smallest of the Waiwái villages in Guiana. Its 13 inhabitants are 

the following: -

CHURUMÁ (see frontispiece), about 25 years old, is the village leader. His wife is AYASHMÁ, nearly 40 

years old, who has come f rom the Yaú country on the Rio Kafiwini. There are no chiJdren in the marriage, 

but Churumá's half-brother, EMEHTÁ, is attached to the household. The girl PIIYÁ, 12- 13 years old, 

seems to be related in some way to Ayashmá. - During our visit Churumá lived temporarily with his 

f a mily in a shelter at Kanashén, because his wif e was ili and was being treated by the missionaries; most 

of that time he served us as an excellent inf ormant. 

KAPEYÉNA, about 22 years ( ?), the son of Twaipú and Ahmá at Yakayáka, is the medicine man of the 

village; unmarried. 

PoNYUWÉ, Churumá's half-brother, probably in the middle of his twenties, is married to KAYAWCHIRÍ. 
, 

They have 4 children, one of them is the boy TWEPÜ, who is 5. 

WANIÚ ("William"), probably the oldest of the Waiwái on the Guiana side, almost 60, is still 

mentally and physically a strong man. He is a widower, the step-father of Poniuwé and Churumá. 

KIRIPAKÁ is a young man of about 20, whose relationship to the other Waiwáis escaped us. ln the 

beginning of our stay he lived at Mawiká, later he moved to Yakayáka, and towards the end of our 

visit he moved to Kanashén and lived with Churumá. At that time he evidently felt much attracted by 

the girl Piiyá. 
, 

4. Kahshímo, the onJy pJace we had the opportunity of visiting on the upper Mapuera, had only 7 

inhabitants. 

SHAPAURÍTU, about 45 years ( ?), was the local village leader and medicine man. With his wife 
, , 

KIRIAM~ü he has the son YEWÜRA. He is married to a Mawayéna woman, who has brought three 

children f rom a f ormer marriage. 
- , 

. Actually, these 7 persons at Kahshímo belonged at Kukawamatü farther south on the Mapuera, 

and stayed here ternporarily in order to take advantage of the old cassava growth and other plants which 

were still yielding. The place is probably on the point of being given up for good. The leader told us 

that "next year" he rnight move to the Guiana si de for a visit. 

The population at Kahshímo, in fact, increased by one member when we left: A Mawayéna lndian, 

2 Waiwa i 
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Yapomá, who had come over with us from Kanashén, preferred to stay at Kahshímo in stead of fol

lowing us back. 

lf, in the enumeration above we count the men, women and children living in the villages on the 

Guiana side of Akarai, we arrive at the following tabulation of the Waiwái population on that side in 

1955 : -

Men Women Children 1 Total 

Yakayáka .... .. .. 13 10 18 41 

Mawiká . . . . . . . . . 10 7 6 23 

Aakoniotó ........ 5 3 5 13 

Total .... 28 20 29 77 

lt will be seen from this table that there is a surplus of men in all villages. lt may, furthermore, appear 

from the text that there is a larger number of old men than of old women (by "old" is here understood 

persons more than 40 years of age). ln other words, the average age of men is higher than that of women. 

Though women have plenty to do with their household jobs - as in most Indian communities the women 

are very industrious - the work is probably not the reason for their relatively short lifetimes; it will 

even be demonstrated later that the Waiwái women get more help in their work from their husbands 

than the women in most other tribes. And, after ali, everybody seems to take things quite easy in the 

Waiwái villages. lt was reported, however, that the women bear a large number of children, but many 

children hardly survive the birth. Towchí, for instance, had only one daughter (Ratárü) and one little 

boy alive, but we were told that she had gone through 15 childbirths in her time, though tbis figure 

may not be the exact one and should rather be taken in the sense of "a great many". Probably the large 

number of births under not too good sanitary conditions and poor health of the mothers (malaria, 

intestinal worms) may account for the relatively small number of women. 

Shortage of women is not an unknown feature in the lives of Tropical South American tribes. There 

are a few reports of it from the Guianas. Rob. Schomburgk, for instance, observed it among the Taruma 

(Schomburgk, Rich., 1847-48, II p. 648), and Olga Coudreau among the lndians she met on the Rio 

Mapuera (Coudreau, O., 1903 p. 70). - ln quite another region, eastern Bolívia, Rydén has observed 

it among the Moré (Rydén 1942 p. 90); here it is accounted for, according to Rydén, by the killing of 

some of the newly-born babies, especially if they be girls, because it is impossible for the mothers to 

carry more than one child when migrating from one place to another. 

As we have seen, three young men at Yakayáka and at Mawiká go about without a wife, and at 

Aakoniotó there are two men in that situation. At the time of our visit there were only two marriageable 

girls free in the whole group on tbe upper Essequibo (Machipára and Piiyá), but eight men in the sarne 

situation. The young men have several ways out of this embarrassment. 

One way out is the wayamnú institution ; men's free sexual access to unrelated women and to female 

cross cousins, though these may already be married. The institution is described by Niels F ock in his 

work on the social organization of the Waiwái. 

Another way out is a marriage outside the tribe. There are plenty of examples of Waiwái men with 

wives, who have been brought from the Mawayéna, Hishkaruyéna, Shereó, and Yaú tribes. 
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A third way is a polyandric marriage. - Polygyny was reported from the Waiwái by Henri Coudreau 

and Farabee. ln our days this arrange1nent is not common among the Waiwái, and polyandry is legitim

ate. An example was apparent in Yakayáka, where Towclú was married both to Kurúmo and to Yukurná, 

though this case was especially complicated as Yukumá was married, too, to Towchí's daughter Ratárü; 

thus, this was at the sarne time a case of polygyny. lt was also reported that Chikimá had endeavoured 

to persuade his son Mawashá to join his rnarriage to Kawá, anda polyandric relationship seemed to be 

about to grow up between a Mawayéna woman and two of the Mawayéna men, who accompanied us 

across the Akarai Mountains. Yakotá was said to have lived f ormerly in a polyandric marriage. 

Farabee reported a polyandric marriage from the Parukotó, and also mentioned an instance given 

by Ogilvie, from the Wapisiana (Farabee 1924 p. 191). ln both cases brothers were involved, which 

they are not in similar relationships among the Waiwái. ln the sarne place - but not in the sarne connec

tion - Farabee states that there is a scarcity of women among the Parukotó, which there is, too, among 

the Waiwái. 

From the Trio (Tiriyó), Frikel has reported polyandry, and adduced various reasons for the practice: 

.patl1ological or economical problerns (Frikel 1960 p. 9- 10). It does not appear from his description of 

the "Tiriyó", whether there are too few women; this may be the case, however, as the people seem to 

beata cultural levei equal to that of the Waiwái. 

Apparently, polyandry is rather well known and recognized among the Waiwái and their neighbours. 

According to our impression, shortage of women seems to be an important factor to account for the 

practice. This impression of ours is corroborated by von Humboldt (1859-60, IV p. 103), who noticed 

during his traveis that the number of women is strikingly small in many lndian tribes; in such cases, 

according to von Humboldt, a kind of polyandry develops; among the Avano and Maipure severa! 

brothers have frequently only one wife. 

The Situation in 1958. 

On account of the invasion of Waiwái and foreign elements from the south, the situation on the Esse

quibo side was completely different at the time of our second visit. 

As mentioned on p. 9, the population figure on the Essequibo side had increased from 80 to 250. 

Within the time at our disposal it was impossible to arrive ata definite distinction between the Waiwái 

people and the Indians of other tribes who had come up f rom the Mapuera. 

The increase in population within the last three or f our years is due to the activity of the missionaries 

who have wished to attract as many Indians as possible to the area. The migration from the Mapuera 

side has had the character of a veritable exodus, and rumours of the rnission station have even reached 

the Rio Nhamundá, where among the Hishkaruyéna Indians we were met with the question: "How is 

Cron ?". "Cron" is Mr. Claude Leavitt, one of the missionaries. 

As it is now, the popu1ation at Kanashén and in the villages above and below, comprises Waiwái, 

Mawayéna, Shereó, Hishkaruyéna, Katwéma, Taruma and Yaú Indians. A few Wapisiana Indians 

working at the mission station do not mix intimately with the other Indians. This is an extremely motley 

crowd, in which the components are losing their tribal characters and developing a uniformity, where it is 
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impossible to assign the single individuals to the tribes to which they formerly belonged. Many of 

them still retain their original language, it is true, but they are rapidly adopting Waiwái speech. 

Not content with what has already been achieved, the missionaries are planning to extend their 

activities in the direction of the Rio Trombetas, hoping to make the inhabitants of that region move to 

the Essequibo, too. The day we left Kanashén for our Mapuera trip, a party of two visiting American 

missionaries and several lndians had started on a trip thr:ough the forest in order to cut a new trail 

towards the country of the Tunayéna on the upper Trombetas. 

When we arrived at Kanashén in August 1958, 1 had the great pleasure of meeting almost all the 

Waiwái Indians with whom 1 had made friends at my first visit. A few were mjssing, as the epidemie of 

Asiatic influenza had claimed a tolJ of 8 deaths, although hardly anybody had escaped an attack of the 

disease. The rnissionaries had medicine called in f rom Georgetown, and f ought the disease with all 

means at their disposal. Due to this the Waiwái escaped the fate of the Taruma, who were wiped out 

as a tribe by the Spanish flue in the end of the Twenties. The victims of the epidemie among the 

Waiwái had been old people (one of them was our old friend Waniú), and very young children. 

Polyandry is apparently not practised any more by the Waiwái. The complicated relationship Kurúmo

Towchí-Yukumá-Ratárü had split up into two families. Whether some cases still persist among the 

immigrated f amilies we cannot tell. 

lt should be added that the relationship which we had expected in 1955 to spring up between the 

two young people, Kiripaká and Piiyá, had actually done so, and they now had a little daughter. 

Another notable event during the three years between our visits was the birth of twins to Yakotá, 

who had married a Mawayéna woman. The missionaries claimed that dueto their influence the twins 

had been allowed to live, while formerly the Waiwái would kill at least one of a pair of twins, and 

sometimes both. 

Health Condition and Nutrition. 

Dr. Cen Jones who accompanied us for a few weeks on our visit to the Waiwái in 1954, had already 

visited the people in 1950, and published an official report of his medical survey (Jones 1951). To this 

report the readeris referred for a reliable picture of the general health condition of the Waiwái. 

As non-professional observers in 1954- 55 we got an impression very similar to that, which will be 

obtained from reading Dr. Jones's report. Health conditions among the Waiwái appear to be relatively 

good, though the diet, on investigation by a dietician, may be found to be deficient in some points. 

Sanitation in the villages seems to be satisfactory, though at a first glance the opposite seems to be 

true, but this impression will be chiefly due to the interior appearance of the houses, which are frequently 

more crowded than would be considered pleasant or wholesome according to European standards. 

But ventilation is good, with doors open at either side, in some cases even without walls, and the roof 

is high. The houses do not appear smoke-filled, in spite of several fireplaces on the floor, and though all 

objects which have a permanent place in a house with time will become covered with a brown layer 

f rom tbe smoke. 

The villagers always go away from the houses and the plaza to evacuate, and are very scrupulous in so 

doing. The dogs are carried or led away for the sarne purpose, and no droppings were observed in the 
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close neighbourhood of the houses. At Yakayáka and at Kahrí a couple of places were noticed, which 

functioned as latrines. They did not look nice, it must be admitted, but still the functions were referred 

to places set aside distinctly for this purpose. 

No really sick people were observed, and no invalids, except at Kahshímo, where out of 7 persons 

one man, the village leader, had a tumor on his abdomen right below his navel, and another man, the 

leader's son, had a skinny leg, which obviously was partly useless; he usually walked with the help of a 

stick. The sarne young man suffered from a suppurating sore in his right groin, which was kept open 

by his tight loin string, and obviously bothered him considerably. He was the only person among the 

Waiwái whose physical condition really called for syn1pathy, though he seemed to be constantly cheerful 

and always friendly disposed. 

Dr. Jones's report reveals that 100 pct. of the Waiwái suffered from intestinal worms, and there 

seemed to have been no improvement in tbis condition up till 1954. Almost everybody had a strongly 

distended belly. Dr. Jones administered certain medicines for the ailment, which the Indians took, 

though with no great enthusiasm as they did not like the taste. He also pointed out to us a number of 

persons with an obviously swollen spleen, evidence of malaria, though no serious outbreaks of th~ 

disease were witnessed during our visit. 

Dr. Jones's tests have shown that tuberculosis and venereal diseases have not yet reached the Waiwái. 

Neither was evidence of former smallpox observed. So, dueto their isolation, which has enabled thent 
• 

to avoid intimate contact with Europeans, the Waiwái have happily escaped a number of diseases, which 

have proved fatal to a very large proportion of the aboriginal population of the Americas. Dr. Jones's 

conclusion is that no immunity or resistance to these diseases has been built up, and all visitors to the 

Waiwái should therefore be carefully watched, and quarantined if possible. A conclusion to which an 

ethnologist must concur wholeheartedly. The measure may also contribute to keeping strong alcoholic 

liquors away from the population. 

It was amply proved during our visit that a natural or acquired resistance to common colds, which 

are relatively harmless to Europeans, does not exist among the Waiwái. When our party of 10 persons, 

three of whom carne directly from Georgetown, the remainder from the Rupununi savanna, arrived at 

Gunn's Strip in 1954, someone must have brought in an infection, which spread rapidly among the 

Waiwái. When about two weeks later we started on the trip to the Mapuera, we happened to get in our 

party one of the Indians, who had already caught the infection. Before our arrival at Kahrí a week later, 

all the Indians accompanying us had also caught the cold, some of them to an alarming d~gree. This 

was one of our reasons for not proceeding further f rom Kahshímo, lest the infection should spread to 

other people we might contact downstream .. 

Contributing to the spread of colds is undoubtedly the Indians' habit of expectorating around 

. themselves with no regard whatever for the place where they happen to be, whether it be in a house 

or on the plaza, in the canoe, or in the midst of a group of people. This is an ingrown habit, and a 

disgusting one to watch when one is aware that the heavy expectorations come from infected persons. 

It was f ound in connection with the colds that the Indians have an overwhelming confidence in 

European medicines. They take pills and tablets bravely, in as big quantities as one will distribute, 

provided only that they do not taste bitter. In that case they make vague protestations and sour faces, 

but close their eyes and swallow what is given, after which they walk away in disgust. 
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Iodine proved to be a great success, and whenever a halt was made on the Mapuera trips, the lndians 

filed up and asked for kaskó ("sharp") to be put on tbeir bruised toes and shins. Apparently they 

enjoyed the biting sensation immensely, I cannot help thinking that it reminded then1 of ant bites, which 

they apply for cura tive purposes, and ascribe the sarne effect to iodine. 

Only very vague statements can be given regarding the nutrient components of the Waiwái diet. An 

intimate study of the daily food intake could not be made, as it was impossible to kcep an eye on all 

foodstuffs that went into the big communal houses during the day. A dietician's study of South An1erican 

people living under ecological conditions relatively comparable to the Waiwái 's has, to my knowledge, 

only been attempted among the Sherente and the Shavante (Maybury-Lewis 1958). The paper in which 

it has been described specifies the difficulties in carrying out a study of that kind. 

If we compare Mrs. Maybury-Lewis's list of Sherente food items with a corresponding one for the 

Waiwái, it may appear that the Sherente have greater possibilities for variation of the diet, as rice, . 

maize, beans, and coconuts are at their disposal. To balance this, the Waiwái have a better supply of 1neat 

and fish, one ofwhich items, or both, figures daily on t he Waiwái menu. Mrs. Maybury-Lewis repeatedly 

underlines that these items can at certain times be produced only with the greatest difficulty by the 

Sherente. 

The usual Waiwái diet is composed predominantly of cassava and other starchy roots and fruits 

(sweet potatoes, yam, bananas, plantains), with a supplement of meat (animal and fish), and juicy 

vegetables (pineapples, papaya, sugar cane). This gives an enormous surplus of carbohydrates, but at 

the sarne time a relatively good supply of proteins and fat, and some minerais. The habit of eating 

animais' entrails will help to balance the intake of vitamins, so that a sufffcient amount of vitamins A, 

B, D and E will be consumed, whereas the supply of vitamin C will be deficient, but traceable through 

the intake of bananas and peppers. 

Our observations of the daily meals of the Waiwái are not sufficient to allow an estimate of the quan

tity of f oodstuffs consumed daily, let alone any valuation of the calo ri e intake. But undoubtedly cassava, 

consumed as bread and beverages at all meals constitutes the majority of the total of f oodstuffs. If a 

comparison of African and South American conditions be permissable in this connection, it would be 

worth mentioning that de Schlippe (1956 p. 266) specified the nutrient components of cassava (ftour) 

as: protein 1, 7 %, fat 0,5 %, carbohydrates for the rest, with an insignificant quantity of nicotine acid · 

and a questionable amount of aneurin, both of which belong to the vitamin B-group. 

The physical appearance of the Waiwái, men as well as \Vomen, reveals a good muscular development, 

but with rounded shapes ascribable to an even distribution of a relatively abundant subcutaneous layer 

of f at. This is in harmony with the excessive consumation of carbohydrates, which tend to leave a 

deposit of fat, when they outbaJance the quantities of protein and fat in a daily diet. It is tempting to 

mention here another study of dietary conditions in African communities: Richards & Widdowson 

(1936 p. 93) compared diet and physic in a Rhodesian cassava community and in neighbouring villages, 

where cassavÇL was less prevalent in the diet. They f ound that in the cassava community the na tives 

seemed smaller, stockier and more inclined to be fat; but at the sarne time they were able to endure 

physical privations remarkably well, such as paddling and dancing for hours. 

These remarks could be made about the Waiwái as well. 
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Fields and Cultivated Plants. 

lt is typical of the Waiwái area that the population is gathered in villages. Outlying clearings belonging 

to individual families, to which these families repair, temporarily do not exist. Ali fields are in the imme

diate surroundings of the villages, enclosing the village plazas on all sides. Outlying fields exist, it is 

true, but they are not outlying in the true sense of the word. They are new clearings, which are situated 

only a few minutes' walk from the vilJage plazas (examples: Mawiká, Yakayáka). People go to the 

fields in the early mornings to plant or to f etch whatever they need, and the fields are so near that they 

may go there any time during the day, whenever they feel they have some work to do. ln no cases are 

the fields located so far from the villages that shelters must be erected for the night, when people go 

there to work. Family life, daily activities, and social functions are intimately connected with the village, 

where the people have their home. 

It may happen that one family or another goes away from the village to another place for a short 

time, but this other place is always an abandoned village site, and not a single family's f ormer a bode. 

lt is resorted to, because the fields f ormerly cultivated are still able to yield some useful roots or fruits, 

and it is visited for purely utilitarian and practical purposes. An example is Onóro, where a round 

house is still standing, and from there severa! families occasionally bring cassava supplies to Yakayáka. 

Another example is Kahshímo, which at the time of our first visit was inhabited by people from 
, 

Kukawamatü. Such visits to the old villages may be compared with and considered similar to the trips, 

which are undertaken at times, when pottery clay or stones for cassava graters must be obtained f rom 

places lying far up- or downstream the Essequibo River. 
' 

The cultivated fields, sarapó, around the villages are the places, where the most necessary daily food 

is procured. The fields become exhausted with time, and new fields must then be made. ln this way the 

cultivated area round a village extends gradually, and at times the need for moving a clearing- or a 

whole village - is f elt. 

The f avourable time for the making of a new field is the beginning of dry weather, which on the upper 

·Essequibo falis at two seasons of the year, and the subsequent planting of the new fields takes place in 

May-June and November-December, just before the rains start. - The opportune time for the new 

clearing before the November-December planting is indicated by the plentiful occurrence of the "sun 

bee", tarütárü, a cicada appearing in the shrubs where it is noticeable by its particularly penetrating 

buzz. This occurs in October-November. 
/ 

The viJlage leader makes the decision, and through his helper this is communicated to the people 

together with his opinion as to where the felling of the trees shall take place. The area for the new 

• 
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clearing is selected on slightly sloping ground well exposed to the sun, which allows the rain water to 

drain off easily, without any possibility of stagnant water accumulating. 

All men - and some boys - join in the work, with the exception of a few who may go out hunting to 

keep up the food supply. They hunt for the benefit of the whole villages. The duration of the work de

pends of course on the size of the field and the number of men at work. While the men are out cutting, 

the women prepare food for everybody; into this is also thrown the prey, that has been brought hon1e by 

the hunters. A communal meal is given, when the felling is finished. The men eat first, the women after 

them. 

Imported cutlasses and steel axes are used for felling the trees. Stone axes must f ormerly have been 

used, but this isso long ago that the Waiwái seem to have no recollection of it. The stone axe heads they 
-occasionally find in old habitation sites are used as whet stones for their iron tools. 

The men who are out fe1ling, attack the f orest in two stages. First they cut the small undergrowth, 

next they start on the big trees. These are cut with big incisions f rom opposite sides, but at one levei 

(fig. 3). At times a tree is cut at so big a height that a scaffolding must be erected around it. lt requires 

great physical strength to swing the big axes, and
1 
the heavy expiration of the working men sounds like 

bel · ows, rythmically in time with the sound of the axes hitting the trunks. ln between the cutting, the 

men sit down to relax for a few minutes, talking and chewing sugar cane. 

Some trees are only cut halfway through. When the big trees f all, they will pull these trees along with 

them as they go crashing to the ground. Every tree falling is greeted with yells of delight f rom the men; 

the greater the noise, the greater is the rejoicing. 

The fallen logs of the clearing are left on the ground to dry for up to six weeks, after which tires are 

made in severa! places. The tires are started with matches here and there, and quite unceremoniously. 

All the completely dried out branches and shrubbery are devourçd by the flames, leaving a layer of 

ashes on the ground, the only kind of fertilization in Waiwái agriculture. lt should be pointed out, 

however, that the fertilization is not intentional. The lndians seem to have no idea of the beneficial 

effect of the ashes upon the thin top soil layer; the only purpose of the burning of the field is that of 

making room for new cultivations. 

A newly burnt field, marára, does not present a very tidy appearance. Apparently no endeavour has 

been made to regulate the direction of the falling logs, and heavy logs which have not been consumed 

by the tire, lie over and between each other in all directions, with tall and short stumps of trees standing 

in between (fig. 4). The logs that are lying around everywhere will later serve some practical purposes; 

they offer a shelter against heavy rains for some of the young plants which are to grow up la ter; they 

provide an easily accessible supply of firewood; and when the plants have grown so big that traffic 

across the field may be difficult on account of the tightly interlacing branches, they are used as gangways 

along which the Indians balance from one end of the field to the other. 

After the burning, parts of the new field are distributed by the viJlage leader so that every man with 

his f amily receives a plot. Then the planting begins. Men and women join in this work, which must be 

finished before the rains start. Undol. btedly digging sticks were formerly the common tool for this; 

Farabee observed them during his visit to the Waiwái (Farabee 1924 p. 154: "sharp sticks"). No digging 
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Fig. 3. A Hishkaruyéna helps to clear a new field near Kanashén. August 1958. 

sticks were observed during our visit, not even among the Indians on the Mapuera or on the Nhamundá ; 

they 11ave been replaced long ago by cutlasses. Cutlasses have come to the Waiwái from the savanna ; 

some have been given to tl1e Indians by travellers who have passed through the country, others have 

been distributed from the mission station. 

The name of the planted fields is sarapó. 

S1nall n1ounds are made in the fields for the planting of cassava, yam, and tania; other plants are 

placed in the level ground. Everything is planted haphazard , without regular order, except pineapple 

and kraua ("silk grass"), which are planted in lines. There is a tendency to reserve small sections of the 

field for certain plants, to the exclusion of other plants in these particular sections. 

Cassava is the most conspicuous plant in the fields. Until our first visit (1954-55), the Waiwái only 

cultivated the bitter or poison species. Some of them had seen sweet cassava during their visits to the 
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savanna, and ali the Essequibo Waiwái must have known it from the fields around the mission station, 

yet they had not taken to growing it. At our second visit we f ound that cultivation of sweet cassava had 

started, having been taught by the missionaries. 

The cassava shares the ground with a grea t number of other plants, f ood and f ruit crops, which are 

deliberately pJanted and grown. Generally, the order of planting will be the following: banana and 

plantain are planted first, then come pineapp]e and kraua, yam, sugarcane, and cassava. lt is the 

cassava which regulates the length of ti me a field may be cultivated with a possibility of giving a reliable 

outcome. It may give good roots the first and the second year, and tolerably good ones the third year. 

The fields are weeded a f ew times a year by men and women for the first two years. After that it is 

not possible to keep the weeds down, and after the third year the cassava bushes will give very high 

stems and f ar too small roots. This is the ti me when the nu tritive elements in the soil are exhausted, 

though the weeds are thriving luxuriously. The field will then be abandoned, and new fields are taken in, 

in the close vicinity of the first field . 

Cultivated food plants are the following : -

Common name in British Guiana: 

bitter cassava (severa! varieties) . . 

sweet cassava (not grown until after 1955) 

yam, black 

yam, red . 

yam, white 

bell yam . 

wateryam 

sweet potato 

tania, white . 

tania, yellow 

edo . . . . 

? ? ? . . . . . . 
banana ( several varieties) . 

plantain ( several varieties) 

pineapple 

papaya .. 

sugarcane 

pepper 

pumpkin . 

gourd . 

"ginger" ( ?) 

Waiwái name : 

shére . . . 

shéretáhsum 

chichiwiyím 

chichurím . 

tumotwím 
, . 

napi . 

napitó 
, . 

pari . 

kumhó 

churupopó 

kumhotó 
, 

pano .. 

tushmá . 

sereimén( ?) 
, 

apara. . 
, 

mamaya 

paranchí 
-asüsü . . 

, 
awayama -

• 

kamáshweyatü . 

1'Varakápa . . . 

p. 
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56 

56 
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Fields and Cultivated Plants 

Fig. 4. A newly burned clearing at Yakayáka ready for planting. November 1954. 

Plants cultivated for technical purposes are: -

tobacco . . . 

cotton (2 kinds) 

kraua, silk grass . 

arrow reed . . . 

anato, urucu (Bixa Orellana) 
? ? ? (B. ) . . . 1xa sp. . . . . . 

• f • 

gourd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Job's tear. 
? ? ? . . . . . 

kamashú • . 
maúre, taripá 

kirewétu 
,. 

waylvü • 

onómto 

shéewe 
,. 

matematiyatü 
,. 

urutiyatü . . 
,. 

kamáshweyatü . 
, 

wosato . . . 
makawáymo. 

27 

57 

61 

61 

62 

64 

65 

66 
66 
66 

66 
66 

Weeding of the Waiwái fields is neither thorough nor very frequent. Consequently, after a short 

time a number of plants which actually belong in the f orest, will make their appearance in the fields, 

either invading from the f orest through the action of wind and with the droppings of birds, or springing 
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from vegetative parts in the ground, which havc escaped destruction by fire. Considering the exuberant 

vegetation surrounding the clearing on all sides, it is astonishing that no more p lants grow up in this 

way; it is probably the scorching sun over the open clearing during the dry seasons which keep most of 

them down. 

Many ínvading plants are destroyed during the weeding, but others are allowed to grow up because 

the Waiwái by experience have recognized their useful properties. So, in addition to the plants deliber

ately cultivated, one finds in the fields a number of plants which can be classed as "protected weeds", 

or, n1aybe more aptly, as "semi-cultivated plants". 

It is relatively few forest plants that are tolerated in this way, compared to the large nun1ber of plants 

deliberately cultivated and to the really surprising great number of forest plants they draw upon in 

their collecting activity. It is possible, of course, that more forest plants than those listed below could be 

classed among the semi-cultivated plants. The following list contains, however, all the plants of this 

category whicl1 were pointed out to us, or described. 

Semi-cultivated plants in the Waiwái fields are: -

bell apple 

deer callalloo, bush spinach. 

wild plantain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

congopomp. 

congopomp. 

cashew 

akarakará. 

arakó 

karayúru 

kwashá . 

kushuwé 
, 

marakásüsü 

niaúko . 

purukawé 
, 

puruma . 
, 

taratara 

purupúru 

yaraká . 

murumúru 
, .. 

orosu . . 

p. 

C9 
69 
74 

77 

77 

79 

81 

84 

85 
86 

85 

92 

81 

82 

The semi-cultivated plants, and the products derived from them will be described in our alphabetical 

enumeration of plants collected, as tl1ey are also utilized, when found in the forest. 

Bitter Cassavo. 

Agriculture is the basic industry of the Waiwái community, and the people can always fali back on 

their cultivated fields for reliable food resources. 

Cassava is the staple product. Like most other root-cultivating agriculturists (Jensen 1956), the Waiwái 

have a tradition about the origin of their important food plant from a dead body. Bríefiy, it goes as 

follows: -
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Mawarí the creator and mythical ancestor of the Waiwái, grew up among the Kámarayéna (the 

Jaguar People), where he was brought up by the Jaguar Grandmother. One day she told her to provide 

some better food, and she went into a field where she defecated. From this, the cassava plant grew up. 

But the people detested this, and she went to the clearing once more. Here she was killed, and her body 

burned. From the bones left in the ashes new cassava plants sprang up, of the kind which is used in 

our days. 

UntiJ quite recently only bitter cassava, shére, was cultivated by the Waiwái. Sweet cassava, shéretáh

sum, has been introduced in the years from 1955 to 1958. - All the Cariban speaking tribes met during 

our trips hrough southern British Guiana and the northern part of the Brazillian state of Pará have 

related names for the bitter cassava: 

Waiwái 

Shereó 

Hishkaruyéna 

Kashuyéna 

shére 

shéere 

shíri 

kchére 

At least 4 varieties of bitter cassava were demonstrated to us at Yakayáka, and the names of 3 of 

them were variously given by three informants: Charamchá (Ch.), Kurúmo (Ku.), and Kiripaká (Ki.). 

Only Kurúrno was able to give the name ofthe fourth variety, though the sample was taken from Charam

chá's field . When we got so far as to No. 4, the three gentlemen arrived at an utter disagreement, and 

during the argument all the samples got mixed up. 1 regret that we did not later have an opportunity of 

getting back to the subject. 

1. yosheéwepó ( Ch.) 

sheéwepó (Ku.) 

yeshíwipú (Ki.) 

2. cheyapunopó (Ch.) 

cheyepuropó (Ku.) 

? ? ? (Ki.) 

3. kayénapó (Ch.) 

purotopó (Ku.) 

kahyenapú {Ki.) 

4. ? ? ? (Ch.) 

torowopó (Ku.) 

? ? ? (Ki.) 

The stem is grey, has prominent leaf scars. 

All leaf stalks are red. The leaf has 

3 leaflets. 

The stem is light greyish-brown. Petioles 

of young leaves are green on both sides, 

those of old leaves are red on the upper side. 

- This is the variety which is most commonly 

grown. , 

The root has a pink skin 

under the peel. 

The root has a light brown 

skin under the peel. The 

tuber may be very big, 

frequently oblongovate. 

The stem is reddish-brown. Y oung leafstalks The tuber has a dark 

are green. The under side ofyoung leaves is 

purple coloured, petioles red. 

-

purple skin, almost the 

colour of a red beet, under 

the peel. 

It is not impossible that the Waiwái have more varieties than the four listed above. On the Mapuera 

side, the Shereó cultivated the three first-mentioned varieties, and gave them the sarne names with a 

slightly different pronunciation ; in addition they showed us 4 more varieties in their fields . 

• 
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One Waiwái field inay contain several varieties. They plant sticks of different varieties indiscriminately 

in one and the sarne little mound. Neither are the varieties distinguished when the roots are dug up, 

carried to the house, and prepared. 

Cassava sticks are planted in a new field with the cold ashes forming a black layer on the top of the 

soil. No fertilizers are used. Cassava spirit stones to the placed in the fields, as described by Audrey 

Butt from the Akawaio (Butt 1956 pp. 42, 47) were not obst?rved among the Waiwái, but two stones of 

this kind were collected among the Hishkaruyéna, who called thetn asháwa (fig. 5). Both are smoothly 

polished. One of them is bunshaped, with diametres 5,5-6,5 cm., and has scattered marks af if it has 

been used as a hammer or a pecking tool. The other stone is flat, nearly triangular with rounded 

corners, and has no marks; it is 11, 7 cm. long, 8,4 cm. broad. - The pecking marks on the bun-shaped 

stone may be taken to indica te that it has served a f ormer population as a working tool, though I do 

not feel absolutely convinced that it must really have been so. The fact that the two stones were brought 

us together with a couple of stone axes with which they had once been found , points in that direction. 

I 

Fig. 5. Stones from the Hishkaruyéna. - Left: cassava stone H 4915 and 4918. 
Right: small pepper cruchers H 4916 and 4917. 

Cassava sticks to be planted in the new field are brought from one field by men and women, who· 

carry them on their backs in baskets of the type which in the Colony is generally called "warishi", by 

the Waiwái awechí (fig. 97). With their cutlasses the men heap the top soil into small mounds where the 

sticks are planted, usually 4-6 sticks in a mound, and pushed vigorously into it sideways in such a way 

that all the sticks are placed almost horizontally and pointing in one direction in each inound (fig. 6), 

though a general direction of the sticks is not observed all over the. field. 

The mounds are supposed to make the soil keep its natural humidity. They are maintained very 

irregularly. A little soil is heaped upon them at irregular and long intervals, and it is difficult to distinguish 

the mounds in the old fields. 

After a year the cassava roots are suitable for use, but they are not all harvested at one ti me, as 

they are only able to keep fresh when left on the plants in the ground. Cassava roots are never stored in 

the houses. Only such an amount is ta~en as is required for use in one or two days. The number of 
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Fig. 6. Newly planted cassava sticks in a s1nall 1nound. Yakayáka, November 1954. 

roots taken will vary with the occasion: when a dance is prepared, a great number of roots is brought 

home, to be used for cassava cakes and beverages. 

The usual procedure in harvesting cassava was observed in a Yakayáka family. Early in the morning 

Charanichá and his wife Ayatskirí went to the field with their children, and acco1npanied by the young 

man Waiwái who was connected with their household. Ayatskirí went ahead with the children carrying 

an empty a1,vechí on her back, and followed by the two men. It took only a few minutes to reach the 

place from the village. Having arrived, Ayatskirí and Charamchá started cutting the plants, mound by 

mound. Tl1e stems were thrown into piles where stems from former cuttings 11ad already been thrown, 

waiting to be burned. When the plants had been cleared away, both started digging out the roots with 

their cutlasses. The number of roots in each mound was 5- 8, the sizes rather variabJe. After the first 

mounds had been emptied, they started cutting and digging in other mounds around the sarne spot. , 

While collecting the roots, some of the stems from the plants which had been cleared away were cut off 

ata length of 50-60 cm., and with a rapid movement thrust from the side into the mounds, from where 

the plants had just been taken, in the manner which has just been described. We were told that the field 

was two years old; the plants were of a considerable height, about 3 metres. Next year the newly-planted 

cuttings will be good for use, and the plants will yield for one year more. But after tl1at no more cassava 

will be planted in that spot. This means a lifetime of f our years for that field. 
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When dug up, the roots were piled in two awechfs. All four kinds of cassava were piled in the baskets 

without any attempt at sorting; and alJ nicely arranged with the axes of the long roots parallel to the 

longitudinal axes of the baskets. One basket was lined with leaves of the taratára tree, and the roots 

were covered on top with the sarne kind of leaves; kwashá leaves were used in the other basket. The 

trees from which the leaves were taken stood nearby in the field. 

When the baskets were full - either basket weighing abo1:1t 60 pounds - each of the men lashed the 

lengthwise opening with bark strips, after which they hoisted them on to their backs, placed the strap 

across the f orehead, and walked home. From the logs lying around - not from the cassava stems - the 

woman collected a little firewood, which she carried in her arms, and walked home leisurely afterwards. 

The whole work in the field f rom the time they left the house until they returned, lasted one hour. 

It will be noticed that men and women share the work in the field, cutting the bushes, digging up the 

roots and piling them in the baskets, whereas the men do the heavy work of carrying the products home. 

At times we saw women bringing home heavy loads of cassava or yam, but we were told that the women 

only carry home the roots when their menf olks are not around. 

The preparation of the cassava roots begins immediately after they have been brought home, as they 

will keep fresh for a limited time only. Men may take part in the peeling of the roots and in pressing out 

the poisonous juice, but apart from this the treatment of the roots until the final products are at hand, 

is the work of women. 

The cassava roots, shére, are peeJed with cutlasses or any other kind of knives. Men may take part in 

this; even the old village leader at Mawiká was seen at work, peeling cassava for bis wife. But usually 

it is the women who peel the roots, and very often several women join in this work. The peeled roots 

are placed in any container or suitable basket at hand: on a plaited palm leaf mat, in a cassava sifter 

manári, in any old aivechí, on a spathe from the kokerite or the lu palm (fig. 7), etc. The peelings are 

dropped on a mat of palm leaves or bark, and are thrown away. Usually the men carry them out and 

dump them at the edge of the village plaza. - All the roots which are brought in are peeled at once, 

after which the grating begins. 

The cassava grater, shimári, is made from a rectangular wooden board which is provided by the men, 

who cut and shape it into a suitable size. According to Farabee (1924 p. 157) the Waiwái make it from 

the board root (the buttresses ?) of the Aspidospermum excelsa. The Waiwái told us that they make 

their graters from two kinC:.s of wood, one which they call shimári like the grater, and for which we can 

offer no botanical identification, and one which they call mopeímo (Cedrela odorata). 

The manufacture of the grater, as seen at Yakayáka and Mawiká, is done in the f ollowing way: 

The woman takes over the rectangular board when it has been shaped by the man. With a red dye 

containing onómto (a pigment extracted from the red pericarp of the seeds of the onómto bush, Bixa 

Orellana), she outlines a rectangular portion of the upper side of the board, and diagonal tines are 

drawn with the sarne dye across the rectangular field , di viding it into smaller field s (fig. 8.). 

The woman now starts filling in the fields with stone chips. According to Farabee (1924 p. l 57), she 

uses abone awl for making small slits, into which the stones are driven, among the Makusi a wooden 

mallet is used for this (Farabee 1924 p. 21). This was in 1913. The procedure followed in our days 

among the Waiwái is the san1e in principie, but the tools are different, though it must be admitted that 

• 
' 
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Fig. 7. Cassava grating in Mawiká. - The peeled roots are placed in a spathe of the manikole palm, the woman manipu
lates the grater, the pulp is heaped in another spathe. 

the manufacture of graters was not witnessed among the Brazilian Waiwái. On the Essequibo side 

they were made in the following way: -

From a greyish-black block of stone she knocks off small chips with a very worn, old iron chisel. 

Then she takes an iron nail with a good, sharp point, and with the chisel she repeatedly beats its point 

into the board soas to make a number of small narrow slits. When one ofthe fields between the diagonal 

red lines is covered with such slits, she works her stone chips down to still smaller bits with sharp points 

and angles, and drives one bit into each hole by a powerful blow with the chisel. When a field has been 

filled, she starts on another, and so she goes on. During the work she sits on the ground - or on her mat -

with one end of the board resting in her lap. When one half of the large rectangular fi.eld has been filled 

in, she turns the board round and fi.lls the other half. When she has finished, the stone chips will f orm 

Jines generally following the original diagonal design, but a real pattern does not come out clearly. 

We were told that the graters made by the Mawayéna women have a more regular, diagonal arrangement 

of the chips, which are set closer than the stones in the Waiwái graters. 

3 Wa 1wai 
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The stone chips stick in the board, because they are quite powerfully driven in. No glueing or cement

ing is used for fastening them, but when the wo.man has finished her work with the stone chips, she 

covers the whole upper surface of the board with a heavy red layer of paint, which consists of onómto 

boiled with a melted resin and a certain latex (for particulars about the manufacture of the paint, see 

p . 64). The red paint is claimed to be purely ornamental, but there is no doubt that the latex, when 

hardened, helps to keep the stones in their holes. The new cassava graters, and tti.ose which have been 
' 

used for a short time only, have a beautiful, bright red colour which rather quickly fades into a yellowish 

brown. 

The woman's work on the cassava grater is finished when she has applied the red paint. But now the 

man takes over and adds the final touch: a decoration with black paint on the top of the red; at times 

also the lower surface of the grater receives a design of red or red-and-black tines, but it is not wholly 

covered with the red paint. The main ingredient of the black paint is the ashes of burnt leaves of the 

müinayépu or dallibanna palm (Geonoma baculifera), with the sarne resin and latex as in the red paint. 

Every design has a name, but the general opinion among the Waiwái seems to be that all the designs · 

are purely ornamental; it was not possible to get any other explanation in spite of repeated questioning 

of several persons. lt is peculiar that a number of the figures of the graters reappear in the shape of 

flat breads, which are occasionally baked from the flour of grated Brazil nuts and fashioned like frogs, 

alligators, lizards, armadillo legs, men. According to Churumá, this is done "just to give them style, 

for fun". 

Waiwái cassava graters are very much admired by the Wapisiana, so much indeed that for a long time 

they have ranged among the trade objects in greatest demand among the Wapisiana, and many Waiwái 

graters were seen in the houses during our stay on the savanna. Trading expeditions of Waiwáis have 

visited the savanna, and bartered graters for objects, which the Waiwái consider to be desirable, sucb as 

cutlasses, iron axe beads, beads, salt. lt bas even happened that a grater was sold for two pigs, which 

were brought home to the Waiwái country and kept alive there for some time. 

The immediate surroundings of the Waiwái villages abound in black, granitic rocks, which are easily 

accessible along the river where they form big boulders and slabs in many places. Yet the Waiwái are 

not contented with these rocks as material for their grater chips, but go to the trou ble of collecting a 

certain stone which they find only in one place in their region, near Charlie Waiwái's old village site 
; 

Widatü. This place is located two days' journey down the Essequibo from Y akayáka, from Mawiká 

it may take three days to go there. lt stands on the left bank of the ri ver, a short distance f rom the mouth 

of the Kasikaityu River. Expeditions go out in the dry season to get the stones, and bring them back in 

blocks which are chipped as material for new graters, when required. The Shereó, too, go to great 

trouble in collecting their grater stones which they find some distance up the Rio Karí. 

The stone is called sáma by the Waiwái and the Shereó. Only the exterior parts of the stone are used, 

whereas the core is thrown away. 

1 am indebted to Dr. Karen Callisen of the Mineralogic Museum of the University of Copenhagen 

for an exmination of a core of sáma and a f ew chips, which were secured at Yakayáka after Ayatskiri 

had chipped off what she intended to use for her work. Dr. Callisen describes the stone as a greyish

black, finely crystalline and hard rock which breaks along irregular cracks with no predominant direc-
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Fig. 8. Unfinished cassava grater. H 4195. 

tion. The fracture is slightly uneven, in some places splintered; some surfaces are curved, more rarely 

they are plane. No parallel structure is apparent. Very red rust, Fe20 3-like, occurs in the cracks. On 

one side of the stone a lighter, reticularly-ramified coating is seen, which is not carbonate. - The micro

scopic section reveals a most finegrained material: relatively large phenocrysts (porphyroblasts) may 

reach a size of about O, 1 mm. The structure is typically that of hornfels: all the component parts are 

stuffed with interpositions of (presumably) all the other components. 

Hornfels is the designation of a contact-metamorphosed rock. The name usually refers to a sediment

ary rock which has been metamorphosed by an eruptive mass. A number of constituents can be distin

guished in the microscopic section: pyrite and carbon with some degree of certainty, quartz, plagioclas, 

biotite, apatite; a few of the biggcr grains may be garnet. A number of other minerais of the fine-grained 

ground mass cannot be identified definitely; many of them have a high índex of refraction and biref rin

gence. 

So far Dr. Callisen. Her observations on the material have been rendered in some detail here, because 

Roth (1924 p. 278) has described an outcrop of stone in the Essequibo River just above the Kasikaityu 

where the Taruma, Waiwái and other people in earlier time obtained their grater stones. The site and 

material were described by Brown & Sawkins (1875 pp. 193- 194), but their description does not fit 

with Dr. Callisen's description of the material at hand. So the Waiwái have apparently found another 

source for their material since that time. " 

ln brief, sáma is a rock which by contact-metamorphism has acquired a high degree of hardness. 

As only the exterior parts of the stone are used, these must be supposed to be even harder than the core 
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which is discarded. This explains why the Waiwái reject the rock found in their immediate surroundings 

and prefer to collect the sáma from a considerable distance away. The sáma is so superior that the 

Wapisiana, when their Waiwái graters are about to be worn out by use, pull out the sáma chips and 

re-set them in new boards. 

The stone-set wooden grater here described is now used ali over the area inhabited by the Waiwái. 

ln relatively recent time they have also used rough stone ~labs, when the ordinary graters had been 

sold to their neighbours (Roth 1924 p. 277). Such stone graters which earlier travellers have reported 

from severa! tribes in South America, have become obsolete almost everywhere in our time, and those 

observed by Roth among the Waiwái (and the Taruma) were probably used only in emergency. They 

were not observed during our visits. 

Cassava grating occupies a cons iderable part of the women's time, depending, of course, on how 

many roots have been brought home f rom the field at a time. The whole supply brought in is peeled and 

grated immediately. The morning we followed Charamchá, bis wife Ayatskirí, and Waiwái to Charam

chá's field, the two men carried home a load of cassava roots each, amounting in all to about 120 lbs 

of weight. Four women who started peeling and 1grating the roots at about 8 a. m. finished the work at 

3 p. m., when Ayatskirí started to squeeze the pulp in the cassava press. 

A woman often works alone on her cassava roots, sitting on the ground with the grater resting 

against her lap (fig. 7). But very often a row of women works abreast, as was observed at Yakayáka 

where four women were standing in a line in the house right inside the doorway, with their graters 

placed on a platf orm at a levei with their waists, to be within easy reach. They work the roots up and 

down in ti me, with regular, strong expirations, the sound of \Vhich f orms a curious accompaniment to 

their activity. Singing in time with the work was not heard. - At times men may also be seen grating 

cassava. 

The cassava flour f alling f roril the grater has the consistency of a wet, juicy pulp of a yellowish-white 

colour, and emits a strong, sweet and almond-like smell on account of its contents of cyanic acid. 

Almost anything at hand which is able to hold a semiliquid mass is used as a receptacle for the pulp. 
, 

The row of women at Yakayáka stood along a long, semi-cylindrical wooden trough kanawatüru 

resting on vertical sticks, and made from an ~ld canoe kanáwa from which the ends have been cut off. 

They very often use the spathe f rom the inflorescence of a kokerite palm or f rom other palms - called· 

shérepupúto (shére, bitter ca.ssava; puput6, a shell, or a bowl-shaped container), - as seen in fig. 7. An 

old clay pot may be used; it has no special name when used for this purpose, and is called taharím like 

any other pot. Also a square mat, weechí, plaited from the leaves of a pimpler palm, may be used as a 

receptacle for the pulp. 

The next step in cassava preparation is the pressing of the wet pulp which is done in two stages. 

The first stage is that of pressing on a square press or sifter, toowá, which rests on f our sticks firmly 

planted in the ground. The pulp is heaped onto the sifter after a little water has been added. The woman 

places her hands in the mass and leans over the sifter, with kneading movements helping the pulp to 

pass through the small openings in the basketwork. A pot, or any other receptacle, has been placed 

under the sifter to collect the juice which runs off. 
, 

The next stage is the pressing in the matapí, or kwasü, as it is called by the Waiwái . 

• 
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, 

The kwasü is p1aited from mukru in the cylindrical shape well known in large parts of tropical South 

America. lt hangs usually from one of the prongs of a forked stick planted vertically in the ground near 
,. 

one end of the o pen, rectangular workhouse. The prong f rom which it hangs is called kwásüyórü ("the 
, ,. 

tooth for the kwasü"; yórü = tooth). When cassava is to be pressed, a kwasü is brought to the place 

where the pulp is waiting, filled up, and then brought back and suspended in the workhouse; or the pulp 
,. 

is taken over there, and placed in the ktt:asü. When filling the press, the woman stands it on end with 
. ,. 
1ts lower loop resting on the ground, and takes hold around it as hifh as she can reach (the kwasü is 

usually more than 2 metres long, and the Waiwái women are rather small), and pulls it toward the 
,. 

ground; the elastic basketwork expands, the kwasü becomes short and wide and can easily be filled 

through the opening at the top. The man sometimes assists the woman in this. The pulp is either scooped 

in by handfuls, ora large gourd spoon may be used. When the press is full, it is closed at the top with a 

pear-shaped, whole gourd, kwásüputakón, placed with its point downward in the opening; this prevents 
,. ,. 

the pulp from overfiowing when the squeezing starts. The kwasü is then suspended from the kwasü-tooth, 

and the juice starts running from it into a pot ora big calabash container, which has been placed below. 

A long stick is now inserted through the lower loop. One end of it is carved in the shape of a conical 

knob with a narrow neck behind it; this end fits into a number of boles arranged in a vertical line on a 
,. ,. 

rather heavy upright post kwásümáyoyeutarü (máyoyeutarü =woodpecker's bole) standing in the ground 
,. 

right behind the kl-vasü. The holes in the post makes it possible to use presses of different lengths, which 

vary with the lengths of the mukru strips from which the plaiting has been done. One or several women 
,. 

sit down on the f ree end of the stick and by their weight stretch the kwasü (fig. 9), while the juice runs 

freely into the container below. 

After the pressing the woman empties the press by holding it horizontally and pushing its ends toge

ther; by so doing its sides expand again, and the fiour within can easily be shaken out on a plaited mat 

ora sifter. 

The cassava fiour comes out from the press in. cylindrical, hard lumps with impressions on their 

sides f rom the basketwork. They are a little damp from a small quantity of juice, which has not been 

pressed out completely. This rema~ning juice - with its contents of prussic acid - is removed by heating. 

The lumps are taken from the mat and placed to dry on a shelf, kanaperú or ára (fig. 50), which hangs 

f rom the roof o ver the fireplace. Here they are left oyer the fire, and in this way acquire a more or less 

dark brown colour from the smoke. lf the flour is intended for use in travelling, it is thoroughly dried on 

the shelf for several consecutive days. 

The dried lumps of cassava flour are able to keep fresh for a long time, provided they are kept dry. 

But usually the woman takes them from the shelf very soon after ~hey have been dried, and with her 

hands breaks them up over a very large sifter and crumbles them into powder with grains of uneven size. 

For pulverizing the cassava lumps cylindrical wooden mortars, sakó, may also be used. They stand 

embedded in the ground of the plaza, or in the floor of the house. They are made f rom sections of logs 

in which one end has been hollowed out. The wood f rom the warimá and komchí trees is used, and the 

cavity is made by placing burning seeds of the tawaná palm in a groove cut out at the top. The pestle, 

sakonió, is made from wamirí or komchí wood. The woman works the pestle in an up-and-down move

ment. 
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The flour which has been broken up, either with the hands or in the mortar, is now ready for sifting. 

The type of sifter used at this stage of the cassava preparation is ca1led manári (fig. 11 ). Jt bas a flat, 

square bottom gradually merging with the square sides, which rise vertically upwards ; the downwards 

continuation of the sides on which the sifter rests, has a more rounded shape. The edges are reinf orced 

with thin sticks, which are decorated around the ends with small tufts of toucan feathers. The plaited 

bottom is made from mukru, the vertical sides are ma de f rom split strips of the bushrope called puruw1éte. 

Through this sifter the cassava flour is passed, usually into a flat, plaited mat, tveechí, placed on the 

ground below, or into a big gourd container. Sometimes the sifter rests on a frame erected on four 

vertical sticks, as was the case with the toowá; very often it rests directly on the receptacle for the flour 

(fig. 12). 

After the sifting, the coarser grains, aparícho, of the flour are left behind in the sifter. They are used 

for a certain kind of bread, whereas the fine-grained ftour, kwasharú, is baked into cassava bread. 

Cassava Flour and its Derivatives. 

The fine cassava flour, k}'l.·asharú, which has come right through the manári may be eaten without 

further preparations, or mixed with water, on certain occasions when food taboos must be observed, 

for instance by girls who are going through initiation into womanhood, and by men during a period 

when they are practicing revenge blowing. On such occasions it is practically the only cassava food 

which is eaten. 

But after final preparations, k~vasharú is the staple food of tbe Waiwái, and so important that it may 

be called the basis of subsistence of the population. It is baked into bread in severa} ways, either alone, 

or after addition of other kinds of flour. 

A big pan, erepó, is used for baking cassava bread. Clay pans were f ormerly used for this, but iron 

pans have been introduced among the Essequibo Waiwái, and no clay pans were seen during our visit 

in 1954. It cannot be many years ago that they disappeared, for several women knew how to make them. 

During our second visita few clay pans were observed in the new settlements around Kanashén, having 

been brought by newcomers from the Mapuera side, and a clay pan was also seen over a fireplace at 

Maráre, the new village which is occupied by Mawayéna Indians. On the Mapuera side clay pans have 

been common among the Mawayéna right up till our time. We also observed them a1nong the Shereó, 

the Hishkaruyéna, and the Kashuyéna. One of the pans collected, from the Hishkaruyéna, has an 

incised design along the rim (fig. 64). 

ln former times, probably not many generations ago, flat stones may have been used as pans, similar 

to what has been reported by early travellers f rom various parts of Guiana and Brazil. Such slabs are 

still used occasionally by Waiwáis when travelling, and big stone pans were seen among the kitchen 

utensils in the Mawayéna village of Maráre, when that site was visited in 1958 (fig. 13). 

The manufacture of baking pans will be described in our chapter on pottery. 

When cassava bread is to be made, the fine, sifted cassava fiour is scooped with a plaited fan, ~""aya-
, 

pamsü, from the i,veechí mat onto the pan. Here it is spread in an even layer, about 1 cm. thick, or more, 
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Fig. 9. Ayatskirí pressing cassava in a kwasilin front of a rectangular workhouse 
in Yakayáka. 
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which is s1noothed with the hands or with the fan, and left alone on the pan for some ti me. ln the mean

time the tire is allowed to burn at a uniform, slow glow, kept up by means of the fan which the woman 

holds ready for use in one hand. The heat spreads through the flour and makes the grains stick together, 

and at intervals the fan is thrust in between the pan and the flour, now from one side, now from another, 

to keep the bread from being burned. When one side has been baked a light brown, the bread is turned 
• 

over by pushing the fan under it with one hand, while the other hand is placed on the upper side of the 
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Fig. 1 O. Waiwái. - Bark beater, H 4154. Mortar pestle, H 4732. Wooden shaft with lump of 1na11yi, for rubbing the ready 
made pots inside, H 4219. 

bread. The baking is continued on the side which is now downwards, and after a while the bread is 

turned over again a couple of times. The edge of the bread is shaped nicely with a Iittle knife, peyupéyu 

(fig. 16) of bow wood, made by the men especially for this purpose. Burned spots are scraped off with 

the same knife or with a common knife of American or European manufacture, and a nice white surface 

is given to the bread by rubbing it with the "cassava painter", a lump of tapioca. Finally, t11e bread may 

be decorated with a design produced by drawing the cassava painter lengthwise and crosswise over it, 

or two lines may be traced across it with a knife, which makes it easier to break when it is to be 

distributed at the meals. 

As the breads are done they are placed in a weechí, while the baking of other breads is continued. 

When a pile has collected, they are taken out of the house and left to dry in the sun and cool off, either 

on the roof of a house (fig. 14) or on a platform of sticks, chúriapón ("cassava bread seat"), erected on 

the village plaza for that purpose (fig. 15.) 

The number of breads baked at a time depends on the a1nount of cassava roots at hand, and on the 

occasion. When a dancing feast is prepared, much cassava bread is needed, not only to be consu.med as 

solid f ood, but also for the n1aking of large quantities of beverages. 

Severa! kinds of bread are made from the cassava flour. 

1. chúri. This is the most common variety of cassava bread, eaten every day and as part of every 

meal. It is a very durable foodstuff, can last almost indefinitely if it is kept dry, and is carried in great 

quantities when the Waiwái are travelling. lf it gets wet, it will turn mouldy very quickly. The above 

description of cassava bread making applies to this kind of bread. 

The other kinds are ma de practically in the sarne way, only a few details of the preparation are slightly 

• 
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Fig. 11. Cassava sifter of the manári type. T he edge on which it rests when in use is turned upside 
down in this picture. H 41 9 1. 
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altered, or a few additional ingredients may be added. Using a favourite term of our Wapisiana inter

preter on our first trip: they are the "sarne kind, but different". 

2. koosó. This is practically the sarne as chúri, but it has been dried in the sun for a short time only, 

and is eaten wrule it is still soft. 
, 

3. yarü. The flour for this kind of bread is not left overnight, but is sifted and baked immediately. 

The bread is eaten the sa.me day. 

4. sararamán. The flour is left on the l-Veechf, not o ver the tire. Next morning it is beautif ully white, 

and baken into bread. 

5. kuuchí. The flour has been smoked' and dried over the tire for a whole week. The thick, brown 

surface layer is scraped off the lumps, after which they are grated and sifted once more bef ore the flour 

is put on the baking pan. The bread is tiny, white and crisp. 
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Fig. J 2. Cassava flour is sifted throuh a manári into a mat on the floor. Kanashén 1958. 

6. pichiríri. Cassava flour is mixed with tapioca and baked. This bread is tough and can be pulled 

in long streamers, almost like chewing gum. It is regarded as an extraordinary delicacy. 

7. Cassava bread is also made from the coarse flour aparícho which is left in the sifter, when the fine 

flour has been passed through. This flour is dried in the sun, pounded in the mortar and baked into 

coarse bread. 

8. márawayaishá. Made from cassava fiour which is mixed with the grated and sifted fruits of the 

1narawá tree. (lt is possible that a misunderstanding has sneaked in here, and that márawayaishá is 

really a cassava drink, which is denoted by the name -yaishá). 

9. maabó, called "dumplings,, by our Wapisiana interpreter, is not really a bread, as it is not baked. 

For making maabó, dried lumps of cassava flour from the shelf over the fireplace are grated once more 

on th.e grater, shaped into lumps of 6- 7 cm. in diametre, and dropped into boiling water. The lumps are 

eaten with boiled fish or meat, which has been cooked separately. 

All these cassava foodstuffs are rather tasteless, though the thin and crisp varieties may be very 

deli cate when f resh. 

Most of the cassava bread is consumed during the meals, but it is very often eaten outside of meal 

times. lt may be eaten dry like bread, with no extras to make it soft or more palatable. But usually, and 

especially when old, it is very hard and difficult to chew, even for the Waiwái. lt is therefore frequently 

dipped in a watery pepper extract, or in a soup in which fish or meat has been boiled and which is also 



, 
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Fig. 13. Kitchen utensils, including a baking pan of stone. Maráre 1958. 

generously fiavoured with pepper; salt does not exist. If nothing else is available, the bread may be 

soaked in plain water. - The bread may also be eaten at meals together with roasted or boiled meat or 

fish. Folded round a lump of meat or fish it is a very handy thing to deal with, bot11 at meals and between 

meals. A Waiwái may very often be seen walking about the village plaza with a sandwich of this kind 

in one hand, while he takes part in gossip or work. 

Small pieces of cassava bread may be used as fish bait. 

As important as cassava bread are the products derived from it. It forms the basis from which 

beverages are prepared. Other drinks are made from tapioca. - The f ollowing is a description of the 

cassava drinks observed among the Waiwái, and their preparation. 

1. puchokwá is a beverage used on all occasions, as daily f are and as a drink to be served on festival 

occasions. - The hot cassava breads are taken straight f rom the baking pan and piled on a weechí, 

6-10 on top of each other. When they have cooled off, each bread is folded once, and they are filled 

into a carrying basket of the usual awecht type which is closed, hoisted on the back and taken to the 

ri ver where it is dumped on one of the flat rocks. Here the breads a·re taken out of the basket and dipped 

one by one into the water, after which they are put back into the awechi and carried home, wet as they 
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Fig. 14. Cassava bread drying on the roof of a workhouse. Mawiká. 

are. A part of the floor in the house is now strewn with embers and hot ashes f rom the firepJace. This 

detail was also observed among the Wapisiana when parakarí, similar to the Waiwái's puchokwá, was 

prepared. The Wapisiana explained that they did this in order to kill the vermin on the floor. On top 

of the ashes is spread a layer of lu (bacaba) palm leaves which have been sprinkled with water in which 

mashed cassava bread has been soaked. The wet cassava breads from the a'l-vechí are then spread on the · 

leaves and on top of this is strewn a layer of yaruká leaves which have been worked on the grater, dried, 

and pounded in the mortar together with tapioca. The whole is covered with lvahuyá leaves, or with 

banana ]eaves, and a layer of lu leaves is placed on top. It is left to stand like this for three days. Tben 

the lu and wahuyá leaves are removed, and the cassava breads appear all covered with mould. They 

are placed in a big earthen pot where they stand for 2-5 days, after which so much water is added that 

it can be drunk. - puchokwá is a yellowish, rather thick liquid of a sweetish and slightly bitter taste, the 

more bitter the longer it has been standing in the pot. lt is only slíghtly entoxicating. 

Sometimes no water is added at the end of the process. The mass has then a porridge-like consistency 

and is called kaneporishá. It is eaten out of the pot in wbich the fingers are dipped. 

2. kuraí is prepared from hard baked, brown cassava bread which is soaked in hot water together 

with grated, raw sweet potatoes. The contents of the pot are stirred with the hand or with a paddle-
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Fig. 15. Cassava bread drying on the chúriapón platfo rn1 . Yakayá ka . 

shaped ladle, a portion of it taken up and chewed by mouthfuls and spat back into the pot; this is 

repeated successively until the whole contents of the pot have been masticated. The mass is then left 

to stand overnight; next day it has acquired a sweet flavour and is ready to be drunk. If it is left standing 

for more than one night, it gets more intoxicating than the puchokwá. 

3. shapárimíchi ("dog's string") and shakúra are, as far as I understood, two names for one drink. -

Piles of f reshly made cassava bread, 10-15 breads at a ti me, are kept on a shelf in the house. After 5 

days they are put into a big pot of boiled water, stirred by hand and left overnight. - How the f ormer 

name carne to be applied to a cassava drink, we cannot tell. With regard to the latter name it is interesting 

that Koch-Grünberg (1916- 28, II p. 77, note) from the Taulipang gives the word sakúra for "gekaute 

Maniokfladen zum Bereiten des Kashiri". 

Of the three drinks mentioned above, puchokwá is the most popular. The mere mentioning of the 

name is sufficient to make a Waiwái look happy, smile, and even laugh. 

During the preparation of puchokwá, certain precautions must be taken. Maybe this also applies to 

the other drinks, but nothing was heard about this. When preparing puchokwá, a woman must not eat 

its fruits, and she is not allowed to eat alligator meat. All other kinds of meat may be eaten, but she is 

not allowed to prepare them herself. Churumá told us that when his wife was making puchokwá, he had 
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to do all the cooking himself, and he must not have sexual intercourse with her. The Wapisiana are 

even more strict when parakarí is prepared; they have the sarne restrictions, and in addition the woman 

is not allowed to bathe. 

puchokwá and kuraí are intoxicating when consumed in sufficient quantities. Enormous quantities 

are drunk during drinking and dancing parties, served in large earthen pots from which the beverages 

are distributed in gourds or smaller clay bowls. Cases of extreme drunkenness were never witnessed. 
' 

Usually people get talkative and noisy, and after several hours of drinking and dancing n1ay sneak 

away to sleep in a house or somewhere on the ground. The effect of the beverage is alleviated by the 

cus tom of vomiting f reely between drinks, to make room for more puchokwá in the stomach. Neither 

were signs of hangovers observed the next day. We were told that the Waiwái may get quarrelsome after 

much drinking, but found that this usually results in harmless wrestling n1atches; if the atmosphere 

gets critica! the women may hide away from the place. The Waiwái were very surprised at hearing 

that in some tribes in South Ame rica the women may hide the weapons bef ore a drinking party starts. 

Farinha. 

A description of the ways in which bitter cassava flour is processed will be incomplete unless a few 

words about "farinha" are added. 

Farinha, or roasted cassava ftour, is a foodstuff which has acquired a great importance over wide 

areas of South America. Originally an American Indian invention, farinha-making has been described 

so frequently in literature that its principie should be well-known to ethnologists. 

At the time of our first visit the Waiwái were acquainted with farinha, having seen it in the savanna, 

and witnessed its preparation in Wapisiana families staying at one time and another at .Kanashén in 

the service of the missionaries. But the Waiwái never made it themseJves, probably because they were 

not sufficiently acquainted with the process, but primarily because they had no pans with upturned 

edges, the type of pan which is indispensable for farinha-making. 

Within the three years between our visits a change had taken place in this. Under the infiuence from 

the mission station the Waiwái had learned the trick, and a number of iron pans of the necessary shape 

had been distributed. On these, cassava flour, kwasharú, is roasted, and the final pt oduct sifted on a 

n1anári before use. Farinha has become exceedingly popular with the Waiwái. 

It is significant for the way in which farinha had been adopted, that the Waiwái have no name for it in 

their language. They call it parín, in direct imitation of the name used for it by the American-speaking 

missionaries, "f arine". 

The product is originally unknown in the area south of the Waiwái. The Shereó make no farinha, 

but beg it - and buy it - from Caboclos travelling occasionally on the Mapuera in search of balata and 

Brazil nuts. Among the Hishkaruyéna it is only made in the two lowermost settlements, Porteira and 

Mutúma, which are in frequent contact wíth Brazilians going to and from a sawmill farther up the river. 

Among the K4shuyéna we found a farinha pan which they must have acquired after Gottfried Poly

krates's visit in 1957, when they had none. It is obvious that the Kashuyéna, like the Hishkaruyéna, 

have acquired their knowledge of farinha from the Brazilians. 
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Fig. 16. Cassava knife, H. 4215. 

Cassava Juice and its Use. 

During the cassava pressing, the juice, shéreyukutó, flows from the cassava pulp in the square sifter or 

the cylindrical press, into a receptacle which has been placed below. lt is a thin, yellowish-white liquid 

containing cyanic acid the poisonous qualitities of which are well known to the Waiwái. They spoke 

about several instances of dogs having died after drinking the poisonous liquid. It is reported that the 

Wapisiana and Makusi use the fresh cassava juice as fish poison. This is not the case among the Waiwái 

who very often throw the juice away. 

When cassava juice is allowed to stand for some ti me a white powder settles on the bottom of the 

receptacle, and the almost clear "water" op top can be poured off. This liquid is poisonous, as is the 

freshly pressed cassava juice, but its noxious properties are only utilized by the Waiwái in a way which 

they share with the Mawayéna: they wash their dogs with cassava water in order to rid them of their 

fieas. Before doing so they carefully tie a string around the dog's nose in order to prevent it from licking 

the poisonous liquid, and do not remove the string until the dog is thoroughly dry. 

Raw cassava juice is also used for making the black tashá paint which is applied to mukru strips to be 

used for certain basketwork, and for painting of wooden objects. 

When the clear cassava juice is boiled for an hour or two, the cyanic acid will be driven out. After 

boiling, it is like a thin soup, yukupón, and when pepper is added it makes a liquid, kashará, which is 
. I 

either drunk as it is, or eaten with cassava bread which is dipped into it. The latter word, kashará, is 

apparently the sarne word as kashiríp og cassareep, used by Cariban peoples farther north in the Colony 

(Friederici 1947 p. 147) to distinguish the soy-Jike gravy, which is made by boiling cassava juice for 

many hours until it f orms a f at liquid, which is used as a savoury for the pepper pot and other meat 

and fish dishes. Cassava juice is never prepared in this way by the Waiwái. 

The white powder settling at the bottom of the cassava juice receptacle is starch or tapioca, called 

yukuár by the Waiwái. It consists of the finest particles of the cassava flour, which have been able to 

pass through the fine meshes of the press. lt is used for making various kinds of bread and beverages, 

as described below. 

1. The "cassava painter" is pure tapioca which is simply dried in lumps, when the water has been 

poured off. Cassava breads are "painted", i. e. rubbed with the cassava painter when they are done 
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on the pan, in order to give them a nice white surface by covering the burned spots. Two names are 
, , 

current for the cassava painter: yümkaporokóm meaning " to spread starch on the back" (yümka, back), 
,. 

and yümkapórokomatópo, a "tool for spreading starch on the back" (topó , implement, tool). Small bits 

may at times be broken off a cassava painter and used as food for the children. 

2. The tapioca may be scooped up f rom the receptacle with the hand, shaped into a round or n1ore 

or less fiat bali, and placed on the fire to be roasted for a ~hort time so as to form a kind of bread, 

yukuárpooshá. 

3. yukuáryaishá is a bread which is made from tapioca alone. The dried tapioca is crushed with the 

hand, sifted and spread on a pan where it is baked like common cassava bread. This bread is very 

white, with a powdery surface. It feels crisp when chewed, and breaks easily. It is considered a delicacy 

by the Waiwái, but is not very good for travelling, as it easy falis into a powder if not handled carefully. 

4. pichiríri, already mentioned on p. 42, is a bread baked from tapioca with cassava fiour added. 

5. túshmayaishá is made from raw, ripe bananas (tushmá) which are grated into a pulp, mixed with 

tapioca, and baked on the pan. 
, ,. , 

6. maukün is a bread which is baked from the se'eds yatürü of the gourd kamásh1veyatü. The seeds are 

dried on the cassava pan, pounded in a mortar, sifted in a manári, and mixed wit11 dry tapiocJ., before 

it is baked on the pan. 

7. paapá is made chiefly from tapioca, but with an admixture of Brazil nuts. - Brazil n uts are grated 

on the cassava grater, and the pulp is mixed into the tapioca. A banana leaf is placed over the pan, 

the dough spread on top of the leaf which is folded over it, after which it is baked. The breads are flat, 

and variously shaped: like alligators, humans, armadillo feet, frogs, anteaters, tree lizards, or rings. 

It was repeatedly said that they were only shaped like this "for fun". The figures are almost identical 

with those which are painted on cassava graters. - Brazil nuts are rare on the Guiana side, so paapá is 

mostly made on the Mapuera side. 

This exhausts the variety of tapioca breads with which we became acquaninted during our stay with 

the Waiwái. Equally numerous was the variety of tapioca beverages which we tasted or were told about. 

1. yukuár, a porridge or rather a mush, is made from tapioca which is put into boiling water and 

stirred over the heat until it gets rather thick. After this it is taken off the fire and diluted with cold water. 

It is then poured into another pot and left standing until the next day when it is drunk; or it may be 

drunk immediately after it has cooled off. To a European palate it has no flavour at all. 

. 2. k úmiyukún is tapioca porridge which has been fiavoured by addition of kúmu, the fruit of the lu or 

bacaba palm. It is a most popular drink among the Waiwái, but is only made in the seasons when plenty 

of lu fruit is available. -For the preparation the fruits are soaked in boiling water, pounded in a mortar, 

poured into a big pot of tapioca porridge, and boiled. Cold water may be added after the boiling if the 

liquid 11as become too thick. lt is then poured over into another pot and left standing overnight. 

3. wanamáriyukún is made from the f ruit of the wanamári (patawa) palm which is pounded in a 

mortar and mixed into tapioca porridge, as above. It is a Jight brown drink which has so.me rescmblance 

to a week chocolate. lf well strained and sugar is added (which is not done by the Waiwái), it is a most 

palatable drink. 

4. yauyukún is made from the fruit of the ite palm, yaú. The fruit is pounded in a mortar, mixed with 
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Fig. 17. Sprouting yam in smalt mound with a piece of charred log on top. 
Yakayáka, December 1954. 

water, strained through a toowá, and boiled with tapioca porridge. It is drunk the next day. This drink 

is yellow like the pulp of the ite f ruit, a little thick and sour. If left standing for some time it gets too 

sour for drinking. 

5. karanáruyukún is made from the fruit of the karanáru palm, in the san1e way as yáuyukún is made 

from the ite fruit. 

4 Waiwai 

---~--
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6. tawánayukún is made from tapioca porridge with the pounded or grated fruit of the tawaná palm. 
, , 

7. orosüyukún. The fleshy stalk of the kashew f ruit, orosü, is mashed on a toowá; some women boil 

the fruit bef ore mashing it, and the juice is allowed to ruo off into a pot. Tapioca porridge is mixed 

into the juice, and the whole mass is boiled. A sour liquid or thin porridge results which is drunk or 

eaten cold, a relatively common foodstuff. For this beverage was also given the name yukuárkarimoshá. 
, 

8. ~vookü is made from sugar cane when plenty of this is available. The cane is grated on the cassava 
' grater and passed through a sifter. Water and tapioca is added, and stirred. The drink is usually con-

sumed immediately; it is sweet and palatable. When allowed to stand it becomes "strong", which 

probably means intoxicating, but retains its name. 

Use of Bitter Cassava. - Summary. 

The use of bitter cassava roots and the numerous products derived f rom them, may be summarized 

briefly in chards like the f ollowing: - / 
cassava roots 

1 
cassava pulp 

cassava flour 

kwasharú 

cassava JUtce 

shereyukutó 

The peeling, grating and pressing of the cassava are merely introductory processes of cassava prepara

tion. The resulting products, cassava flour and cassava juice, are the materiais from which farinha, 

bread and beverages are prepared. 

Various articles are derived from cassava flour according to the following diagram: -
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Additional products, derived from cassava flour, are the three beverages which are made from chúri, 

and maybe also from the other kinds of cassava bread: puchokwá, kurai, and shapárimíchi ( = shakurá). 

Similarly, a number of products are derived from cassava juice: -
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The 8 different beverages made from tapioca by boiling, are: yukuár, kúmiyukún, wanamáriyukún, , ,. , 

yáyyukún, karanáruyukún, tawánayukún, orosüyukún, lvookü. 

It seems as if the termination -yukún of the names of beverages is reserved for such beverages which 

contain tapioca, yukuár, and some other ingredients. Ifthis is correct, the beverage made from pumpkin, 

a~vayáma, and called awayámayukún, should be listed among the tapioca beverages. lt is possible, also, 

that the list ought to contain more items in order to be complete, but here we have given ali the items 

which were described to us. 

The overwhelming importance of cassava as the base of subsistence of the Waiwái is realized from 

the great number of food products derived from it: '14 kinds of bread, at least 13 beverages, ora total 

of 27 products, or more. Out of these at least f our enter as important items in the daily diet: churí, 

puchokwá, pichiriri, and yukuár. Others are very important in the seasons when the ingredients (fruits) 

for their preparation are at hand. 

Sweet Cassava. 

At the time of our first visit, in 1954, the Waiwái knew about sweet cassava, at they did of farinha. 

They had seen it in the fields of the mission station, but had not started cultivating it themselves. ln 

1958 they had learned this, probably froin the missionaries, and the root had already attained some 

importance in their diet, though it was not yet so prominent in this respect as the other root crops. 

The Waiwái name for sweet cassava was shéretáhsum. 
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Containing no poison, sweet cassava must not go through a complicated process of preparation as 

must bitter cassava. Th~ root is simply peeled and boiled, to be eaten as a vegetable with dishes of meat 

or fish. 

Bitter and Sweet Cassava Generally. 

Cassava is the all-important product of agriculture in the Trppical Lowlands of South America. Both 

bitter and sweet cassava are cultivated in the Guianas generally, except in the area we visited, where the 

sweet variety has been unknown until recently, and in some places is not cultivated yet. To the Waiwái 

and the Mawayéna sweet cassava has come in the years between 1955 and 1958; the Shereó have not 

got it yet. Only the southernmost group of the Hishkaruyéna have adopted sweet cassava owing to the 

contact with Neo-Brazilians. 

It is perfectly possible to grow sweet cassava in the Waiwái area. This is proved by the growth of the 

vegetable now in Waiwái fields, and by the sweet cassava, which has grown for some years on the mis

sionary's plot at Kanashén. The Waiwái have had ample opportunity of making its acquaintance there, 

and they must have seen it during their visi,ts to the savanna, bef ore the mission in their area was f ounded. 

Yet they did not start to grow it themselves until they were enticed by the missionaries. 

The explanation of this must be sought in a certain conservatism · on the part of the Waiwái, rather 

than in a dislike of the root. 

A similar thing is evident in the Waiwái's attitude to farinha, which they do not prepare from their 

bitter cassava. They certainly like farinha. This was obviously proved by the Waiwáis - and the Mawa

yénas, too - who accompanied us on our trips. The Waiwái have frequently seen farinha being made 

by the Wapisiana families who work temporarily on the mission station, and they cannot have avoided 

seeing it, let alone eating it, during their visits to the savanna. Yet, as late as in 1955 they did not make 

farinha themselves. It is true that a pan with a raised rim is necessary for farinha preparation, and pans 

of that type did not exist among the Waiwái. But in view of their fondness of farinha one would expect 

them to have imported a few farinha pans from the savanna, as well as the flat pans of iron. But this 

they have not done. The only explanation imaginable, 1 think, is a conservatism regarding f ood custo1ns. 

ln this situation, however, a change had occurred during the years between our two visits. ln 1958 

a few cassava pans had been introduced, probably from the missionaries. But this does not alter the · 
' 

fact that farinha as well as sweet cassava was originally unknown in the culture of the Waiwái as well 

as the Mapuera and Nhamundá people. 

The implements for cassava preparation, ap~rt from the cassava graters, are alike in principie, in 

the whole area north of the Amazon. The outfit consists everywhere of graters, squeezers, sifters, and 
. 

baking pans. But in details there are variations. 

Cassava graters from thc savanna and from the Guianas generally, are plain, undecorated wooden 

boards set with stones. The Waiwái and the Mawayéna graters are artistically executed with painted 

designs. They are exported to the Rupununi savanna where they can be found as cherished household 

articles in innumerable households. They differ in size from graters from the Rio Negro area, the Waiwái 

graters being smaller and their boards thinner. And they differ in shape, the Rio Negro graters 11aving a 

raised handle at one end. 

f 

1 
i 
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As regards cassava squeezers, all tribes of the region use the plaited, cylindrical matapí. ln addition 

to this, for squeezing the juice off the cassava pulp, the Waiwái have a flat, square sifter, the toowá, and 

perform the squeezing in two stages, first on the toowá ahd afterwards in the n1atapí. 

There are no direct references in literature to a double squeezing process elsewhere, but there is a 

slight possibility that it is practiced also by people in the Rio Negro basin. Koch-Grünberg (1909-10, 

II p. 205) writes that the cassava pulp is squeezed either in a cylindrical press or by kneading it through 

a fine sifter resting on a triangular wooden frame. ln his fig. 123 both are shown. One feels inclined to 

wonder if Koch-Grünberg bas not here described two stages of one and the sarne process. - ln describing 

the treatment of cassava pulp by the Indians on the Rio Uaupés, practically the sarne area as that 

described by Koch-Grünberg, Wallace (1853 p. 484) is even more explicit: "The pulp is placed to drain 

on a large sieve made of the bark of a water plant. lt is then put into a long elastic cylinder ... ". 

Other Cultivated Food Plants . 

. Half of the food plants listed here are such, which are cultivated on account of their starchy roots, 

which are utilized as food items by the Waiwái. As a total they contribute very considerably to the 

maintenance and whole well-being of the tribe, though to a varying degree individually. Yam and sweet 

potatoes are in the foreground - apart from bitter cassava, of course, - followed by other root plants, 

whereas sweet cassava, of recent introduction, has not obtained real importance. 

It will be noticed that no cereais are grown. A few corn cobs were seen stored in houses at Yakayáka 
,. 

and Kumawamatü; they had not been grown locally, but had come from the savanna. Corn is absent 

from the Waiwái's fields, in spite of Farabee's assertion that he saw the Waiwái planting it along the 

logs in their clearings (Farabee 1924 p. 154). 

ln the following enumeration of Waiwái cultivated food plants - apart from cassava - most of which 

are known elsewhere in the Colony, the plants have therefore been listed by their English names, for the 

sake of convenience. 

1. Yam (Dioscorea spp.). The different varieties of yam are ali cultivated in the sarne way. They are 

among the first plants which are planted in the newly cleared field, bef ore cassava. - With the cutlass 
~ 

the soil is heaped up as to f orm small conical mounds, and two or three pieces of root are planted in 
l 

each. A wooden stick ora charred piece of log (iq which the clearing abounds) is placed on top of the 

mound and left there, while the plant js growing (fig. 17). This is not universally done, however; 

Churumá told me that his wife always placed a log on her mounds, whereas he did not. The idea is 
' 

that the log serves to mark the mound as one in which yam has been planted, to distinguish it from 

mounds where other roots (tania) have been placed. 

Yam proper occurs in three varieties: black yam chichiwiyím, red yam chichurim, and white yam 

tumotwím; the three names are actually the words for the three respective colours, and refer to the skin. 

The roots are all prepared and eaten like bell yam (see below), and beverages are prepared from them 

in the sarne way as from bell yam. The three kinds are prepared and consumed indiscriminately, a dish 

or a beverage may consist of one of the varieties alone, or of a mixture of two or all of them, according 

to the material available at any time. 
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2. Bell yam, nápi, has a root with a good and rich flavour which is very much liked. The root is 

peeled, cut into pieces, and boiled in water, or roasted in the fi.re before it is eaten. lt is served as a 

vegetable with fish or meat. 

Two kinds of beverages are made from this root. - For making nápiyukún, the root is boiled in the 

peel, which is picked off after boiling. It is then mashed in a pot, mixed with water, and sifted into a 

big pot where it is left standing, to be drunk the next day. Jt is somewhat intoxicating. - nápi nitápe is 
. 

made from cooked bell yam which is pounded with a stick in a gourd vessel f rom which it is poured 

into a big pot, and cold water added. Women chew the mass by the mouthful and spit each mouthful 

back into the pot where the mass is kept overnight. It is intoxicating when drunk in large quantities. 

3. water yam, napitó, has the biggest root of all the yam varieties, reaching a weight of about 10 kg. 

It is prepared and eaten like the other yams, and a slightly intoxicating beverage, napítoyukún, is made 

f rom it, like nápiyukún f rom bell yam. 

4. Sweet potato (Ipomaea batatas), called pári by the Waiwái, is a creeper with white blosso.ms. It is 

able to survive and spread for a long time after a clearing has been abandoned, though no weeding is 

done. 

The root is boiled and eaten as a vegetable. - ln preparation of a fermented beverage, kuraí, f rom 

sweet potatoes and cassava bread, the raw and peeled root is grated on the cassava grater and the pro

cedure f ollowed, which has been described on p. 45. 

5. Tania (Dioscorea sp.), occurs among the Waiwái in two varieties: White tania, or kumhó, with a 

white root, and Yellow tania, or churupopó, with a yellow root. They are planted in mounds, like yam, 

but without the distinguishing piece of log on top. - The roots are boiled, usually with the peel on, and 

eaten as vegetables at meals. 

6. Edo (Colocasia esculenta), called kumhotó, is an herbaceous plantas tall as a man, with big heart

shaped leaves. The root is boiled and eaten as a vegetable. Our inf ormants claimed that no beverages 

are made f rom it. 

7. páno is planted in mounds like tania, and grows up as a tall herbaceous plant with big pinnate 

leaves. The root is white with small filaments placed in rows around it. -The root is boiled with the peel 

on. After it has cooled off, it is peeled and eaten. lt may also be eaten after roasting in the fire. - The 

Shereó, too, call this plant páno. But having arrived among the Shereó it was rather perplexing to find 

that our Waiwái followers suddenly insisted on calling it kamaratáru. 

· 8. Banana, in Waiwái called tushmá, are grown in great numbers in the fields, frequently in large 

clusters which at times assume the character of small banana groves. Many old village sites along the 

upper Essequibo and Mapuera Rivers are revealed to sight from the river by the conspicuous banana 

and plantain plants overreaching the second growth on the sites. Travei on the rivers is very often inter

rupted at the landings of old village sites, and f oraging expeditions are ma de to the old fields, f rom w here 

the men return to the canoes heavily loaded with bananas and plantains. 

7 varieties.ofbananas, different in size, shape and flavour, were enumerated by Churumá and Kiripaká, 

and some of them were demonstrated to us in the Waiwái fields. 

kumirf, a long banana, usually eaten raw. Yellow inside. 

okoyepú, "horse plantain", according to the Wapisiana, a long and big one. 
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maripá or yakayáka, "kokerite banana", a small variety, very sweet. Yellow inside. 

yumári, slightly red inside. 

payayá, a big banana, white inside. 

minikár, medium-sized, white inside. 

yeunakokó, ? ? ? ? 
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The ripe bananas are usually eaten raw, whereas ripe as well as unripe ones are also frequently 

boiled in water and eaten as vegetables, either in soup or with :fish and meat. Bananas are often carried 

as provision in warishis on overland traveis, and in the canoes for travels on the river. 

The fruits may be prepared into a number of f oodstuffs: 

túshmayaishá is bread made from banana and tapioca (p. 48). 

tétkoyasúru is a bread made from the pulp of raw, green bananas wlúch have been mashed and mixed 

with grated Brazil nuts (tetkó) before baking on the pan. 

ochoronó, a thin porridge of boiled bananas which is drunk. 

túshmayukún, a beverage. The ripe bananas are grated on the cassava grater, the pulp is passed 

through a sifter and boiled with water. The beverages is consumed the day it is made, and has no time 

for fermentation. 

Banana leaves are used in the household, as a covering for the ground, when things are to be kept 

clean. When puchokwá is prepared, they are used as a cover for the pile of moist and mouldy cassava 

breads, which are fermenting. They are also used for wrapping the dough on the pan, when paapá is 

baked (bread from tapioca and Brazil nut flour). - Unlike several kinds of palm leaves, banana leaves 

are not used for wrapping of objects, which shall be stored, as they break too easily when folded. 

9. Plantain, in Waiwái shereimén (?),is preferred for use, while it is still green. It is boiled and eaten 

as a porridge or as a vegetable. It is propagated like the banana, and severa! varieties are grown. 

Unfortunately, too few inquiries were made about this plant, but along the Mapuera it seemed to be 

more important than the banana. 

10. Pineapple, apára, is one of the first plants which are planted in a new field. As mentioned, it is 

planted neatly in lines in order to make passage across the field possible. The fruit is eaten raw. No 

statements were made about dishes, bread or beverages made from pineapple. 

11. Papaya or papaw, in Waiwái mamayá, is grown for the sake of the fruit, which is eaten raw. 

12. Sugar cane is called paranch-i, and occasionally waywüímo ("big arrowreed"). Stands of sugar 

cane were observed in all Waiwái fields, always at inhabited sites, and very often at abandoned sites. 

The cane is cut in great quantities and carried in bundles to the houses, where it is enjoyed as a tasty and 

nourishing refreshment by everybody, adults and children, at all times of the day. 

The juice is the only part of the plant, which is utilized. ln most parts of the Colony a sugar press is 

used for extraction of the juice, when it is needed in greater quantities, but not so among the Waiwái: 

only one press was observed, during our second visit, in the house at Yakayáka. lt is probably one of 

the innovations, which have been made three years earlier. The Waiwái extract the juice in a much more 

primitive way, by beating the middle of a ºstick of sugar cane with the blunt end of an axe, after which 

the ends of the stick are grasped with the hands and twisted; the juice then runs off into a vessel, which 

has been placed below. 
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Usually they just peel tl1e bark off a stick with a knife, and chop the end halfway through at certain 

intervals; the sections are broken off with the teeth, chewed one by one, and the woody fibres are spat 

on the ground or on the floor. 

When sugar cane is abundant, it may be used for preparing a very tasty and somewhat intoxicating 
, 

drink, wookü. 
, 

13. Pepper, in Waiwái asüsü. The following varieties were enumerated by Churumá, and demon-

strated in the fields: 

red pepper 

big red pepper 

Jittle red pepper 

yellow pepper 

brown pepper 

wótwoyóro 

shúroshúro 
, 

asüsüchí 

pawíshiyeunárü 
, 

yaymozmo 

"alligator tooth" 

"little pepper" 

"powis nose" 

"big harpy eagle" 

The capsules are picked off the bushes, and if not thrown immediately into a pot of boiling meat or 
' fish, they are dried in the sun for a few days. Wrapped in leaves, mostly from pimpler and lu palms, 

they are then stored in the house on a shelf hanging over the fire. 

Before use, the dried peppers may be pounded in a mortar and sifted through an old sifter. At the 
, 

abandoned Waiwái site of Kukawamatü on the Mapuera we found in the house a pear-shaped object 
, 

carved from wood, which our Indians, calling it asüsüyapitópo, explained as an implement for pounding 

pepper. And the Hishkaruyéna on the Nhamundá gave usa flat round stone with a depression at the 

centre, and a round pebble with it, which they used for pounding pepper (fig. 5). 

Pepper is the favourite spice of the Waiwái, and practically their only one. It is usually boiled with 

every meal prepared from meat or fish, which is generously flavoured with pepper to a degree as to make 

the meal almost uneatable for people, who are not used to that kind of cooking. At times when no 

meat is available, pepper is used as a decoction - and a very strong one - in plain water into which 

cassava bread is dipped when eaten. 

Pepper plays a pron1inent part of magic. - It is one of severa! ingredients in arrow poison. - It is 

used in various ways as a medicine, to relieve headaches, toothache, and other pains. Bef ore a bush 

hog hunt, the dogs' noses may be smeared with pepper which is meant to sharpen their senses (see 

section on hunting, p. 120), and people may rub pepper into their eyes to ensure a day without rain, when 

a hunting expedition is in preparation. 

14. Pumpkin, in Waiwái ª"''ayáma. Only one kind is grown by the Waiwái, with a yellow flower. The 

fruits are collected, cooked, and eaten as vegetables. - A drink, awayámayukún, is made from boiled 

pumpkin which is mashed, sifted through a toowá, and probably mixed with tapioca. 
, 

15. Gourds are cultivated in three varieties, but only one is used as food. This is kamáshweyetü, the 

variety with the biggest fruits, which hang like ellipsoidal balls from the vine. The crushed seeds, 
, , 

yatürü, are mixed with tapioca for making a bread which is called maukün. 

16. warakápa is a plant w.ith an edible root which has a sharp taste. It was never shown to us, but 

Churumá explained that many Waiwáis cultivate it. According to our Wapisiana interpreter, it is 

identical with a "ginger" which the Wapisiana cultivate. - According to Churumá the warakápa root 

is used as a medicine for headache and heart pain. 
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Tobacco. · 

Tobacco, in Waiwái called kamashú, is gr'own to some extent in the fields. It is e·mployed by medicine 

men in their cures as a magicai or ceremonial agent rather than as a common and popular stimulant, 

though by certain individuais it is also used in that way. 

The Waiwái told us that in former times everybody smoked tobacco, but it has been given up owing 

to inftuence from the missionaries who claim that true Christians do not smoke. As the Waiwái put it, 

quoting the missionaries: "The smoke leaves no room in the heart for Jesus". lt is difficult to know 

whether the Indians understand this reasoning. A fact it is that only medicine men smoke tobacco 

openly. But in the time of our first visit severa! men carried home-made cigars and small bundles of 

tobacco leaves in their shoulder baskets and very often begged cigarettes from us. 

A few individual cases can be related: -

Müiwá, village leader and medicine man at Mawiká, arid his colleague Shapaurítu, who holds the 

sarne positions at Kahshímo, very frequently asked for cigarettes, and obviously enjoyed sn1oking 

when they got them; they usually asked for two packs ata tirne. Müiwá knew how to light one cigarette 

at the butt of one he had finished; when sitting on his stool, and busy with his hands at the sarne time, 
• 

he placed bis lighted cigarette between his big and his second toe between puffs. - Ewká, village leader 

and medicine nlan at Yakayáka, had tobacco plants in his field which he had planted himself and tended 

without the help of bis wif e. - Churumá, village leader at Aakoniotó, was rather evasive when question

ed; he avoided speaking about himself and said that he did not know whether Ewká smoked his own 

tobacco. - Kapeyéna, the young medicine man at Aakoniotó, had tobacco in his own field, and used it 

liberally whenever he felt an urge for a smoke. 

Regarding tbe more "common" people: Chiriminósa, the wise old man in Mawiká, was apparently 

as conversant with s1noking as was Múiwá; be was one of those who always asked for two packs of 

cigarettes, when one was offered. His son-in-law, Mewichá, on the other hand, once asked for a cigarette 

out of curiosity, but got so serious fits of coughing that he had to throw the cigarette away; it was 

apparently his first try. - Mana\vanáru, son-in-law of Topóna, the medicine man at Kahrí, asked for 

cigarettes on several occasions, and enjoyed them. - ~aiwái from Yakayáka was seen a couple of times 

rolling and smoking his own cigars from tobacco .Jeaves and bark he carried in his shoulder basket, so 

was Kurúmo, also from Yakayáka; who made a few cigars for us "to take home". - Yapumá, one of the 

Mawayéna, who went with us to the Mapuera, carried tobacco leaves in his basket on the trip, and 

obviously enjoyed srnoking, even inhaling. 

~ot counting Yapumá, who is a Mawayéna, this shows tl]at at least 7 out the adult male population 

of 28 on the Essequibo side were quite happy tobacco smokers in spite of the admonitions of the 

missionaries. The ratio of smokers to non-smokers becomes even larger, when such persons as Yárka 

and Manaká are deducted, who are so young that they have not yet acquired the "vice". 

During our first visit we found evidence that tobacco was grown at Yakayáka and Aakoniotó. lt was 

not observed in the fields at Mawiká, but may have escaped our attention. It was probably also grown at 

Kahshímo, as the medicine man there treated Yapumá for his cold and his belly ache by blowing tobacco 

smoke on him. This happened at a time, when we had not yet given him cigarettes. 
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Fig. 18. Pepper containers. - Top: Waiwái, made from a discarded cassava press, H 4247. 
Centre: Wapisiana, similar one also used by the Waiwái, H 4017. Bottom: Waiwái, H 4246. 

According to our information, the Mawayéna grew more tobacco than the Waiwái and used it more 

freely .. ln this they may have been more original than the Waiwái, having less contact with Kanashén. 

Tobacco cultivation and treatment of tobacco leaves, which are men's work, were described to us 

by the Waiwái in the following way: -

The tobacco leaves to be used are picked from the plants and carried home. They are tied by their 

stalks to a horizontal string, the leaves hanging downward, each leaf being at a distance of 1,5- 2 cm 

( demonstrated by the fingers of one hand held apart) from its neighbours. They are allowed to dry in 

the house for about a week, not necessarily near the fire. When tl1e leaves have become dry, they are 

packed in bundles which are wrapped in palm leaves and stored in the house far up under the high roof. 

Cigars are made from the tobacco leaves. The cigar is called kamashú like the tobacco. The leaves 

inside the cigar are called kamáshuyarúro ("tobacco filling"). The binder is a sheet of thin and fine 



Fig. 19. Left : fire drill, H 4216. Centre: weeyó 
lump for fire making, H 4168; cigar, H 4239. 
Rigbt: cigar, H 4241. 
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inner bark stripped f rom the írimáru tree which grows in the f orests on the Mapuera si de, where the 

Waiwái from the Essequibo side goto collect it. Failing írimáru, the bark from the awiyúro is used; this 

tree grows on the Essequibo side. The cigar is finished with little strings of the kind of bark which has 

been used for the binder, tied round it in two or three places (fig. 19). 
1 

Like most other lndians, the Waiwái ascribe magicai properties to tobacco, or to its smoke. The 

medicine men use tobacco during seances and cures, blowing the smoke onto the part of the patient's 

body where the disease is believed to be located. Shapaurítu carefully put the packs of cigarettes we 
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gave as presents into the pakára reserved for his medicine man's outfit in which these objects were kept 

in small, separate boxes. When he had demonstrated his outfit, he carefully blew tobacco smoke into 

each little box before closing it hurriedly, lest the smoke escape. 

The use of tobacco snuff or juice was not observed among the Waiwái or their southern neighbours, 

neither was the chewing of tobacco. 

The description above applies to the situation in 1954-55. Ou.r impression at that time was that tobacco 

had formerly been enjoyed quite commonly by Waiwái men, and some of theri1 were still clinging to the 

habit, especially so the medicine men and some of the men who through their relationship to medicine 

men had easy access to tobacco. 

Three years later the situation had changed. The missionaries had carried their anti-tobacco pro

paganda successfully through, and no smoking was observed, nobody begged cigarettes, and no ciga

rettes were accepted when we offered them tentatively. Our own smoking was regarded with a curious 

mixture of horror and ridicule. 

No tobacco plants were observed in the fields. The Waiwái have apparently given up tobacco 

smoking completely. 1 

Considering South America generally, Cooper (1949 p. 526) has found that tobacco is cultivated by 

practically all agriculturists of the Tropical Lowlands. It is normally enjoyed by men, and therefore 

cultivated by men, in contrast to most other agricultural products. 

The lndians of the Tropical Lowlands have several ways of enjoying tobacco; by smoking it in cigars, 

inhaling it as snuff, chewing the leaves, and licking or drinking the juice. Only one of these methods is -

or was - used by the Waiwái and the peoples on the Mapuera and the Nhamundá: smoking of the 

tobacco which is rolled into the shape of long cigars and wrapped with a thin bark sheet. ln our area 

the bark sheet is wound cylindrically round the tobacco, whereas in the Rio Negro area it is rolled 

spirally. The Waiwái and their southern neighbours have a tendency to reserve the tobacco for the use 

of medicine men, as a part of their curative and n1agical performances. On the Rio Negro the cigar 

has also a social function. 

Snuff, made from tobacco or other inaterials, and the outfit for snuff-taking (grating boards, brushes, 

inhaling tubes, snuff boxes) are unknown to the Waiwái and their southern neighbours. The nearest 

occurrences are in the Rio Negro basin (Koch-Grünberg 1909- 101 pp. 323-324: Piptademia and coca; 

II p. 290: coca), and am.ong the Kashuyéna (Polykrates 1957 p. 129; 1960 pp. 117-120: Piptademia). 
-

Tobacco chewing and drinking occurs in areas north and northwest of the Waiwái area, and farther 

east in the Guianas (Cooper 1949 map. 9). 

Thus, the exclusive cigdr•smoking area of the Waiwái and their southern neighbours forms an island 

within a region of a much more complex "tobacco culture". 

Plants Cultivated for Technical Use, etc. 

The remaining cultivated plants in the Waiwái fields can be roughly classified as plants supplying mate

riais used technically for the manufacture of fibres, pigments, oils, household articles, etc. Within the 

sarne group may be included a number of plants used as fish bait and as fish poison. 
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Cotton is usually called maúre by the Waiwái, though two varieties are cultivated: 

maúre has large seeds with coarse fibres. 

taripá has small seeds with more delicate fibres. 

The two varieties are used indiscriminately, at times separately, at times both are spun into one string. 

Most of the work in cultivating the cotton falis to the women, and ali the work in preparing the fibres 

into string. Women sow the cotton seeds. When the capsules containing the fibre bearing seeds have 

developed, men and women pick the seeds, but leave the capsules on the plants. The seeds are collected 

in a little shoulder basket, kapató, made f rom lu leaves. ln this they ar~ carried to the house and emptied 

into a flat mat, weechí, and now the women alone take over the remaining work. They pick the fibres 

off the seeds and clean them by beating them with a little stick of arrow reed which also makes the 

cotton fluffy. After this the fibres are ready for spinning. 

The spindle, popokú, is usually made from a piece of wood taken f rom a discarded bow staff, carved 

into the right shape and size by the women. The stick is called karapachí ("little bow"). Bow wood is 

preferred because it is relatively heavy, but the midrib of a kokerite leaf or from the patawá palm may 

be used, too. At the top it has a little tooth, pópokuyórü ("spindle tooth") made from bone of a howler 

ora spider monkey, usually from the thigh or elbow bone, or from an alligator's ja\v. 

The Waiwái on the Essequibo side make globular spindle whorls, called érmo, out of clay (érmo is 

the Waiwái word for clay). According to the Shereó the Waiwái also call their spindle whorls n1api

taonó. The Waiwái on the Mapuera side, like the other peoples on that side, make double-conical spindle 

whorls from clay, or flat diskshaped ones from the bone of a land turtle. All the double-conical 

or flat whorls seen on the Essequibo side have been brought from Brazil (fig. 20). 

The finished cotton string is rolled into balls- which are kept in small pareeis wrapped in leaves of 

pimpler paln1. Usually one or two small balls n1ay al~o be found in the men's shoulder baskets. 

The manufacture of cotton string rests exclusively on the women. But it is difficult to decide whether 

men or women claim the priority as the greatest consumers of the finished product in their work. They 

are about equal in this respect. 

Women use a great <leal of cotton for their bead work. They n1ake their own bead aprons in which 

the beads are strung on cotton strings; and they make all the bead decorations, not only those they wear 
f 

themselves, but also those worn by the men. 

Men weave their own loin cloths from undyed cotton string. With windings of the sarne material 

they secure the f oreshafts, the points, and the feathering of the arrows. The ornamental parts of the 

composite combs they partly make of cotton which has been dyed a deep purple with chamná (p. 71 ). 

Kraua or curaua, silk grass, in Waiwái kirewétu, is a Bromelia sp. lt has already been described -
how it is planted in the newlyburnt fields, usually, though not invariably, in regular lines like the pine-

apple (fig. 21). Botanically the kraua belongs to the sarne family as the pineapple, and the young plants 

of the two genera are so· much alike that a non-botanist can hardly distinguish between them. 

Kraua is a fibre-producing plant. The leaves contain fine fibres of a wonderful softness, thin as silk. 

When spun together they make a string of almost unsurpassed strength, which is used whenever absolute 

durability is required. 
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The kraua plants for the new fields are brought from an old field. - When the new plant has reached 

the necessary size, men pick the not quite young leaves which are about 1,5 m. long. A great many 

leaves are tied in a bundle and brought home. For extracting the fibres (men's work), a double string is 

hung f rom a horizontal branch of a tree, ending in a loop through which one end of the kraua leaf is 

passed. This end is wrapped round a little stick which serves as a handle, and by a powerful pull the 

leaf is made to slide through the loop which closes itself tightly around it. The pressure of the loop makes 

the epidermis and the green mesophyll slide off the leaf as it is moving through the loop, and if the man 

is working hard, every pull starts a green shower of the soft parts around him. When the leaf has passed 

through the loop, the man holds the handle still wrapped with the end of the leaf in his 11and; f rom it 

there hangs a handful of long and soft filrres, as long as the original leaf. The handle is now moved to 

the other end of the fibres which are wrapped around it, and the end of the leaf, formerly wrapped round 

the handle, is now passed through the loop, and the process repeated. The raw fibres come out as long, 

yellowish filaments, shiny as silk. The fibres from each leaf are placed in the sun to dry, and finally 

collected in long bundles which are tied around themselves in a big knot at the middle, and stored for use. 

The men n1ake strings f ron1 the fibres by rolling them on the thigh. A single string is ma de by rolling 

a number of fibres together in a movement from the knee upward; the calibre of the string depends on 

the number of fibres used. Extra strong strings are made by double·twisting where two strings are spun 

together, by movements up and down the thigh. 

Immediately after the spinning the kraua string may go through a final treatment with a smoothing 

stick shikishíki which the men usually make from bow wood (fig. 20). The string is placed in a loop 

around the carved end of the stick, and is held straight by tying one end of it around the big toe and 

holding the other end up by the left hand. The stick inside the loop is moved up and down by the right 

hand. 

All activities in which kraua string is used pertain to the men, and the making of string is accordingly 

men's work. Characteristic it is, too, that kraua string is usually stored in the men's shoulder bags 

which contain small balls ready for use. A number of examples of the use of kraua string can be given; 

most important are probably the hammock and the bow strings. Han1mocks are usually made from 

kraua string; in some instances its bast is used, but kraua is always used for the scale lines. The string 

in the arrow shaft tightener is also made from kraua because, like the bow string, it must be able to· 

withstand a hard pull without breaking. For the sarne reason kraua is preferred for fishlines. The use 

of kraua for innumerable other purposes can be mentioned, for instance the fastening of arrow points 

in the shaft; at times, also, for the feathering at the rear end of the arrow. Kraua is preferred whenever a 

tight and reliable lashing with string is needed. 
, 

Arrow reed, in Waiwái way~vü, has been identified by Guppy as Gynerium sagittatum. It is a plant 

of the utmost importance to the Waiwái. 

ln spite of its importance, the cultivation of arrow reed seems to be a relatively new f eature in Waiwái 

life. They claim that originally all Waiwái on the Essequibo and the Mapuera sides traded the arrow 

root they needed from the Mawayéna, until cultivation of it started a few years ago at the now aban

doned village of Erepóin10. According to tradition it was introduced there after Charlie Waiwái had 

brought it from the savanna to one of his sites. More reliable, I think, is another tradition which says 

• 
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,, 
• 

Fig. 20. Left: spindle from the Mapuera Waiwái, spindle whorl of turtle bone, 
H 4163. Centre: ball of cotton string, H 4161. Smoothing stick for kraua 
string, H 4159. Right: spindle from the Essequibo Waiwái, spindle whorl of 

clay, H 4162. 

63 
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that the last village leader at Erepóimo, Ehwé, who was a Shereó lndian, had brought it f rom his own 

country on the Mapuera. 

At any rate, both traditions reveal that arrow reed is a relatively new acquisition to the Waiwái. 

ln 1954 they told us that "until recently" the Essequibo Waiwái had to go to Erepóimo to get their 

supply of the reed from the old fields there; the stand was regarded as common property which every

body could use. After 1951 the missionaries have planted arrow reed at Kanashén to revive its cultiva

tion, and the Indians had planted it at Yakayáka where a stand was observed. 

The arrow reed is cultivated first and foremost to be used for arrow shafts which are always made from 

that material. ln f ormer times, probably because arrow reed was scarce, wood was used in some cases. 

A harpoon arrow of wood in the Gõteborg Museum, acquired in 1927, and probably collected by Roth 

in 1925, is evidence of this. 

The reed is used for various other purposes. lt is used as handles for rattles, and for beating the raw 

cotton bef ore it is spun. Short segments are used as stoppers in the openings of containers for face and 

body paint. Small pieces of the reed, cut so as to f orm a little design when seen from the end, are used 

as stamps for applying paint to body and legs. Stiff splinters are taken from the lowest part of the plant 

to be used as teeth in the composite combs. And sticks of arrow reed are used for holding the newly

made poisoned arrow points while they are drying at the fire. 

Anato or urucu (Bixa Orellana) is called onómto by the Waiwái. This plant provides the raw material 

for a red pigment which is most popular. lt is a high shrub with white blossoms which develop big 

spiny capsules filled with seeds; these are surrounded by a thick oily pericarp of a bright red colour 

from which the pigment is extracted. 

The preparation of the red pigment is women's work. - The seeds are picked from the capsules, 

placed on an old toowá no longer to be used for cassava~ and mashed. Kokerite oil is mixed with the 

pulp, and the whole mass is allowed to filter through the toowá into a pot containing a resin, weeyó, 

already melted o ver the fire. The bright red dye is now ready for use. lt has a thick, oily consistency and 

is called chípo. Among the Waiwái on the Mapuera River, and among the Mawayéna, Brazil nut oil is 

used for chípo; kokerite oil takes its place among the Waiwái on the Essequibo because Brazil nuts are 

not common on that side. Other oily ingredients to be used in stead of Brazil nut oil are fats from spider 

monkeys, howler monkeys, and tapirs, a.nd oil extracted from the fruit of the lu palm. 

The fresh chípo will keep thick and oily for a long time when stored in a gourd. lf stored in a wrap-
,.1 

ping of pimpler palm leaves it will soon get dry and turn into a hard lump whic.h must be rubbed and 

kneaded with oil to become serviceable again. 1'he red colour is not resistent to light; when exposed it 

soon turns yellowish-brown. This is frequently observed in c/zípo-coloured objects which have been 

used for some time. 

The use of chípo and onómto is manif old. - As chípo it is used for face- and body-paint, and the dogs 

get their liberal share of the paint, too. Kraua hammocks are stained red by dipping in a big pot with 

newlymade dye, and so are men's loin cloths. Most implements used daily by the Waiwái have the red 

colour, because the red face- and body-paint wears off easily and sticks to the objects whenever they 

are handled. 

A red paint for wooden objects (stools, cassava graters) is made from onómto which is mixed with 

• 
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Fig. 21. Kraua is planted in the new field, in neat lines along the fallen logs. 

latex from the osohkó tree. This gives a hard, glossy paint almost like a red laquer which is very resistant 

to wear, but not to light. 

shéewe is a yellow pigment which is used for face paint. It is derived from a shrub of the sarne name, 

very similar to the Bixa Orellana, except that the blossoms are slightly pink, and the oily pericarp yellow 

instead of red. It is only f ound at Yakayáka. This is either a variety of Bixa Orellana, or a closely related 

species. Koch-Grünberg has described a Bixa Orellana with red blossoms, but gives no observations 

as to the colour of its pericarp (Koch-Grünberg 1909- 10, II p. 369). 

Extraction of the yellow pigment is women's work, and is perf ormed like the extraction of onómto. 

S Waiwai 
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The pigment is stored in small pareeis wrapped with pimpler palm leaves; gourds are apparently not 

used for this purpose. 

Gourd (Lagenaria sp.) is a vine with yellow blossoms. At least three varieties are grown, with fruits 
. . . 

vary1ng in s1ze. 
, 

matematiyatü has a small pear-shaped or egg-shaped fruit, matematí, which is used as chípo-containers, 

as water vessels by children at play, as rattles for children, for women when dancing, and as singing 

tops, a f avourite toy of the Waiwái boys. 
, 

urútiyatü has a medium-sized, pear-shaped fruit, called urutú or wíria. The whole fruit, without the 

interior removed, can be used as a stopper for the top of the cassava press when this has been filled with 

freshly-grated cassava flour. A pear-shaped fruit of this kind was cherished as a doll rikómo (rikómo, 

child) by a girl at Yakayáka. Hollowed ones are used in the household and by children as water con

tainers. 
, 

kamáshweyatü has a big egg-shaped or ellipsoidal fruit, kamashwé. It is used as containers for hair 
, 

oil, and as elaborately decorated dance rattles. - The dried and pounded seeds, yatürü, may be used with 
, 

tapioca for maukün bread, as described on p.148. 

Job's Tears (Coix lacrymae), in Waiwái lvosáto, is a big grass with hard seeds. These are pierced and 

stringed, and used for women's ornaments, such as necklaces and chest-and-back bandoleers. 

makawáimo is a tall shrub with dichotomous ramification, fine pinnate leaves in opposite position, 

and very small yellow flowers with neatly serrate petals, probably an Euphorbiacea. The plant contains 

a white latex in branc.hes and twigs, which leaves a burning sensation on the skin. It is used as a fish 
. 

po1son. 



Collecting Activity 

General Remarks. 

From the preceding chapter it may have become evident that agriculture is a most important industry, 

so important, indeed, that it may be called the main subsistence activity of the Waiwái. 

But, as is the case in all agricultura! communities of the tropical f orests of South America, agriculture 

goes on alongside other economically important activities, viz. collecting, hunting, fishing, and 

trade, which contribute in no small measure to the maintenance of the tribe. 

1 think it is safe to say that next to agriculture, collecting is the most important activity of the Waiwái, 

though at the sarne time the least conspicuous one, as it goes on parallel with other activities, and may 

hardly be noticed by a superficial observer. Parties which have been out for other purposes, such as 

hunting or fishing expeditions, frequently bring home collected products of one kind or another, not

withstanding the more or less successful results of the expeditions proper. The products are mainly 

derived from the vegetable kingdom, but a wealth of material is derived from the animal kingdom as 

well. Even the mineral kingdom must pay its tribute to the collecting activities, by furnishing stones for 

cassava graters and clay for pottery. These materiais are brought home by expeditions which go out 

when the need arises. 

Axes and cutlasses are practically the only tools applied in the collecting activity, for opening tree 

trunks, for chopping off branches or bush rope, and for a bit of digging. For the last-mentioned purpose 

a stick may also be used; in this case we are probably facing a survival of the digging stick of earlier 

times. 

The only implen1ent which has developed especially for this industry is a climbing ring or sling, 

róomi, with which trees are climbed when fruits, bees' or wasps' nests, or the like, are to be taken down 

f rom the trees. lt is made from a piece of bush rope, which is arranged in a loop of several rounds and 

with a diameter of about 20-25 cm. The loop is placed round the ankles and braced against the tree 

trunk while the man climbs by means of his hands and his arms. 

Men as well as women take part in collecting. The men are respon~ible for the majority ofthe products 

brought home. This is in contrast to most observations from primitive communities, where collecting is a 

job mainly resting upon the women, and the explanation must be sought for in the fact that collecting 

only contributes in a small measure to the f ood supply, whereas it is most important in providing raw 

materiais for the technical industries, most of which belong to the men's world. 

• 
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Collecting from the Vegetable Kingdom. 

A botanical exploration of the Waiwái area was undertaken by Dr. Nicholas Guppy in 1953. His 

"Plant Exploration of the Serra Acarai Region", a typewritten copy of which was consulted in the 

Forestry Department of British Guiana, Georgetown, and of which Dr. Guppy kindly placed another 

copy at my personal disposal, has been an invaluable aid when this chapter was in preparation. I wish 

to thank Dr. Guppy for his generosity in allowing me to use his unpublished material for a possible 

botanical identification of the Waiwái plant names. 

ln the following enumeration of plants utilized by the Waiwái all the plants are incorporated, about 

which it was found possible to collect specific information. Though the list contains quite a big number 

of it~ms, it is not exhaustive, and could not be so. The Waiwái's knowledge ofthe useful plants in their 

area far exceeds the inf ormation that time, circumstances, and linguistic handicaps allowed us to collect. 

For instance, the tropical forests of British Guiana abound in vines and lianas, generally called 

"bush rope" in the Colony. A large number of these plants are utilized by the Waiwái. At times the 

climbing stems are used, or the leaves, at times it is the Jong aerial roots hanging from the crowns of 

trees at altitudes of 30 metres and more, and down to the ground. Inf ormation about the use of the 

f ollowing bush ropes and vines were collected : 

akarakará machitó 
, 

arapap1to okóymoyórü 

baral,vétü 
, 

mapepeyetü 
, 

cheesü momiaté 

chiwaukóma 
, .. 

purul·vetu 

kamashukú 
, 

wawana 

karayúru yaomí 

kumáwa yaunzotokwé 

kutumó 

This biological group of plants is a very important one, but apparently no food products are derived 

from it, with the exception of the akarakará or passion flower, one of the "semi-cultivated" plants. 

Bush ropes are widely used as tyeing and lashing materiais when houses and shelters are constructed, 

and for assembling working utensils composed of severa! wooden parts. They are used for dog collars, 

as raw materiais for the preparation of fish and arrow poison, and a number of bush ropes are used as 

medicinal plants and for purely magicai purposes. 

Undoubtedly the list could be extended. The use of bush ropes was observed on several occasions 

when questioning was not found practicable. And on other occasions it may have escaped our attention 

entirely. 

Among the collected plants there are also a few grasses one of which, the tautaú, is used magically, 

whereas four bamboos (shári, krikrlk, kukalvá, ruuwé) serve technical purposes. ln addition, it was 

observed that leaves of certain grasses which it has proved impossible to identify, were used as musical 

instruments for dancing and for luring game when hunting. - No grasses have any food value to the 

Waiwái, except the cultivated sugarcane. 
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It may have been noticed from the preceding chapter that no palm trees are cultivated. AH palm tree 

products are collected in the forest, and are derived from the f ollowing palms: 

Waiwái: 

karanarú 

kúmu 

kupá 

manáka 
,.. 

mapepeyetü 
. , 

ma ripa 
, 

mu1na 

murumúru 

pirichí 
,.. 

pürü 

tawaná 
, . 

•vanamar1 

wapú 

yaú 
, 

yuruwa 

English: 

prickly ite 

lu, or loo 

manikole 

kamwarri 

kokerite 

dallibanna 

piritú 

pimpler palm 

patawá 

manikole 

ite 

Brazilian: 
, . 

carana-1 

bacaba-acú 

paxiuba 

açaí 

jacitara 
. . , 
1naJa 

ubím 

murumuru ( ?) 

pupunha? 

, 
paraua 

, 
aça1 

mi ri ti 

Latin: 

Mauritia aculeata 

Oenocarpus bacaba 

Socratea exorrhiza 

Euterpe stenophylla 

Desmoncus sp. 

Maximiliana regia 

Geonoma baculif era 

Astrocaryum murumuru? 

Bactris or Astrocaryum sp. 

Astrocaryum plicatum 

Jessenia bataua 

Euterpe edulis 

Mauritia flexuosa 

Apart from the palm trees and grasses mentioned before, the majority of the wild plants utilized are 

dicotyledons, as will appear from the f ollowing enumeration. 

1. akarakará, in the Colony usually called "bell apple" (Shereó: wakarakará), is a passion flower 

(Passiflora sp.) favouring open, sunny spots in the forests. It invades abandoned clearings, and also 

fields which are still under cultivation where it is allowed to grow. 

It is a vine with big flowers developing into ovoid or appleshaped fruits. The thick peel which is 

removed - usually with the teeth - surrounds a white fleshy layer \vhich is eaten, followed by a cavity 

containing many small seeds; these are covered with a slime skin of a sweet taste; the skin is eaten, and 

the seeds are spat out. 

As a f ood item this fruit is of no great importance. 

2. apoporé, called karetón by the Wapisiana, is a little forest tree. Magicai properties are ascribed to 

the bark, apowaché, which has an unpleasant odour. The bark is peeled off the tree and boiled in water 

with pepper, and the decoction is applied in various ways to hunter and dogs when a hunting trip is 

prepared. - No identification of this plant can be offered. 

3. arakó, "deer callalloo" or "bush spinach", is a Phytolacca sp. (Guppy 1958 pp. 116, 249). This is 

a weed which prefers open spots in the f orests, and sloping ri ver banks. It comes by itself in the clearings 

where it prefers the sunny places and is allowed to grow freely. The inflorescence is a cluster of white 

flowers on purple stalks; it has green buttonshaped fruits which are divided into 5 sections, turning black 

when ripening. They are used as fish baits and in fish traps of the kaminá type. The Shereó call this plant 

arokomórehe. 

Elsewhere in the Colony the leaves of the "bush spinach" are boiled and eaten. This is not done by the 

Waiwái, as far as we could ascertain. 
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4. arapapíto. ln British Guiana this bush rope is very often called by its Arawak name míbi; in Wapi

siana it is called tébi, in Mawayéna chébi, in Taruma bín. Botanists have identified it as H.eteropsis 

Jenmani (Fanshawe 1949 p. 69; Guppy). 

The thin and pliable aerial roots hanging from the crowns of trees are used. They are cut to the desired 

length, soaked in water for some time, and the bark scraped off, after which they are split lengthwise 

into long, flat ribbons. Only the exterior sections are used; t~e inner part of the root is thrown away. 

This is a most useful material for tying and lashing. lt is used extensively in house constructions to tie 

the timbers together, and for tying the palm leaves to the constructive elernents of the roof. ln the two 

types of fish traps the sticks are laced together with a ring-shaped or a spiral arrangement of arapapíto 

strips. 

ln former tirnes when bark canoeS' were common, newly made and supple, arapapíto strips were used 

for sewing the bark where it had been f olded, as well as for lacing sticks along the gunwales of the cano e 

to make it keep its shape. For sewing and lacing with arapapíto strips, holes were bored in the bark in 

the sarne way as the Waiwái bore holes in our days; ã piece of a burning bush rope (very often a stick 

of arapapíto) ora burning stick .of wood is pressed 1and bored against the material on which the n1an is 

working, while at the sarne time he blows at the stick to keep it aglow. 

arapapíto is also used for one of the rnost beautiful objects n1ade by the Waiwái: the feather diadem 

orou:kó is made from toucan feathers mounted on a strip of the bush rope. 

lt rnay be added that the Taruma formerly made, and the Wapisiana still make warishis of arapapíto. 

The Wapisiana also use it for water containers which are coated with balata to make them waterproof. 

Neither of these things are made by the Waiwái. 

5. awananiá, a big f orest tree. It has apparently been observed by Guppy, who refrains from identi

fying it. The fruit has a hard brown capsule which is cut up in the sarne way as are Brazil nut capsules, 

to be worn as bracelets by men and women. 

6. awarekó, a tree about which it was said that its leaves are burned together with leaves of a number 

of other plants during the magical burning of bones left o ver after a cremation, to bring about the death 

of a person who has caused the death of the deceased who has been burnt. The tree was never pointed 

out to us. The name is identical with that of the squirrel. 

7. awiyúro, a tree, Eschweilera confertifolia, according to Guppy. - It is a tall forest tree growing 

practically everywhere, at least on the Essequibo side. The inner bark can be split into fine, paper-like 
• 

sheets, and is used for a number of purposes. 

The bark is treated like irimáru bark and used, when the latter cannot be provided, as wrappers for 

cigars. It is also used as warishi straps, and for loops around the feet when trees are climbed. The head 

crown of lu palm leaves for the Shodowíko dance is tied around and laced with fine strips of the bark 

which keep it in place. 

8. aychaká is a tree of the ri ver banks, and probably of the f ores-ts, too. The bark is peeled off and 

used for repair of leaks in canoes and woodskins, being hamn1ered into the cracks. - I can offer no 

identification of this plant. 
, 

9. barawetü is a Strychnos sp., in Wapisiana called urári; Mawayéna, kosíd; Taruma, kawé; Shereó, 
, 

marawete. 
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This is a liana which, with stems as thick as a man's arm, climbs to the tops of the trees of the forest 

where its leaves are lost to sight ata height of 30 metres and more, mingling ·with the foliage of the tree 

crowns. The heavy roots form serpentine undulations underground. This part of the plant is used for 

extraction of arrow poison. 

The root has brown bark, but is aln1ost white in cross section and emits a peculiar odour. Arrow 

poison is prepared from the juice in the bark with admixture of severa! ingredients (for further particul

ars, see · chapter on hunting). 

Frikel has described the arro.w poison, kamáni, used by the Kashuyéna, and made from a bush rope 

called kamáraua according to Polykrates (Frikel 1953; Polykrates I 957 p. 130). According to Frikel's 

description, the poison is made from tubers on the root of the bush rope, so this cannot be identical with 
, 

the Waiwái's baralvetü. 
, 

barawetü is found only in one place within the Waiwái area. We passed the place several times when 

crossing the Akarai Mountains going to and f rom the Mapuera. The particular hill where it occurs is 

called Barawétüyapón by the Waiwái (apón meaning seat, ora place where something belongs; in free 

translation: "Arrow Poison Place"). ln Wapisifina language the hill is called Uráritáwa (Arrow Poison 

Mountain). The Mawayéna and the Essequibo Waiwái, probably the Mapuera Waiwái, too, come to 

the place in order to collect the root which we f ound, at one of our visits, nicely piled in rectangular 

heaps, ready to be carried away. 

10. cháabá, Genipa americana; in Wapisiana it is called kibív, in Mawayéna saná. The Waiwái nan1e 

is alike for the plant and for the fruit. This is a tall shrub, which was repeatedly observed on ri ver banks. 

The juice of the fruit is used as a black paint for body, arms and legs. 

J 1. chamná, a forest tree with small leaves. The Wapisiana call it kuráni. Guppy has five trees listed 

as chamnáimo ("big chamná"). - A decoction of the leaves is used for dyeing the cotton strings to be 

used in the patterned stringwork of the combs. Tl)e colour is purple. 

12. chawaná is a tree, identified as Spondias sp. from parts of the fruit which were brought home. 

The fruit is a drupe with a hard stone which has a deeply furrowed shell from which the kernel is 

extracted to be eaten, raw or toasted. At times the kernel is pounded or grated, to be mixed with tapioca 

in preparation of a beverage, chawánayukún. Knowledge of the edible qualities of the kernel is probably 

old; in one of the Waiwái myths there occurs - pa~anthetically- a woman who is roasting chawaná kernels. 

A singular use of the stone, among the W'!Íwái and the Shereó, was described to us by the Waiwái 

during our stay with the Shereó: the cavity at the upper end of mortars is burned out by heaping burning 

chawaná stones into the flat of the log from which a n1ortar is to be made. 
, 

13. chéesü is a bush rope for which 1 can offer no identifica~ion. Only a few observations of its use 

were made. 

Men's rectangular shoulder baskets pakára are reinforced along the edges and across the middle of 

the upper side of the cover with split sections of this vine from which the bark may or may not have 

been ren1oved. When used in this way it is covered with another split bush rope which is wound tightly 
, 

around it (see: 1napepeyetü). - Another example of its use: the holes for feather decorations which the 

Waiwái bore through their nasal septum and below the lower lip are usually kept open by an inserted 
,.. 

little wooden needle which very often is a splinter of chéesü . 

--
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14. chiwaukóma was described as a big bush rope with ftat stems; it was not shown to us, and no. 

identification can be offered. The Wapisiana call it katabár(u), according to our interpreter, the Mawayéna 

akuramí, and in Taruma it is called hayariká. It is used as a fish poison . - lt may be the sarne as the 

katufaru, described by Farabee as "a ribbed liana" used as a fish poisou by the Wapisiana (Farabee 

1917). 

15. eheyépu is a lanky, thin hardwood tree which, according to Guppy, belongs to the family of 

Myrtaceae. The wood is commonly used for arrow f oreshafts and for arrow points. 

16. hayawá, identified as Protium sp. by Guppy, is called orkó by the Wapisiana. This is a tall forest 

tree occurring ali over the Waiwái area, with a white latex. As far as our information goes, the latex 

is not used by the Waiwái, though it is burned as a light in the houses and as an incense by many 

people in British Guiana, for example the Arawak who also call it hayawá. - The Waiwái may use the 

trunks for dugouts though the wood is claimed to be none too resistent to the action of water. The bark 

is used in firing pottery. 

17. íiro. Guppy (1953) has six entries of this and related names in his list, all of which he identifies 

as plants belonging to the family of Lauraceae. The trees of that name, most of them observed along 

the Rio Mapuera, which the Indians pointed out to us, without doubt were of that family, to judge 

from their fruit which has a green skin around a black kernel partly enclosed by a ftaming red involu

cral cup, the whole fruit being almost the shape and size of an acorn. - The Waiwái told us that this is a 

softwood tree which is much frequented by toucans on account of its fruit, for which reason the Indians 

at the proper seasons erect shooting platforms at the top. of the trees. - The wood is used for dugouts; a 

big canoe-shaped trough in one of the rectangular workhouses at Yakayáka was cut from íiro. 
, 

18. ipiíkayépu, by the Wapisiana called yukanot, is one of the trees which our Wapisiana interpreter 

called by the common name of Iteballi, together with several other trees. lt is a tall tree near the rivers, 

with soft wood for dugouts. - No identification can be offered. 

19. írimáru (not identified) is a tall tree which is only found in the forests on the Mapuera side where 

Waiwái from the Essequibo collect its bark. - The inner, paper-thin layer of the bark has a reddish

brown colour. The bark is peeled off the tree with a knife, beaten with a stick until the inner layer 

separates from the outer layer, and hung in the sun to dry, after \\;hich it is stored in bundles in a dry 

place under the roof. The inner layer can be split into paper-thin sheets which are wound as wrappers 

around cigars, and narrow strips are also tied around the cigar to hold the wrapper in place. Churumá 

told us that everybody who likes can go and collect the irimáru bark, but he carefully added that only 

medicine men actually do so, thereby indicating in a subtle way that tobacco smoking should only be 

indulged in by medicine men. 
, 

20. iritürüyépu, a tree which has been identified as Xylopia benthami by Guppy who calls it ilietilyefu. -

When questioned about the kind of wood used for the centre posts in round houses, whether closed 
, 

dwellings or o pen workhouses, Churumá replied that iritürüyépu is pref erred, though any kind of wood 

may be used, provided only that it is straight. He was rather vague about the surroundings in which 

the tree grows. 

21. kakapú. Guppy has identified three plants for which this name is given. Two are of the Sapo

taceae fan1ily: Pouteria sp. , and Achrouteria sp., the third one is Amaioua guianensis of the Rubia-

• 
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ceae. - Sticks of kakapú were used in the inner circle of 6 upright posts in the round workhouse at 

Yakayáka. This seems to rule out Amaioua guianensis which, according to le Cointe (1947 p. 207) is a 

tree only 1,20-1,80 m. high. 

22. kamashukú, a little vine, the name of which was given on some occasions as kamashúkuyárü; the 

Waiwái word for "blood" is kamashukú, so the latter name means "blood leaf". 

A magicai function is apparently ascribed to this plant, as its leaves are burned during the post

cremation ceremony together with leaves from certain other plants. 

23. kanawáimo ("big canoe"), the petó of the Wapisiana, is a tall tree which grows in the entire area 

of the Waiwái. It has the most durable wood for dugouts and is also preferred for this use because it is 

rather hard, but not excessively so for working. The wood has a red layer under the bark, and a white 

latex. 

24. karakurú figures in Guppy's alphabetical list, but without identification. lt is a forest tree, appa

rently of considerable dimensions, to judge f rom the use of a section of its trunk in a drum which was 

acquired at Yakayáka. lts seed shells are cut into small disk-shaped beads to be used as trimming in 

ornamental feather tassels and bead strings. 

25. karámtu. Three plants of this name have been identified by Guppy: Moronobea sp., Lorostemon 

sp., and Pouteria minutiflora. The small fruits are eaten by the Waiwái when they happen to come across 

them . 

26. karanáru, a palm tree, Mauritia aculeata according to Guppy; in the Colony it is commonly 

callcd "prickly ite" (Fanshawe 1950 p. 53). - The fruits are very similar to those of the ite palm, and 

used in the sarne way: they are eaten raw directly from the tree which the lndians cut in order to get 

the f ruits; and they are made into a drink, karanárayukún, with tapioca. 

27. karápayépu ("bow tree"), Brosimum aubletii, is the wellknown "letter wood" of the Colony, 

known to the Wapisiana as paiizá, to the Mawayéna as cheynikári, and to the Taruma as cheykár. 

The tree is quite common on the Mapuera side, but was believed until recently to be non-existing in 

the Waiwái area on the Essequibo. The nearest place where it grows north of the Akarai is the Kanuku 

Mountains on the Rupununi Savanna, but this is beyond the reach of the Waiwái. For this reason they 

f ormerly went across the Akarai to get the wood, or ready-made bows of the wood, from the people 

on that si de. After the great invasion of people from the south the tree has been f ound, however, in the 

heart of the Essequibo region, right at Kanashén. 

The wood is absolutely preferred by the Waiwái for their bows, and especially the interior parts of 

the trunk with a design of black veins which on a finished and polished bow will appear as a systen1 of 

dots and scrolls, with a slight resemblance to writing. Other parts of the wood which have not got the 

black veins, give bows of a unif orm, lighter red colour. 

The wood is very precious to the Waiwái on account of its quality, and its formerly presumed scarcity 

in the Essequibo region. So it is usually reused for other objects when a bow is discarded : in sticks for 

dog strings, spindle staffs, cassava knives, drum sticks, and for tl;le implement used for smoothing 

newly-made strings of kraua and ite bast: 

28. karatukó, an unidentified plant. Its wooden parts may be split into slender, straight sticks. These 

are tied across the arrow reed sections holding the parrot feathers of the big arm decoration aporaká 
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to keep the sticks with the feathers in their proper fan-1ike position, and across pan pipes to keep the 

small individual pipes in place. - 15 needle-like sounding sticks of karatukó were also observed in a 

kraua string across the membrane of a drum. - A bamboo quiver acquired at Mawiká contained a 

number of poisoned arrow points made fron1 this wood . 

29. karayúru is a forest vine. It has green leaves in opposite position which turn red when old, and 

when cut off. It appears frequently in the fields where it usually is weeded away, but at times n1ay be 

allowed to remain. So it can be classed among the semi-cultivated plants. 

The identification is not quite certain, though Martius (1867 II p. 38) has listed carayurú as a Tupí 

word, meaning " rothe Farbe, China (von Bignonia chica)". And Appun (1871, II p. 442) has the name 

caraweru for chica (Bignonia chica), a woody vine from which the Makusi use the dried leaves as a dye. 

The Waiwái use the green and red leaves for dyeing their ite bast hammocks; they are usually taken 

from the young plants in the field. The use of karayurú for a similar purpose has been reported by 

Koch-Grünberg from the upper Rio Negro (Koch-Grünberg 1909, II p. 212). 

The toucans are fond of the fruit of the karayúru; so the Waiwái erect shooting platforms in the tops 

of trees which are climbed by the plant. 

30. kaiiVashi, by tbe Wapisiana called kawár(a), by the Mawayéna kalvashibó, and by the Tarúma 

kapichéreka. lt is listed by Guppy, but not identified. - It is a tall tree found on river banks. Information 

of its use was referred only to the Mawayéna, who use its leaves as a soap and for preparing fish poison. 

31. kawálvayépu, unidentified, is a tree the wood of which was observed in arrow foreshafts. 

32. kepishí is a tree along the rivers which is climbed by the Indians who cut off the branches to pick 

the fruit. The fruits are long yellow pods containing 10- 15 bean-shaped seeds surrounded by a white, 

silky wool. The lndians eat the wool and spit out the seeds, and also bring the f ruits home for the chil

dren to eat. The fruit is of no importance in the diet. 

Guppy has a number of plants, called kifichi, kifishi, etc., all identified as various species of lnga. 

The Wapisiana call the tree wáiki. 

33. kichikiri or kechekeré, a tall forest tree, probably Guppy's kechekele, identified by him as Inga 

gracilif o lia. lt seems to be of magicai importance, as a hollow tree of this kind may be used as the 

place where bones left over from a cremation are burned in order to bring disease and death to the 

person who caused the death of the deceased. 

34. komchf or kómchiyépu, identified by Guppy as Aniba cappleri, is a tree of considerable dimensions. 

Its very hard and heavy wood is hollowed and used as cylindrical mortars, and for n1ortar pestles. 

Like other heavy woods it is also used for the beaters with which bark and other fibrous materials are 

prepared. 

35. komoímo, a tree. Guppy has three identifications of this plant: Licania heteromorpha, Licania 

divaricata, and Diospyros sp. The wood of one of them is used at times for arrow points and f oreshafts. 

36. komoséin10, by the Mawayéna called komosemeréimo, is a tree or a shrub on the Mapuera side. 

The Waiwái and the Mawayéna use its bark as a soap. 

37. kóosomaterarin, may be Guppy's kóosomataklarun which he l1as identified as Bonafousia. - It 

is a small, upright herb with white flowers, growing abundantly in places of the f orests where the sun 

reaches the ground. The Indians rub their feet with the leaves between the toes, "when the toes are 

itching". 
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38. kórokoyépu, identified by Guppy as Couepia ( ?) pauciftora, is a tree. - The wood is used for 

arrow points . 

./ 39. kotóhkimyépu has been observed by Guppy, but apparently not identifi8d. - The wood is used for 

arrow points. 

4. krikrík is a bamboo which seems to occur in certain spots on the Mapuera side, and especially on a 

hill, Krikríkyapón, shortly north of Cachoeira da Bateria, where our lndians went to collect it f rom one 

of our resting places on the opposite side of the river. It is said that it does not occur on the Essequibo 

si de now, but f ormerly was cultivated at Erepóimo, where the village leader had come f rom the Mapuera 

side. - The Waiwái use the krikrík for their hair tubes when they can get it, in preference to other bam

boos; for that purpose it is also used by Hishkaruyéna. The Shereó make small bamboo ftutes from 

krikrík. 

41. kukawá, a big bamboo, the wáud of the Wapisiana. Cylindrical sections of the reed are used as 

containers for poisoned arrow points; and lanceolate arrow points are made from split sections. 

42. kumá"'ª is a bush rope which is found in the forests all over the Waiwái country. The Wapisiana 

call it ayshár(a) or ayshál, but also know it by the name of hayári which was frequently used by our 

Wapisiana interpreter. The Mawayéna name is okú, the Taruma, hayári. From our Wapisiana inter

preter's use of the name hayári, it may be supposed that the plant is identical with the one usually 

known by that name in the Colony, i.e. Lonchocarpus sp. 

lt is a stout, woody bush rope containing a latex in the stem and the root. These parts are used as 

fish poison, and as ingredients in the preparation of arrow poison. 

43. kúmu, by the Wapisiana called mapuér(a) is the palm tree which is commonly known in the 

Colony as "lu", "loo" or "bacaba", the Oenocarpus bacaba of the botanists. lt is a slender palro which 

reaches a height of almost 20 m.etres, with a large spreading crown, and no pimplers. The Waiwái 

draw upon it for food and technical materiais, and it is more universally used than is even the everpre

sent pimpler palms. 

The leaves, kumiyárü, are very long ; a length of up to 5 metres is common, anda corresponding width. 

They serve admirably as thatching material. The upper part of the roof of the big round house at 

Yakayáka was covered with lu leaves, as was a triangular shelter in the sarne village. Being easily avail

able everywhere, lu leaves are also commonly used for the temporary shelters along trails and rivers. 
I 

They are also used for parts of dancing costumes, such as the palm leaf head crown of the Shodowíko 

costume, and the costumes which are worn during the anteater ga1ne. 

The great size of the leaves come in very handy for the manufacture of big baskets, awechí, which 

are used for carrying burdens on the back. They are called kumyáraivechi when made fron1 lu leaves. -.. 
The sarne material is used for small baskets and for trays. A plaited shoulder oasket, kapató, was used 

for carrying and storin.g things of the most different kinds: for fish carried home after a fish poisoning 

expedition, or hanging from the roof of a house and containing all kinds of bones left over from meals 

to be used as medicine for sick children. According to Churumá, bones from a cremation may be 

collected in a similar basket and stored for some ti me in the house or in a shelter erected for this purpose. 

ln short, a kapató of lu leaves may be used whenever a handy little bag is required. - A little tray woven 

from lu leaves, with slightly raised edges, may be used as a sort pf plate when meat, cassava bread or 

other f ood is served. 
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Lu leaves are utilized in the fishing technique. - The Waiwái may bar a creek by building a vertical 

fence across the stream and covering it with lu leaves tied on the upstream side; long and narrow fish 

traps, of the type called shiiká are made from the leaf stalks and placed in the water on the downstream 

si de of the f ence. 

The spathe from the inflorescence of the lu palm is very often seen lying around the village plaza. lt 

serves as a container for a number of things, for example for the clay which is used in pottery making, 

and for holding newly-grated cassava pulp. The stalk of the inflorescence is used as a broom for sweeping 

the village plaza and the floor of the houses. A section of the inflorescence stalk was cherished as a doll 

rikómo ("child") by one of the girls at Yakayáka. For the sake of completeness it may be added that 

some magicai quality is apparently ascribed to the inflorescence stalk : according to information ob

tained at Kahshímo it is burned at the magicai post-cremation ceremony with severa! other vegetable 

materiais and some of the bones left in the ahes after a cremation. 

Similarly, kúmu, the fruit of the lu palm, is used for a number of purposes . lt may be eaten without 

any preparation, but more usually it is made into a drink ehesó. - To make ehesó Waiwái pour hot water 

on the lu fruits in order to soften the ou ter skin. After this the f ruit is pounded in a mortar and cold 

water added. The whole mass is then stirred with the hand or with a calabash spoon, and after sifting 

it is ready for drinking. The beverage is a reddish-grey, gritty liquid with a sweetish, rather nauseating 

flavour ; it contains a lot of seed shells which must be spat out. The drink is called yiwí by the Mawayéna. 

It is very popular with the Waiwái. - Even more popular is kúmiyukún which is made from ehesó and 

tapioca porridge when there is plenty of lu fruit. The preparation has been described on p . 48. 
, 

The oil, kumukatü, of the lu fruit is extracted and used for hair oil and for the red face and body 

paint chípo. - To extract the oil, the Waiwái scald the fruit with hot water to soften the skin. The fruit 

is then placed in the sun for some time, and later scalded again before being shelled by crushing in a 

mortar. The resulting pulp is squeezed in a little matapí kwasüchí, and the oil which runs off is boiled, 

after which it is ready for use. 

ln this connection it should be mentioned that the composite combs with which the hair is arranged, 

may have teeth made from the bark of the lu palm. 

Children make small throwing darts of the entire fruit which they pierce with a feather. Such toys 

are used by boys and girls. 

44. kupá is a forest palm which was observed on humid soil. The trunk stands elevated, braced on a 

conical group of adventitious roots which spring from it at about 2 metres' height and are covered 

with wartlike excrescences. The pinnatisect leaves have rather broad leaflets, broader at the base than at 

the tip, alternating with smaller leaflets. The Waiwái claim that the root will leave an itching sensation 

if the skin be rubbed with it. - Guppy has identified the kupá as Socratea exorrhiza, the paxiuba of the 

Brazilians, used by many tribes for the outer casing ofblowguns. The Waiwái name should be compared 

with the Wapisiana na me kubád, and the Wapisiana name for blowgun, kubín. 

The Waiwái use sticks split f rom the stem of the kupá for construction of fish traps of the kaminá 

type, and the leaves are used as a thatching material. - The Waiwái make no blowguns. 

45. kurunyi, called menkarabú by the Mawayéna (or menkaroda as stated by Guppy), is called minikará 

by the Wapisiana. Guppy has identified it as Rinoria sp. 

-
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The wood of this little tree is used in various ways. lt is frequently used for the wooden peg inserted 

at the proximal end of the arrow, and for the multipronged point of the bird arrow. The minute sticks 

holding the disk of the small earplugs may also be made from this wood. For the frame of a fish catcher 

a pliable twig of kurunyí may be used . 

The leaves, kurúnyiyárü, are used as medicine against fever, the patient being bathed with hot water 

in which the leaves have been steeped. A strange paralleHsm to this magica! treatment with the leaves 

is f ound among the Kashuyéna who use the leaves of a plant they call kurunyé (which they claim to be the 

Brazilians' "jacamimzeiro,,) as a purifying emetic for a man who is going to prepare arrow poison (Frikel 

1953 p. 264). - le Cointe (1947 p. 231) has listed Rinoria flavescens as the Brazilians' "jacamímrenepeá". 

46. kúshpayépu is a tree. Guppy has kushfayeju, identified as Guettarda, and kuc~fayefu as Minquartia 

guianensis. - The wood is used for paddles. 

4 7. kushuwé, by our Wapisiana interpreter recogniced as the Grappo pepper of the savanna, and also 

identified so by Guppy. lt is a herb of the Solanaceae fan1ily with pinnatisect leaves which almost have 

the aspect of untidy potato leaves. lts little yellow flower has five petals with a delicate brown spot at 

~he base of each. The yellow fruit is a round berry surrounded by the yellow sepals which grow out 

and cover the fruit like a big inflated, softskinned bladder, as is the case in Physalis. The plant seems to 

prefer sunny places; it was observed on sloping, gravelly river banks, and in the fields which it invades. 

lt is one of the semicultivated plants. 

The f ruit is used as bait for small fish. 

47. kutumó, a climbing weed, has been identified by Guppy as Peperomia sp. The leaves are shaped 

like a little fish which is called kutumó. They are burned with other kinds of leaves during the magicai 

buruing of bones after a cremation. 

48. kM-·ashá is a big f orest tree. It may be seen occasionally in the fields, but it is so tall that it can 

hardly reach its full size within the time a field is under cultivation, so in these cases it had probably 

been left standing when the clearing was made. 

A neat little toy boat was observed, carved from kwashá wbich seemed to be quite light. - The bi

pinnatisect leaves taken from trees standing in the field may be used as a covering and an interior lining 

of baskets of the a}-vechí type. 

49. kwepí, a big forest tree. Siliceous spicules are contained in the bark which is burned and the ashes 

pounded and sifted, to be mixed into pottery clay. 

ln Guppy's list, kwefi or wefi are identified as Licania and Couepia. The Shereó, Hishkaruyéna and 

Kashuyéna called the tree kwehí, and the Kashuyéna gave its Brazilian name as "caraipé". According 

to le Cointe, "caraipé" is primarily Licania scabra, but a few other species with the sarne properties and 

use of the bark are called by that nan1e (le Cointe 1947 p. 119). ''Caraipé", in French Guiana, is called 

"couépi" (le Cointe, l.c.). 

The wood may be used for arrow points. 

50. kyaukopúto is a little shrub, not identified. lts leaves are used as a medicine against fever, thrown 

into hot water with which the person is washed all over. 

51. machitó, an unidentified bush rope. - Like several other bush ropes it is used for lashing wooden 

objects together. 
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, 
52. rnakamáka, called nod by the Wapisiana, is a tall "locust tree with big fruits" , according to our 

Wapisiana interpreter; it is rarely seen in the Waiwái area along the Essequibo, but more frequently 

so on the Kassikaytiu and the Mapuera. It has an almost smooth bark through which a resin-like 

juice exudes f rom natural cracks without the bark being cut. The juice hardens to a translucent, slightly 

yellow mass called süüpó, which the Waiwái pick off the bark by means of a stick, or collect from the 

ground around standing and fallen trees. - The Essequibo Waiwái collect most of their makamáka 

on the Kassikaytiu. 

süüpó is rubbed as a varnish on the exterior side of pottery which is not intended to be placed on the 

fire, such as drinking vessels and storage pots, and on spindle whorls. Small lumps are used as a means 

of light in the houses, and as an aid in fire making. 

Among the Indians on the Mapuera and the Nhamundá süüpó is also used as a coating for the interior 

sides of cooking pots, replacing the mányi used for that purpose by the Waiwái on the Essequibo side. 

53. makwaóro, a tall tree "with some resemblance to the Brazil nut tree" (our Wapisiana interpreter!). 

Guppy has identified it as Eschweilera holcogyne (Guppy 1958 p. 49). 

The bark is beaten into a fibrous mass with which the hair is washed. It seems that the makwaóro is 

more commonly used for this purpose among the Mawayéna than among the Waiwái. 

54. 1namárapuaná, a plant (tree, shrub, or herb ?), not observed. - It was reported that its leaves are 

burned with other leaves during the magicai post-cremation ceremony. 

55. manáka, "swamp manicole", Euterpe stenophylla, is a graceful, tall palm, most commonly seen 

along the rivers. - The slender trunks are used in house building, and very f requently for parts of the 

interior fixtures, like dog shelves. 

56. mányi, called min by the Wapisiana, has been identified by Guppy as Sympho~ia globulifera. -

lt is a tall, buttressed tree growing on humid soil. The tree exudes a yellow latex which hardens into 

lumps on the trunk. The Indians cut the bark in order to make the latex flow, and the lumps are chopped 

off with a knife. The hardened latex is melted in a pot, mixed with pounded ashes of dallibanna palm 

leaves, and poured into a container made f rom a hollow section of a bamboo stem or a seed capsule of 

the pimpler palm, where it turns into a semi-hard, black, gum-like substance. Lumps, wrapped in 

pimpler paJm leaf or in kraua strings, are usually found in the men's pakáras where they are kept ready 

at hand for the innumerable purposes for which the mányi is used. To the Waiwái this is an indispensable 

material for preparing, mending, improving and decorating their everyday utensils and ornaments. 

Kraua strings are rubbed with mányi which makes then1 pliable and soft as long as they are newly

rubbed. Within a short time, when the gum has .hardened, the string will take a firm grip on any object 

around which it has been wound. 

lnnumerable instances could be mentioned in which mányi is used as a paste for joining objects firmly 

together. Likewise, it is used for mending holes and cracks in wooden objects, such as cracks in dugouts. 

A hair tube in Yakayáka was made from a discarded bamboo flute in which the finger holes had been 

filled with mányi. 

The gum is used liberally for making and strengthening weapons and implements. Arrow points, and 

especially those made from iron, may be fastened into the shaft or the f oreshaft of the arrow with a 

good coat of mányi around the stem; fishhooks are attached to their tines in the sarne way. The holes 
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at the ends of the handle of the bush hog tooth scraper, in which the teeth are inserted, are filled with 

mányi which keeps the teeth in place. And a firm grip on ·working implements is secured by rubbing 

their handles with mányi, as is done, for instance, on the stick of the arrow squeezer which is held in 

tl1e hand. 

The gum plays a part, too, as a decorative material. For instance, the beautiful two-coloured basketwork 

is partly made from mukru strips stained black by rubbing them with the black gum. Linear designs on 

certain objects, such as the container for poisoned arrow points, and the feathered ends of arrows, may be 

produced in the sarne way. - The glossy, black layer on the inside of pots can hardly becalled decorative, 

but is rather utilitarian, as it serves to diminish the porosity of the vessels. It is put on by rubbing gum onto 

the inside of the pot which is afterwards slightly heated in order to spread th.e gum evenly on the surface. 

The use of this black gum was observed, also, in a few personal decorations : ear plugs and nose 

f eathers. The little disk of mother-of-pearl in the ear plugs is attached to its wooden base by a lun1p of 

mányi; and for the elegant no se feathers a little tube of mányi is modelled and attached to the end of 

one of the feathers which is passed through the hole in the nasal septum, to meet the end of the other 

feather which fits into the tube. 
, 

57. mapepeyetü was never pointed out to us in its natural surroundings, but was explained to be a 

vine, called moribá by the Mawayéna, süsí in Taruma, and kam-.,vár(a) by the Wapisiana. lf the latter is 

correct, it should be identical with the climbing pimpler palro, Desmoncus sp., commonly known 

in the Colony as "kamwarri" and frequently used instead of mukru. 
, , 

Split sections of mapepeyetü are used for winding around the reinf orcements of chéesü along the edges 

of pakáras. When used in this way they have a shiny brown surface very much like dark brown mukru, 

but distinguishable from this material by a slight difference of the colour. 
, 

58. marakásüsü, "wild plantain", very similar to the "wild banana" of the savanna, but with some-

what broader leaves, is a herbaceous plant. It is Heliconia sp. 

This plant is usually f ound on humid soil, but apparently thrives well on dry ground as it invades the 

fields and is usually allowed to grow there. The bright red fiowers develop pointed capsules which 
-

contain severa! globular seeds almost the size of small peas, with a hard and shiny surface. The seeds, 
, , . 

marakásüsü yarúro ("marakásüsü filling") are used as rattling elements inside gourd rattles. 

59. marawá is a tall tree found on both sides of the Akarai Mountains. Guppy has two references to it: 
I 

Peltogyne venosa, and Hymenaea palustris; the latter is also called marawchí ("little maralvá") by the 

Waiwái. - The fruit was described as "big and brown" (a pod). lt is grated on the cassava grater and 

mixed with cassava flour, to be baked into a kind of bread called márawayaishá. 

60. 1naripá is the Maximiliana regia of the botanists, wellknown in the Colony as kokerite palm. It 

has big pinnatisect leaves with a strong midrib of a characteristic brownish-green lustre. The leaves and 

the fruits are used in several ways. 
• 

When the midrib shall be used, it is split, and the epidermis is usually left on, making the material 

easily recognizable. This is the case, for instance, in poisoned arrow points. The stiff arara feathers in 

the big arm decorations aporaká are mounted on an equal number of pieces of kokerite midribs, some 

of which have had the epidermis removed. Also a needle for making the dip net for fish catchers is made 

from a kokerite 1nidrib, as are some spindle staffs, and teeth in the combs. 
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The inflorescence of the kokerite palm is protected by an enormously big curved, woody spathe with 

a longitudinally furrowed, convex exterior side, and a smooth, concave interior. This trough-shaped 

object is frequently used as a receptacle for peeled cassava roots, and for newly grated cassava pulp. 

The kokerite fruit is a drupe. lt has a stone-bard seed surrounded by a fleshy layer which is eaten. 
, 

The more important part is the stone, marípayató, from the kernel of which an oil, marípakatü, is 

prepared. For this purpose the stone is crushed, the kernels extracted, boiled, and put into a cassava 

squeczer halfway filled before being immersed in water. When left in the water, the kernels do swell 

so that after some time they almost fill the squeezer. They are then taken out and put into a smaller 

squeezer, k~·vasüchí, which works on the sarne principie as the cassava squeezer, and the oil is squeezed 

out. - Kokerite oil is used as hair oil and for the preparation of red body and face paint chipó, and for 

the yellow face paint shéewé. lt is especially important an1ong the Waiwái on the Essequibo side where 
• 

Brazil nut oil is not easily available. 

A few other ways of using the kokerite seeds were observed: at times they are used instead of a pebble 

for smoothing pottery. They may also be used as personal ornaments, forming part of women's bead 

necklaces, or hanging from the lower edge of women's bead aprons. 

61. mawanári, a herbaceous vine, unidentified. The leaves, mawanáriyárü, are used together with other 

leaves at the magicai burning of body parts after a cremation. 

62. mawayáku, a tree, unidentified. - The bark is used in treatment of fever. The patient is bathed 

ali over with hot water in which it has been soaked. 

lt is possible that the name of this plant was not heard correctly. That it is the bark which is used, 

gives us the idea that an Eschweilera may be in question. If this be the case, the correct rendering inay 

be mawayépu as given by Guppy, who has identified mawayefu as Eschweilera grata. 

63. merimériyépu, a tree; Guppy has mirimiriyefu, identified as Mouriria nr. brevipes. Arrow foreshafts 

are made from the wood. 

64. momiaté is a bush rope with long aerial roots. The plant is called mamúri by the Arawak and is 

commonly known by that name in the Colony. The Wapisiana call it mamú(e), the Mawayéna mamúrse 

(with a voiced s), and the Taruma name is chokoyáp. Guppy has identified it as Carludovica sp., and so 

"mamuri" has also been listed by Fanshawe (1950 p. 68). 

lt is the aerial roots which are used, cut into sections of the desired length and split lengthwise, or not, 

according to the purpose for which they are intended. The pliable roots harden with time and keep the 

shape into which they have been bent. For this reason the momiaté must be used as soon as possible, 

before it gets dry. lt is used for reinforcing the edges of basketry objects. On a drum which was purchased 

at Yakayáka the membranes are secured by a liumber of strong momiaté loops encircling the body. 

65. mopeímo, a big tree found all over the Waiwái area. According to our Wapisiana interpreter it is 

"a cedar". Guppy's list has mepoimo, Cedrela odora ta. 

lt provides a wood which is among those preferred for canoe making (dugouts), and for cassava 

graters. 

66. müíná (according to Guppy: moerná) is the well-known dallibanna palm, the Geonama baculifera 

of botanists. The Wapisiana call it komitán, the Mawayéna ootiena. This is one of the more useful 

plants though, according to our knowledge, only the leaves are used. 
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The pinnatisect feaves provide an admirable thatching material for the houses of Amerindians in the 

coastal region of British Guiana. The Waiwái, too, fully realize the quality of dallibanna leaves for this 

purpose. The lower portion of the big round house at Yakayáka was covered with dallibanna leaves 

merging gradually into the vertical wall which was also covered with that material. The sarne covering 

was used for two rectangular workhouses in Yakayáka, and for the round dwelling 11ouse at Aakoniotó. -

Dallibanna leaves may also be used as covering for fully packed warishis. 

The ashes of dallibanna leaves are used as raw material for a very durable black paint for wooden 

objects. The leaves are burned, and the ashes pounded into a fine powder which after sifting is mixed 

with the latex from the osohkó tree. The resulting black paint is a semi-liquid mass which solidifies into 

a heavy coat when it is put onto the object to be decorated. Ashes of burned dallibanna leaves are also 

mixed into mányi gum which is used for a number of purposes ( see p. 78). 

Designs painted with dallibanna-and-osohkó paint were observed on cassava graters, stools, the centre 

post of the round house at Yakayáka, and on the pimpler palm leaves covering the men's decorative 

arm rings apomí. - One of the frequently occurring designs in Waiwái decorative art, also painted with 

this material, is called muínayépu; it was explained to us as "dallibanna leaf stalk·". 

67. murumúru, described as a palm tree, maybe Astrocaryum murumuru. - The leaves are burned 

together with other leaves and with bones from a cremation during the magica! post-cremation ceremony. 

68. niáuko is a shrub which contains a white latex used as fish poison. - The Waiwái told us that this 

plant invades the clearings, and even at times is planted there like cassava, with sticks. The Shereó, on 

the other hand, seemed to doubt that this was true. We never saw the plant in the fields, so we may have 

misunderstood our Waiwái informant in this case. 

69. okóimoyórü, "anaconda tooth", probably Guppy's okoimyuro (Guppy 1958 p. 284), is an uniden

tified bushrope or a climbing weed. Either the bark or the root is used as one of the ingredients cooked 
,. 

with barawetü when arrow poison is prepared. 

70. okoropó has been identified by Guppy as Manilkara huberi. lt was called korokoró by the Hishka

ruyéna who explained that t4e Brazilians call it "massaranduba", which in the Botanical Garden at 

Belém was labelled Manilkara huberi. So we f ound a perfect agreement between the Indians' explana

tion and Guppy's identification. 

This is a tall tree growing frequently on the Mapuera side of the Akarai Mountains, whereas on the 
' Essequibo side it is not found south of the Kassikaytiu where the Waiwái collect it some distance up 

that river. lt has a white latex which hardens into a brown mass with some resen1blance to balata. We 

saw our lndians collecting it during one of our trips on the Mapuera: a slanting cut was rnade in the 

bark frorn which the latex trickled, to be picked out with the índex finger and wiped off on a palm leaf 

in which it was wrapped for la ter use. 

T'he Mapuera Waiwái use okoropó while it is still soft, for mending cracks in dugouts, formerly also 

in woodskins. Like the Essequibo Waiwái they rnay also use it for fastening arrow points to foreshafts. 

The Shereó also use okoropó for coating their oil gourds to prevent them from leaking. This was not 

observed among the Waiwái, possibly on account of the greater difficulty in providing sufficient quanti

ties of the gurn. But we saw among the Waiwái, as we did among the Hishkaruyéna, that the wood was 

used for arrow points. 

6 Waiwai 
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71. onómtoyépu was claimed by the Waiwái to be a tree different from onómto. At first this caused us 

some confusion, as yepú simply means "tree". La ter our mind was set at ease as to this question, as 

among the Kashuyéna we f ound onónito and onómtowári, an exact parallelism to the two terms met 

among the Waiwái, which we also found among the Brazilians: "urucú" and "úrucú-rana". The latter 

was identified in the Botanical Garden at Belém as Sloanea albifrons, which may also be the identifica

tion of the Waiwái's onóm.toyépu. - It should be mentioned here that Guppy has listed onomtouarai as 

Sloanea nr. amplifrons. onómto-w·ár~ would mean "like onó'mto", analogous to the construction of the 

word kóoso"l-váray for "puma", which means litterally "like kóoso" (the red deer), referring to the colour. 

onómtoyépu is a buttressed forest tree. ln agreement with this, the Waiwái use its wood for paddles. 

The handle of a double scraper used in finishing the bow was made f rom the sarne kind of wood, and 

Churumá asserted that it could also be used for fire drills. 

Among the Kashuyéna we acquired a flat dance staff made fro1n onómtolvári. 

72. opaché, a tree observed along the Chodikar River, not identified. Its fruit is used as one of the 

ingredients in preparation of arrow poison. 
,. 

73. orosü has been listed by Guppy as horosu~ Anacardium giganteum, the well-known cashew. -

The tree grows in the f orests, but invades the fields where it is cherished by the Indians who like its f ruits. 
, 

The fruit stalks of the tree turn fleshy and juicy when the fruit ripens. The fruit, orósüyeunáru ("cashew 

nose") is a commashaped nut at the end of the stalk. 

The juice of the fleshy stalk is extracted in two ways: either it is squeezed out by pressing -with the 

hand, or by boiling the fruit and afterwards sifting it in a toowá. The juice is boiled in a pot with tapioca, 

and a soup or thin porridge results, yukwárkarimoshá, which is a relatively common f oodstuff. 

The cashew nut may be eaten raw. - The Waiwái frequently pick off the nuts and leave them in the sun 

for a few days to get the shells thoroughly dry, after which they are roasted on the pan. ln this way the 

shells break open easily when worked with a knife to extract the kernels. 

74. osohkó is a tall forest tree. It has been identified by Guppy as Macoubea sp. By the Mawayéna 

it is called isharbé, by the Wapisiana bibiarwún, and by the Taruma inikwára. - The Waiwái use the 

wood and the latex. 

Immediately when a cut has been made in the bark of an osohkó tree, the latex runs f reely f rom it. lt is 

collected and used for various purposes. When left standing, the latex hardens and turns yellowish-· 

brown. 

The fresh latex is taken directly f rom the tree and applied to o pen wounds which it covers with 

a protective film. 

The latex is used for preparing red and black paint. - Red paint is made from the latex mixed \.Vith 

onómto; this is the beautiful laquer-like paint which is applied to stools and cassava graters. lt turns 

yellow with ti me. - A durable black paint is made f rom the latex mixed with ashes of green dallibanna 

(müiná) leaves. lt is used for decoration of stools, cassava graters, and n1en's palm leaf arm rings. 

The Waiwái carve their stools f rom the wood of the osohkó tree. 
. , 

75. oyóhreyasüru, the Hishkaruyéna's iriasu, is a tall tree; not identified. - When among the Hish-

karuyéna, we were examining a fish arrow with a foreshaft made from this wood; one of our Waiwái 

said that his people may use the san1e wood in that way. 
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76. páaru is a tall tree near the rivers, identified by Guppy (fáaru) as Macrolobium acaciaefolium. -

The bark was f ormerly used for woodskins. 

77. pashkuchi, a tall tree, is called suwaytabá by the Wapisiana, bakeratamobá by the Mawayéna, 

okaywá by the Taruma. Guppy has fashkechi, Anaxagorea c.f. acuminata. 

Slender sticks of the wood are used for the foreshafts of arrows, for the nock inserted at the proximal 

end of arrows, and for strengthening the edges of square cassava sifters of the toowá type. 

Strips of the bark may be used as warishi straps, and for mounting the dip net of fish catchers on its 

frame. 

78. pirichi is a palm tree. ln Wapisiana it is called tiwit, in Mawayéna siwichí, in Taruma pirichí. 

Appun (1871-72 1 p. 116) uses the name piritu for Bactris piritu in the forests along the Rio Yaracuy 

in Venezuela. According to Guppy the palm must be Bactris or Astrocaryum sp. - It is possible that the 

name should rather be spelled pürüchí; the meaning of this would be "little pimpler palm". 

The Waiwái may use the layer right under the bark of this palro for teeth in their combs. 

79. piripiri, according to our Wapisiana interpreter this is "a locust with small fruits". lts resin is 

inferior to that of another "locust", the makan1áka. - The Waiwái formerly used·the bark, piripíripícho, 

for woodskins. 

80. pirisháki is a little tree. Guppy has .firishegyefu and fulishakyefu, both identified as Hirtella and 

Licania sp. 

The wood may be used for arrow points. - Ritual or magicai properties are ascribed to the leaves, 

pirishákiyárü, according to detailed description of cremations where some of the bones left in the ashes 

were wrapped in these leaves and brought to another place for a second cremation during which the 

whole bundle of bones and leaves was burned. 
,. 

81 . pürü. Severa} palms, most of them of the genera Bactris and Astrocaryum, are in British Guiana 

called "pimpler palm". 
,. 

pürü is the Waiwái name for one of them. According to our Wapisiana interpreter it is called bürés 

by the Wapisiana, according to Roth ( 1929 p. 38) the Wapisiana call it wiressi. - pÜrü must be the one 

which has been identified by Guppy as fuerur, Astrocaryum plicatum. 

This palro tree is found all over the Waiwái area, both on the Essequibo and the Mapuera sides, and 

in the mountains between. It is a most usef ul plant, and at t11e sarne ti me a nuisance to the lndians, 
1 

because not only the trunk of the palm, but also the lower side of the midrib of the leaves is densely 

set with long and most unpleasant spines ("pimplers"). The dead leaves covering the ground under the 

trees are a steady menace to the barefooted Indians who very often suffer from inflamed sores after too 

close contact with the ever-present pi1nplers. 

The Waiwái's use of the pimpler palm is manifold. lt is n1ostly the leaf, püriátko, which is used. More 

restricted use is made of the f ruits and the inner bark. 

The young leaf of the pimpler palm is undivided. As it grows it splits along the pinnate ribs into a 

large pinnatisect leaf. The two kinds of leaves are used in various ways. 

The young, undivided leaf is shaped like a long and curved sheet, almost like a bowl, and for this 
,. 

reason is called püriatutúmyárü (tutúmo, a bowl, especially a water container or drinking vessel made 
,. 

from a gourd shell; yarü, leaf). lt can stand a lot of f olding, twisting and turning without breaking, 
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contrary to the fragile banana leaf which resembles the young pimpler palrn leaf in size and shape. When 

the pimplers have been removed f rom the midrib, which is done by scraping with a knife, the leaf forros 

an admirable wrapping material. Pareeis of this kind, big and small, are seen everywhere in the houses, 

lying on the hanging shelves and suspended from the roof, and may be observed in the outfit the Waiwái 

carry with them when travelling. These parcels contain all kinds of things: spare loin cloths, balls of 

cotton string, small measures of salt, lumps of red face and body paint, etc. 

The large pinnatisect leaves were observed many times as coverings fot shelters along the trails and 

waterways. For this purpose the leaves are not prepared in any way, and the pimplers are not removed. 

A rectangular shelter at Yakayáka had a roof of this kind, and a certain type of temporary shelter, 

pürünó, is made entirely of such leaves. 

Two entire palm leaves with the pimplers removed are used for making the big baskets, awechí, 
, 

which are carried on the back (fig. 97); they are called pürüawechí when made f rom this material. From 

this, too, the flat weechí mats (fig. 104) are plaited which are used as receptacles for newly grated cassava 

pulp, for hot cassava bread, for serving the bread, for holding cotton, and for many other purposes. 

Fans are also made from sections of pimpler palro leaves. 

The very youngest leaves are found at the top of the tree, rolled in aspire which tapers upwards. To 

get the leaves the Waiwái cut down the palm, after which they chop off the spire, open it with a knife, 

and split the young leaves so as to f orm long strips of a light yellow colour which turn white wl1en they 

get dry. They are used for a number of purposes, the most important of which are: - the white covering 

of the bark strips in the men's big, ornamental arn1 rings apomi worn on the upper arm; men's ankle 

bands ; the covering of the men's decora tive hair tubes; the ou ter covering of the cylindrical mukru 

f rame holding the feather headdress of the Shodowíko dance costume. Also the ant frame used for the 

ant ordeal may be made from strips of the young pimpler palro leaves. 

The fruit of the pimpler palm is a drupe, the fleshy portion of which at times is eaten by the Waiwái. 

The hollowed shell of the stone may be used as a container for mányi gum, and as rattles for small children, 

with a stick or a piece of arrow reed for handle. lt may also be carved into small bracelets for children. 

Teeth for the combs can be made from the layer of the trunk right under the bark. 

82. purukawé is a tall shrub preferring sunny places in the forests, and very frequently invading the 

fields. We have no identification of it. 

lt has big leaves with spines on both sides, and big blue blossoms. The pear-shaped, yellow f ruit 

hangs by its broad base from the stalk, has a rather hard skin, and bumps scattered irregularly over the 

surface. When some imagination is applied, these bumps convey the idea of an animal's head or body, 

and this is appreciated by the children: to them the fruit is a dog; a string is tied round the fruit stalk 

which is the dog's neck, and the children drag it along on the ground after them. Or f our sticks are 

stuck into the fruit as legs, and the f ruit becomes an acuri, which the boys shoot at with their bows and 

arrows. - At certain games, indulged in by men and boys and imitating anin1al life, the yellow fruits are 

worn in necklaces and represent the swollen larynx of the howler monkey which is impersonated during 

some of the games. 

An important thing. and maybe the reason why the purukawé is allowed to grow in the fields, is that 

the fruit occasionally is used as a medicine, to relieve headache. 
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83. purumá, in the Colony generally called "congopomp" (Cecropia palmata Willd.), a tree with a 

very rapid growth, is found in the f orests near the rivers and in all fields. lt is among the very first trees 

which take possession of a field immediately after it has been abandoned, a typical second-growth tree 

which reveals old village sites to travellers on the rivers. 

The Waiwái use the inner bark for repairing leaks in canoes, formerly also in woodskins, by hammering 

it into the cracks. 

84. purupúru is a tall, herbaceous shrub; not identified. It has big dock-like leaves coveréd with a coat 

of short and soft hairs, and whitish flowers. The fruit is as big as an apple. When unripe, it is green with 

short hairs which come off easily and cause itching of the skin. The ripe f ruit is bright red; its yellow 

fl.esh contains many seeds. 

The fruit is eaten raw. Sometimes it is boiled to make a drink which must be strained before it is 

drunk. 
, 

85. puruwetü is a bush rope. Two Wapisianas on our first and second trips gave different Wapisiana 

names for it: wór, and póribiei. We can offer no identification. It is a long and tough liana hanging to the 

. ground from the tops of trees. The bark has a knotty surface and is greyish-green when fresh. 

This bush rope is used when a material is needed which can stand a hard pull. It was noticed a couple 

of times suspended as railings along fallen logs serving as bridges across gullies. Formerly it was used, 

we were told, for tying the "alligator hook" to a tree on the river bank (p. 134). 

Like the arapapíto, and together with it, lengthwise split sections of purulvetü are used for tying palm 

leaves to the rafters of houses, as was observed in the round workhouse at Yakayáka. 
, 

The split purulvetü, scraped for its bark, yields a material with a beautiful brown, shiny surface,which 

is used for the vertical sides of big cassava sifters of the manári type. 
,. 

86. riripónashirü, a tree, is Guppy's rerefonashiru, identified as Mouriria. - On the Mapuera side we 

observed arrows with foreshafts made from tl1is wood, 

87. rúuwé, a small-sized bamboo. Sections of the stem are .used for small single and double whistles, 

and for small panpipes at dances. 

88. saraí. The trees of this name. which were pointed out to us may ali be characterized as medium

sized, though one of the products derived from the saraí, sáraipícho, indicated that it can reach consider

able dimensions. Maybe there are two trees of that na,me ; Guppy, at any rate, identifies saraí as Miconia 

sp. and Sterculia pruriens, the latter with less certainty. The Arawak name which is also given by Guppy, 

wakaradan, has been referred by Fanshawe to Miconia sp. (Fanshawe 1949 p. 73), and is derived from 

the slender appearance of the. tree: "egrêttree, from the thin trunk". (Arawak: wakara, American egret). 

I thus f eel inclined to believe that sáraipícho described below is derived f rom the bigger one, i.e. Ster

culia pruriens. 

sáraipícho, the bark of the saraí (pichó, skin, bark) can be peeled off the tree in tough, pliable bands of 

almost any length and about 10 cm. wide. These bark bands are used for the big bark trumpets, also 

called sáraipícho, which are blown at the opening of the Shodowíko dance. During the other dance, 

Yámo, the men wear sáraipícho bands wound around the legs from the ankles and up to the knees. 

The sarne material is used for the inner part of the ornamental arm rings, apomí, which men frequently 

wear around their uppei: arn1s. 
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Sticks of saraí wood are frequently used in house construction. I think this explains how Roth (1929 

p. 23) got the name tarai-i for the cross pieces in the upper part of the round Waiwái houses. 

89. sawakwá is a tree which Guppy with some hesitation has identified as Apeiba sp. The wood may 

be used in tire drills. 

90. shakwó. For this tree Guppy has three indentifications: Viola nr. surinamensis, Iryanthera paraen

sis, and ? Eugenia. There is a possibility that Guppy's plant-namer was mistaken in this particular case 

as - on the sarne page - Guppy also has sarasara identified as lryanthera paraensis. So shakivó is pro

bably one of the two others. 

We did not see this tree, but acquired a wooden sword for a kamísa loom, made from its beautiful 

red wood. 

91. shári is a medium-sized bamboo. Hair tubes and ftutes are made fron1 the hollow stems, as well as 

cuivers for poisoned arrow points, and containers for mányi gum. 

92. shaú is a tall tree which grows north of the Kassikaytiu River, according to the Waiwái. Our 

Wapisiana claimed that it is identical with the "balata" expJoited by the Wapisiana and which they call 

itiár. Guppy has identified it with Manilkara excelsa, which agrees quite well with the Wapisiana 

"bala ta". 

The Waiwái find the latex useful for many purposes, but rarely have it as the tree grows too far away. 

They use okoropó instead. 

93. shimári, a tall, buttressed tree. Our Wapisiana interpreter claimed that it is identical with the 

simaruba. Roth (1924 p. 278) explains that Taruma graters are made from "one of the Simarukas", 

though later (1929 p. 28) he changes this to "a species of Aspidospern1a, the paddle wood of the Creo

les''. ln this he agrees with Farabee (1924 p. I 57) who votes for Aspidosperma excelsa. The agreement 

between the two authors is significant, though Guppy for Aspidosperma excelsa gives the Waiwái 

name wayafuyeju which means "paddle tree". 

The Waiwái repeatedly explained that they make cassava graters, and nothing else, from the wood, 

i.e. the buttresses, of the shimári tree. 

94. shokrewé, a tall forest tree, Guppy's shyoklewe and choklewe which he identifies with Guatteria 

nr. schomburgkii, and Malmea sp. - The Waiwái strip off the bark and use its interior layers as carrying 

straps for their warichis and as wrist bandages worn on the left arm. 

95. shóowatárü, a tall tree found ali over the Waiwái areas. Not listed by Guppy. lt is a softwood tree, 

very tough to work. lt was one of severa! trees to which our Wapisiana interpreter applied t11e name of 

"iteballi". - The Waiwái use the trunk for dugouts. 

96. shoroshóro has been identified by Guppy as Dacryodes. It is a tree with small seeds, the brown and 

woody shells of which are cut through to be used as bell-shaped, jingling trimmings along the edges 

of women's bead aprons, and in ornamental featherwork. 

97. tapáyoyépu, a tree with slender, pliable twigs which have been used for the frame of a fish catcher 

in our collection. 

98. tarápa, Guppy's taráfa which he identifies as Copaifera pubiflora, a big tree with an oily resin. -

The Waiwái formerly made woodskins from the bark, tarápapícho. 

99. taratára, like the purumá, is called "congopomp" in the Colony, and is Cecropia peltata L. -
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The bark of this tree is used for mending canoe leaks, and as an interior lining, anel as a cover for the big . 
warishis (baskets) in which cassava and otl1er roots are carried home from the fields. 

100. tashá is a tall tree, called yakúr by the Wapisiana, tetá in Mawayéna. Guppy has identified it as 

Inga alba. - A sticky juice is scraped from the inner side of the bark, mixed with soot from cassava 

pans and cooking pots, and cassava juice is added. This makes a black paint used for decoratiog wooden 

objects (stools, paddles, etc.), and smeared on mukru strips to be used for patterned basketwork. 

101. tautáu was described as a tall grass found in open shots in the forest. lt is one of the ingredients 

used when arrow poison is prepared .. 

102. taw:aná, a palm tree, not identified. - pakára-shaped basketry boxes are plaited from the leaflets. 

Sticks of the split midrib of the leaf are placed vertically on the outside of baskets of the sarne shape, 

as an ou ter covering, cf. Roth 1929 PI. 9b where kokerite leaf is similarly used ( only one specimen of 

this kind was seen among the Waiwái, and the owner would not part with it). 

103. tetkó, Brazil nut, Bertholletia excelsa. - ln the Waiwái area north of the Akarai Mountains 

Brazil nuts grow only near the Chodikar River. The tree is very common on the Mapuera side, where 
, 

t~ere is a Mawayéna village which the Waiwái call Tetkotürü, i.e. "Brazil Nut Place". The Mawayéna 

name of Brazil nut is miniú, not very different from the Wapisiana miniár. 

This is a very tall tree with a spreading crown. The Indians pick the nuts from the ground under the 

tree, and if none are f ound there, they may climb the tree to collect the big woody capsules containing 

the triangular nuts. But more frequently they cut the tree,regardless ofthe fact that thereby they diminish 

the possibility of a future supply of the nuts which are very valuable in their economy by supplying 

foodstuff and oil. 

The Indians consider the raw kernels of the Brazil nut to be a great delicacy. They crack the nuts 

with their teeth to get the kernels. But the nuts do rrot in this way enter as an integrating part of the diet; 

it is more important that flour is made fron1 them. For this purpose they grate the kernels on the cassava 

grater, and use the flour for two kinds of bread. One kind is tetkoyasúru which is baked from Brazil 

nut flour mixed with a pulp of raw, green bananas. The other kind is paapá which is baked from Brazil 

nut ftour mixed with wet tapioca (se_e p. 48). 

The oil contained in the nuts is extracted in the following way: The nuts are boiled in water, taken 

up and placed in a warishi for two or three days; the s9ens will then beco me soft, can easily be broken, 

.and the kernels picked out with the fingers. They are..,.put into a little squeezer kwasüchí ("little matapí") 

shaped like a cassava squeezer, and the oil pressed out. After boiling, the oil is ready for use. Brazil 
, 

nut oil, tétkokatü, is kept in gourd containers which are usually seen hanging in the houses. It is used 

as hair oil, and for softening the chípo lumps which are used as red P.aint for face and body; it is also 

used in the black face paint panakurí, and for rubbing the bow to make the wood supple and shiny. 

From the globular woody capsules the Waiwái cut bracelets which men and women wear around their 

wrists. And from the bark they make mats for the women to sit on. 

What is said above applies to the Waiwái on both sides of the Akarai Mountains, though the Esse

quibo Waiwái very often use substitute materiais owing to the difficulty in obtaining Brazil nuts. Thus 

kokerite oil, and fat from spider monkeys and tapirs n1ay be used instead of Brazil nut oil, and bracelets may 

be made from other fruit capsules. The two kinds of bread are made only among the Mapuera Waiwái. 
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104. toowá is Ischnosipl1on sp.; it is most likely that, as among the Arawak and other peoples, several 

species are used. ln the Colony this plant is generally referred to by its Arawak name mokóro, or mukru, 

though several variations of the name exist. The Wapisiana and the Mawayéna call it mukúru, the 

Taruma call it takáka. 

This is a tall and slender plant with a stem usually rising from the ground straight like an arrow reed. 

It has a shiny green bark. The leaves have some resemblance to those of the "wild banana", and all 

radiate from the top of the stern. 

The Indians cut the stem into long sections which are split lengthwise into f our, and these are again 

divided lengthwise to the desired width. From these long strips the interior parts are removed by 
• 

scraping, and long pliable strips remain which f orm an excellent material for basketwork. 

When fresh the exterior side of a mukru strip has the green colour of the bark; with time it turns 

into a warm brown colour while the surface remains shiny. - A lighter, yellowish-brown mukru is 

obtained by scraping the bark off with a knife. - Black mukru is obtained by rubbing th.e outer surface 

with a paint made of the juice from the outer layer of the tashá mixed with soot scraped from cassava 

pans and cooking pots, or by rubbing the strips with mányi gum. 

With mukru strips of these three colours the Waiwái make beautifully-patterned basketry. The black 

colour seems to be not too resistant to water or wear, whereas the colour of brown strips does not change. 

Mukru work belong to the men. While working, the hands are f requently dipped in water and stroked 

over the parts of the strips which are to be used immediately. 

Cassava squeezers are made f rom brown mukru, whereas pakáras are plaited from brown and black, 

or from yellow and black strips. The square cassava sifters, called toowá like the material they are made 

from, are usually in brown and black mukru, while the big cassava sifters, manári, are made from brown 

strips with occasionally a few black ones. Small bracelets n1ay be plaited from brown or yellow mukru, 

like the cylindrical headdress on which a feather crown is mounted, to be worn during the Shodowíko 

dance. 

105. túnayépu. The Waiwái apparently call a number of soft wood trees by this name; Guppy, in bis 

list, brings four identifications, viz. Heisteria sp., Inga e. f. strigillosa, Parinari montana, and ? Licabia. 

According to our Wapisiana interpreter túnayépu is an "lteballi", called úr by the Wapisiana. 

It is uncertain whether the inf ormation collected on túnayépu applies to ali of the f our kinds mentioned 

above. Our Waiwáis told us that túnayépu are tall trees which are found near river banks (túna = water, 

river; yepú = tree) throughout the Waiwái country. The wood is frequently used for dugouts. 

106. túru, also called turuímo, a forest tree with a tough bark which can be peeled o1l' in long pliable 

bands, serviceable for many purposes. The tree has not been identified. 

Narrow bands of the bark are used frequently in house constructions, for tying the palro leaves to 

rafters in houses and shelters, and for assembling "furniture" such as dog shelves in the houses and 

cassava sl1elves on the plazas. Minor objects in which túru bark is used are the "bush hog scrapers" for 

finishing the bow, in which the bush hog teeth may be held in place in the handle partly by means of a 

winding of túru. Furthermore, the wrist band worn by men round the left hand as a protection against 

the bow string may bc ma de from túru bark strips, while carrying straps for warishis can be made f rom 

wider bands of the sarne material. 
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107. wahuyá, the Ravenala guianensis of botanists, was described as a "tree with trunk and leaves 

resembling the banana". lt is a tall herbaceous plant found in humid places ofthe forests and along river 

banks, and invading abandoned fields. 

The leaves are used when puchokl·vá is prepared, for wrapping the fermenting cassava breads. They 

also rnay be used by travelling Waiwáis for thatching shelters when no other leaves are available. 

108. wamíri or wamíriyépu is called warowáro by the Wapisiana and the Mawayéna. ln Taruma it is 

called chíni. lt is a tall tree with heavy wood used for mortar pestles. 

109. wána, a tall forest tree, called somamáta by the Wapisiana. There is sorne uncertainty as to its 

identification ; Guppy has six trees, ali of them Lecythidaceae, listed as wána. - The bark is used like 

the bark of the túru. 

110. lvanamári is well-known in the Colony as patawá or by its Arawak narne túru (Jessenia bataua, 

according to Fanshawe 1949 p. 72; Oenocarpus patawa, according to Roth 1924 p. 86). The Wapisiana 

call it utiúr. 

The midrib of the leaf may be used for spindle shafts and for fine sticks with which face and body is 

applied. 
, 

A beverage, wanamáriyúkún is made from the f ruits, f rom which oil wanamárikotü is also prepared. 

111. wapú, called wáp by the Wapisiana, is identical with the manicole palm, Euterpe edulis of the 

botanists. 

This palm is of some importance to the Waiwái who occasionally use the wood for dog shelves in 

their houses. - The leaf, wápiyárü, is used for thatch of shelters, and also for structures of a more perma

nent character; the open roundhouse at Yakayáka was thatched with manicole leaves. This kind of 

leaves may also be used as coverings for fully-packed warishis. - The stalk of the inflorescence can be 

used as a broom, kwachphíko. - Nothing Wé\S heard about the use of the fruit. 
, 

112. H'aridatü, an unidentified tree. The wood may be used in arrow foreshafts and in fire drilJs. 

113. warimá, a very tall tree. The Wapisiana call it beviár, Guppy has identified it as Goupia glabra. 

Several enormous logs of this tree, easily recognizable by their dark red wood, were lying on the plazas 

of Mawíka and Yakayáka from the time when the forest had been cleared. From these the women 

frequently cut supplies of firewood. - The wood is used for making mortars. 

114. wáuko is a tall tree with strong buttresses at the base. - Guppy has identified five trees as wáuko, 

four of which are species of Eschweilera, and a fifth is identified as Couratari pulchra. The Hishkaruyéna 

also spoke of wáuko, adding that the Brazilians call it "tawary". According to Cruls ( 1954 p.293), 

"tauary" is Couratari sp.; and in the Botanical Garden at Belém it was labelled Couratari tauary, 

whereas le Cointe (1947 pp. 142 & 458-459) enumerates 10 trees of that name, ali of them Lecythidaceae 

(Couratari, Carinaria, Tecoma, and Allantoma sp. and spp.) amongst which also Couratari tauary 

Berg occurs. 

Among the Waiwái, the name apparently applies to a number of trees, all of which are of great 

irnportance on account of their useful bark. 

For removing the bark the Waiwái use· a heavy cylindrical beater amohí, which is made from various 

sorts of heavy wood, such as kórnchiyépu, etc., and pr ovided with a cutting edge at one end. 

When the tree has been felled, a rectangle of the desired length is outlined in the bark with a knife. 
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One end of the rectangle is then worked with the beater, by which the bark is loosened, and the cutting 

end of the beater can be introduced like a chisel between the bark and the wood. As the beater is worked 

in this way along the log, the loosened end of the bark rectangle is turned inside out, and the f ormer inside 

of the bark, now lying along the log, is beaten at the sarne time (fig. 22). After continued work in a 

chisel-like way with the beater, the whole bark rectangle at last comes off the log. The coarse outer 

layer is peeled off with the fingers which are inserted between the skin and the fibrous bast, and the 

latter is separated as a loose flake of fibres which can be further split into almost any thickness 

des.ired. 

The fibrous bark material is used for dancing costumes. For Shodowíko dances the dancers may 

sometimes appear in fibre capes which are decoi:ated in an interesting technique by tyeing strings around 

some of the fibres and immersing the whole thing in a swamp for some hours. The Waiwái, Hishka

ruyéna, Shereó, and probably the Mawayéna know this technique. - For the Yámo dances the Waiwái 

make a sort of wáuko fibre mask which covers the face and head of the dancer, with slits for the eyes, 

and painted decoration. 

Strips of wáuko bark may be used as warishi straps as long as they are fresh ; the dry bark turns 

breakable. They are also tied around the men's wrists as protection against the bow string, and they 

may be used as wrappers for cigars, but are considered to be inferior to irimáru bark for this purpose. 

Also baby slings can be made from wáuko bark . 

. 115. wawá, an unidentified tree. The bark is peeled off in narrow strips and used like turuímo and 

~váuko bark, for the bandages round the men's wrists. 

116. wawaná ( or n?alvaná) is a bush rope. lts leaves, like the leaves of several other plants, are used for 

the magicai postcremation ceremony. 

117. wawapúto, a tree, called wawásh by the Wapisiana. It has a fleshy fruit with spiny skin. The 

Waiwái eat the fiesh when they come across the fruit-bearing tree and spit out the seeds. The fruit is 

of no dietary importance. 

118. lvayápuyépu, a tall buttressed tree, Aspidosperma excelsa according to Guppy. - This is the tree 

preferred for paddles (wayápu), which are cut from the flat buttresses. 

119. weeyó, a tall tree, called n-zakaréwe by the Mawayéna, and according to our Wapisiana interpreter 

called máro by the Wapisiana. máro has been described as Protium heptaphyllum, whicl1 agrees with 

Guppy's identification of weyuyefu as Protiun1 sp. 

The bark of this tree contains a white resin which perspires through cracks, f orming lumps on the 

log where it is picked off by the lndians who also collect the lumps on the ground around the tree. 

The resin is used as an aid in fire making, a nd for lighting in the houses. The red face and body paint 

chípo, and the yellow sheéwe, are prepared with n1elted weeyó resin, as is the black face paint panakurí; 

and lumps of the resin may be used as plugs for the openings in oil gourds. 

120. weyochí, a tree which never was shown to us. lt has small red, shiny seed shells which are cut 

through and pierced to be used as neat little triangular or semi-globular decorations hanging in the 

feather tufts at the ends of men's hair tubes, along the edges of bead aprons, in men's loin strings, and in 

many other places. 
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Fig. 22. A Waiwái peeling the bark off a waúko log. 

ln bead and feather work of the Kashuyéna similar seed shells are f ound; they called them owéeke, 

and added that the Brazilian name of the tree is "mumbaca". If this is correct, tl1e tree is a palm, Bactris 

sp. (Cruls 1954, alphabetical list), _or Astrocaryum mumbaca (Botanical Garden at Belém). 

121. wótivoyümew·án, a forest tree providing a fish poison of medium strength. Not observed, but 

mentioned in the myth about the origin of fish poisons (p. 137). 

122. wuriwúri, a tree which has not been identified. Used in house constructions. Sticks of the wood 

were used in the inner circle of six upright posts supporting the roof of the round workhouse at Ya

kayáka. 

123. yao1ni is a bush rope, not identified. It is called kielviár by the Wapisiana, yaomiby the Mawayéna, 

tabá in Taruma. 

The bark is scraped off the stem, and the interior cut into small chips which are used as soap; when 

rubbed and pressed between the hands they give off a sud with which body, face and hair are washed. 

It may also be used for washing the karnisa. 

124. yapochíchi, a forest tree providing the strong fish poison emaraká. Not observed, but mentioned 

in the 1nyth about the origin of fish poison (p. 137). 
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125. yaraká is a tree, 6-7 metres high, or rather a big shrub wjth green bark. lt has pointed-lanceolate, 

pinnate leaves with finely serrated edges and a hairy upper surface. The leaves are set in alternate 

position, and small round fruits, almost without stalks, are situated in the axils. The leaves are used in 

preparation of puchokwá: they are grated on the cassava grater, dried in the sun on a plaited mat, and 

afterwards pounded in a mortar or a pot. The mass of pulverized leaves, kukush~vé, is scattered on the 

moist cassava breads which are piled and stored when puchokwá is to be prepared. 

Whereas the Wapisiana were reported to sow the seeds of the yaraká (beshawúd in Wapisiana) in 

their fields, the Waiwái only make use of the yaraká plants which appear naturally in their clearings. 

126. yarí is a tree f ound on both sides of the Akarai Mountains. - The green fruit which turns yellow 

when ripe, is shaped like a slightly elongated, furrowed lemon. It has a hard skin which must be crushed 

by a blow bef ore it can be peeled o ff, and a white, sweet tasting fiesh with many small brown or black 

seeds looking like apple kernels. The fruit contains a gum which hardens on fingers and teeth when one 

is handling it. - The Waiwái, when travelling, pick the fruit and eat the fiesh. 

There is a possibility that this is Guppy's yalí~ wnich he identifies as Lacmellea sp. n. 

127. yaruímo, a shrub which is believed to poss~ss medicinal properties. Guppy has yarímo, identified 

as Malouetia tamaquarina. - The wood is grated on the cassava grater and the pulp soaked in hot water 

with which the patient is bathed ali o ver as a treatment for fever. · 

128. yáruka, a tree which contains a latex. Guppy has one yaruka identified as Alchornea ?, another 

as Alchorneopsis ?. - The Waiwái use the latex and the bark. 

To get the latex, akúru, the bark is cut with a knife, and the dripping liquid is collected in a calabash 

or gourd vessel. lt is dark and sticky, and must be used before it hardens. lt is used for the black decora

tion on the outside of painted pots. 

The bark is used for baby slings, weniapón. A not too stout section of the log, or a branch, is cut off 

at a length of a couple of metres, the bark is beaten and peeled off, probably in the sarne way as the 

wáuko bark; later it is sewn together as a ring and strengthened with transverse stitchings of kraua 

string. 

129. yaú is the well-known ite palm, the Mauritia flexuosa of botanists. This is a tall, majestic palm 

with fan-shaped leaves. It grows in groups which may cover considerable areas, and prefers places 

wb-ich are frequently flooded. lt is very comm.on on the Essequibo side, but less frequently found on the· 

upper Mapuera. 

The ite palm is of the greatest importance to the Waiwái. They use its leaves, both the young ones 

yauyátko which are still f olded in the spire at the top of the plant, and the older and fully developed 

ones yauyárü, the leaf stalk, and the fruit. - The Waiwái consider the ite palm to be the dwelling of the 

Boa constrictor spirit. 

The young spire of the ite palm provides the Waiwái with the material for the sort of string which in 

British Guiana is usually called "tibisiri", called sharáu by the Waiwái. - T·he men inake the tibisiri. 

They place the spire of the palm in front of them, resting it between their knees, open the spire lengthwise 

with a knife, pick out the f olded, young leaves, from which they split the bast fibres and leave them to 

dry in the sun. The dry fibres they spin into strings by rolling them along the thigh with an upward 
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moverr1ent of the hand. The finished strings are smoothened with a smoothing stick, shikishfki, as are 

the kraua strings. 

Tibisiri strings are used for hammocks at times, though the Waiwái prefer kraua strings for this 

purpose, as they are stronger. - Tibisiri strings may occur, too, together with cotton strings in the 

patterned decoration of the composite combs. And they are used for the ball-shaped head of the boys' 

miniature bird arrows, which are made from small sticks split out of the midrib of ite leaflets. 

Raw (unspun) ite bast fibres are used as decoration for the big dance rattles, and are tied lengthwise 

along the big bark trumpets blown at intervals as an introduction to the Shodowíko feast, to keep the 

trumpcts in shape. 

Beyond this, the use of bast fibres from the ite spire was only observed in one instance. The shoulder 

capes which f orm part of the palm leaf costumes for the Shodowíko dance, are made from this material, 

which has a beautiful, bright yellow colour as long as it is fresh. 

The rernaining part of the Shodowíko dancer's body-covering is made f ron1 the big, fully expanded 

leaves of the ite palm, the leaflets of which may be 1-1,5 m. long. This part of the costume is light green. 

The sarne material may be used as a headdress for the Shodowíko costume if a feather headdress has 

not been made. - The costumes for the Yámo dance also consists partly of yauyárü. 

The f ruit of the ite palm has a hard shell, inside which is an orange-coloured pulp and a hard stone. 

The Waiwái may soak the f ruit in cold water for a couple of days. The shell can then be picked off, 

and the pulp eaten. This is considered to be a delicacy, but is of no importance as a food item. - The 

shelled fruit is used for preparing the tapioca-and-yaú beverage called yáuyukún, as described on p. 49. -

The white and relatively hard endosperm can be extracted from the stone by cutting boles at the ends 

of the kernel; it can be carved into tiny figures which are given as toys to the children. A small dog carved 

in this way was acquired ; with it went the information that only dogs are carved in this way, and no 

other animais. 

130. yáun1otokwé is a big, woody bush rope; not identified. The Wapisiana call it kurukuruwái, the 

Mawayena okuramí, the Taruma maukayári. - The Waiwái use the root as a strong fish poison. Farabee 

(1918 p. 62) has kurukuruai for one of the strongest fish poisons of the Wapisiana. 

131 . yáuy épu was one of our Wapisiana interpreter's four "iteballis". It is a tall tree which is found in 

the entire Waiwái area. The wood is soft; it may be used for dugouts. 
, , 

132. yürechpümerü (Guppy has yirisfumero and yurisfumero); unidentified. One of the plants, the 

leaves of which are burned during the magicai post-cremation ceremony. 

133. yuruwá, a palro tree identified by Guppy as Cuatrecasea Spruceana (Guppy 1958 p. 52: yurua). It 

was pointed out to us near Kanashén, in the sarne ecological surroundings as the kupá, on swampy 

ground where it stood on stilt roots, a slender paln1 with long intervals between the leaf marks, and a 

tuft of fan-shaped leaves at the top. It is possible that the yuruivá is f ound farther north, as Schomburgk 

when going through the Taruma country north of the Kuyuwini River observed jurubá palms, "mit der 

sie das Rohr ihrer Blaserõhre umwickeln" (Robert Schomburgk 1841 p. 308). 

The Waiwái have no blowguns; they use the hollow yuruwá stems only for the men's decorative hair 

tubes . 
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Collecting from the Animal Kingdom. 

ln this section those phases of the collecting activity will be described which rest upon the utilization 

of products from the animal kingdom . 

A difficulty at once arises in making a clear distinction between this kind of collecting, and l1unting 

or fishing. The activities merge gradually into each other. lt may be safe, however, to define collecting 

f rom the animal kingdom as the activity which goes on without the aid of weapons or other utensils, 

except the occasional use of a stick, a knife, or an axe. No specific implements for collecting have 

developed, whereas hunting and fishing relies on the use of specific weapons (bow and arrows, guns), 

or other means (traps, poisons, etc.). 

lt will be noticed from the f ollowing description that this kind of collecting only contributes in a very 

modest way to the food supply. 

Order oj' insects. 
I 

The forests and the clearings throughout the region inhabited by the Waiwái are literally swarming with 

millions of ants, representatives of various genera. They are abhorred and despited by the lndians who 

really consider them to be a nuisance and feel a great respect for these animais on account of their 

tormenting bites. Numerous were the swollen toes and fingers which were demonstrated to us by 

unf ortunate lndians who had been bitten by the·insects, and who apparently cherished a vigorous belief 

in the relieving action of iodine applied to ant wounds. Probably the sharp pain felt when iodine was 

applied to the bites was regarded as a counteracting ren1edy against the injected ant acid. 1 could not 

help thinking that in the mind of the Jndians the sensation f elt when iodine was applied was compared 

with the sensation in the moment when the bite had been infticted, and that the iodine was thereby 

felt to counteract the ant poison. 

Certain ants are used as ingredients when arrow poison is prepared. One is erekú, the big black ant 

which is known in the Colony as "manuri ant"; the other is kanaskúsku, described as a small ant with 

a pointed head. They are boiled with the other ingredients, and probably not on account of the idea of 

the ant acid working directly as an active component of the arrow poison. Our Waiwái informant Chu- · 

rumá explained that the presence of the ants may counteract the effect of spirits t11reatening the good 

resuJt of the process, and added: "If the ants are not there, the poisou \Vill be spoiled". 

So it appears that the Waiwái ascribe magical properties to ants, or at least to certain kinds of ants. 

This is probably the idea underlying the use of the ant frame and the ant ordeal, and the use of ants as 

medicine. 

The ant frame which the Waiwái use in the ant ordeal is a piece of plaitwork made from mukru or 

from pimpler paln1 leaves. lt may assume several forros, as seen in .fig. 23. Ants are placed in the inter

stices of the plaiting, with their heads or abdomens squeezed througl1 the little openings so that they all 

look the sarne way. At least two kinds of ants are used, totóko and yúko, and the frames are called 

totókoyapón and yúkiyapón, respectively (apón = "seat"). 

The ant ordeal has been observed and described by many travellers in South A.merica, and specimens 
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: 

Fig. 23. Waiwái ant frames. H 4724, H 4726, H 4725. 
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of ant f rames of various constructions exist in many museum collections, some of them much more 

complicated than the relatively simple things which are used by the Waiwái. 

The Waiwái apply the ant frame to all parts of the body. It is usually thrown away after use, and the 

person on whom it has been applied goes to the river to bathe. The ordeal is practised on men and women 

without distinction; only old persons go free. When it is to be practised on children, it is the parents 

who get the idea into their heads, but they must go to the village leader about it bef ore starting. 

According to what was told, the ant fran1e is used on adult persons who have exhibited a high degree 

of laziness in not wishing to work, fish or hunt. lt is used on children who have been disobedient. So it 

is frequentJy used individually, but cases of communal use were reported, such as everybody going 

through the ordeal before the start of a general drinking bout, or before a communal hunt. 

Unfortunately, the sort of disobedience of which the children might be guilty was not specified by 

our inf ormants. But the fact that the parents have to consult the village leader bef ore letting the children 

undergo the ordeal, indicates that authority must decide whether the case is so serious as to be a thing 

of importance to the communal good. 

According to the examples mentioned by our inf ormants, the ant frame is used on adults as a punitive 

contrivance and as an incentive to energy. lt is not always easy to distinguish clearly whether one or 

the other reason is in force. A person's refusal to work is an action which may affect the well-being of a 

whole village, and so may be an attitude calling for punishment, like the attitude of disobedient children. 

The practising of the ant ordeal before a drinking bout and bef ore hunting indicates that it is considered 

to be an incentive to energy, giving those who take part increased activity during the rather strenuous 

dancing performances which are linked with the drinking and go on for days. ln reality this is very 

much like the use of the ant f rame in cases of laziness, and when these are so pronounced as to catch 

the eye of the public, they must be considered to be definitely abnormal ; in consequence, we have here 

something which approaches disease, a condition brought about by exterior powers working on the 

person in question. 

So actually 1 feel inclined to think that one idea is behind the use of the ant f rame among the Waiwái, 

though it may be used, as mentioned, under various circumstances: I think the ordeal can be explained 

as a magico-medical treatment of disease, in which enters the idea of purification, i.e. expulsion of the 

powers (spirits) which are working within the abnormal or sick person ; and in some cases the forti

fying of persons against possible attacks of such powers, as before the drinking bouts and dances 

which have a religious significance and should not be disturbed by evil powers. 

This explanation ofthe function ofthe ant ordeal agrees with the instances reported by our informants, 

in which a curative action is ascribed to ant bites applied directly to the body without the use of an ant 

frame. ln this case it must be remembered that disease is always considered to be caused by evil powers, 

either human or supernatural, which send spirits into the body of the sick. - The instances reported 

referred only to the cure of headaches. Bites of the big erekú (manuri) ant in forehead and temples are 

supposed to be effective cures against this ailment, as are the bites of a " little ant" which lives in the 

leaf stalks of certain trees; the patient shakes thc tree, and the ants fall down and bite him ali over the 

body. 

Bees and wasps are utilized to some degree, especially bee's wax lt>enú, or píshkowenú, the wax of the 
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warakaba bee pishkó. Bee's wax is able to retain its softness for a long ti me, and for this reason it is 

preferred in some cases where the use of mányi might be expected. For instance, small lumps of bee's 

wax are placed at the blowholes of deer bone flutes, as septums in the interior of bamboo flutes in order 

to regulate the ·air flow, and at the ventholes of small grass and bamboo flutes, like those from which 

the small panpipes are composed. Bee's wax was also observed at that part of the oratfn or turtle shell 

friction instrument, which is rubbed by the hand for producing sound. - On account of its constant 

softness lumps of bee's wax are used, also, for closing the openings of the small oil and paint containers, 

in place of mányi gum which will not fit tightly when it gets dry and hard. 

Certain honey bees were referred to as wárulváru. Honey is very much liked, and the honey bee is 

represented by a particular design in W aiwái basketwork. 

The marabunta wasps, aposó, have their nests in tall trees. The Waiwái climb the trees in search of the 

eggs, or knock the nests down from the trees with long sticks. The eggs are roasted and eaten, especially 

when f ood is scarce. They are also used as bait for small fish, and in the fish trap of kaminá type they 

are used for bigger fish. 

Green metallic beetle wings were observed as decorations in feather and bead tassels hanging along 

the edges of women 's bead aprons. 

Order of reptiles. 

Collecting of materiais from the order of reptiles contributes to some degree to the food supply. It is 

mostly confined to collecting of iguana, turtle, and alligator eggs. They are f ound along the rivers, 

iguana eggs in the sloping gravel banks alongside the banks of streams, turtle eggs in the flat banks of 

Fig. 24. Collecting iguana eggs on the banks of the upper Mapuera. 

7 Waiwai 
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sand which accumulate on river banks and on the downstream side of rocks in the rivers, and alligator 

eggs under loose leaves on the river banks. 

The procedure of collecting iguana eggs, wánapon1é, ( wanái, iguana) and turtle eggs, kwóchipomé, 

(kwochí, river turtle), is alike. When travelling on the rivers the Indians keep a lookout for spots which 

look promising. They go ashore on the gravel slopes for iguana eggs, or lead their boats to fhe banks 

where they notice the tracks of turtles in the sand. With a stick or a bush knife they probe the ground 

for cavities, and when such are found they poke an arm right to the shoulder into the holes, and within 

a short time they will have dug out up to 30 eggs from a single nest (fig. 24). The eggs are considered 

to be great delicacies and are eaten with relish, even when containing embryos. They may be eaten raw, 

boiled in water and smeared on cassava bread, or f ried in the shell in ashes from the fire. 

Of some importance are also lizards (several kinds) which the lndians catch in order to use their 

meat as bait in the kaminá fish trap. - Frogs are caught and eaten, either boiled in water or roasted on a 

stick ovcr the fire. 

Order of mollusks. 

The little earplugs of the Waiwái carry on the front side a disk of mother-of-pearl from a bivalve 

shoo•vá, which is found quite far down the Mapuera River. ln fact, a Mawayéna told us that the.se shells 

are f ound so far south in Brazil that it is not so much the Waiwái as the Shereó who collect them and trade 

them to the Waiwái. A certain fish, mári, related to the pirai, eats the meat of the bivalve, but leaves 

the shells; these are picked up by the lndians in the shallow water below the f alls. 

The shell of a snail called waruwá is used for the sarne purpose. This snail is also f ound on the Mapuera. 

Collecting from The Mineral Kingdom. 

Certain materiais from the mineral kingdom are utilized. Most of them are secured by veritable expedi

tions sent out to collect them, others are f ound immediately around the villages. 

Expeditions go f rom the Waiwái villages to somewhere near the Kámo Ri ver to collect pottery cJay 

which on the Essequibo side is only collected in that particular place (see: chapter on pottery, and par- · 

ticularly pp. 170). No information on this subject was collected among the Waiwái on the Mapuera side, 

but among the Shereó we were told that pottery clay was collected "far away upstream", though our 

inf ormant could not tell us exactly where, as "that is a thing which only concerns the \Vomen". - For 

the red decoration of almost finished· pots a red stone, tokarárü, is collected from the ground near the 

vi1lages. 

The clay which is used for the pot stands cheyakáta in the fireplace is quite different from that used 

for the pots. For the cheyakáta the women collect the yellow clay which is thrown up by the "kushi" 

or leaf-cutting ants around the entrances to their nests. This probably also applies to the Shereó where 

our informant told us that the women get the clay for the cheyakáta "right here around thc village". 

Another important material collected from the mineral kingdom is the stone, sán1a, for the cassava 

graters which the Waiwái collect ata placenear the Kuyuwini River, though the immediate surroundings 

• 
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of the villages abound in hard stones. Equally discriminating are the Shereó, who collect their grater 

stone several days away, on the Rio Karí. 

lt will be seen that the products derived from the mineral kingdom are only used as raw materials 

for the preparation of certain utilitarian objects. Geophagy was not observed among the Waiwái, nor 

has it been described by earlier travellers in the region. 

... 



Aoo 

Hunting. 1: Weapons and Equipment 

General Remarks. 

Hunting is the Waiwái men's favourite occupation. It is an activity strictly reserved to the men. 

The men usually do not like to travel alone in the forest for fear of evil spirits, and especially of the 

secret k.iller Kanaima, universally feared by lndians all over Guiana, and called Kakanáu by the Waiwái. 

This being roams the forest and attacks persons walking alone. The Waiwái therefore prefer hunting in 

pairs which makes them feel safe. 

Who goes with whom on a hunting expedition, seems in most cases to be a matter decided by personal 

affection and liking. lt is a very common thing that persons belonging to one and the sarne household go 

hunting together, but this need n~t be so. That a man goes with his father-in-law, and two or three 

young persons go together who are in some way connected by family bonds, are things which may 

easily happen, as the Waiwái are so closely intermarried that practically everybody is related in some way 

to everybody else. There do not seem to be strict rules for the hunting associations, at least none were 

revealed by questioning. 

lt may happen that a father goes hunting with his little son. By his mere presence the little man offers 

sufficient protection against the malevolent beings of the f orest. He cannot be of much assistance as a 

hunter, but he may help his father to carry home the prey, and at the sarne time receives practical 

instruction in hunting. 

A childless woman may also accompany her husband on a hunting expedition, but she does not take 

an active part in the hunting which is an activity strictly reserved for the men. She may, however, help 

him in carrying the game he has killed. 

Communal hunts may be arranged on the occasion of certain communal undertakings, such as house 

building which is celebrated with a communal meal when the house is :finished. Big drinking bouts and 

dancing arrangements, which may go on for days at end, are also prepared by communal hunting expedi

tions, and during dances there may be an intermission one morning when all men go out hunting. It is 

the village leader who decides on a communal hunt, whereupon the men will go out two or three together. 

Hunting magic and taboo rules are in force on these occasions. They are described in Niels Fock's 

work on the social organization of the Waiwái, as is the medicine man's importance and his attitude to 

hunting (Fock 1963). 

lndividually, the prospective hunter can take certain measures to secure bis success. About this, the 

f ollowing was brought to our knowledge. 

1. The f oref oot of a squirrel, dried and tied with a kraua string, may be found in a man's little shoulder 

bag. This charm will make its owner a good marksman and help him in climbing trees. The bearer of it 
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will scratch his arms, legs, and chest with its nails bef ore he goes hunting, until a little blood flows. -

Our f riend Churumá very often ma de his appearance with several parallel scratches at regular intervals 

on both sides of bis chest. A couple of times when questioned about them, he looked embarrassed and 

answered that he had got the scratches when passing trees lying across a trail. The truth was revealed 

one day when 1 f ound a squirrel f oot on the ground and Churumá carne rushing to get the thing which 

he had lost the day before. He very carefully stowed it away in his pakára, and asked why he was so 

keen to get it back he gave the true explanation. 

2. A particular face paint design may be adopted by a man who intends to go out hunting tapirs, 

and only on these occasions (fig. 25). 

3. A man may go through the ant ordeal bef ore a hunting expedition. 

4. Pepper may be rubbed into the eyes if one wishes to secure a rainless day for the expedition. 

5. One's prowess in shooting may be improved if use is made of a dried powis gizzard which is kept 

in the house. 

6. To improve his prowess in shooting, a man may cut his arms and chest "once between new moon 

and full moon" (according to Churumá), and rub the scratches with a decoction of apoporé bark. When 

doing this he must not eat fish, sweet potatoes, or f oodstuffs containing tapioca, but only kwasharú and 

thin cassava bread. 

7. The keenness of hunting dogs may be improved by treating them with apoporé bark and with 

pepper. 

No hunting charms were observed, apart from the squirrel foot mentioned above. The teeth worn in 

necklaces and loin strings were always claimed to be purely decorative. Bones of certain game (lower 

jaws of bush hogs, for instance) are kept in the houses, usually stuck into the roof, or lying on shelves 

Fig. 25. Waiwái wearing marks for tapir hunting. 
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and platf orms. They were explained as hunting trophies or souvenirs, and some of them at times \Vere 

used for practical purposes. Teeth were extracted from the bush hog jaws to be used in scrapers for the 

bows, and spider monkey bones served as material for arrow points. But the bones kept in the houses 

may have a deeper significance, too, as they are apparently treated with some reverence; if they happen 

to be on the floor, the women are not allowed to step across them .. 

Other bones, left o ver f rom meals and stored in small baskets hanging from the roof, are kept as 

medicine. 

Weapons and Accessory Hunting Equipment. 

Bows and arrows, guns and knives _are th~ only hunting weapons. 

The original weapons were bows and arrows. They have been supplemented with 4 or 5 shotguns and 

with knives acquired by direct and indirect contact with white people. The Waiwái are extremely fond of 

firearms and, enthusiastic hunters as they are, there i~ no doubt that a further introduction of guns will 

affect the stock of game in the region, and thereb,y their meat supply and whole economy in a most 

dangerous way. 

No throwing missiles have developed or been introduced though, .of course, a Waiwái may throw a 

stone after a snake or a bird if thought expedient. Neither are blowguns used. 

Surprisingly little inf ormation regarding the use of traps or snares for catching land animals and 

birds was obtainable. They are apparently not used by the Waiwái, except a sort of trap - or rather a . 

cage - for catching bush hog (p. 123). 

On the other hand, the Waiwái have one very important and reliable aid in their hunting activities, 

viz. their dogs, some of which are trained especially for this purpose. And as hunting accessories can be 

mentioned the small flutes of reeds or grass leaves with which they lure certain kinds of game by imita

ting the call or the cry of the animais, and platf orms erected in the crowns of trees where the hunters 

await the birds that come to feed on the fruits. 

The Bow. 

The Waiwái bow karápa is preferably made f rom the wood of the karápayépu, though other hardwoods 

may be used. ln the Waiwái area the karápayépu is quite common on the Mapuera; it seems to be rare 

on the Essequibo side, and does not reappear in Guiana until the Kanuku Mountains far to the north, 

beyond the reach of the Waiwái. As mentioned (p. 73), karápayépu has been discovered near Kanashén 

after the recent invasion of the Essequibo arêa from the south; this will probably alter the situation in 

the future. 
" 

Most Waiwái men know how to inanuf acture their bows, yet they have until now been brought 

ready-made, or almost so, from the Mapuera si de, where they were usually paid for with knives. 

The purchaser finishes the bow by smoothing it with a little double scraper (figs. 26, 27) which the 

Waiwái make for this purpose, and by rubbing it with Brazil nut oil after the smoothing. No abrasives 

are used for polishing. After the treatment the finished bow staff emerges with a shiny red surface which 

shows the beautiful character of the wood with its black markings at its very best. 
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Fig. 26. A Waiwái demonstrating the use of the bush hog tooth scraper on the bow. 
One tooth is missin~ in this scraper. 

Fig. 27. Bush hog tooth scraper, H 4141. 
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The bow varies in length from about 1,75 metres to 2,75 metres. According to Métraux's co1npilation 

(Métraux 1949 p. 233) its length is equalled in South America only by the Siriono bows which a re up to 

2,74 metres long, and in extreme cases may e:ven reach a length of 3,60 metres. Smaller bows are made 

by Waiwái fathers for their little sons. 

The cross section of the bow is triangular. The front side is flat with a slight lengtwise concavity, and 

bordered by two sharp edges f rom which the convex sides approach each other and meet at a not very 

sharp ridge which follows the length of the bow. At the middle the staff is provided with a fine winding 

of cotton string, to which are attached decorative tassels of feathers from the black crest of the powis, 

f rom the red and blue ara, and from one or other of the toucans. 

The bow string of kraua fibre is fastened at either end of the bow, and the surplus of the string is 

wound f rom the lower end and almost up to the middle where its free end is secured and tied on top 

of the winding of cotton string. Severa! authors have claimed that the surplus of string often wound 

around lndian bows is a reserve to be used if the bowstring should burst. This can hardly be the case in 

the Waiwái bow, as the part of the string wound around the stafftapers gradually towards the end, from 

a diametre of almost 3 mm. to less than 1 mm., so that it would never be able to stand the hard pull 

when the bow is drawn. 

The tool for the final smoothing of the bow has been described by Walter E. Roth as a " bush-hog 

tooth scraper" (Roth 1924 p. 78; 1929 p. 2 and Pls. 24A, 29f). Its Waiwái name ispákriyórü, frompakrí, 
, 

the little bush hog, or collared peccary (Dicotyles torquatus), and yorü, tooth. 

The handle of the scraper shown in fig. 27 is 20 cm. long, and n1ade from the white wood of the 

onómtoyépu. At either end is inserted a canine tooth of the little bush hog, fastened with mányi in the 

hollowed ends of the stick. Both ends of the handle are wound with mányi-rubbed kraua string, and 

decorated with yellow ara f eathers. Other tools of this kind had the ends of the handle decorated with 

black paint in which a design of wavy tines had been drawn with the tips of the finger nails. A specimen 

in Yakayáka had a handle made from a cassava stick wound at the ends with split pieces of the túru 

bush rope. 

The way of using the scraper is shown in fig. 26. The sharp edges of the teeth are applied as cutting 

edges against the bowstaff. 

The complete bush. hog lower jaw which the Shereó, Hishkaruyéna, and Kashuyéna use for smoothing 

the bow staff, was not seen among the Waiwái . 

When pulling the bow, the Waiwái holds the bow vertically with his left hand and places the arrow 

on the left side of the bow (fig. 28) between the 2nd and the 3rd finger. With the right hand the string is 

drawn alrnost up to the right ear, with 3rd, 4th, and 5th finger acting on the string, while the 2nd finger 

in a straight position presses the arrow against the 3rd finger on which it rests, and the thumb rneets the 

butt end of the arrow right at the string (figs. 29, 30). This type of arrow release cannot be identified with 

any of the types established by Morse (1885, 1912) or by Kroeber (1926). lt has two distinguishing 

features: The three fingers acting on the bow string ; and the straight finger on top of the arrow. 

These features may be accounted for by the unusual lengths of bow and arrow, and by the q uality 

of the bow staff. Considerable physical strength is required in drawing the Waiwái bbw, therefore three 

fingers work on the string. - The arrow is correspondingly long. When the bow is drawn, more than 1,5 
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Fig. 28. Position of hands when the bow is pulled. 

metres length of arrow projects in front of it, and the weight of the arrow reed with the arrow point 

at the end displaces the balance, so that the arrow will tend to turn at the point where it is pivoted, i.e. 

at the place where it passes between the fingers of the left hand holding the bow. The forefinger will 

counteract this movement and keep the arrow in a steady position. 

As protection against the impact of the bowstring, a wrist bandage eméhnomf is usually worn around 

the left wrist. A specimen acquired for our collection is made from two long strips of túru bark tied 
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Fig. 29. Arrow release, J. 

together and wrapped several times around the wrist. Other specimens were made f rom wáwapicho, the 

bark of the wawá tree (pichó = skin, bark), and f ron1 }Váuko bark. 

The Arrows. 

, 

The Waiwái name for arrow in general is }Vailvü. This is also the name for the arrow reed. ln addition, 

every arrow type has its specific name. 

The cultivation of arrow reed has been described in the chapter on plants cultivated for technical use, 

where it was mentioned that the cultivation of arrow reed seems to be a relatively new feature in Waiwái 

economy. A harpoon arrow in the Gothenburg ethnographical museum, acquired in 1927, proves that 

in former times wooden shafts have been used as well as shafts of arrow reed. No wooden arrow shafts 

were observed during our visits among the Waiwái, nor among the people on the Mapuera or the 

Nbamundá. 

The cutting of the reeds and subsequent treatment of them is men's work. 

It is the upper portion of the reed which is used for arrows. The reeds in the fields are cut and brought 

to the village in big bundles, where they are thoroughly dried. During the day they are placed in the 

direct sun, either standing on end against a wall or lying on a roof. The weather is carefully observed, 

and if a shower approaches, they are moved into the house where they are also kept at night, being taken 

in before the dew starts to fall in the evening. After a few days of this they are stored in the house on 

one of the platf orms under the roof until they are to be used. 
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Fig. 30. Arrow release, IL 

The arrow shaft is always made from arrow reed. lt may have a foreshaft of wood, and a point of 

bamboo, wood, bone, or metal ( observed in a few cases). Stone points were not seen. The rear end is 

usually feathered , and has a plug inserted with a notch carved at the end. The length of the arrow 

corresponds to the length of the bow, and in n1any cases exceeds the maximum length of arrows (Shi

rianá) in Métraux's compilation (Métraux 1949 p. 233). 

When an arrow is to be made, a piece of arrow reed is cut to t11e desired length. A foreshaft or an 

arrow point is cut from wood, carved to a point at the end to be inserted in the arrow shaft, and four or 

five small longitudinal slits are cut in the front end of the shaft. The f oreshaft is inserted in the arrow 

shaft which is squeezed together around the foreshaft, the small slits helping to make the shaft taper 

slightly, and a special tool, the tuwetúwe, or arrow squeezer, is now applied to the junction. 

The arrow squeezer (fig. 31) consists of two sn1all sticks connected with a good kraua string. One 

stick is of equal thickness throughout, the otl1er is pointed at the end. During work (fig. 32) the former 

is held under the right f oot, the string passing between the big and the second toe. The middle of the 

string is placed in a loop around the front end of the arrow shaft which is held horizontally, and when 

a pull is made with the right hand holding the other stick, the loop squeezes the arrow shaft tightly 

around the pointed end of the foreshaft . At the sarne time the arrow is rotated with the left hand, so 

that the loop moves up and down the string; in this way it is certain that the arrow shaft is squeezed 

and tightened equally on all sides. - The ·sarne method is employed when the arrow point is inserted 

directly into the arrow shaft. 

After this, the junction of arrow shaft with f oreshaft or arrow point is secured by a winding of kraua 
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string well rubbed with n1ányi ~um to give it a firm grip, and two small ornamental tufts of delicate 

toucan feathers are inserted and held by the winding. ln some cases cotton string is used in place of 

kraua for the winding at the front end of the f oreshaft. 

A wooden plug with a notch at its f ree end is inserted at the rear of the arrow shaft which is also 

treated with the arrow squeezer and afterwards wound tightly with mányi-rubbed kraua string. 

Fig. 31. Arrow squeezer, H 4142. 

Feathered arrows are provided with two feathers which are usually taken from the powis or the 

marudi. The feathers may be parallel, or have a slightly spiral twist. Applying Métraux's typology of 

arrow feathering (Métraux 1949 p. 240), one finds that Waiwái arrow feathering is of the "flush" type, 

subtype a: "wrapped feathering", the split f eather quills being held by a nzányi-rubbed kraua string. 

Very often the finished arrow is stroked witl1 mányi between the feathers, which produces a black line, 

clearly seen in our fig. 33, i. The line will to some degree help to keep the wrapping in place, but also 

serves a decorative purpose. ln a few cases we saw that the mányi line had been replaced by a line of red 

osohkó paint. 
, 

Several types of arrows, lvaylvü, and arrow points, wáylvüpóno, are used (wáy'l-vupóno, "in" or "on the 

arrow"). They are shown in fig. 33. The diversity of arrows makes the bow a most efficient weapon for 

hunting all kinds of animals. 

Fig. 33, a. Arrow for big game (tapir, bush hog, jaguar), called orahnó. The lanceolate biade is made 

f rom a split section of the bamboo kukawá, and fastened in a short wooden f oreshaft with a winding of 

fine cotton string, parts of wl1ich have been rubbed with mányi so as to form three black rings in the 

upper part of the winding. The lower part of the winding holds two small tufts of kuyúru f eathers. -

The feathering at the rear end is parallel and has two small tufts of kuyúru f eathers. at both ends; the 

blackbrown feathers have probably been taken from the marudi. 

Fig. 33,c. Arrow for game in trees (monkeys, big birds like powis, trumpet bird, marudi, etc.). The 
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Fig. 32. Churumá using the arrow squeezer for fastening the foreshaft in the a rrowshaft. 

, 

point, yókorosü or chiyashkínz, with teeth along two sides, is made f rom the wood of the kotóhkimyépu 

and inserted directly in the arrowshaft. An arrowpoint of similar type, f rom the almost white wood of 

the éheyépu, is shown in fig. 33, b. - Slightly spiral feathering of blackish-brown feathers, with small 

tufts of kiákwe f eathers. 
, 

Fig. 33,f. Arrow used for the sarne game as the preceding one. The arrow point, yokorosü or chiyash-

kínz, made from kórekoyépu, has teeth along one side only, and is inserted directly in the arrow shaft; 

it may also be made from éheyépu. Points with double-sided teeth are claimed to have the advantage of 

stick.ing in the wound, whereas those with one-sided teeth may fall out, wounded monkeys may even 

pull them out with their hands or teeth, we were told. 

Fig. 33, e. Harpoon arrow, tarüruká, for ·big fish such as haimara, big pacu, suntish, etc. Also used for 

alligator and bushhog, for turtles, and at times for monkeys. - The arrowpoint, chirimi, of brass, 

probably fron1 an old cartridge, has two barbs, and the rear end of its short stem is elongated at each 
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side in a little spur standing out in front of the foreshaft. The latter is cut from éheyépu. The stem is 

covered with a thick coat of mányi through which a third barb projects from the side of the stem, and 

the coat is provided with a little winding of cotton string at both ends, the rear one holding two small 

tufts of kiákwe f eathers. A kraua string is attached to the projecting barb ; the f ront part of this string 

is double, but it is carried as a single line down to the rear end of the arrow and back to the fore end, 

from where it is wound tightly around f oreshaft and arrow sh.aft for a Jength of 0,30 m. The total tength 

ofthe line, máyawyechí(awyechí, string, strap) is approximately 6 metres. The arrow has no feathering. -

Bef ore using this arrow, the hunter unwinds the line and fastens the end either to his wrist, to the part 

of the kamísa which is wound around his waist, to the seat of the canoe, or to a platf orm erected in the 

river, from where this arrow is also used for shooting fish. The point comes off when the arrow strikes 

the fish, the loose arrow shaft floats on the water and can easily be retrieved, and the fish is pulled in 

by the line which sticks to the arrow point in the wound. - Metal arrow points are not manufactured 

by the Waiwái themselves, but have been obtained by barter from the Wapisiana. The point was for

merly made from bone, for example bones from howler and spider monkeys. 

Fig. 33, f. Arrow for fish and fo r certain game in the forest, such as monkeys. The name is yóchopotóro. 

Small point yochó of monkey bone, in this case claimed to be the elbow of the spider monkey, securely 
,. 

fastened with a winding of mányi-rubbed kraua string to a long foreshaft of waridatü wood, in some 

cases also of merimériyépu. The winding holds a little projecting bone spur, and one end of a double 

kraua line which is carried along one side of the foreshaft and down to the arrow shaft. - Slightly spiral 

feathering at the rear end, of dark brown feathers with small tufts of kuyúru feathers at the front end; 

the tufts at the rear end have probably been worn off. - The construction of this arrow, with a kraua 

line connecting the arrow shaft and the non-detachable arrow point, is to prevent the prey being lost 

if the slender foreshaft breaks ; the line will drag the arrow after the fleeing animal, and the prey can 

easily be caught. - This type of arrow formerly always had a point of monkey bone. ln our day it 

usually has an iron point which is obtained from the Wapisiana. This arrow usually has no feathering. 

Fig. 33, g. 3-pronged arrow para tá for small fishes. This type of arrow is now usually provided with 

iron points. The specimen in our illustration is of the old-fashioned kind with points of howler monkey 

bone ; bones from other monkeys, and the ribs of tapirs, may also be used. Each point has a little barb 

like the point ofthe fishing arrow just described, and is fastened in the sarne way to a small stem of wood, 

ali of which spring from the sarne point of a short f oreshaft. A good lacing of kraua string with mányi 

coating keeps the prongs in the proper fan-shaped position. This type of arrow has no feathering. 

Fig. 33, i. Arrow wenupó for all kinds of birds, with point of kurunyí wood cut f rom a naturally branch

ed twig. Fig. 33,h shows the full length of a similar arrow point. The point is inserted directly in the 

arrow shaft. The feathering has a spiral arrangement of two shiny black feathers, probably f rom the 

powis, with small tufts of kuyúru feathers at either end. 

Fig. 33. Arrow types. - a: arrow for big game, H 4135. b: point of arrow for gan1e in trees, H 4139. e: an arrow of 
similar kind, l-14131. d: point ofarrow for similar use, H 4138. e: harpoon arrow, H 41 37. f: arrowfor fish and monkey, 

H 4132. g: arrow for small fish, H 4136. h: bird arrow point, H 4133. - i: bird arrow, H 4134. 
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Another type of bird arrow which was described by the Waiwái, but not observe<l, has a point of 

bush hog, either artificially or naturally shaped with a round head at the tip, and inserted in a foreshaft 

or directly in the arrow shaft. The boys have a little toy arrow imitating this bird arrow; it is made from 

a 1 m. long ite leaf stalk with a ballshaped head of ite bast at the end. 

The multi-pronged bird arrow described above is a very rare phenomenon in South America, where 

a nun1ber of bird arrow types occur within the Tropical Woodlands area: 

1. Arrows with a wooden head shaped like a bulb or a club. 

2. Arrows with a head composed of small sticks tied crosswise at the tip. 

3. Arrows with a bulb-shaped head made from palm leaf or bast (almost like one of the toy arrows 

mentioned above). 

4. The multi-pronged bird arrow of the Waiwái. 

The last-mentioned type of bird arrow has a much more limited distribution than the other types. 

We found it among the Waiwái, but did not observe it among the tribes south of the Akarai Mountains. 

This does not imply, of course, that it does not exist there as well, considering the cultural unif ormity 

in this area. 

From elsewhere in South America there are but few reports of the occurrence of this arrow type, and 

only f rom tribes on a not very advanced cultural level. lt has been reported by Becher f rom the Surára

Pakidái (Becher 1960 p. 21 and fig. 2, e), and by Barker from the Wáika (Barker 1953 p. 464). The two 

latter references are given by Becher. Apart from this there is no inf ormation about this peculiar arrow 

type to be f ound. 

The long bow with arrows of corresponding length is the weapon most commonly used by the Wai

wái. At times they use bows of somewhat smaller dimensions, especially for hunting from the shooting 

platf orms erected in certain trees in the fruit season when the trees are visited by birds in search of f ood. 

Toy bows and arrows are almost exact copies on a small scale of the weapons used by the men. -

The f ollowing materiais were observed in arrow points and f oreshafts: 

arrow points: 

éheyépu 

karatukó 

komímo 

kórokoyépu 

kotóhkimyépu 

kukalvá 

kurunyf 

kwepf 

okoropó 

pirisháki 

n1etal: brass, iron 

bone 

foreshafts: 

éheyépu 

kawáwayépu 

komoímo 
. , . , 

mer 1merz yepu 
, 

o yóhreyasürü 

pashkuchí 

ríripónashirí 
, 

lvaridatü 
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Apart fron1 arrow reed which is always used for arrow shafts, one will get the impression that the 

Indians do not show particular preferences as to the materiais they use for their weapons. A few practical 

things must be observed, of course. For example, the arrows destined for hunting of big game must 

have a more effective point than other arrows, and theref ore the broad bambo o biade is preferred. Fish 

arrows get a solid and sharp point of bone ( or metal) which will not break in spite of the violent move

ments of the prey when it is hit. 

Arrow Poison. 

The Waiwái use poisoned arrows for certain kinds of game, i.e. for monkeys. Bigger game and birds 

are not hunted in this way. The poison is applied to arrow points made especially for this purpose and 

inserted in shafts of arrow reed when needed. 
, 

The arrow poison is called barawetü and is derived f rom the root of a particular bush rope called 

bara}vétüyépu. How and \vhere this is collected has been described in the chapter on collecting activities. 

According to information collected at Kahshímo, ali adult Waiwái men know. how to make arrow 

poison and can doso whenever they like. This must apply to the Mapuera Waiwái, for when inquiries 

were made .among the Essequibo Waiwái about who made arrow poison, all the persons mentioned 

turned out to be Mawayéna Indians living among the Waiwái on that side. When poisoned arrow 

points, a quiver, and a brush for applying the poison to the points were acquired at Mawiká, the man 

who sold it explained that it had ali come from the Mawayéna. 

The manufacture of poison among the Mawayéna has been described by Guppy (1958 pp. 283-285), 

and it will be seen that it is largely the sarne as among the Waiwái. It was described to us by old Sha

paurítu at Kahshímo. Apparently he did not find any reason for being secretive about it. The manu

facture is a complicated process, anda number of restrictions and taboos are enforced as longas it goes 

on. They must be observed not only by the man who màkes the poison, but by his wife as well. 

1. The n1an and his wife must not wash their hands or their bodies while the manufacture is in process. 

2. They must not eat cassava bread, but only kwasharú, the pressed and dried cassava fiour from the 

matapí, diluted with water. 

3. Apart from this, they must drink no other beverages but hot water. 

4. No meat is allowed except that of a little skinfisli warakáka. This fish is not especially prescribed 

on those occasions, but enters in the daily diet when available. 

5. Sexual intercourse must be avoided. 

For preparation of arrow poison a big clay pot is used which is strictly reserved for that purpose, 

but differs in no way from other cooking pots. The initial stage of the preparation is the cutting up of a 

big supply of barawetü root. This is steeped in water which is allowed to drip into a gourd vessel and 

finally emptied into the pot. Into the sarne pot is poured some more water, and a number of ingredients 

are added, most of which - and maybe ali - may be presumed to be purely magicai:-

1. The bark of a tree which was not mentioned by name. 

2. The latex f rom kumáwa, a bush rope also used as a fish poison. 

8 Waiwai 
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3. The leaves of okóimoyórÜ, another bush rope. 

4. A grass, tautáu, collected in the forest. 

5. Manuri ants. 

6. kanaskúsku ants. 

7. Any kind of pepper. 

8. Fruits of the opaché tree. 

It was mentioned that of these ingredients, the ants are especially important as, if they are omitted, 

the poison will get spoiled already during the preparation. 

The ingredients are boiled together long enough to ensure that the liquid assumes a syrup-like con

sistency. This may last for about 10 days or more, according to the quantity in preparation. When the 

liquid is considered suitable, it is allowed to cool off in the pot, and is then ready to be applied to the 

arrow points. 

These are about 1 O centimetres long, and ma de f rom slender sections of kokerite midrib, usually 

with the bark left on, or from karatukó wood (fig. 34). For application of the poison the Waiwái use a 

little composite brush (fig. 34) barawétüyápetópo, made from small sticks which are held in a fan

shaped position by a slender cross stick. The ends are tipped with small pieces of hairy skin from the 

sakiwinki monkey. The brush is dipped into the poison in the pot and stroked along the arrow points, 

which have a slightly incised line going spirally around them in their whole length; this is supposed to 

make the poison stick better to the wood. The points are afterwards dried at the fire where they are held 

by means of sticks of arrow reed from which a strip of bark has been removed _so as to lay bare the soft 

interior pith. The blunt ends of the arrows are stuck into the pith, and several sticks holding a dozen 

of points attached to each are stuck into the ground, reclining o ver the fire for some time, after which 

the points are placed to dry off in the sun. 

A great number of arrow points are made when poison is prepared, which does not happen very often. 

The poison is claimed to retain its properties for about a year. The arrow points are kept in a quiver 

(fig. 34) ma de f rom a section of the medium-sized bamboo shári. The Waiwái na me of the quiver is 

emehú or en-1ehúshári according to a Mawiká informant, whereas our Kahshímo inf ormant called it 

átoyementá. lt is like a cylindrical box with the bottom formed by a natural septum of the bamboo, 

o pen at the other end and with a closely fitting cover woomú, made f rom the skin of the big bush hog, · 

poinkó. It has a shoulder strap awyechí made from kraua string. From this hangs a little tassel of curly 

black feathers from the crest of the powis, and the bamboo cylinder is decorated with a few black 

criss-cross lines drawn with a lump of niányi gum. This design is said to be purely ornamental. 

The arrow quiver collected contained 35 poisoned arrow points ready for use. The Waiwái called 

them takwé, whereas the points are called yashkím before the poison is applied (cf. chiyashkím for the 

ordinary un-poisoned wooden arrows). 

Knowledge of arrow poison is widespread over a large area of the Tropical Lowlands, though its 

manufacture may be unknown locally and the poison theref ore acquired by trade by some tribes. Within 

this large area, arrow poison is chiefly made to be applied to small blowgun darts. This weapon is widely 

distributed, though there are several blank spots in the area (Y de 1948 maps p. 277 and p. 305). 

The Waiwái and their southern neighbours have no blowguns. The nearest occurrence of blowguns 

• 
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Fig. 34. Poisoned arrow points, H 4147. Brush for applying poison to arrow points, H 4148. 
Arrow cuiver with lid, H 4'147. barawetfi root, H 4144. 
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was formerly among the Wapisiana north of the forests of the Waiwái (and not among the Taruma, as 

shown in the maps referred to above). 

Instead of blowgun darts the Waiwái and their southern neighbours use small poisoned arrow points 

which can be fitted into the arrow stems when needed, and propelled with the bow. Associated with this 

kind of arrow points are a few other elements f orming a culture complex typical of the area. 

The single elements within this complex are: -

1. The loose arrow points. 

2. The hair brush with which poison is applied to the loose arrow points. 

3. The bamboo quiver for the loose points. 

4. Arrow poison is not stored in containers. 

These four elements were observed as one unit among the Waiwái and the Mawayéna. ln other parts 

of the "European" Guianas the complex in its entirety has only been reported from the Trio (de Goeje 

1900 p. 15, Pls. V 11-13, XI 18, 19, 22) and the Oayana (de Goeje 1900 p. 15: more rare than among 

the Trio). 

ln the areas bordering on the outskirts of this Waiwái-Mawayéna-Trio area, the complex has been 

modified by exclusion or alteration of some of the elements. 

The Shereó, for instance, get their poisoned arrow points from the Waiwái, ready-made with poisou 

applied; this explains why element no. 2 (the hair brush) was not observed among them. Similar is the 

situation among the Hishkaruyéna who get their poisoned arrow points f rom the Shereó. 

The Kashuyéna make their own poison (Frikel 1953), and the type of arrow points as well as the brush 

is like that of the Waiwái; the container for the points is different, being a sheet of beaten bark material 

wrapped around the loose points. I think it most probable that the Kashuyéna have adopted the use of 

lo o se arrow points, together with several other cultural elements, f rom the Pianogotó, with whom they 

keep up intercourse, and from whom blowguns have never been reported. From the south (the opposite 

side of the Amazon River) the loose points cannot have been introduced among the Kashuyéna, as they 

have not been reported from any place on that side. - We feel quite safe in assuming that the Pianogotó 

have known - or know - the loose arrow points and the elements associated with them, as their culture, 

as far as we can judge from vague reports, in all essentials is like that of the Waiwái. Likewise, we feel 

safe in assuming that they were known by the Taruma whose culture was exactly like that of the Waiwái, 

in spite of Farabee's assertion that it was like that of the Wapisiana. This is clear fron1 Roth's descrip

tion and references to Taruma outfit (Roth 1929 pp. IX-X, etc.). 

Detachable arrow points with poison applied are known from a few more tribes, peripheral to. the 

areas of the tribes mentioned above. - The Karimé (Salathé 1932 pp. 299 and fig. 15) have loose arrow 

points, kept in a palm leaf wrapping. - The Wáika (Zerries 1960 p. 118) have detachable arrow poiuts, 

kept in a bamboo quiver with a skin lid. - The Surára (Becher 1960 fig. 2d and p . 21) have poisoned 

points kept in a bag made from palm leaves, and apply the poison with a cotton-wrapped stick. - The 

Makusi (Rich. Schomburgk 1847-48, I p . 428; Farabee 1924 p. 56) formerly had detachable arrow points 

and a quiver for them made from a bamboo joint; they had the habit of storing their poison in small 

gourds, probably because they use blowguns besides, with which gourds or small pots for storing the 

poison are usually associated. 
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The list of tribes with detachable, poisoned arrow points then is the following, as far as present 

knowledge goes: 

Waiwái Pianogotó 

Mawayéna Taruma 

Trio Karimé 

Oayana Wáika 

Shereó Surára 

Hishkaruyéna Makusi 

Kashuyéna 

When plotted on a map these tribes almost without interruption fill the blank area east of the blow

gun area. 

Dogs. 

Ali travellers in the Waiwái region (the Schomburgk brothers, Coudreau, Farabee, Guppy) speak of 

the many dogs, shapári, in the Waiwái villages, and stories about Waiwái dogs have travelled far and 

wide in Guiana. Even in the Northwest District of the Colony the Indians who have only a very vague 

idea about what the Waiwái are like, spoke about the Waiwái dogs, which were most formidable brutes 

according to these stories. Similar stories were told on the savanna, and the fierceness of the animals 

was always stressed. The stories were not wholely without a true foundation, though judging from what 

was told by the Indians in the Northwest, one might expect them to be at least as big as Great Danes. 

But true it was that they are most unpleasant to strangers. 

A reliable figure for the total canine population of the Waiwái country cannot be given, but in the 

village of Kahshímo, with 7 inhabitants, 7 dogs lived in the communal house alongside with its human 

occupants. The round house at Yakayáka, inhabited by 8 families, was the home of some 20 dogs. 

Manawanáru of Mawiká was said to be the proud owner of 11 animais. 

The dog is the Pet Animal No._ 1 of the Waiwái. Guppy (1954) has described the dogs, "the world's 

most pampered pooches", as he calls them. His description of the treatment and life of these pets can 

fully be subscribed to, though maybe some reservation may be shown to his remarks about the dogs 

having been brought to the upper Essequibo from the Portuguese at Fortaleza da Barra in 1670, via the 

Taruma. This is a possibility, but no proof seems to be available. 

A full-grown Waiwái dog is a little bigger than what would be considered a medium-sized dog in 

Europe. The body is almost like that of a slim, short-haired terrier, but the legs are taller and very 

slender, the tail long, ears pointed and tipped over, muzzle medium-pointed. The colour is usually 

grey, white, or light yellowish-brown, frequently blotched with brown or black. Guppy's illustration 

(Guppy 1954 p. 113) shows a typical specimen. When well-kept, which they usually are, they are beautiful 

animais. T·he dogs which were brought along by the group of Mawayéna Indians crossing the Akarai 

Mountains with us were somewhat bigger than the average Waiwái dogs, and even better looking. They 

may have been a special Mawayéna breed or, possibly, selected Waiwái specimens chosen by these 

Mawayéna Indians to be taken home to their country. 
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Fig. 35. Dog string, H 4249. 

The dogs live in the communal houses with their masters. All along the wall of the house there is a 

dog shelf shapáriyapón (shapári, dog; apón, stool, seat) where the dogs are kept, each tied with a string 

shapárimorín to the horizontal laths of the roof behind them a little above the shelf. The dog tether 

consists of a stick of hard wood, usuaUy made from a piece of a discarded bow, with two short strings 

at one end which are tied round the neck of the dog, whereas longer strings at the other end are tied to 

the lath. The stick prevents the dog from chewing the strings and thereby breaking loose (fig. 35). Tem

porary shelters along the trails and rivers may be provided with dog shelves, as the Waiwái take their 

dogs along with them on their traveis, and very often on fishing and hunting expeditions. 

The dogs spend most of the day on the shelf, and so are kept away from the vermin-infested ground. 

A favourite dog may be allowed to shift f rom the shelf to his master's hammock at those hours of the 

day when the man does not want his hammock for himself, and a man may graciously share his hammock 

with his dog at siesta time. Several times during the day the dogs are taken out by their masters, who 

lead them to the bush one at a time by the string or py a line of bush rope. The dogs are rarely tethered 

outside the house, but a few dogs frequently roam the village plaza. They may wear collars of bush 

rope ornamented with tufts of toucan feathers, or a cotton string wound with a string of beads. Puppies 

may wear a little brass bell in the collar. 

The Waiwái feel extremely attached to these animais. lt happens that a man weeps when his dog dies. 

They are petted frequently, especially the puppies, and carried about in the arms, or straddled on the 

hips of children and adults alike. Great care is lavished on them and on their training; they are carefully 

housetrained, and no droppings are seen on the fl.oor. ln the morning, and sometimes severa! times during 
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Fig. 36. Dog with bandaged leg. 

the day, they are led or carried to the water to be washed, and their body is smeared with onómto for 

two reasons: because the Waiwái like the dogs to be that way, and because the red colour offers a 

protection against evil spirits which are not able to distinguish red objects. The red paint will last for 

several days and is renewed when it wears off. ln preparation of a dancing feast ali the dogs of a village 

receive a new coat of paint. - According to de Goeje (1910 p. 3) the hunting dogs of Indians and Bush 

Negroes in Suriname are also treated with onómto. 

With their close connection with family life it is no wonder that Waiwái dogs have individual names. 

Examples are: shóowakáro =White Dog; amáchipúto = Anteater Head (a dog with a very long head) ; 

komíchipícho = Skin for a Bag. A common way of addressing a dog is "yokú" = Pet. Human personal 

names are not given. 

The dogs are regularly fed on cassava bread, bones, fish. ln addition to this they will of course take 

anything edible they find. 

ln order to keep the dogs f ree f rom fleas and other vermin, the Waiwái wash them with poisonous 

cassava juice f resh f rom the matapí. Whilst this is going on, a piece of bush rope is tied around the 

animal's muzzle to prevent it f rom licking the juice. - Even surgery is practiced on the dogs. A broken 

leg is put into a splint of long and narrow sticks split f rom bambo o and tied like a cylinder around the 

leg from the f oot and up to the elbow (fig. 36). 

lt is evident that the dogs are kept as pet animais. The Waiwái's good feelings for their dogs are appa

rently reciprocated. - But a stranger's immediate impression of the dogs is one of nervousness. They yell 

and bark at the slightest provocation, are always alert and give warnings to their masters, not only on 
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. . 
the arrival of visitors, but whenever any unexpected noise or scent arises. They are most efficient watch 

dogs, and especially useful as such during the nights when their whimpering and barking are taken as 

warnings of spirits prowling the forest around the village. ln this way the dogs give their masters a 

feeling of comf ort and security and abundantly repay the care and attention they receive. 

ln addition to this, many Waiwái dogs - though not all of them - serve as excellent hunting dogs, and 

are trained as such. Their óutward appearance reveals that they must possess the necessary qualities. 

The ta11 legs reveal that they are excellent runners , by their slim build they are admirably suited for use 

in the dense f orests, and the long n1uzzle is evidence of their well-developed olfactory sense. Good 

swimmers as they are, they can be used for game which frequents the rivers. They serve as helpers in .. 
hunting a number of animais, such as deer, bush hog, labba, acuri, tapir, and jaguar. 

For years trained hunting dogs have been among the objects which the Waiwái's northern neighbours, 

the Wapisiana, n1ost eagerly have sought to obtain by .trade from the Waiwái. 

Bef ore a hunt, a dog may undergo various treatments which are supposed to sharpen his senses. His 

muzzle may be smeared with pepper or with evil-smelling apoporé bark; the latter trick, by the way, is 

also used by the Wapisiana on their dogs. Or htf may be given a decoction of apoporé bark to drink. 

Bef ore the start of a hunting expedition the dog may also be tied near a wasp nest, which will make 

him so furious that nothing can hold him back when heis released. 

The success of a hunting expedition n1ay be rather problematic if a woman during her preceding 

menstruation has eaten the fiesh of the kind of game her husband is going to hunt. A dog will then refuse 

to follow an animal of that kind. To prevent this, the dog will receive the sarne treatment with apoporé 

bark and pepper, and the woman will even wash the -bodies of her husband's dogs with the decoction . 

• 



Hunting. II: The Game 

The Waiwái hunt carnivorous as well as herbivorous animais, but make a keen distinction between the 

two categories in the way they utilize the prey. The meat of carnivores is avoided as food, and the 

materiais derived f rom this kind of game are used for technical purposes and as decorative materiais. 

Whereas herbivorous animais contribute abundantly to the food supply. 

A singular position is held by the omnivorous oppossum, yawári. · It is avoided in hunting, maybe 

because it plays a prominent part in Waiwái mythology. 

Marnmals. 

The tapir (Tapirus americanus), called yaypó, is the biggest mammal in the Waiwái region. lt frequents 

the forests, preferring moist places, and is often seen swimn1ing in the rivers. 

Successful tapir hunting may be secured if the hunter, before going out, burns hairs from a tapir's 

neck with feathers of the tapir bird (see below), takes the ashes and paints his cheeks with a black, 

triparti te figure in imitation of the three-toed hind f oot of the tapir (fig. 25). 

From their canoes tapir hunters will spot the tracks left by the animal on the sloping bank when it 

carne· to the river to drink, or to cross it swimming. From their appearance the Indians will estimate the 

age of the tracks, and if they judge them to be f resh, they will go ashore and f ollow the track till they 

find the animal. Dogs may be used in this kind of hunting. When they find the tapir, they will chase it 

back to the river where they will remain barking at the water's edge while the lndians finish off the 

swin1ming animal. 

The tapir is usually followed by the tapir bird, mashl1·aríni, which feeds on ticks it picks off the anin1al's 

skin. The bird is a help for the Indians in tapir hunting as it has a peculiar cry. When this is heard, the 

hunters will repeatedly imitate the cry which is again answered by the bird, and in this WflY they are 

led to the animal. 

The shotguns owned by the Waiwái are not sufficient to kill the tapir. They will only partially incapa

citate it in its movements. The bamboo-bladed arrow orahnó is necessary, aided with bushknives when 

the hunters get at close quarters with the animal. 

When a tapir has been killed, it is cut as soon as possible, as it is too big to be carried home by one 

man. The meat is piled in · the canoe, or distributed on the backs of several men. A good tapir may 

supply the hunters with more than 300 pounds of meat. This is too much to be eaten at a single meal, 

even with the Waiwái's capacity for overf eeding when they have a chance of doing so. 
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On the occasion when we witnessed the killing of a tapir, the animal was tied behind the canoe and 

towed to an island where it was cut up. The head was severed and left behind on the island, as was a 

young tapir found inside. When the tapir was cut open, the heart, liver and .intestines were taken out, 

the last-mentioned were cut into pieces of about 30 centimetres length, and all was loaded into the canoe 

together with the meat. That sarne evening the Indians filled themselves to their heart's delight, and what 

they could not manage to eat at once was roasted on sticks and on a babracot o ver the tire. The f attest 

parts of the meat were boiled in water and eaten with great relish. The sections of intestines were stuffed 

with fat meat, and either boiled and eaten at once or smoked on the babracot. Here also the big lumps 

of meat (hams, ribs, etc.) were smoked, to preserve them for days ahead . . 
Bones from tapirs, especially pieces cut from the ribs, may be used as points for the three-pronged 

fish arrow paratá, and a hoof of the animal, yáypokamoshoshón (kamoshoshón = finger nail), is used 

as a remedy for pains in the hollow of the foot; it is heated in the fire and held against the sore place, 

the treatment having to be repeated several times. -Incidentally, the Wapisiana use the sarne treatment 

for inflammation and swellings. 
,.. , 

Tapir f at, yáypokatü, is melted off the meat and stored in gourds to be used like the vegetable oils, as 

hair oil and for mixing into chípo, the red face and body paint. 

There are two kinds of bush hogs, or peccaries, in lhe Waiwái region: 

poinkó the big bush hog, or white-lipped peccary (Dicotyles labiatus). 

pakrí, the small bush hog, or collared peccary (Dicotyles torquatus). 

The bush hogs usually travel in ftocks which in the. case of the poinkó may number up to a hundred 

individuais, whereas the flocks of pakrí are much smaller, and single individuais are frequently met. 

They are hunted with the bamboo-bladed arrow orahnó; with the harpoon-arrow tarurüká, and with 

the harpoon-like arrow yóchopotóro. Guns and bushknives are also used. ln pakrí hunting the hunter 

may be assisted by his dogs which are trained in cutting out the individuais f rom the ftock; they are 

usually not used in poinkó hunting. Bush hog hunting with dogs was described, but unf ortunately not 

witnessed. The description agreed in ali details with the one given by Roth (1924 p. 183 and PI. 44; 

1929 p. 12), even as far as the conical "cage" into which the animal is forced togo from the fallen log 

where it takes refuge f rom the dogs. 

The success of a bush hog may be f avourably affecte_d in several ways. First of all, the medicine man 

as the "master of the bush hogs" is able to influence the wanderings of the animais. With a bush hog 

claw páinkokamashoshón (kamashoshón, finger nail) he is able to keep the flocks of big bush hogs near 

the village; and he may attack the small bush hogs when he calls the bush hog spirit by blowing his 
\ 

"bush hog whistle", a black nut in which a round opening has been cut, and an arn1adillo claw. As the 

master of the bush hogs he does not take an active part in bush hog hunting. - Furthermore, the dogs' 

senses are sharpened bef ore a pakrí hunt by the apoporé and pepper treatment which has been 

described (p. 120). 

A hunter who has killed a bush hog, and who wishes togo in search of his next prey, will tie the legs 

of the animal together with bush rope, and hoist it into a tree to keep it safe from jaguars and ants. 

A bush hog is not cut up immediately it has been killed, but is carried to the village. For the transporta-
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tion its feet are tied together with a strip of bark, and a broad bark strap is carried fro1n the knot, under 

the left foreleg, over the shoulders of the animal and back to the knot with which the feet have been tied. 

The man slings the strap across his forehead as a tumpline and carries the animal on his back with its 

head hanging to the left behind his shoulders. 

Bush hog meat is one of the favourite dishes of the Waiwái. lt is boiled with pepper, roasted on a 

stick o ver the :tire, or smoked on a platf orm o ver the fire when it is to be preserved for la ter use. The 

intestines are carefully washed, probably to be stuffed with fat meat as are the tapir's intéstines. - The 

lower jaws of the animais may be kept as trophies in the houses. 

ln addition to the plentiful meat provided by the bush hogs, a few other materiais are utilized by the 

Indians. - The cylindrical cover for the quiver containing poisoned arrow points is made from the skin 

of the poinkó. And the canine teeth of the pakrí are inserted in the double scraper, pákriyórü, used for 

smoothing the bow staff (yorü, tooth). 

As far as our experience goes, monkeys are the mammals most commonly met in the Guiana f orests· 

Not only were they frequently seen by ourselves, the Europeans, who are not gifted with a keen ability 

of observation as are the Indians; but whenever our Indians went hunting, in 8 cases out of 10 did they 

return with monkeys as their prey. . 
We collected information about six kinds of monkeys which are hunted by the Waiwái, possibly there 

are even more. 

shipúro, howler monkey, in the Colony mistakenly called "baboon" (Mycetes seniculus). 

porotó, spider monkey or "quata" (Adeles paniscus). 

óoshá, bearded monkey or "beesa" (Brachyurus satanas). 

wicháru, squirrel monkey or "sakiwinki" (Chrysotrix sciurus). 

meekú, ring-tailed capuchin (Cebus apella). 

warakáru. 

For hunting monkeys, arrows with toothed points, and poisoned arrows, are used. The harpoon-like 

arrow, yóchopotóro, may also be used for the bigger monkeys. 

When the bigger monkeys are to be carried home, they are bundled up in a peculiar way. A piece of 

bush rope is tied around the neck; the tail and the hind legs are bent upwards along the abdomen of the 

animal, and the feet and the tip of the tail are tucked in under the bush rope. The arms are also bent in 

such a way that the wrists are held by the bush rope, and the hands are raised to the head so it looks 

as if the monkey holds a hand under each cheek or at the ears. A bark strip is now tied to the bush 

rope and placed o ver the f orehead 9r the shoulder of the man who is ioing to carry the animal hon1e. 

As an introduction to the preparation of monkey meat for meals, the Indians remove the hair from 

the skin by holding the animal over a flaming fire, after which the remaining stubbles are either picked 

off with the fingers or scraped with a knife. The monkey is then quartered, and the meat boiled in water 

with pepper added, or the limbs and pieces of the trunk are roasted on sticks over the fire. Small mon

keys may be placed over the fire simply on a stick thrust into the body fro·rn behind (fig. 37). When 

n1onkey rneat shall be preserved, it is smoked on a babracot. 

Monkey meat is very much liked ; especially the brain is regarded as a delicacy. 
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As a substitue for Brazil nut oil the Waiwái may use porotókatÜ., i.e. the oily fat of the spider 1nonkey 

which is mixed with vegetable oils and used for hait, for red face and body paint, and for black and 

yellow face paint. 

The skull bones of monkeys are used in several ways. Whole skulls stringed in bundles and hanging 

from the roof of a house were explained as being intended for use as medicine for sick children; they 

were to be burned under a hammock where the mother is lying with the child in her arn1s, and the s1noke 

is supposed to drive off the disease-causing spirits fron1 the child. A rattle made from a whole wicháru 

skull mounted on a stick of arrow reed was a baby's toy (fig. 67). Other rattles, made from sections cut 

f rom the skull bones of various big monkeys, sewn together with kraua string and containing blue beads 

as rattling elements, are worn at the ankles of mal e and female dancers, and also used as toys for chil

dren. One was acquired which had served as an ornament at the edge of a won1an's apron. 

Monkey's teeth are drilled to be used as decorations in loin strings and necklaces. 

The elbow bone of the spider monkey may be cut so as to serve as point, yochó, of the harpoon-like 

arrow, yóchopotóro, or for the little staff, porótoyáporíyócho, holding the teeth of the combs (porótó-
, 

yaporíyócho means "point of spider monkey's arm"; porotó = spider monkey; yaporü = arm; yochó = 
point, spine). Abone from the beesa and from the howler monkey may also be used for this purpose. -

Whereas the little tooth át the upper end of a spindle staff may be cut from a spider monkey's or a 

howler's thigh bone. 

The use of monkey skin was observed in a number of cases. - One side of a drum was covered with 

the skin of a spider monkey, another drum had one side covered with a howler's skin. As a covering 

for the tips of the little fan-shaped brush (fig. 34), with which poison is applied to arrow points, the 

Waiwái use the skin of the sakiwinki monkey. And short-haired tails of beesa n1onkeys may hang as 

decorations from hammocks. Similar tails were observed among the bird skins forming the big orna

mental f eather tassels at the end of a hair tu be. 

porotó and meekú were seen as pet animals in several houses. Such pet animais are not eaten. 

Rodents are quite numerously represented in the fauna on the upper Essequibo and the Mapuera; 

the f ollowing ones are hunted: 

akrí, acuri or· aguti (Dasyprocta aguti). 

pashkí, aduri or little àguti (Dasyprocta acuchy). 

1'víirá, labba or paca (Coelogenys paca). 

yuwúre, capybara or waterhaas (Hydrochoerus capybara). 

awarekó, squirrel. 

chawár, rat (probably severa! species) . 
. 

mice. 

The acuri, the aduri, and the labba provide the meat which is in greatest favour among the Waiwái. 

ln taste, labba meat is even· claimed to surpass that of all other game in the region. Unfortunately 

for the Waiwái, who are so fond of labba n1eat, the animal is rarely seen south of the Kasikaityu mouth, 

-\ 

\ 
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Fig. 37. Monkey roasting over the fire. 

but is common in the Essequibo below that river. The proximity of Aakoniotó to the region inhabited 

by the labba was mentioned as one of the attractions of that place. 

The Waiwái hunt the labba with dogs. The animal is usually driven into the river and killed when 

swimming. Bef ore a labba hunt the dogs may go through the apoporé and pepper treatment as described 

on p. 120, and this also happens bef ore an acuri hunt. - The acuri is one of the animais which are called 

by the huntsmen by blowing in a f olded leaf. 

The capybara is hunted whcn it is met, though the Essequibo Waiwái maintained that its meat is 

never eaten, but only used as f ood for the dogs; they claimed that it has a certain tang which the Waiwái 

dislike. Cf. Barrington B1 own ( J 877 p. 145) about the savanna Indians' treatment of carybara meat to 

remove its rank flavour. Nevertheless, when a capybara was shot during our trip on the Mapuera, the 

Essequibo Waiwái who were with us did . not hold themselves back, but were equally as insatiable as 

thc Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna in our party. 
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It is possible that the n1eat of rats and mice is eaten. On a few occasions it was observed that children 

were roasting rats on sticks over the fire, after the usual preparations of scalding or singing them, and 

picking off the hair. A mo use was also seen once in a children 's cooking pot, together with a few frogs 

and a little iguana. This may all have been children's play, however. 

No information was acquired about the use of squirrel's meat as food . The use of a squirrel foot as a 

hunting charm was described by Churumá. 

There are two kinds of deer in the Waiwái region on both sides of the Akarai Mountains: 

koosó, the red deer (Coassus rufus). 

pishkáru, bush deer or little deer (Coassus humilis). 

They are shy and elusive animais, difficult of approach, and dogs are almost indispensable in hunting 

this game, which will invariably disappear in the forest if not killed by the first shot of the arrow. 

The meat of both species is held in great esteem. - From the metatarsal of both, small flutes are made, 
, , 

called kóosoyücho and píshkaruyücho; they are played individually as a mere pastime, and in unison by 

dancers. From the antler of the red deer, and maybe also from the bush deer, little awls are made which 

are used as an aid in basketry making. The skin of the little deer is used as membranes for drums. 

Two kinds of sloth are hunted : 

shohrí, three-toed or little sloth (Bradypus tridactylus). 

wayamá, two-toed or big sloth (Bradypus didactylus). 

Churumá told us that the flesh of these animais is eaten, which is only partly corroborated by Roth 

(1924 p. 186) who claims tha t the Waiwái and the Parukotó eat the flesh of the three-toed sloth. Remem

bering Churumá's assertion, 1 was very surprised when on the Mapuera in 1958 we caught a live young 

shohrí and the Indians did not show the slightest inclination to kill it, but left it alive on the river bank 

after we had kept it in the canoe for a couple of hours. 

lnflated with air, the bladder of the big sloth is used as a toy by the boys who throw it around like a 

ball, at times with a string tied to it, almost like the balloons of our children. The skin of the little sloth 

may be used as a drum membrane . 
• 

According to one of our inf ormants, two kinds of anteater are hunted: 

amachí, the giant anteater (Myrmecophaga jubata), and the tree anteater (Tamandua tetradactyla). 

lt was not ascertained whether these animais are hunted for the sake of the meat. There is strong 

evidence that inagical virtues are ascribed to their claws. The medicine man at Kashímo kept the claws of 

both species among the paraphernalia in his pakára. This he did not do as a means of influencing the issue 

of any hunting activities, but in order to be able to call the anteater spirits during his curative seances, 

by blowing the claws like whistles. The anteater spirits can cure all diseases, and therefore are important 

helping powers in his work. 

Evidence of armadillo hunting was also found in the medicine man's pakára, in the shape of an arma-
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dillo claw. By blowing this, the medicine man imitates the voice of the bush hog when wishing to call 

the bush hog spirits. 

The members of the feline race are called by the common name kamára. But the race is represented 

in the region by at least five different species, each of which has its specific name: 

kamára, the jaguar (Felis onca), 

aweykóimo, the ocelot (Felis pardalis), 

kóosowáray, the puma {Felis concolor), 

parúruminiká, the tiger cat (Felis rnacrura). 

ln addition to these the }i:arakaruímo was mentioned, and described as " big, but smaller than the 

kóosowárai". If this were the "black tiger", its colour would undoubtedly have been mentioned in the 

description. 1 theref ore suppose that warakaruímo is the "haka tiger" (Felis jaguarundi). 

As these are decidedly carnivorous animais, they are not hunted for their flesh, but chiefly for the 

skin. Jaguar skin belts, kámarapícho, are worn at feasts and on other occasions, and one ofthe membranes 

of a drum in our collection was variously described by the lndians as that of a parúruminiká and that 

of an aweykómo. lt is possible that the skins from any of the felinae may be used for these two items. 
, 

Small bone flutes, kámariyücho, are made from metatarsals and rnetacarpals of the jaguar, and pro-

bably also f rom the two other species. And the teeth of the animals are worn as decorations in loin 

strings and necklaces. 

It should be added that the domestic cats which the Waiwái have received in the later years from the 

missionaries, are called kamarachí ("little jaguar"). 

, 
shoolvü, the nose bear (Nasua socialis) is hunted, and its flesh is eaten. The furry tail is cut off and 

skinned, after which the skin is mounted on a stick which is thrust inside it, and placed to dry, sticking 

out from the sloping roof of a house. This makes an excellent implement for cleaning the barreis of the 

few guns existing among the Waiwái, like similar implements among the Wapisiana. - Among the 

Oyana, de Goeje observed stafrs of this kind, with tails of nose bears and monkeys, which the men held 

in their hands while dancing (de Goeje p. 10 & PI. IV, 5- 6). A similar use was not observed among the 

Waiwái. 

l·vayawáya and sororó are two kinds of otter, or "water dog", a big and a snlall one, respectively 

(Lutra spp.). Their teeth are worn in loin strings and necklaces. Beyond this, nothing was gathered about 

these animais' usefulness to the Waiwái. The meat is not eaten, and on the Mapuera our Indians behaved 

quite indifferently towards the big flocks of otters we met. 

-
Birds. 

The Waiwái hunt rnost birds in their region, including such which hold a prominent position in their 

mythology (harpy eagle, night owl, goat sucker). As a sport and pastime they also prosecute birds f rom 
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which no benefit is apparently derived; arrows are not wasted on them, but the Indians throw sticks at 

them and rejoice boisterously when a bird is hit in this way. 

A distinction is made between carnivo1 ous and herbivorous birds. Members of the f ormer group are 

avoided as food items, but the latter group contributes considerably to the food supply. The distinction 

is exactly like the one between carnivorous and herbivorous mammals. From both groups certain 

materials are obtained (feathers, etc.) which are utilized in a number of ways, but chiefty as decorations. 

In the f ollowing enumeration of the game birds most of the identifications are due to Dr. Finn Salo

tnonsen of the Zoological Museum of the University of Copenhagen, who has kindly studied a number 

of featherdecorated objects from our collection. 

pawishí is the black-crested curassow (Crax alector Lin.), in the Colony usually called "powis", 

the Brazilians' "mutúm". It is seen in the forest, very often in pairs, or 3 or 4 together. This is the game 

bird most desired by the Indians on account of the fine quality of its meat which is usually eaten boiled 

with peppers. It is kept as a pet animal in the villages, but these specimens are not eaten. 

The Waiwái hunter may inspire the bird's confidence by imitating its cry. He will be particularly 

successful in hunting the bird if, bef ore hunting, he uses a powis gizzard, pawíshimakawánto, kept in 

his house as a means of improving his luck. He will scrape small bits off the gizzard, boil them in water 

with pepper added, and with the decoction he will rub his arm which has been scratched with some 

pointed instrument. For some time he will feel a burning in the scratches, but at the sarne time rest 

assured that he will be a good powis hunter. 

Feathers of this bird are used as personal adornments, for decoration of objects, and for feathering of 

arrows. The feathers in demand are the curly black ones, .pawíshimerekítkin, from the bird's head crest, 

the straight black feathers from its wings and tail, and the deli cate white ones f rom its abdomen. 

For decoration of the bamboo quiver in which poisoned arrows are kept, the Waiwá.i remove the 

little piece of skin which carries the head crest and tie it to the quiver, from where it hangs like a black 

tassel. Similar decorations are seen along the edges of hammocks. - When these curly f eathers are used 

elsewhere, they are tied separately by their shafts to strings hanging from the objects, f orming decorative 

tas seis together with other kinds of f eathers. In this way they are used in the f eathered f ringes at the 

ends of men's laps, in the elegant type of men's decorated loin strings, and in the big crescent-shaped 

nose ornaments (fig. 87). 

Black powis feathers from the wings and tail of the bird are frequently used for arrow feathering. 

Alone, or in combination with toucan and ara feathers, they are f ound in a great many personal orna

ments and as decorations for objects of practical use, such as the men's featherdecorated shoulder bags 

(pakára), and in the feather tassels hanging from the middle of bow staffs. When used in decorative 

feather tassels, these feathers are often trimmed to a saw-toothed line along the edges. But more fre

quently they are cut off crosswise at a little distance from the base, leaving a triangular or lozenge-shaped 

section of the feather on its short stem. 

The delicate white feathers from the bird's abdomen cover the strings hanging from the men's bark 

arm rings which are worn on festival occasions, terminating in big, composite flaps of black powis 

feathers (fig. 90). 
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A peculiar use of feathers, from powis and other birds, was observed in the "ear tickler", a feather 

which has been trimmed along its staff, just leaving a part of the vane at the distal end where it f orms a 

little triangular sheet; this is stuck into the ear and rotated with the fingers· which apparently causes a 

most pleasant, tickling sensation, judging fron1 the expression on a man's face when this is 

go1ng on. 

Next in rank as providers of decorative feather material come the toucans and the parrots. These 

birds are also hunted for their meat. 

There are four kinds of toucans in the Waiwái region. 

kiáklve (Pteroglossus aracari roraimae ). The white breast has a slight curry-yellowish shade on its 

lower part, increasing in intensity toward a narrow red band which separates the breast from 

the black feathering of the abdomen. 

kuyúru (Rhamphastos vitellinus vitellinus). The greater part of the white breast is covered by a broad 

blotch of fine o range and yellow feathers; a broad white band separates this f rom the black 

feathering behind. 

kwichikwíchi (Rhamphastos aurantiirostris). The breast is yellow with a red band across dividing the 

yellow area in two. The black feathering f ollows in1mediately behind the yellow feathers. 

klvatakára, somewhat smaller than the three other toucans. 

It was maintained by two inf ormants that feathers and meat of the last mentioned species are used, 

as well as those of the three other species, but kwatakára feathers were never demonstrated to us in the 

feather decorations, nor was the bird seen in nature. 

The toucans are f ruit-eaters. They usually fly at high altitudes and settle in tall tree tops to find their 

food. At certain times of the year, at the height of the fruit season, the Waiwái erect platforms, kanaperú, 

in trees where they await the arrival of the birds and shoot them with relatively·short bows and corre

spondingly short arrows. This hunting method, we were told, is practised in the íiro, kawashí, and 

taratára trees, and in the manikole palms. 

Toucan feathers are widely used for decorative purposes. lt is chiefly the yellow, orange, and red 

f eathers f rom the breast which are used, and at times the whole skin of the breast with wings adhering. 

The quills and the bills are used for a few items: small panpipes are made from the quills, and toucan 

bills may be worn in loin strings and in f eather tassels at the end of hair tubes. 

With the lndians' help it was possible in practically all cases to identify the type of toucan from which 

the feathers had been taken. Feathers from the three species are apparently used indiscriminately for 

the decorations, though in most cases only one species is represented in a f eather tassel. This depends -
only on the material at hand when a decoration is made. kwichikwíchi feathers are relatively rarely seen, 

' 
possibly because this bird may be less common than the other toucans. 

Skins, i.e. breasts with wings, of the three species are presenting the big tassels hanging from the end 

of the men's gala hair tubes and have also been observed as decorations along the edges of hammocks. 

Small tufts of yellow and orange-coloured breast feathers decorate the arrows at the base of the arrow 

point, and at either end of the feathering at the rear; these are frequently so much worn that it is difficult 

to decide from what species they have been taken. Difficult it was, too, to identify the toucan feathers 

9 Waiwaj 
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used as decoration for dog collars; they could not be examined because it was impossible to touch the 

beasts. 
• 

ln personal feather adornments the f ollowing toucan feathers have been identified: -

kiákwe and ku,yúru feathers occur in the red-and-yellow diadems for men and women, in the fringes 

hanging from the men's kaniísa, in the. small tassels of the cotton bandoleers worn by men across chest 

and back, and in kraua strings worn around the neck. 

kiákwe, kuyúru and kwichikwíchi feathers were observed in the elaborate tassels tied behind the 

kamísa and f alling o ver the left buttock. 

kiákwe feathers alone were observed in the tassels hanging below the lower lip (men and women), in 

tassels hanging from the beadwork of loin strings worn at dances, and from the men's jaguar skin belts. 

Likewise, they are f ound in strings which the men may wear around their wrists, and they were used in a 

sort of necklace f ormerly worn by men and women, but not seen during our visit; a specimen of this 

kind, in the British Guiana Museum, is made from a fine cotton string with a large, pierced nut of the 

weyochí type at either end; from the nut hangs a númber of white bead strings, each terminating in a 

tassel of kiqkwe feathers. 

kuyúru feathers were observed in tassels hanging from the big no se decorations, and f orming a trim

ming around the lower end of the everyday hair tubes, just above the feather tassel. 

ln articles of daily use, tufts of kiákl-ve feathers were observed as decorations for small panpipes and 

for rattles of monkey skull bones; also as trimmings at the ends of the sticks forming the frame of the 

square cassava sifters of the mahári type. kuyúru feathers were used as decorations for the combs, and 

for one of the sticks of the arrow squeezer. - lt was mentioned above that the decorations of the arrows 

may consist of kiákwe as well as kuyúru f eathers. 

Parrots are very common in the f orests. Red and blue macaws can be seen whenever one traveis on 

the rivers; also small green parrots are frequently seen, probably severa! species of them. Two macaws 

have been identified: 

kwóru, the red-and-blue macaw (Ara chloroptera), 

shápi, the blue-and-yellow macaw (Ara ararauna). 

The Waiwái hunt the macaws and parrots for their meat. The birds are kept in a mild captivity in the 

villages, untethered, and frequently with clipped wings to deprive them of the possibility of escaping by 

flight. They are fed on whatever sort of f ood they will accept, cassava bread and sugar cane apparently 

being their most common food in captivity. A green parrot at Kahshímo was brought along in the canoe, 

when the people went out on a fishing expedition. 

The magnificent feathers of parrots and macaws are used extensively in feather decorations. One 

extremely beautiful macaw at Mawiká looked fine the first time we saw it. At our next visit,. a week later, 

it looked rath.er like a scarecrow, a lot of feathers having been plucked from it in the meantime. The 

Waiwái seem to have no knowledge of "tapirage", i.e. the artificial changing of colours of the feathers 

on the living birds. A number of macaw feathers tied in bundles are kept in readiness in several pakáras, 

the contents of which we had an opportunity of examining . 

• 
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kwóru and shápi feathers are called kwórupóchi and shápipóchi (pochí, feather, hair). Definite terms 

are used for feathers taken from certain parts of the bodies of the birds, like kwórumátko for tail feathers 

of the kwóru, and kwóruwatapón, the swing f eathers of the sarne bird. 

Green parrots skins were observed in the big tassels of severa! hair tubes, and were noticed, too, in 

tassels hanging from pakáras, and in a tassel decorating a club. shápi feathers were also observed in 

pakára tassels, and at the ends of the bush hog tooth scraper. 

Beyond this, as far as feathers are concerned, it is chiefly the red and blue feathers .of the kwóru 

that are used in decorations. A beautiful example is the aporaká, a fan-shaped arrangement of the long 

tail feathers of the red ara standing up on either side of a man's head from his bark arm rings (fig. ~O); 

the stems holding the long f eathers are set at their base with small red and blue feathers f rom other 

parts of the bird. Red ara feathers are also used for the drooping parts of the crescent-shaped nose 

decorations (fig. 86), and for the sticks inserted in boles in the cheeks (fig. 88), whereas the small tassels 

of soft feathers hanging from the latter decorations are taken f rom the breast and abdomen of the bird. 

Blue and red tassels of the sarne kind hang f rom the lower edge of the bark arm rings. 

Feather tassels on bows, clubs and pakáras are chiefly made from red kwóru feathers, but also contain 

other feathers. Yellow kwóru feathers f orm part of the big feather crown for the Shodowíko dance. -

Finally, the peculiar ear tickler may be cut from blue and yellow feathers, either from the klvóru or the 

shápi. 

yayn1ó, the harpy eagle (Thrasaetus harpyia), is never eaten. It is hunted chiefly for its feathers, 

though harpy eagle claws may be worn as parts of bead necklaces. 

The stiff tail and swing feathers are very much in demand for arrow feathering, while the snowy white, 

loose and soft under feathers are used for personal decorations. 

When a harpy eagle has been killed, the Indians immediately pick off the white downy feathers 

yáymoyapóchi, which they find on the breast of this bird. They use them as decoration for the oiled 

hair to which they easily stick; in a f ew cases the down was also pasted along the red lines of the sticky 

face paint. When amanhas finished decorating himself in this way, he may start to make a little contain

er for down that is left. This he does by pulling the skin off the thigh of the eagle and tying it together 

at the openings at either end with a kraua string, so that it f orms a little oval parceJ for the surplus of 

down. This pareei of eagle skin is called yáymoyewarpícho. The down may also be kept in a little gourd. 

A gourd like this, ora skin pareei, is very frequently found in the men's pakáras, where also feathers 

from the tail and wings of the bird may be f ound, nicely tied in bundles, to be used for arrow feathering. 

On the inner side of the wings the harpy eagle carries short whitish-yellow feathers with a little black 
,... 

dot at the end. They are called yáymoyapórü yautanonhó (yaporü, arm), and are tied at the ends of the 

long red ara feathers in the aporáka arm decorations. Other white feathers of the harpy eagle, f rom under 

the tail, soft and wavy almost like ostrich feathers, are used for the uppermost row of feathers in the 

big crown of the Shodowíko costume. 

The white down and some of the f eathers of 

wikóko, the chicken hawk, and 

kurúmo, the buzzard, 
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are used in the sarne way as the corresponding parts f rom the harpy eagle. The meat of the birds are 

not eaten, and the carcass is thrown away when the feathers have been plucked. 

The Cotingidae is a family of small birds, the males of which are famous for the brilliancy of their 

multicoloured plumage. They are represented in the Waiwái region by several species. The males of 

the following three have been identified by Dr. Salomonsen through their skins which are represented 

in the big feather tassels of a hair tube in our collection: -

wonáto (Cotinga cayana), black with brilliant turquoise splashes throughout the plumage. 

pakáko (Xipholena punicea), tawny red plumage. 
,. 

chirürü (Cotinga cotinga), black. plumage with deep blue areas on the wings, and cyclamen-coloured 

feathering of the abdomen. 

The small turquoise-coloured feathers of the wonáto are used, also, for decoration along the stem of 
,. 

the drooping feathers of the no se ornament, and blue feathers f rom the chirürü cover the sticks of the 

feather decorations for the cheek. 
I 

Many other birds are common. Their meat f orms a valuable supplement to the diet, and their feathers 

are used for various practical and decorative purposes. This applies especially to the marudis, 'of which 

there are three species: -

kuyuwi (Pipile cumanensis Jacquin, Penelope pipik Gm.), whiteheaded marudi; black except the head. 

The biggest one of the three. 

karápa (Penelope marail Gm.), medium-sized, brown. 
,. 

maratü ( ? ? ? ), the smallest one of the three; black. 

Their feathers are used as arrow feathering, and for tassels hanging from pakáras. A karápa was kept 

as a pet in one of the houses. 

Other game birds are: -
,. 

masarküimo, white heron. 

potwó, in the Colony called "maam" (Tinamus major). 

pishkó, trumpet bird or "warakaba" (Psophia crepitans Lin.). 

chiripipí, a small yellow bird. 

Trumpet birds are kept as pets in the villages. Hanging in a house was seen a basket full of bones left 

o ver f rom meals and kept to be used as medicine. Among them were bones f rom several of the birds 

just mentioned, and f rom the Cochlearius, or "boatbilled heron". 

During our first visit among the Waiwái we were told that ducks do not occur on the Essequibo above 

the Kassikaityu mouth. On our second trip on the Essequibo our lndians shot two ducks on that river, 

just above the mouth of the Kámo River, and the next day one was seen flying along the river 

farther upst~eam. On this occasion our Indians explained that ducks are not rare at all, and severa! 

specimens were observed later. There are at least two species: 

yurú1na. Black bili, black wings, and black back with a light green, metallic lustre. Grey-and-black 

mottled underside. Dark grey, almost black feet. 
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, 

yemíchikrutüru. Black with metallic green lustre, the proximal part of the wings are white. Red naked 

skin in front of the eyes and at the base of the bill which is black with a white tip. 

The meat of these birds is very much liked by the Indians. 

The Waiwái claimed that poisoned arrows are not used in bird hunting. When describing the use of 

the bird arrow wenupó, they mentioned that among the birds hunted with this weapon are the torowó, 
, 

chichibé, shéel-vó, kampichí, pakáko, and the chirürü. The last two of these have been mentioned in the 

enumeration above; no identification of the others can be offered. 

Other Game. 

ln our chapter on collecting activities it was mentioned that iguana turtle and alligator eggs are dug up 

and eaten by the Waiwái. The animais are hunted on account of their meat, mainly with bow and arrow. 

Iguanas - one species is called wána - are hunted with bow and arrow in shrubs and small trees along 

the river; at times they are caught when they swim. The meat is eaten and used as bait in fish traps and 

on hooks. The meat of a small tree lizard, wokánama, is used in the sarne way. We saw the Indians 

catching the animal one day, with a fi shing rod to which a kraua line was tied, with a sliding loop at 

the free end. This was the only case in which something slightly re1ninding of a snare was observed. 

Tortoise and turtle meat is very popular. Three kinds of these animais are hunted: the tortoise 

wayámo which is f ound on both sides of the Akarai Mountains, and ri ver or swamp turtles, kwochí 

(Geoemydea punctularia Spix) and pumokúyo, both of which occur farther north in the Colony, but 

in the Waiwái area - as far as we know - are only found south of the Akarai Mountains. The big 

Brazilian river turtle (Emys tracaxa Spix) which reaches a length of 1 m. by a breadth of about 65 cm., 

does not occur in the Mapuera until far south of the Shereó village of Pashkí, and is unknown to the 

Waiwái. 

l 'he tree animais mentioned are hunted with bow and arrow, very often with the harpoon arrow, but 

the tortoise is usually taken with the hands when it is met on the trail. River turtles are often seen resting 

on ftat rocks just above the water, and on heavy tree logs leaning over the river. The Waiwái approach 

them noiselessly in the canoe and send an arrow horizontally against them which penetrates the parts 

of the body between the carapace and the plastron. The Indians described their way of shooting turtles 

by sending an arrow into the air; by the momentum of its vertical f all it pene trates the turtle's carapace 

on hitting the animal from above. This method was not demonstrated, however. 

Turtles caught alive are saved until the time when they are to be eaten. They are frequently tied round 

with bush rope and suspended from a tree where they may hang for several days; or the animals are 

prevented from crawling away by long sticks tied lengthwise on the ventral side and are further secured 

by a piece of bush rope t ied to a tree. 

The Indians kill the turtles with a cutlass thrust into the body between the shells which are f orced 

apart, and everything: meat, severed head, limbs, and tail , is thrown into a pot and boiled, pepper 

added . 

The bones of the J-vayámo tortoise are used in various ways. The vaulted bone plates from the back 
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Fig. 38. Model of "alligator hook" made by Churumá, H 4152. 

are used in small lenticular rattles like the monkey bone rattles, and the Mapuera Waiwái make spindle 

whorls from the flat bones forming the ventral part of the animal's skeleton. - The entire carapace, 

wáyampupúto (puputó, a bowl), is used as seats. - The whole shell of the kwochí, maybe also that of the 

pumokúyo, is used for the friction musical instrument, oratín. 

According to Ducke (1909 p. 103) the only species of alligator found in the Rio Mapuera is the 

Brazilians' small "jacarétinga" (Caiman sclerops). For alligators in the upper Essequibo we can offer 

no identification. 

ln our day, the Waiwái hunt the alligator, wotwó, with the gun, with haimara hooks, or with the 

harpoon-headed arrow. ln former days it was also caught with a implement called 1votwó yémechinotópo. 

Churumá had learned about it from one of the older Waiwáis. He spoke about it one day and finally 

made a model of it for us (fig. 38). lt turned out to be similar to a fishing implement described by Roth 

from other places in Guiaria (Roth 1924 PI. 46), and consisted of a stick, pointed in both ends, and with 

severa! strings tied to the middle, which in turn should be tied to a tree on the river bank by a strong 
, 

piece of puruwetü bush rope. When in use, the stick should be covered all over with small fishes as 

bait, and was supposed to stick in the alligator's throat when swallowed. - According to Roth (1924 

p. 207), one of the Schomburgk brothers has described a similar method of catching alligator among the 

Makusi on the Cotinga River. 

Alligator meat is eaten by the Waiwái who especially appreciate the meat from the tail. - Small 

hooks for the upper end of spindle staffs may be cut from the animal's lower jaw bone. 



Fishing 

General Renuzrks. 

The exploitation of the abundant riches of the rivers provides the Waiwái with a dietary supplement 

which is more reliable than that provided by hunting, though, of course, fishing luck is not stable either. 

Some of the fish caught are real delicacies, even to a European palate. But hardly any fish are scorned 

as f ood, not even those which on account of their enormous contents of pointed bones are found most 

repulsive by Europeans. 

A man who brings home a scanty catch from a fishing expedition has no obligation to share it with 

other people in the village, but may reserve it for his own family. Neither will he have any obligation if 

he brings home a big catch, but if a whole fishing party - of severa! persons - has been out, he will 

usually give half of bis catch to the man who took the initiative for the expedition, and keep the other 

half. If the trip has been made in a borrowed canoe, he will usually give half to the owner of the boat; 

this is not obligatory, however, as no payment is expected, but an act of sheer goodwill. 

The fish are carried home in shoulder bags, kapató, made from lu leaves. ln the village they are handed 

to the women, and every woman cooks her share. If a whole party has been out, the pots will then be 

brought together, and the village leader invites everybody to a common meal. The men will eat first, 

the women afterwards. 

The fish which shall be eaten immediately is boiled in water, usually with plenty of pepper added. 

When the catch is too big for immediate consumption, the surplus will be smoked on a 3- or 4-legged 

platf orm, kanaperú, o ver a fire. The cooked fish is eaten with the fingers out of the cooking pot, or 

nicely spread on a palm leaf. Outside meal times it is not uncommon to see a man or a woman walking 

in the village plaza, or taking part in work that is going on, eating a "sandwich" made from boiled or 
' smoked fish meat wrapped in a piece of cassava bread. - Fish meat is also fed to the dogs. 

Bones left o ver f rom a fish meal may be stored, together with other animal bones, in a little palmleaf 

basket hanging f rom the roof of the house. They are used as medicine for sick children. The f ather burns 

them under the hammock where the mother is lying with the child in her arms. The smoke arising 

around the hammock will chase the disease spirits away. 

Apart froro this, only little use is made of fish bones. It was observed that a pirai jaw with its pointed 

and sharp teeth was used for cutting the loose ends of kraua strings when hammocks were made ; and 

we were told that the sarne implement is used for severing the umbilical cord when a baby has been 

boro. The explanation was quite simple:. the pirai jaw is sharper than a kn:fe. The village leader at 

Kahshímo one day used a húri jaw for cutting splinters out of bis f oot. 

The lndians have several fishing methods at their disposal. Most of these, such as fish shooting with 
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bow and arrows, fish poisoning, and the use offish traps, must have been known for generations, whereas 

the use of hooked lines and rods seems to have been introduced in relatively recent time. 

ln describing the :fishing methods it has become necessary to accompany the description with the 

names of some of the fishes which are secured by each method. The explanation of the names - more or 

less complete - will be found in a f ollowing chapter dealing with the kinds of fishes which are caught. 

Bow and arrows. 

ln our description of the Waiwái's bow and arrows (pp. 108- 112) it was inevitable to give a few refe

rences to the use of these hunting weapons as fishing implements, as two types of arrows which are 

used in hunting are used in fishing as well, and a third type of arrow is used exclusively for fishing. 

To summarize, the three types of fishing arrows are: 

1. The harpoon arrow tarürüká (fig. 33,e), preferably used for big fish, such as haimara, paku, and 

sunfish. 

2. The harpoon-like arrow yochopotóro (fig. 33 ,f). 

3. The 3-pronged arrow para tá (fig. 33,g), used exclusively for :fishing, and preferably for medium

sized and smaller fish, such as maashá, chiwirí, and türopó. 

The arrows are used from the canoe, from th~ river bank, and by Indians wading in the water. The 

lndians have a highly developed ability of calculating the refraction in the water when taking aim, and 

hardly ever miss the mark. lf the fish is missed, the arrow floating in the water may be picked up with 

the bow, where it is caught in the angle between the string and the staff. 

ln quiet waters the fishes may be attracted by bait (small pieces of cassava bread, certain berries) 

which is thrown out. But most of the fish obtained with bow and arrow are shot when the lndians 

happen to get a glimpse of them in the water. 

ln shallow waters, such as bays or wide bends of the rivers which have no current, the Waiwái may 

erect shooting platf orms, kanaperú (fig. 39), f rom which they have an advantageous view of the fish life 

in the surrounding water. A man will approach the scaffolding in h is canoe, climb it by one of the 

supporting poles and stand on the uppermost, horizontal poJe where he will wait till a fish appears. 

One of the poles which rises above the scaffolding affords him support to hold on to or lean against if 

he has to wait. But usually it will not be long before a fish appears. - Several kinds of fish are caught 

in this way, but the main purpose of using the platform is that of shooting the sunfish paraná which 

comes to the shallow places of the river to spawn. 

The platform is made of slender poles well tied together with bush rope. 

Fish Poisoning. 

The complex Shodowíko myth contains the following story about the origin of fish poisoning. 

A woman who was married to a Kwóruyéna (a man of the Kwóru or Red Ara People) was killed by 

an anaconda she kept as a pet. ln order to kill the anaconda in revenge, an old woman, Umawá ( or 
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Fig. 39. Platform for fish shooting, near Kanashén . 

K umáwa, like one of the fish poisons ?), was made to wash her hands and arn1s in a clay pot, and the water 

was thrown into the river. This acted as a poison on the snake, PetarÚ, which started jun1ping to the 

water's surface, where it was shot and pulled ashore. But at the sarne tiro.e all the fish in the river were 

killed, except two which were rescued by a kingfisher bird and brought to heaven in safety. 

Umawá later felt weak and went into the forest. Here her body fell apart into several pieces which 

grew into various plants from which fish poison is derived. Her body and head became the trunk, her 

arms became the branches of the tree yapochichi, the juice of which is the strong poison called emaraká. 

One of her legs became ~vótivoyümeiván which gives a fish poison of medium strength. The other leg 

became the bushrope chiwaukóma which furnishes a weak fish poison. 
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This story, being a part of the ancient Shodowíko myth, assures us that fish poisoning is a cultural 

trait with roots far back in the past. But at the sarne time it may be noticed that the Waiwái do not 

consider the practice to be an invention of their own but ascribes it to one of their neighbouring tribes 

to the south. 

Of the three kinds of fish poison mentioned in the story, only the chiwaukóma occurs in the list 

secured during our interviews about fish poisoning. 

Poisoning of rivers in order to kill or stupefy the fish stock is a widely-distributed practice in South 

America. It is customary for a crowd of people togo out for this purpose, frequently ali the inhabitants 

of a village, men, women, and children, and to enjoy the occasion as great fun. One of the older men at 

Yakayáka told us that this was formerly the case with the Waiwái, too, but he complained that people 

have become too lazy now. At Yakayáka, at Ieast, it is only Kurúmo ·and Yukumá with their nearest 

relatives who wish to be bothered with that kind of activity. The two men make up their minds them

selves when they wish to start a fish poisoning expedition, but in former times a greater number of people 

was involved, and the whole thing had the character of a communal undertaking. 

A fish poisoning expedition will start out from the village early in the morning, and return late in 

the afternoon. Yukumá set outone morning for Unóro Creek at 4. a.m. and carne back to Yakayáka 

at 4. p.m. From this expedition he brought home one basket containing about 10 lbs. of fish which he 

obviously considered to be a very poor result. 

Several kinds of fish poisons are known and used. Some of them are strong and work almost immediate

ly, others take a long time in acting. The effect on small fish is deadly, whereas bigger fish are merely 

stupefied. lt is in1portant to select a part of the river which has only a slight current, ora tributary with 

not too much water. If the current is too strong, the poison will be washed away too quickly. Son1e time 

after the poison has dispersed itself in the water, the fish will start floating around, and can be picked 

up with the hands or with fish catchers. Some of the bigger fish which are only slightly affected may start 

jumping out of the water as if trying to escape. They are caught with catchers. Bows and arrows may be 

used for the bigger kinds of the jumping fish , and for those floating around in the water. 

The fish catcher, müeyé (fig. 40), used for collecting the poisoned fish, is made f rom a slender, pliable 

twig of tapáyoyépu, kurunyi, or other kinds of wood. One end of the twig is bent so as to form a loop, 

and tied back to the end which f orms the handle, where it is secured with a winding of machitó or 

another kind of bush rope. ln the loop is mounted a bag-shaped net of kraua string which is tied to the 

frame with a strip of pashkuchí bark. - The net is made by the men who use a needle-like stick of kokerite 

midrib for the work. 

When a slowly working fish poison is used, the Waiwái may bar the stream with a fence in order to 

reduce the current. The fence crected for this purpose is called sharuká; it differs f rom the wantotopó 

(see: chapter on fish traps) in having no openings at the bottom, and no fish traps attached. 

The majority of fish poisons are derived from bush ropes. Unlike the Wapisiana and the Makusi, 

the Waiwái do not use fresh cassava juice for this purpose. 

kumáwa is the strongest fish poison known by the Waiwái, and the one which is rnost commonly 

used. It is a woody bush rope with a latex, and it is found in the forests ali over the Waiwái area. - It 

seems to be identical with the Wapisiana's aishá/, also called haiarí. 
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Fig. 40. Fish catcher, H 4151. 

Men and women seek the plant in the f orest, and cut the stem and the root into sections 30-40 cm 

long. They are packed into warishis and brought home to the village, or directly to the side of the river 

where the poison is to be used. On the village plaza, or on the river bank the contents are taken out of 

the warishis and beaten with wooden beaters which look very much like those which are used when bark 

cloth is made. The bark is not peeled· off, though the poison comes from the latex in the interior parts. 

The beaten sticks are put back into the warishis and carried to the water, where the lndians take up 

positions in various places along the river, on both sides. The warishis, still containing the sticks, are 

now placed in the water, and the people press them by standing on them, so that the juice is squeezed 

out; they repeatedly lift them out of the water and put them back, leaving the juice to run off. After 

some time the warishis are again taken to the river bank, beaten once more, and the whole process is 

repeated severa! times as long as the juice keeps running. The milky-white liquid distributes itself in 

the water which takes no coloration from it, and the fish die at once, i.e. after two or three minutes. 

They are collected with the hands and ·with fish catchers by the men, women and children who splash 

around in the water. Bows and arrows are used if there are any haimaras which have been merely stun

ned but not killed by the poison. When the whole thing is over, the catch is packed in shoulder baskets, 

kapató, made from lu leaves, and carried home to the village. This may be late in the afternoon, or 

about evening. 

yáumotok1vé is a woody bushrope with a latex. The root is used, cut into sections like the kumáwa, 

and used in the sarne way. It gives a very strong poison. 

chiwaukóma, a big bush rope with flat sten1 . The stem is cut into pieces, collected in bundles tied 

with bush rope, and alternately beaten and dipped into the water severa! times. They give off a white 

sud which colours the water black ( ?). This poison can only be used with success in quiet ponds, as it 

is very weak. lt takes two or three hours before the effect shows on the fish. 

niáuko, a shrub. lts latex is an active fish poison, and even affects the human skin in a 1nost unpleasant 

way. The Indians pick off the leaves and the twigs with stretched arms, to keep as far away from the 

plantas possible. The parts which are picked off are stowed in warishis and carried to a creek where the 

warishis are placed in the water and beaten with long sticks by the Indians who stay ashore. The water 

takes on a black colour f rom the poison which works rather slowly; after an hour the dead fish will 

I 
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begin to come to the surface. They are collected a good distance downstream where the poison has 

become sufficiently diluted in the water, or by Indians standing on the river banks because they wish 

to· stay out of the reach of the poison. 

makaiváimo is a tall shrub which is cultivated. It is used like niáuko, and with the sarne precautions. 

ln addition to the poisons mentioned, it was reported that the Mawayéna have a few more, which are 

called kunáni and kawashí by the Waiwái. Dueto the great .similarity of the .material resources of the 

Waiwái and the Mawayéna, it might be supposed that they were used by both tribes. It was definitely 

stated that kunáni is a tree which is cultivated by the Mawayéna, but it was never pointed out or men

tioned by the Waiwái during our wanderings in their fields. I therefore think it safe to assume that they 

do not use it. It is well known, though, to the Wapisiana, as is the ka1vashí. 

kunáni was described as a little t ree, with fruits which "look almost like tobacco capsules with small, 

dry seeds, and the leaves are smaller than tobacco leaves" (according to our Wapisiana interpreter). 

The leaves are pounded in a hole dug in the ground, with long and heavy sticks, up to five men work at 

a time at a single hole. (Note: The characteristic l1oles were never observed near the Waiwái villages). 

The pounded leaves get mixed with soil and clay 'ln the bole, f or.ming a mass which is scooped up, put 

into a basket, and carried to a creek where it is distributed in small leaf baskets. These are immersed in 

the water, the juice oozes out, and the clay and the fibrous plant material left in the basket is thrown 

away. This poison is even stronger than kumálva and works immediately. The fish jump into the air 

f rom the water, are caught in the catchers and brought home in baskets. 

kawashi, a tall tree on river banks. The bark is peeled off, pounded in holes in the ground, and used 

like the kunáni. 

Fish Traps. 

The Waiwái have two types of fish traps: the kaminá and the shiiká trap. The for1ner is a spring trap, 

the latter is used in connection with fencing of streams. 

The kaminá (fig. 41, 42) is like a big, conical cage of split sticks of unequal lengths of the kupá paltn 

wood. The sticks are held in place by a spiral winding of unsplit arapapíto bushrope which ascends the 

trap from the wide mouth to the pointed end, and back again. 

For using the trap, a rod is planted vertically in the bottom of the river. lt rises two or three metres 

above the water, but the top is bent down under the surface and tied near the mouth of the trap which 

is placed horizontally in the water, with the opening downstream. Inside the trap a bait (a small fish, 

marabunta wasps, lizard meat, etc.) is placed on a horizontal string which releases a spring mechanism 

when a fish nibbles the bait, and the bent rod to which the trap is tied will stretch out and lift the trap 

out of the water. The spring mechanism has been described and illustrated by Roth (1924 p. 201). 

This type of trap is used in deep and shallow water, for big and mediurn-sized fish like aimará, okoro

pícho, katawanári, and others. 

The shiiká is used in connection with a fish fence in creeks, for small and medium-sized fish. 

It is shaped like a long cone with a narrow mouth (fig. 42). It is made from sticks of leaf stalks of the 
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Fig. 41. A Waiwái making fish traps of the katniná type. 

lu palm which are held together by windings of split arapapíto bushrope f orming two wide bands around 

the trap near the opening, and a single unsplit bushrope which f orms a continuous spiral around the 

trap in its entire length, ending in a good winding at the pointed end. 

A fish fence observed, ~vantotopó ("a thing which bars"), was quite a big atrair barring the whole 
1 

width of a creek (fig. 42, 43). It was constructed of two medium-heavy logs which spanned the creek 
"' horizontally, the lower one about 30 cm above the strean1, and the upper one about 150 cm higher up, 

both lashed with bushrope to trees on either side of the stream. Vertically between the two logs, on the 

upstream side, were tied slender sticks, and along them were tied lu leaves with the leaftets of neighbour-
-

ing leaves interwoven. The lower end of the fence had six openings between the lu leaves, and behind 

these, on the downstream side, were placed as many traps of the shiiká type. 

The fence dams up the water of the creek which stands 20-25 cms. higher on the upstream side than 

below. The water rushes through the openings with great force, and any fish which follow the current 

will invariably be led into the traps and caught. 

The fish fences are regarded as private property, though the structure is so big that it might be ex-
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pected to have been erected by the cooperation of severa! persons. The one seen between Kanashén and 

Yakayáka, about 8 metres long by 2 metres high, was said to be the property of Chikimá of Ya

kayáka, and had been erected by Chikimá and his son Mawashá. 

.. . 

Fig. 42. Fish traps. - Top : kaminá type, H .4149. Bottom: shiiká type, H 4150. 

Nets, Lines, and Hooks. 

Fish nets are not used by the Waiwái, apart from the dip net in the fish catcher (fig. 40), for collecting 

the fish killed by fish poisoning. No fish nets were observed during our visit, and the ''early" authors so 

frequently referred to in this work (Coudreau, the Schomburgks, Farabee) have no references to fish 

nets, neither has Roth nor Guppy. 

Fishhooks are commonly used now, but they do not form part of the original fishing outfit. No 

implements were seen or described which may have functioned as fishhooks bef ore the ti me when the 

Waiwái became acquainted with metal hooks. lt is true that the Waiwái have knowledge of an imple

ment consisting of a stick pointed at both ends, with kraua strings attached to the middle. Roth has 

reported this as a fishing implement from various parts of the Guianas, and so have severa! other 

authors. Our information from the Waiwái suggests that they have used it for alligators only (p·. 134), 

not for fish . 
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Fig. 43. Fish fence used in connection with fish traps of the shiiká type. 

The Waiwái's original lack of fish hooks must be ascribed to the lack of working material (metais). 

The acquisition of fish hooks undoubtedly is a novelty which has contributed considerably to the 

improvement of the food situation. The Waiwái obtain their fish hooks at the mission station, by barter 

from the savanna, and as gifts and payment f rom travellers who pass through their region. They make 

good lines of cotton string, and excellent ones of kraua; industrial fish line is obtained from the sarne 

sources as the hooks. A considerable value is ascribed to the hooks, and the Indians will go to a great 

trouble to retrieve a hook which is about to get lost. 

'The hooks are usually attached to the lines with a little lump of mányi covering the knot. Fishing rods 

may be used, or the lines are thrown out by the hand. The hooks are baited with bits of fish or other 

meat, with eggs of the maribunta wasp, bits of cassava bread, and probably also with berries of kushuwé 

and arakó. 



Fishing. II: Types of Fishes 

, 

The Waiwái na1ne for "fish" in general is ortü. It was possible to collect the names of several fishes 

which are caught by one or more methods described above, but unfortunately the information on the 

various kinds is rather fragmentary, beyond the simple fact that they are used as food. 

The folJowing list contains the names collected. A few of the fishes have been identified, but in most 

cases we can only offer the Waiwái's rather vague description of their appearance. 

l. aimará, well-known in the Colony as "haimara" (Macrodon trahira Müll.). This is the biggest 

fish in the upper Essequibo and the upper Mapuera River, and the one which has the most abundant 

and the tastiest meat. The fish is so big, its meat so plentiful and almost without bones that as a food 

fish it is unrivalled in the favour of the Waiwái. A good haimara will provide food for a big Crowd of 

people, and may even give so much meat that some of it will be left over from the first meal, to be sn1oked 

on a kanaperú (3- or 4-legged roasting platforn1) for later use. - "Haimara gills", aimárakarán, is one of 

the decorative designs painted on stools and cassava graters, and occurring in the coloured plaitwork 

of combs. 

2. chiwirí was described as "a skinfish with very fine teeth". For the name our Wapisiana interpreter 

gave the "English" equivalent "yarau'', probably the Arawak name listed in Fanshawe's Glossary of 

Arawak Names in Natural History as Erythrinus erythrinus (Fanshawe 1949 p. 73). 

3. kanamurukú, a big fish resembling the okoropicho, but with a less distinct "tiger" pattern of the 

skin. Both sides of the Akarai. 

4. kashmí, electric eel (Gymnotus electricus Linn.), was observed several times on the upper Mapuera 

wbere the Indians shot it with bow and arrow from the boat, after which they towed it behind the canoe· 

to the next resting place. 

5. katawanári, a black skinfish. 
,. 

6. kotosü, claimed by the Hishkaruyéna to be the Brazilians' "aracú". The aracú of the Rio Erepecurú 

is listed by Cruls (1954 p. 278) as Leporinus frederici (Agrass.) - The kotosÜ about 30 cm. long, has a 

yellow adipose fin on the back near the tail, and light skin with big scales, 2 black spots on either side. 

7. kutumó, described by the Essequibo Waiwái simply as "a little fish" . 

8. kworóimo of the Siluridae family, somewhat resembling the okoropícho, but brightly coloured: 

yellow and black, with a red tail , the meat is pink. Kerepaká said that the name kworóimo ("big kwóro") 

is derived from the sirnilarity of the coloration to that of the kwóro, the yellow ara. He refused to eat 

the meat of this fish which our lndians caught on the Mapuera ('·The Waiwái never eat that"), whereas 
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our Hishkaruyéna and Shereó went to it without hesitation. - This fish is not f ound on the Essequibo 

si de. 

9. máashá was described as a kind of little haimara. This agrees with our interpreter's explanation, 

that the máashá is called "huri" by the English (!); the Arawak "huri" is identified by Fanshawe (1949 

p. 63) as "Macrodon intermedia, fish related to haimara". - The meat is eaten, and the jaw with its 

pointed teeth used as a knif e. 

10. maraychó is well-known in the Colony as "pacu" (Myletes pacu Schomb.). It is a yery popular 

food fish of the Waiwái, found on both sides of the Akarai. 

11. okoropícho, the "tiger fish", the Brazilians' "surubim", listed by Cruls (1954 p. 293) as Surubirn 

lima, by Bates (1892 p. 305) as Pimelodus tigrinus, probably identical with Schomburgk's Platystoma 

tigrinum Val. (Rich. Schomburgk 1847-48, III pp. 627-628). A very popular fish on both sides of the 

Akarai. 

12. otwó, "a little fish". 

13. paraná, the "sunfish" or "lucunani" (Cichla ocellaris Bl. Schn.). Both sides of the Akarai. 

14. parukó, a little skinfish; the pattern of the skin occurs in the conventionalized designs of the 

plaited pakáras. 

15. ponyé, the "pirai" or "piranha" (Serrasalmo spp.), in the rivers on both sides of the Akarai. 

It is feared by the lndians on account of its bite, but none the less is one of the favourite f ood items, 

though rich in bones. - Pirai bones were f ound in a basket containing bones left over from meals and 

kept to be used as medicine. lts jaw, with a plentiful and sharp dentition, may be used in place of a knife 

(like the máas há jaw) for removing splinters from fingers and toes, and for cutting off loose ends from 

the knots of kraua strings when hammocks are made, simply, as the Waiwái explained, "because it is 

sharper than a knife" . It is also used for cutting the umbilical cord of newly-born babies. 

16. pó ri, a grey fish with a white belly. All covered with big scales which on the head and f orepart of 

the body grow into bony plates. The cross section of the fish is triangular with sharp angles. The fish 

has a dorsal spine, and a sucking disk on the underside of the head. Seen and caught in the Mapuera. -

lt seems to be very similar to the "acari" (Loricaria sp.) figured in Bates 1892 p. 117. 

17. reeyú, a relatively big food fish with enormous front teeth. 

18. shapári, stingray. Much feared by the Indians, but eaten when they can get it. 

19. türüpó, a little fish with very fine, pointed teeth. lts English (!) name was given as "shibali". 

Fanshawe (1949 p. 71) has: "shibali, kind of green and black patwa fish". 

20. warakáka, a little flat skinfish with a spine on each side and one on the upper side at the middle 

of the tail. lt is a common food fish the year round, and excepted from the food taboos enforced on 

parents in case of a birth; it is, in f act, the only kind of meat the f ather and the mother are allowed to 

eat on that occasion. - warakákapúto ("head of the warakáka") occurs as a pattern on the sides of 

pakáras and on women's bead aprons. 

21. A little white, pacu-like fish with a brown head. 

10 Waiwai 



Houses and Furniture 

Walter E. Roth has given good descriptions, with plans and elevations, of house types he observed 

among the Waiwái and their nearest neighbours at that time, the Taruma (Roth 1925 and 1929). There 

is but little to be added to his observations. 

Temporary Shelters. 

The Waiwái erect temporary shelters along trails frequented by travellers. Such shelters were observed 

along the trail across the Akarai Mountains, and along the Essequibo and Mapuera Rivers, in places 

that offer good facilities for a night's rest or any other reason for breaking the journey, such as good 

fishing grounds, good water supply, or old village sites where some of the crops can still be used. Places 

where a party may change from land to river travelling, and vice versa, will also have one or more shelters 

standing, as at Chodikar Landing at the head of the Essequibo River where the trail across the Akarai 

Mountains begins, and the place where the trail from Aakoniotó reaches the Essequibo River. The 

shelters are of light construction and only used temporarily, but they are left standing after a stay of 

one or a few days, and the f ramework is improved and repaired by the next group arriving, which will 

also renew the roof if necessary. ln this way a shelter may be serviceable for a number of years. 

Shelters are also erected on village plazas where they are used as workhouses. They may stand for 

quite a long time, but are also pulled down at short notice and the material put to another use. 

The primary impression of a Waiwái shelter is that of a triangular structure, as the roof is supported · 

from below in three places. ln reality, shelters of two types exist, the triangular and the rectangular, 

according to the shape of the framework carrying the thatching material. 

The triangular shelter (fig. 44) páwishimátoko (powis tail). This peculiar name was not explained, but 

it may have been derived from the shape of the roof. The name is not confined to the Waiwái area 

alone; we found it again among the peoples on the Nhamundá and the Mapuera, and de la Rüe travel

ling among the Oyampi, remarks on an apparently similar structure there : "Ces campements, d'un type 

spécial, sont désignés par les Guyanais sous le nom de carbets queue d'hoco" (de la Rüe 1950 p. 93). 

The construction of the páwishimátoko is shown in Roth 1929 fig. 13. The two main rafters and the 

crosspiece at the rear f orm an isosceles triangle; on this rests a number of parallel sticks some of which 

may be of about the sarne length as the whole structure. 

The rectangular shelter is called páwishimátoko, also. The thatch rests on a rectangular f rame of two 
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Fig. 44. Triangular shelter, páwishimátoko, "powis tail" , at Kanashén 1958. 

transversal and two longitudinal sticks. This f ramework rests on three upright supports: one pole at 

each of the rear corners, whereas the middle of the f oremost transversal is supported either by a single 

pole or by three or four sticks placed in a pyramid. - When the two posts at the rear are of about the 

sarne height as the one in front, the roof becomes horizontal. The shelter is then called puchokwá (a 

cassava drink) because, as the Waiwái say, the flat roof resembles the layer of leaves covering the pile of 

fermenting cassava bread when puchokwá is prepared. 

The two types of shelters described above occur along the trails as well as in the villages. A third 
, 

type, called pürünó, was only seen along the trails where our lndians erected it for use overnight (fig. 45). 
, 

lt is made from about a dozen of enormous leaves of the pimpler palm called pürü, planted in the ground 

and leaning against a scaffolding of two or three sticks tied diagonally to a tree trunk; the leaves point 

toward the sky, but their ends curve downwards and rest against a vertical stick planted or a slender 
, 

tree trunk standing a short distance away. The pürünó is a very flimsy structure which will fali apart 

soon after it has been abandoned. 

It seems that the Waiwái have no particular preferences as to material they use for constructing the 

framework for their shelters. On occasions when shelters were to be erected, or existing shelters were 

to be repaired, the lndians never acted as if they were looking for certain trees, but took any good sticks 

that were within reach . Leaves of pimpler palm, lu and manikole palms were observed as thatching 

materiais. - No nails of wood or iron are used. All parts are tied or lashed with bush rope. 
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Fig. 45. Tempora ry shelter püriinó erected when Waiwái crossed the Akarai Mountains, 

with details of the construction. 
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Permanent Houses. 

The description of the permanent houses given in this chapter is based on observations in 1954- 55 in 

the villages of Yakayáka, Aakoniotó, Mawiká and K ahshímo. ln the few years f ollowing our first visit 

so many features had been introduced , especially the erection of single-family houses consequent to the 

inducement of the missionaries, that the villages were hardly recognizable in 1958. 

Of the permanent houses observed in the Waiwái villages, the open, rectangular workhouses appear 

to me to represent the simplest types, notwithstanding the pending uncertainty whether rectangular 

houses are original traits in South A.merican Lowland culture, or not. 

The rectangular houses we observed among the Waiwái, called )1awarín1ta or "opossum's jaw", were 

of two types, both of them slightly diff erent f rom the sketch of a Waiwái house given by Roth ( 1929 

fig. 21). 

The smaller type (fig. 46) had a ridge pole supported at either end by an upright post, shorter upright 

posts along the open sides, and no transversal tie beams. 

The bigger type (fig. 47) was like that shown in Roth 's figure referred to above, except that it had no 

upright centre posts at the ends. The best houses of this type had an upper platf orm of sticks placed on 

top of the longitudinal runners and extending for about half the length of the house. The platf orm 

was used for storing a number of articles. 

ln both types the roof is often carried farther down on one side than on the other. The Waiwái 

explained this as being the side from which the rain usually comes. 

ln cases where the thatching material was examined it was f ound to consist of dallibanna leaves, or 

dallibanna and pimpler palro leaves. lt was stated without reserve that any kind of wood may be used 

for the construction of the house. 

These open, rectangular houses usually serve as workhouses. Two of them were observed at Yakayáka, 

one at Kahshímo, one at Aakoniotó, and two at Mawiká. One of these houses at Mawiká served as a 

permanent residence for Chiriminósa and his fami ly, whereas the other was a true workhouse. A third 

one, anda very big one, was erected at Mawiká between two of our visits in 1954; immediately after it 

had been finished , it was used as a guest house for the people from Yakayáka who were invited to take 

part in a dance. 

I have a suspicion that the rectangular, open houses may have developed from the kind of shelter 

which Roth calls "the permanent leanto (penthouse), rectangular type" which he observed among the 

Taruma (Roth 1929 p. 22 and fig. 16). 

A third type of permanent workhouse, the umaná, was observed in a few cases: one at Yakayáka, 

and an old one at Kanashén. The f ollowing description applies to the house in Yakayáka (fig. 48), the 

one at K anashén being in a rather poor condition. 

This is a round house without walls, and consists of a conical roof standing on circles of posts. - A 

central post springs from the ground. lts height to the apex of the roof can be estimated at about 4 

m. or a little more, over which the end of the post rises a further 4 m. Six posts, heavier than the central 

one, and standing in a circle with a radius of about 3 m, carry on their upper ends a horizontal ring of 
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Fig. 46. Rectangular workhouse yawarímta, "opossum jaw", at Yakayáka 1958. 
The f ramework o ver the ridge is a perch for chickens during the night. 

' 

lighter sticks. To this is attached a number of rafters which converge toward the apex, and are kept in 

place by several similar horizontal rings placed at intervals between the lowermost ring and the apex. 

The rafters terminate below the lower ring at a bigger ring further down which is supported on 10 

slender upright sticks placed in an outer circle with a radius of 4 m from the central post. On top of the 

ring supported by the inner circle of 6 uprights are placed a few horizontal sticks which cross each other 

at right angles; they undoubtedly add ·to the solidity of this constructional part which is actually the 

one that supports the rafters and thereby the whole roof construction. 

The eaves, about 1,50 m from the ground, are trimmed in such a way that portions of the roof at 

regular intervals fotm small rectangular projections below the edge. This gives the structure a very 

neat appearance. 

The inner circle of upright posts was 1nade from kakapú and wuriwúri, it is probable that also other 

kinds of wood may be used. The roof of manikole leaves was securely tied to the horizontal rings with 
, 

bush rope, arapapíto and puruwetü, which were also used for tying together all other parts of the house. 

This round house at Yakayáka is used as a communal workhouse and is frequented n1ostly by the 

men. lt also seems to function as a guest house where visitors are received. At any rate the people of 
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Fig. 47. The open end of the big yawarímta at Yakayáka, showing upright side posts at the end. 

Yakayáka seemed to prefer visiting anthropologists to take their seats there rather than in the dwelling 

house, and they very often brought out their stools and placed them for us in the umaná. 

The big communal dwelling house, müimó, is the most conspicuous structure in a Waiwái village. lt 

occupies the center of the village plaza. At' Yakayáka· the entire population lived in the müimó, the sarne 

was the case at Aakoniotó and Kahshímo. At Mawikã everybody lived in the müimó except the Chirimi-
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nósa family. At the abandoned village of Kahrí a round communal house was still standing at the time 

of our visit in 1954, and was used by travelling and visiting groups, whereas the round house at Kuka-
,. 

wamatü on the Mapuera had been burned down when the village was abandoned in 1958 shortly before 

our arrival there. 

Three types of big communal houses exist; all are called by the sarne name: müimó. 

1. The müimó at Kahshimó was a rectangular house with. a ridge pole, two vertical posts along the 

long axis, no vertical walls, and a roof sloping down to about 1 m from the ground (fig. 49), with 

rounded corners. A more detailed description of the construction must be omitted, as invitations to 

enter the house were hardly given. 

2. The müimó at Mawiká was a rectangular structure with a ridge pole. 2 vertical poles along the 

axis, and roof sloping to f our sides~ The vertical walls were rounded at the corners, giving the house an 

almost elliptical ground plan, and covered with palro leaves in direct continuation of the roof thatching. 

The two doorways - at opposite sides - were used by both sexes without distinction. 

The interior of this house was only visited a fe\vctim.es, for the sarne reason as visits to the house at 

Kahshímo were omitted. But we did get the impression that the construction was very mucb like that 

of an elliptical house described by Roth from the Arekuna (Roth 1924 fig. 74). 

3. The finest structure in the Waiwái area was the round müimó at Yakayáka (fig. 48). Its construction 

was nearly identical to that shown by Roth f rom the Waiwái (Roth 1929 fig. 19), except for a few 

details which will be set forth below. 

The diametre of the house is almost 20 m, the height of the vertical wall is about 1,5 in, and the apex 

of the roof is about 9 m above the ground. This is surmounted by the central post which rises 4 m or 

more above the roof. A conical canopy is attached to the lower part of the apex post, a little distance 

above the smoke hole. lt prevents the rain from entering the house from above, and the spirits too at 

night, we were told. Farabee (1924 p. 164) has described a similar canopy he saw in a Waiwái village, 

and published a photograph of a Mawayéna house with one (Farabee 1918 pl. XIX). One ofthe Schom

burgk brothers also observed canopies over two round houses in a Mawayéna village (Rich. Schom

burgk 1847-48 II p. 471). Apart from these references 1 know of no other descriptions of similar con

structions in Amerindian houses in Guiana or elsewhere in South America. We only saw it at this house 

at Yakayáka. Churumá told us that it is also used by the Mawayéna. 

The upper part of the conical roof is covered with leaves of the lu palm, the lower part and the wall 

are covered with dallibanna leaves. 

Two doorways lead into the house, one on the west, the other on the east side. No distinction between 

their use as a "men's door" and a "women's door" was appárent, but there seemed to be a tendency 

to use the west door - the one looking toward the landing and next to the guest house - as a guest door; 

it was usually through this door that we were led into the house. The doorways were provided with 

doors moving inwards on hinges. Iron latches with which they were ·securely closed from within at night 

are innovations which have been adapted in imitation of what the people have seen at the mission 

station. - Doors were not observed in any other place in the Waiwái region. 

When inside the house one finds that the central post does not spring from the ground, but Jiterally 
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Fig. 48. Yillage of Yakayáka 1955. Round communal house, miÍímó, at the centre; rectangular workhouse 'at left; 
open round workhouse, umaná, at right. 

hangs suspended from the top of the house with the lower end about 3 m. from the floor. It is nota 

supporting element. When the house is finished, the original supporting central post is removed, and 

another one set up. The old round house at Yakayáka, a few remains of which were still standing near 

the trail leading to the landing, had no central post at all, we were told. 

Waiwáis from Yakayáka (Ewká) and from Aakoniotó (Churumá) told us the following about the 

müin1ó at Yakayáka: 

It is the men's work to build the houses. White this is going on, the women are busy preparing beverages 

for the feast which will be celebrated when the house is finished. The house was built "during the dry 

season 9 months ago" (reckoning from the end of December 1954), in other words, in M arch 1954. The 

old house was abandoned and pulled down because the water had rushed through it during the preceding 

rainy season. When the roof of the new house had been finished, the central post was removed and the 

present one set up by men who climbed up inside the house and fastened it in place. It is the san1e post 

which continues through the sn1oke hole and carries the canopy. While this was going on, other people 

were dancing below in the house, and people had been invited for this from Aakoniotó and Mawiká. 

The dance was called müimotopó ( ?), and the dancers were dressed in costumes: the local people wore 

• 
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ite-and-lu costumes, as did the Mawiká people, whilst the people from Aakoniotó wore stained bark 

costumes. 
, , 

The central post is called yuwúre (this is also the name of the capibara). lt is made from iritürüyépu. 

The lower portion of it (in Yakayáka) is carved into a series of corricai offsets, one above the other, and 

above these it is painted with onómto in a design called okóimomeórü (okóimo, water boa, anaconda; 
, 

meorü, design, pattern), representing the pattern on the anaco.nda's skin. The anaconda is a prominent 

figure in the mythical lore of the Waiwái. Churumá claimed, however, that there was no particular 

meaning attacbed to the design in this place. To my surprise he explained that the sole purpose of the 

decoration is that "people shall lie in their hammocks and look at the design, f eeling happy because it 

looks nice". 

Unfortunately it was not possible to make a copy of the design, as the house was rather dark and the 

painting had been partly obliterated by smoke which had stained everything near the top of the house 

with a dark brown colour. The hanging central post still present in the house at Kahrí may have had a 

painted decoration which may have been obliterated in the sarne way. Rich. Schomburgk (1847-48 II 

p. 471) describes a post of this kind from a Mawayéna house: »Er war mit einer Menge indianischer 

Figuren und Hieroglyphen bedeckt". - Farabee shows the design from a painted Waiwái central house 

post (Farabee 1924 fig. 8, 15). 

The Waiwái bave one more house type, the name of which was not recorded. This house seems to be 

identical with one described by Roth (1929 pp. 22- 23, fig. 17), from the Taruma and the Waiwái. Its 

ground plan conf orms to Roth's description in being practically semicircular, though the house is 

apparently composed of six adjoining, triangular sections, and open in front. ln the centre of the front 

line stands a central post from which rafters radia te to horizontal sticks resting on a number of uprights, 

which are again surrounded by a semicircle of more slender ones carrying another of horizontal sticks 

to which the lower ends of the rafters are tied. Roth considers this structure to be related to the triangular 

shelter, and maybe a further development of this, but I must admit that to me tbe whole arrangement 

rather suggests a relationship to the open round house type, with its central post which is much higher 

than that of the shelters, the roof consequently sloping at a much steeper angle, and with its double 

semicircle of uprights. 

This type of house was observed in two places, near Kanashén and at Kahrí. The two houses had 

evidently been used for residence as well as for work. 

Some Comments on the Round Houses , 

As mentioned above, the most conspicuous structure in a Waiwái village is the big, round communal 

house, müimó. ln its typical f orm it has a conical roof with eaves ending som distance above the ground. 

ln some cases it has a vertical cylindrical wall covered with palro leaves, in other cases there is no wall, 

and the circles _of supporting poles within the house are visible f rom the outside. 

This house type is characteristic of the whole area visited. We observed it among the Waiwái, Shereó, 

Hishkaruyéna and Kashuyéna. Robert Schomburgk, Farabee, and most recently Gubby have seen it in 

Mawayéna villages. Roth saw it among the Taruma. 

... 
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Fig. 49. Rectangular communal house müimó at Kashfmo, 1954. 

The round houses in the area we are here considering may have a central post reaching to the top, 

and even reaching through the top, but it is not a supporting element. ln some cases, as soon as the 

house has been constructed, the post is removed and another suspended from the top which does not 

reach the ground. 

The hanging post may be decorated with painted figures and rudimentary carvings. ln Yakayáka we 

were informed that this decoration is only made for embellishment. We suspect, however, that this is 

not the full explanation, as a painted decoration, though of a different kind, occurs in connection with 

the central post in the houses of some other tribes in the Guianas, where there is no doubt as to its 

bearing upon mythology. We are here referring to the painted wooden disks placed under the apex 

inside the house, and pierced by the central post which does not reach the ground. They have been 

reported at least from the Oayana and the Aparai (Crevaux 1883 p . 108; Fernandez 1952 p. 5 and fig. 

after photo by Hilbert ; Speiser 1926 Abb: 77). 

ln round houses within our area the roof top has an opening . . A singular feature of these houses, not 

reported from elsewhere, is a conical canopy erected over the opening (cf. above). 

' 
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Here 1 should Jike also to remind the reader of the peculiar thatching of the big house at Yakayáka 

for which two kinds of palm leaves were used ( described p. 152, cf. fig. 48). The sarne feature has been 

observed on the Rio Ventuari among the Yekuaná and Guinaú (Koch-Grünberg 1916-28, III p. 323 

and PI. 50, 1), whose circular houses in some respects differ from those we have seen among the Waiwái, 

especially in having a central post and no opening at the top. 

Conically roofed houses with vertical wall are quite common in northern South America, but almost 

absent in the area south of the Amazon. Nordenskiõld (1924 pp. 19-28, and map 2) has compiled a 

wealth of inf ormation as to their geographical distribution which can be supplemented with a few more 

recent data. From this it appears that the house type has one main distribution area in the Guianas, 

and another on the Rio Apaporís coherent with the region of the upper tributaries of the Amazon. 

The Rio Negro basin with its big, rectangular malocas separates the two areas. 

If we consider this peculiar distribution, we are facing a question which cannot be solved right away: 

how to explain the sporadic occurrence of this type of house in the area south of the Amazon, where it 

has only been reported in three, maybe four instances, i.e. from the Yamamadí, Mangeroma, Kutenavú 

and Mojo: -

Yamamadí. - Steere 1903 pp. 370-371, 382-384, and figs. 8-11: Conical roof, no wall, central pole. 

Mangeroma. - Lange 1912 p. 319: Conical roof, vertical wall, opening in the top. (Lange's descrip

tion of the Mangeroma and his experiences with them is so phantastic that his information . must be 

used with care ). 

Kutenavú (Kustenaú). - von den Steinen 1886 pp. 180, 181 : Conical roof, vertical wall, one support

ing central post. 

Mojo. - Nordenskiõld 1924 p. 25: According to Castillo 1906 pp. 318-319 the houses had a conical 

roof and earth-coated (i.e. vertical) wall. 

When we disregard Lange's rather questionable report from among the Mangeroma - who are 

Tukanoan speaking (Tukun-dyapa) - we find that these houses south of the Amazon are restricted to 

Arawakan speaking peoples (Yan1amadí, Kutenavú, who probably have brought this house type with 

them during their migrations from the north where it seems to be indigenous. 

The constructional details of these houses are not always well known. From various descriptions it 

appears that they may have a central post, and that very often they have none. If a central post is f ound, 

one cannot always be sure that it is a supporting element; the roof may be resting on the concentric 

circles ofupright posts within the house. lt seems as iftwo types of houses can be distinguished according 

to the presence or absence of a central post, and its function. But about this we are not sµfficiently 

informed. 

The round houses on the Rio Apaporís, however, differ from the Guiana houses in having four sup

porting posts overreached by a tall, saddle-shaped section of roof with a ridge pole (Koch-Grünberg 

1909-10, II figs. 183, 189; and excellently illustrated in Pérez de Barradas 1950-51, 1 Pl. XXVII). 

Besides the. circular houses so often observed among the Waiwái we noticed several rectangular 

houses with rounded corners which looked very similar to the round when seen f rom the inside. Like 

the round houses they either had a vertical wall or were open right through, the eaves being one metre 

' 
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or so above the ground. These rectangular houses always had two uprights in the centre line, not 

standing very far apart, and carrying a horizontal ridge pole. Such houses have also been reported from 

Suriname and elsewhere in the Guianas, and from the western part of the Amazon basin (Nimuendajú 

1952 p. 11 , Tukuna). They are also f ound south of the Amazon, where von den Steinen has reported 

them f rom the Bakairí where they are "fast kreisformig". 

It is very tempting to assume that these rectangular houses have developed out of a circular type in 

which the central post has been retained as a supporting element. 

In other words, there should in Tropical South America have existed two types of round houses, 

one with a central supporting pole and one without. Out of the former type the rectangular house seen 

in our area should have developed. 

ln this conclusion we are in confl.ict with the usually adopted opinion: that the occurrence of rectangu

lar houses in Tropical South America should be due to Europ~an, recent infl.urence. This view has been 

summarized by Castro Faria (1951) who chiefiy works on the material compiled by Nordenskiold and 

W. Smith. I think the opinion should be revised soas to imply that the rectangular houses attributed to 

European influence are the gabled ones, whereas the other rectangular type, with rounded ends and the 

roof sloping all way round, is. an autochthonous one, originated in South America. 

Furniture. 

The equipment of the houses, whether permanently or temporarily occupied, reflects their use. The 

permanent dwelling houses are fully equipped to satisfy the needs of daily life, whereas the workhouses 

and the shelters on the village plazas are mainly equipped with working utensils. The round workhouse, 

un1aná, is usually empty except when people are working there, or when visitors are received. On such 

occasions various utensils are brought out there, and the men bring their stools. The shelters along 

trails and rivers are empty on the arrival of travellers. The travellers bring their equipment, and when 
-. 

hammocks have been slung, cooking pots and stools unpacked and placed on the ground, the shelter 

assumes the appearance of a village house in minature. The only furniture belonging to the shelters was 

seen in places visited at relatively frequent intervals, such as a shelter standing at one of the landings 

near Aakoniotó, i.e. on one of the main routes of the Waiwái. lt contained in its rear parta dog shelf, a 

"piece of furniture" which is f ound in most permanent houses. Apart from this, the shelters only con

tain objects f orgotten by visiting groups, stuck into the roof or lying on the ground. 

The yawarímta (rectangular, open house) inhabitcd by Chiriminósa and bis family at Mawiká con

tained all the necessary equipment for a family. - At Yakayáka there existed apparently a slight distinc

tion in the use of houses of this type. The yawarímta standing north of the dwelling house (fig. 47) was 

obviously used mostly as a workshop for pottery making, but it also contained a big wooden trough, 
,. 

kanawürü, hollowed f rom a heavy tree trunk, with handles at either end, and standing along one si de 

of the house; it was used for the preparation of the wáuko drink. The trough was like the Akawoio one 

shown by Roth (1924 fig. 92 B), 2,5 m long, 0,50 m deep. The other yawarímta (fig. 46) contained along 
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one of the sides a big trough made from an old canoe and used for cassava pulp, and at the gable end 

usually hang a cylindrical cassava press in front of a heavy pole with holes for insertion of the horizontal 

lever used in cassava pressing. 

Though the activities which have been mentioned above as going on in the yawarímta, are women's 

activities (pottery making, preparation of beverages, cassava pressing), it cannot be claimed that it is 

frequented by women only. Men were making basketwork ~nd hammocks in these houses, mending 

their arrows, and doing all kinds of work. 

Altogether the yawarímta is frequented as much by men as by women. 

The dwelling houses of the Waiwái have no partition walls, and with the central post cut off at a 

certain height above the floor, the view through the house is unobstructed. Though a house may be 

occupied by many persons, the impression is one of roominess, which is augmented by the great height 

to the top of the roof. 

Each household occupies its own section of the communal house, near the wall and between the two 

circular rows of posts, each section with its own fireplace. Here the hammocks are slung between the 

posts. Behind the section there is a shelf, shapáriapón, along the wall (shapári, dog ; apón, seat, stQ_?l), 

where the family's dogs are tied. From the rafters hang the men's pakáras or shoulder bags, their gourds 

containing oil for the hair and for face and body paint, musical instruments, and palm leaf parcels of 

this and that. The men's weapons are stuck into the palm leaves ofthe roof, anda number of the Women's 

household articles (pots, water vessels and pepper containers, fans, mats) lie scattered about the fire

place and on shelves hanging o ver the fire, where also lumps of cassava flour f rom the press are drying. 

Along the wall of the eastern side of the house at Yakayáka, near the doorway, a row of square 

frames were erected, on which cassava graters could be placed. Here f our or five women might be seen, 

standing abreast and grating cassava. But just as often this work is done in the open or in one of the 

workhouses. 

The fireplaces in a house, each corresponding to the section alotted to a household, are mostly placed 

in a circle some distance from the wall, but some of them, in Yakayáka, are on the open floor as the 

house may be so full that the whole circle along the wall is occupied. ln case an indoor drinking 

or a dance is prepared, these fireplaces on the open floor may be temporarily removed, as may the 

hammocks around them. 

ln the middle of a fireplace stand 3 or 4 baked clay pot stands, cheyakáta, supports for pots and 

cassava pans. It is the women's job to keep the fires going all day long and through the night. All kinds 

of dry wood are used for the fire, and throughout the day the chopping of axes n1ay be heard from 

women who collect firewood from all available drying branches and fallen logs in the clearings. Huge 

logs of warimá trees which have been left lying in the village plaza are in great favour as good and easily 

available firewood. 

ln our days the Waiwái have matches, which have replaced the old-fashioned fire drill. They obtain 

matches regularly at the mission station, and get them also from travellers through the region. Matches 

are quite valuable to the lndians, and are treated accordingly. A fire is practically never allowed to die. 

If this happens, a brand will be borrowed from a neighbour, so it is not very often that a new fire is 
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made, and a box of matches will last for a long time. On the other hand, I have never seen fire carried 

along by people travelling. 

The old-time fire drill is known, but it has become so rare that Churumá, about 24 years of age. 

conf essed that he had never used one. No fire drills were seen in use during our visits, and not a single 

specimen was observed except one we f ound on the ground where thc old house had been standing 

which had been burned down at Mawiká. ln this specimen (fig. 19) the base stick consists of a discarded 
, 

arrow point of waridatü wood, whereas the drilling stick is made from a kind of wood which Churumá 

was not able to identify. lt is usually the wood from either on6mtoyépu or sawakwá that is used for fire 

drills. When fire is made in this way, the base stick is held on the ground under the left foot, and two 

persons usually relieve each other during the process which takes a few minutes. 

The fire drill is called wárimatópo ("warimá-implement"), from which it may be inf erred that warimá 

wood may also be used in its manufacture. - For matches the Waiwái use the word for tire, wehtó. 

When building a fire, the Waiwái use fine splinters chipped off a dry log. If the wood is wet, they split 

open a log or a branch and take out the interior splinters. To help the young fire to catch they place a 

little lump of a gum, weepó, among the firewood. A man usually carries a little supply of the gum in his 

pakára. 

The fire is the source of light and heat during the night in houses and shelters. lt is the women's 

duty to keep it alive, and to do this they must leave their hammocks several times during the night. The 

fire is made as close to the hammocks as possible, so the lndians when waking up during the night can 

heat their cold arms and legs by stretching them over the fire. At night the fire also serves to scare away 

wild animals and wandering spirits. During the daytime, of course, it serves for the preparation of f ood. 

A hanging shelf or platform, kanaperú or ára, is associated with each fireplace in the house. It is 

suspended from the roof in un-split bush ropes which varies'in Iength between 3 and 5 m, according to t.he 

distance of the fireplace from the wall, and it is about 1,5 m above the tire. It consists of parallel sticks 

split from leaf stalks of the lu palm, held in place by interlocking strands of bush rope, and constructed 

with sides which can swing in over the shelf (fig. 50). Here cassava lumps are placed over the fire to dry 

when they come from the press; and the women keep there a number of objects within easy reach which 

they may need during their daily work: pepper containers, small water vessels, calabash and gourd 

spoons, etc. 
\ 1 

The stool, apón, of the Waiwái is a piece of furniture which usually arouses the admiration of the 

observer, by its beautiful finish (fig. 125). It is carved from a piece of osohkó wood, and painted red with 

an anato-containing paint, except on the pointed ends of the concave seat which are painted black. The 

central of the seat has a black line decoration on top of the red, and black decoration of dots and lines 

on the oblique supports. With time the black decoration of the seat wears off; to make up for this the 

red body paint of the owner may be transferred to the stool by bis frequent contact with the seat. and 

the whole thing acquires a beautiful bright polish through wear. 

The stools are carved by men, but not ali men are equally expert at the job. They are the men's 

exclusive property and among their most cherished objects which they bring around in the village when 

they go from one place to another. They are also f ound in the men's travelling outfit. 

• 
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The dorsal shell of a tortoise, wayámo, may be used as a substitute for a stool. lt is called wáy an1pupúto 

(puputó = a shell), or simply apón like the wooden stool. 

The women have no stools and may only occasionally use the men's. They usually sit on mats of palm 

Ieaves or bark, with their legs stretched in front of them, or with one leg flexed under the body. - When 

ti • I • 

. ., : 
.. . ., ~· . 

; : 

Fig. 50. Hanging shelf kanaperú from fireplace in the house at Aakoniotó, H 421 8. 

no stools are near, the men may sit on the ground. They also have a peculiar resting position: feet 

firmly planted on the ground, and the weight of the body hanging in the knees. 

The hammock, kuyu~vá, competes with the stool in popularity. - When entering inhabited houses or 

shelters, one sees the hammocks slung at different leveis between the posts. lt is the rule that a wife's 

hammock hangs be!ow her husband's, and the children's hammocks are slung above their father's. 

The nights are spent in the hammocks, but people frequently goto their hammocks during the day to 
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take a rest when they feel like doing so. At times a family's favourite dog is allowed to spend the day in a 

han1n1ock instead of on the dog shelf. Every person has his own hammock, but very often during the 

day two young men may share one ham1nock, as a sign of friendship and good comradeship. Hammocks 

may be slung at so low a level that they can be used to sit on in place of stools. 

Two materiels are used for hammock making, kraua string or kirewétü, and ite string, sharaú. The 

f ormer material is by far the most preferred one, as it is much stronger than the latter. The suspension 

lines with which the hammocks are slung, attached to the scale lines, are always made fron1 kraua, no 

inatter the material of the hammock. - The Waiwái never make cotton hammocks. 

Ali hammocks are made by the men, on a frame called kamuíwerepó, which consists of two upright 

posts connected by a horizontal bar at the top, and one below. Tbe string is stretched horizontally 

Fig. 51. Oeta il af Waiwái hammock, H 4156. kuyuwákatópo, implement used for hammock 
making, H 4721. 

. . 

between the uprights. An instructive figure and explanation of the technique has been given by Roth 

(1929 fig. 66, pp. 67- 69). Identical techniques are used, whether the material is kraua or ite. The finished 

Waiwái - and Mawayéna, Shereó and Hishkaruyéna - hammock has a superficial likeness to the 

chinchorro type hammock of the Warrau, but the product is more loose and elastic (fig. 51), as the loops 

of the string, when carried back and forth between the uprights, only take in every second of the loops 

formed by the preceding string (cf. Roth 1929 fig. 66, and 1924 fig. 209). 

11 Waiwai 
• 
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The strings are carried back and forth through the loops by means of the kuyuwákatópo (fig. 51), a 

split wooden needle with the string wound around the middle. When the string employed con1es to an 

end, it is lengthened by another end tied to it. The two ends projecting f rom the knot are cut off with a 

fish jaw with very sharp teeth, usually from a pirai. 

The hammock is dyed red when it bas been finished and taken off the frame. This is done by dipping 

it into a pot of onómto paint, though it was mentioned that for staining of ite bast hammocks, a decoc

tion of another red dye plant, the karayúru, is used. 

For decoration, toucan skins of other colourful birds may be tied along the edges of the han1mocks, 

beesa monkeys' tails are similarly used, and loose or plaited ends of the kraua or ite strings may hang 

down as tassels. 

One hammock in our collection, Cat. No. H . 4165, acquired at Kahshímo, is made from fraua ín the 

usual Waiwái net technique, and stained red with onómto. The net section is 1,05 m long, the width about 

2 m, though the latter measurement cannot be exactly on hammocks of this type, as they can be stretched 

at will owing to the elastic net construction. The scale lines, issuing from each end of the net sectíon and 

coming back to the sarne end, are wound tightly with kraua string at the middle so as to f orm a loop in 

which is linked another loop f ormed by the middle of the suspension lines. 

A neat network of kraua string surrounds the loop, reinf orced at the ends by a covering of mányi 

gum or black wax in which small kiákwe feathers are fastened . The suspension lines have retained their 

onón1to colouring, the scale lines in this case have apparently never been stained with onónzto, and have 

probably been renewed. - At two diagonally opposite corners of the net sectíon are tied decorative 

kiákwe skins (breasts and wings of the birds). 

Another hammock, Cat. No. H . 4157, also from Kashímo, is made from ite string in the usual net 

technique. lt has been dyed a bluish red colour with karayúru. Along the edges are tied a few ite strings, 

the ends of which have been unravelled so as to f orm thin tassels, about 15 cm long. The arrangement 

of scale and suspension lines is like that of the preceding hammock, and the dimensions of the various 

parts are about the sarne. The suspension lines are made from kraua. 

There is a peculiar feature about this hammock: when the scale lines are held closely together, it is 

clearly seen that they have been stained by a resist-dye technique, as have the ite tassels hanging f rom the 

net section. 

Technique and dimensions of kraua and ite hammocks from the Waiwái, Mawayéna, Shereó and 

Hishkaruyéna were f ound to be virtually identical. Dimensions of specimens in our collection are 

given below and compared with those of cotton hammocks from the nearest neighbours 

net section 

Mus. No. material length width scale lines 

W 
. , . 

a1wa1 .... ................... . H. 4156 kraua 1.05 2,00 0 .50 & 0.60 

Waiwái ... . .. . ........ ..... ... . H. 4157 ite 1.15 2.00 0.65 & 0.65 

Hishkaruyéna . ....... .. . ... . .. . . H. 4910 kraua 1.10 2.00 0.55 & 0.55 

Kashyuyéna ........ ...... . .... . H. 4660 cotton 1.65 1.85 0.50 & 0.50 

Wapishana ......... . .. . ... . ... . H . 4069 cotton 1.75 1.40 0.90 &0.90 

Makusi .. . .................... . H. 3981 cotton 1.45 16.0 0.90 & 0.90 
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. 
Fig. 52. Indians resting in diagonal position in hammocks of Waiwái type. Akarai Mountains. 

lt is evident that the kraua and ite hamrilocks in net technique are rather short for full-grown people, 

who are not taller than the Waiwái. It is a common custom of Amerindians to rest in their hammocks 

in a diagonal position; to the Waiwái it is a necessity because the hammocks are so short (fig. 52). 

Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
www.etnolinguistica.org
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The Wapisiana despise the Waiwái hammocks. They claim that they are too small, and so open

n1eshed that "you put your feet right through then1". ln reality they are admirably strong, and excedingly 

well adapted for travelling, as they have almost no weight and dry very rapidly if they get wet, whereas 

cotton hammocks, like the Wapishana's, are much heavier and take many hours to get dry. 

Hammocks of the sarne material and in an elastic net technique like that of Waiwái hammocks are 

made also by the Mawayéna, Shereó and Hishkaruyéna, who never use cotton. ln other words, this type 

of hammock is typical of the upper Essequibo-Mapuera-Nhamundá area. On the other hand, the 

Kashuyéna make their hammocks of cotton, in a warp and weft technique. 

It is not known what kind of hammocks other tribes farther east on the south side of the Akarai 

Mountains make. But hammocks of the elastic net type described above have been reported from a few 

other tribes in the near area, who also make them from kraua: Roth (1929 p. 67) reported them from 

the Taruma and the Trio; de Goeje (1906 p. 18 and Pl. IX,14) also reported them from the Trio and 

the Saluma. 

Another area of distribution of hammocks made in an elastic net technique is f ound in northeastern 
' 

Perú; the material here is usually palm fibre. They have been observed among the Yagua by Fejos (1943 

pp. 60- 62, fig. 22, and Pls. 48-49), made from chambira fibre; and from the Tukuna, Nimuendajú 

(1952 p. 13) speaks of the hammocks of former times, made from tucum thread woven into an elastic 

mesh that stretched enormously in a lateral direction. From that general region, Tessmann reports the 

type from the Pioche (Tessmann 1930 p. 212, Pl 56,7, and Chart 9), but he does not repot t it from the 

Yagua and the Tukuna. 

Spoons are made from the sarne kinds of gourds, cut lengthwise. They are used as dippers, for 

instance for filling the drinking bowls from large containers during the sprees (fig. 53). 

When gourd vessels are to be made, the fruits are cut from the plants when they are about ripening, 

i.e. when the rind is about to reach the desired hardness. A round or rectangular opening is cut with a 

knife in the upper end of the f ruit where the stalk is attached. As much as possible of the soft interior is 

removed by mashing it with a stick, and after this the fruit is immersed in water and left there for a 

couple of weeks when the whole interior has rotted to a soft pulp. This can be poured out through the 

opening. The empty shell is dried, first in the sun, later hanging under the roof inside the house, where 

it acquires a beautiful brown gloss from the smoke. A true industry of this kind was going on in Kahshímo, 

where dozens of gourds were soaking in the water hole near the house, and hundreds of shells were 

hanging under the roof. 

lncised designs occasionally f ound on the outside of gourd vessels reveal that some of these have 

come f rom the Hishkaruyéna. The Waiwái apparently regard these decorated vessels as rather precious. 

The dry vessels are very f ragile. If they beco me cracked, they may be mended carefully with kraua string 

by the crack-lacing method for pottery known over wide areas of South America - and other parts of 

the World. Linné has published a map of the distribution of cracklacing of pottery in South America 

(Linné 1929 p. 208). He explains in connection with his map (p. 207): "There are many instances of 

quite plain vessels, very badly broken, having nevertheless been mended. The very laborious work of 

mending strikes one as being altogether out of proportion to the value of the vessel. Possibly these 
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Fig. 53. Various objects from the Waiwái. - Above : drinking vessel H 4233; drioking vessels, 
H 4231 ; pottery lashing and decoration, H 4230. Below: double drinking vessel, H 4234; 

cassava from the kanapuró, H 4505. 
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vessels possessed, to their owners, some valuable property of which we know nothing -". Here we may 

suggest, on the basis of our experience among the Waiwái, that some of the crack-laced vessels, to which 

Linné is referring, have been trade objects. This applies at least to the crack-laced gourd vessels among the 

Waiwái; for a ladle made from a crack-laced fragment of an old, broken gourd vessel we had to pay 

Chikimá's wife the exorbitant price of four spoonfulls of blue beads. But it n1ust be remembered that 

this vessel had originally been brought f rom Brazil. 

When a gourd vessel has been broken beyond repair, the fragn1ents are cut up and re-used as ladles 

and spoons, and as implements for smoothing pottery. 

Fans, wayapán1sü, are important household articles. They are always f ound in the houses, scattered 

on the ground around the fireplaces, and on the shelves above. They are used for keeping the fire ative, 

for scooping cassava flour into the baking pan where it is spread in an even layer with the sarne imple

ment, and for turning the bread on the pan while it is baking. Fans lying on the ground are also used 

conveniently for holding objects or food temporarily laid aside. 

The fans are used by the women only, but they are made by the men, plaited from young pimpler 

palro leaves secured at intervals along their upper edges with kraua string which is also wound around 

the two ends of the handle and f orms a little strap for suspension. Figs. 100-103 shows the type of fans 

used by the Waiwái. The plaited patterns are explained on pp. 255- 256. 
, 

Three types of pepper containers, asüsüyén (from asüsü, pepper), were observed on the shelves over 

fireplaces (fig. 18). They were all made f rom mukru. 
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Fig. 18, top. Made from a section of a discarded cassava press of the pattern called wáruwáru (a "bee"), which is one 
of the most common patterns of the Waiwái cassava presses . The ends are tied around and connected with one strip 
of bark which can be used for suspension. This specimen, from the shelf over the fireplace in Churumá's house at 
Aakoniotó, has acquired a shiny dark brown surface from the smoke. 

Fig. 18, bottom. Made especially for use as a pepper container, fro m mukru strands in a pattern where each single 
weft passes under each single warp at a right angle. The rectangular notch at the opening n1akes it easier to shake out 
the contents. - This specimen was a lso acquired right otf the shelf in the house at Aakoniotó. lt is covered all over 
with soot from the fire. 

Fig. 18, centre. The specimen here shown was purchased fro1n a Wapisiana at Ishalton. A pepper container of sinlilar 
shape and construction was observed at Aakoniotó; it may have come from the savanna . 

Men's objects in the houses are relatively few. Among them are the stools which have been described 

above, weapons ( described in our chapter on hunting), and musical instruments (to be described in a 

separate chapter). Furthermore, the men's rectangular, feather-decorated baskets,pakára (fig. 112- 117), 

deserve to be mentioned. They are lying in the f amily compartments of the houses, and hang f ro1n the 

roof. 

A pakára consists of two rectangular boxes of mukru, one inside the other. The exterior box serves 

as a cover for the interior one, and slides up along kraua strings from the lower corners of the interior 

box when the basket is opened. The strings are also used for suspension and for slinging the basket 

from the shoulder. A basket of this kind is a man's property, made by himself, and contains a number 

of small objects he may need at any time during the day, but very often it contains so1ne trifies of his 

wife's, too. Most of the objects are such as he may need for his toilet, and for this reason the baskets, 

also known f rom other parts of the Guianas and from a restricted area of northern Brazil, have very 

f requently been referred to in literature as "vanity bags". 

With their exquisite and varied designs in basketwork, and their gorgeous decoration of big and 

multi-coloured feather tassels, these baskets are among the most beautiful objects manufactured by 

South American Indians. They hold a position as true works of art, and enthusiastic writers have justly 

given them the name of "jewel boxes". 

The name, pakára, is used by the Makusi for baskets of a sin1ilar type (Williams 1932 p. 166). The 

Carib apply the sarne name to baskets of a different type (Ahlbrinck 1931 p. 354). From the Carib word 

the vernacular name "pegall" has been derived, which is used by Europeans all over the Colony for the 

rectangular baskets we are here discussing. 

The cover of these baskets is made from two-coloured mukru f orming beautiful designs on ali sides. 

The interior basket is made from uncoloured mukru. The edges are reinforced witb slender rods of 
, , 

ch'éesii, a vine f rom the f orests, which are wound with sections of mapepeyetü, a slender bush rope. 
, 

When the pakára is made, the mapepeyetü strand is carried through the narrow openings between the 
, 

basket and the chéesü rod by means of a little awl of deer antler. 

pakáras in equially beautiful basketwork are known from other tribes, but the Waiwái's baskets 

surpass them ali by their elegant finish with long tassels of multicoloured parrot feathers and black and 

coloured feathers of toucans, marudis, and other birds. When the tassels are being mounted, the basket 

is suspended from a stick planted vertically in the ground in order that the man who is working on it 

can easily reach it from all sides. 
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Fig. 54. Basket kapató with bones left o ver f rom meals, hanging from under a roof. 

lt is surprising to see, how much a pakára can hold. - It usually contains one or severa} small, pear

sbaped gourds of red and black face and body paint; furthermore, a number of small, paddleshaped 

sticks for applying the paint. For the hair-do there is a comb, and a little pareei made from the skin of 

the harpy eagle containing white down from the eagle or the chicken hawk, to be applied to the oiled hair 

hanging o ver the forehead. At times a pair of scissors may be f ound, a mirror, two items bartered from 

the savanna people or from white travelle.rs, as is the case with a little knife or a knife biade. All these 

objects are used for the toilette, the scissors and the knife for removing face and body hairs. Other objects 

in the pakára are used as materiais and implements in the Waiwái's modest industry. There may be a 
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bali of cotton or kraua string and a lump of mányi gum, also some feathers, things to be used in repairing 

bead strings, arrows, and other objects; for this purpose there may also be an arrow squeezer with which 

the arrow point or foreshaft is repaired. For fire making, lumps of weeyó gum are carried in the pakára, 

with them may go a box of matches. Tobacco leaves and sheets of írimáru bark may be f ound, or a pack 

of cigarettes; these are only found when travellers happen to be in the region. Among the objects in the 

pakára there may also be a pirai jaw for cutting the ends of the kraua strings when hammocks are made, 

and :fish hooks and line. 

The pakára may also be used for storing of objects other than those used as daily cosmetics and 

common working utensils. The young man who rnade one of the specirnens, had another pakára full of 

all kinds of f eathers he used for the tassels of the one he was working on, and other feathers to be used 

for his personal feather decorations. The medicine man in Kahshímo kept most of his shaman outfit 

(stones, anteater claws, etc.) in a separate pakára. 

The patterns of the basketwork are illustrated and explained on pp. 260- 265. 

A f ew baskets of this type were seen which were partly covered with a horizontal wrapping of palm 

leaves, probably from the pimpler palro. Roth has noticed the sarne thing in pakáras from the Taruma 

and the Trio, and thinks it is done to protect the beautiful basketwork and the colouring. (Roth 1929 

p. 46). To me it rather looked like a repair. 

A single specimen of a pakára-shaped basket was seen, in which the outside was covered with small 

split sticks of the midrib of the tawaná palm. lt was owned by Paranchítna at Yakayáka who used it as 

the other n1en used their pakára. He called it yamatá. 

Among the objects hanging from the roof of houses we should also mention oil containers, rnade 

f ron1 the big gourd kamashewé. Likewise baskets, kapató, made from lu leaves and :filled with all kinds 

of bones left o ver from meals (fig. 54) .. The bones are to be used for medical fun1igation of sick children. 

Accessorial Vil/age Equipment. 

After this description of the houses and their contents of furniture and other equipment, it may be added 

that the plaza on which dwelling houses, round and rectangular workhouses and shelters are scattered, 

is kept nice and clean. lt is even swept at times with brooms made from stalks of the inflorescences of lu 

and manikole palrns. Almost nothing is allowed to lie around, and the view is obstructed only by a few 

objects on the plaza, all of which serve some practical purpose. 

First of ali, there are two kinds of fiimsy structures, the cassava shelves, and the framework for 

chickens. 

Cassava shelves, chúriap6n (chúri, cassava bread; apón, seat), are rectangular platforms raised on 

vertical sticks, on which the newly baked cassava bread is laid out to cool off; they were observed in ali 

the villages visited (:fig. 15). - A chicken perch was only observed in one village, Yakayáka, the only 

place where a greater number of chickens were kept. Jt was a high framework of vertical and horizontal 

sticks to which the chickens retreated for the night. After an attack by a jaguar one night, when most of 

the chickens were killed, it was moved to the top of one of the rectangular workhouses (fig. 46). 
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Mortars were observed in all villages, usually on the plazas, but also in houses. They are used not 

only for pounding the cassava lu1nps which come out of the squeezer and the coarse flour left in the 

sifter, but also for the wooden ashes to be mixed into pottery clay, and for fruits of various kinds to be 

used in preparation of drinks. Althogether, it is an implement of frequent use in the household. 

Big stumps of trees, felled when the clearing for the plaza was made, have had their tops cut off flat 

at' a height of about one metre, more or less, and can be used conveniently as places for putting things 

away temporarily. And heavy logs which have been allowed to lie on the plaza after the trees were 

felled - being too heavy to be moved away - may be used as seats and as easily accessible supplies of 

firewood. The latter applies especially to the big l1larüná logs. 
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Potterv ., 

General Remarks. 

Inspection of the Waiwái houses and observation of Iife on the village plazas reveal that iron pots and 

enamelled containers have found their way to the Waiwái. Some of them have come from the savanna, 

others have been acquired at the mission station from where, during the first years of the station's 

existence, severa! pots, enamelled wash basins and plates, and a few toilet buckets were given to the 

Indians as rewards for services rendered. But the missionaries have later come to appreciate the pottery 

made by the Waiwái women, and have decided to assume a different attitude. During our first visit 

they said that no more pots would be given to the Indians, and pottery making would be encouraged 

instead. They have even aroused competition by occasionally distributing small prizes to women who 

turn out good pottery. ln this way interest in the old handicraft has been revived, and it has probably 

been saved for many years to come. The contact with the savanna isso slight that importation of iron 

pots from the Wapisiana will not threaten the old industry. 

The pottery products ofthe Waiwái are: cooking pots, drinking vessels and storing pots for beverages, 

pot stands for the fireplaces. To these carne, in former time, baking pans for cassava bread. 

Pottery Clay. 

Like ali her pottery-making sisters in South America the Waiwái potter is fully aware that a certain 

quality of clay is indispensable for obtaining a good result. Pottery clay was formerly found near the 
, 

old village of Wedatü, downstream on the Essequibo towards the Kassikaityu. More recently a good 

clay bed was found upstream, in the Wanayúku creek which is a small left-side tributary of the Kámo 

River. This is the only bed which is used now. According to one of our informants it was discovered 

"many years ago", which cannot be taken too literally, as it was Parushá, a brother of Kün1üyá's (still 
, 

alive) who found it. Wanayúku is closer to the present Waiwái villages than is Wedatü. A party from 

Yakayáka which started out to collect clay was absent for more than a week. This does not disclose 

anything definitely about the distance as the Indians travei slowly, and the party is likely to have stopped 

for some time at Mawiká or atone of the abandoned village sites on the way, where supplies of cassava 

or bananas are still to be had. 

The clay bed at Wanayúku is located one hour's travei up the creek. The clay is dug up from the 

bottom of the creek ata depth of 60 cm. A trip of this kind will only be successful during the dry season, 

as the water in the creek may rjse 2 or 3 metres during the rains. The men dig out the clay with sticks, 

and place it on palm leaves on the bank for some time to allow most of the water to run off. When 

' 
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relatively dry, it is wrapped in palro leaves, stowed into warishis and loaded in the canoe for transport 

ho1ne. 

A couple of families will usually get together for a clay expedition. They will bring home enough clay 

to suffice severa! potters for some time. The clay is ready for use after some preparation. It must be 

worked up to a suitable consistency because some of its contents of water has disappeared during the 

transport, and a few small pebbles and other impurities must be pick.ed out by hand. This goes on while 

the clay is thorough1y kneaded after it has been mixed with water. After this treatn1ent it ·has attained 

renewed plasticity, and the colour is a light yellow. 

The clay as it is now: wet and soft, and of a fine grain, is liable to stick to the potter's fingers while 

she is working. And what is worse: the pot which bas been built up from the clay may lose its shape 

while drying, on account of a too high p1asticity; it may also crack in the firing because it may lose its 

coherence when the f ree water of the mixture is driven out by the heat. 

The potter has a remedy for the three drawbacks. The siliceous bark from a tree called kwepí is burned, 

the ashes are pounded into a powder in the mortar, and afterwards sifted and n1ixed into the clay. When 

this is done, the colour of the clay shifts to a grayish-olive green. The main purj)ose of the process is 

that of reducing the plasticity of the c1ay, to make it easier to handle, and less liable to warp while drying 

and to crack in the firing. 

Manujacture of Pois. 

ln the absence of the potter's wheel all pottery vessels are bui1t up by hand, by the so-called coiling 

method. It was never seen that a vessel was made simply by shaping it from a lump of clay. 

A woman who is going to build up a vessel seats herself on the ground, usually on a bark mat. Within 

easy reach she places around herself whatever she needs for the work. Right in f ront of her is a flat 

base, maybe an old cassava grater turned upside down, on which the pot will be standing as the work 

proceeds. On her left side is an old basketwork mat to hold the clay sausages with which she is going to 

build up the vessel. On her right side stands a shallow bowl or a gourd vesse1 filled with water with 

which she keeps her hands wet; the water is replenished at intervals from a gourd flash standing near at 

hand. The clay for her work is on a palm leaf sheath or an overturned cassava grater, or any old piece 

of basketwork. 

The first thing she will do is to pinch out a lump of clay, shape it into a ball which she kneads well 

and beats between her hands and against the flat base in front of her until it assumes the shape of a ftat 

disk with a circular circumference. This disk will form the bottom of the vessel. With her fingers she 

gives it a number of fine impressions aU the way along its edge, at equal intervals. Then it is left on the 

base to wait whi1e the next step is going on. 

Now she will take another lump of clay, knead it and roll it between the palms of her hands ti1l it 

becomes like a sausage about 30-40 cm long which hangs vertically from between her hands. When it 

has obtained a suitable length and thickness, she wil1 put it down on the basket mat and start another. 

This she will continue until about a dozen clay sausages are ready beside her (fig. 55). 

Now she takes one of the sausages and places it along the edge of the bottom disk she has made 

f 
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Fig. 55. Pottery work in Yakayáka. Towchí is sitting on a bark mat, rolling clay sausages, son1e of which are waiting on 
a mat beside her. ln front of her is an overturned cassava grater with a lump of clay. 

bef ore, pressing it well down. After this she goes on with the next sausages, placing each one on top of 

the one which has just been placed in position. lf one sausage turns out to be too short she will in1prove 

it by adding the end of another. If it is too long she will pinch off the end. The sausages are never allowed 

to overlap in such a way that the end of one is carried up to continue in the next round. ln other words, 

the arrangement is not spirally, and true coiling is not practised. The pot is built up by rings, or loops. 

Each sausage is pressed well down against the preceding one, and receives a number of finger impres

sions on the top, as did the botto1n disk, to offer a good grip for the next round to be placed 

(figs. 56, 57). 

When a number of sausagcs have been arranged - usually 4 or 6 - the potter takes a piece of gourd 

shell, warashpíto, which she keeps for the purpose, and works o ver the part of the vessel which has been 

built up. First she will smoothe the inside of the pot, rubbing it with the shell in various directions, next 

she will smoothe the outside, first with horizontal and later with vertical movements. While rubbing 

the inside of the wall she supports it with the hand on the outside, and vice versa (fig. 58). 

ln this way she goes on for some time: alternately shaping new sausages, placing them in position, 

and smoothing the sides. The wall of the vessel rises gradually, and its intended shape begins to be 
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Fig. 56. Pottery work. Clay sausages are placed in loops along the rin1 of the vessel wbich is being built. In front of 
Towchí stands a tin wbich is filled with water from the gourd flask. 

distinguishable. When the vessel has reached its biggest dimension, she begins to build up the upper 

part which may have a somewhat flaring, a straight, or a somewhat constricted rim. The latter she 

attains by applying shorter rounds of the sausages as she is working upwards. During the smoothing 

process all traces of the coils are obliterated on the inner and the outer surfaces, and the shape of the 

vessel becomes slightly modified; by the pressure the wall becomes thinner and the gradient flatter; in 

the part of the vessel where the wall aims directly upwards, the wall grows slightly in height, also because 
t? 

its thickness is reduced. 

If the potter is working on a small vessel, she will easily .be able to manage the whole process from her 

sitting position; she may occasionally turn the pot on its base in order to get at it from all sides. For 

bigger vessels she may sit up in a squatting position, and in order to finish a really big one she will 

stand up and walk around it. 

The newly-built vessels are left standing for some time in order to dry before they are fired. For up 

till 5 or 6 days they stand in an open workhouse or under a temporary shelter, as far as possib.le in the 

shade, and with circulation of air. The drying process may be accelerated by a slow fire burning under 

the vessels. Exposure to direct sun may have a disastrous effect on the shape, as the exposed side will 
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Fig. 57. A clay sausage too short to go round is supplemented with another one joined to one of its ends. 

dry faster than the opposite side. A means of preserving the shape of big vessels which have a considerable 

weight, is by propping up their sides with sticks placed from the ground and up against the wall; the 

ends of the sticks touching the vessel are studded with a little lump of clay to prevent the sticks f rom 

leaving marks on the nicely smoothed walls. 

After having dried for some days, the clay has acquired the condition which potters call "leather-hard". 

The vessel is then subjected to a final smoothing which may be done with a gourd shell (fig. 59). Some 

potters use the comma-shaped kashew fruit or a cokerite seed for the smoothing. These objects are 

cherished and carefully guarded by the potters .. We were told that some potters use smoothing stones, 

but this was not observed. Knowing that in many tribes the sn1oothing stones are the most valued objects 

of the potters, inherited from generation to generation - a thing which we experienced ourselves during 

our visit to the Carib on the Northwest District - I suspect that they were not shown to us lest we might 

wish to buy one. 

After the smoothing, and before the clay has become completeJy dry, some pots are decorated with 

an incised design of lines applied with the end of a pointed stick or with a knife. The lines for a meander 

design round the biggest circumference of the vessels, but vessels decorated in this way are relatively 

rare. 
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Fig. 58. Smoothing the vessel with a piece of gourd shell which is lying in the vessel while the work procecds . 

• 

Next comes the firing. A number of small pots may be fired at one firing, but big pots are fired 

individually. For the firing of very big pots a shallow, rectangular groove was observed near one of the 

workhouses at Yakayáka, with two parallel crests rising f rom the fiat bottom for the pot to rest on 

with the mouth downwards. But most of the pots are fired on the flat ground somewhere on the village 

plaza; any place will do for this, provided only that wind conditions are suitable. A small fire is first 

built under a pot which stands with its opening downwards, in this way the inside is partly fired. Next 

a fire is buiJt of bark flakes from the hayawá tree, arranged conically around the pot which is covered 

completely (fig. 60). To secure a plentiful draught the flakes are arranged with openings left between 

their lower ends near the ground, and with an opening at the top. haya"W·á bark is preferred because it 

contains a latex which gives a good flame without much smoke, and it has the advantage of burning 

up almost completely, leaving hardly any ashes. When the firing is finished after a couple of hours, 

the pot stands on top of a small pile of ashes, and there it is allowed to cool off. 

The temperature reached in this way can hardly exceed 700 degrees, but there is a good air current 

through the tire, and the pottery comes out with a red surface. On fragments it can be seen, however, 

that the firing is not complete, as the ware has a gray interior layer. 

After the firing, painted decoration is applied to pots which are not intended to be used as cooking 
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Fig. 59. A woman sitting in a squatting position while sn1ooth ing a big vessel. The sides of the soft vessel are propped 
up by big sticks to keep them in shape. 

vessels, mostly to small and mediumsized drinking pots and storage vessels. Two pigments are used for 

this which are totally different from those used for decorating other materiais. The colours are red and 

black. 

A red stone, tokarárü, provides the red paint. It is a product of lateritic decomposition, containing 

amorphous and crystalline concretions of iron oxides from which the red colour is derived. The stone 

is f ound very commonly and can be picked up from the ground almost everywhere around the vi II ages. 

It is crushed to powder on a stone, the powder is mixed with water, and the red emulsion is applied with 

the fingers to the outer surface of the pot. 

The black paint is the latex akurú from the yáruka tree, which is used while still soft from the tree. 

The sticky matter is applied to the cold pot with a stick wrapped with cotton at one end. 

Of these pigments, the black one is an organic material which burns away completely if a vessel 

decorated in this way is exposed to strong heat. This explains why the painted decoration is applied to 

the vessel after the firing, and also why painted decoration is not applied to cooking pots, but reserved 

for drinking and storage vessels. 

Women and men cooperate in the decoration of the painted vessels, exactly as they do in painting 
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Fig. 60. Pottery firing in a conical fire. 

the cassava graters. The women put on the red paint which may cover the entire surf ace of vessels; it 

forms the ground for the black line decoration which is applied by the men. 

On top of the red and black paint a coat of locust gum, makamáka, is added. lt forros a translucent, 

yellowish-brown layer all over the pot, giving it a glossy appearance as though it were varnished. The 

pot is slightly heated in order that the coat may be evenly distributed over the surface. When the pot is 

not carefully treated, the gum covering may form an irregular layer with small pimples protruding all 

o ver the surf ace. 

The gum reduces the natural porosity of the vessel, an advantage in drinking pots. lt is not applied 

to cooking pots as it will burn off when the vessels are placed over the fire. - To further reduce the 

porosity, ali vessels are rubbed on the inside with black mányi gum. From this comes the black colour 

of the inside of all Waiwái pots. The gum is distributed evenly, either by being applied before the vessels 

have cooled off completely, or by a slight heating of the vessels after the gum has been rubbed on, by 

burning a small bundle of dry palm leaves ínside the vessel (fig. 61). 

All cooking pots of the Waiwái, when f reshly made, are red on the outside, black inside. The black 

colour of the interior is due to the mányi covering. With use the pots get black on the outside, too, from 

12 Waiwal 
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Fig. 61. Palm leaves a re burned in a new pot, to distribute the layer of gun1 evenly on the inside of the pot. 

the soot of the fire. The Waiwái have developed no special technique fo r producing black pottery in 

the firing. 

Types of Pots. 

The Waiwái name for pottery clay is éermó. Ctay vessels in general, whether big or small , are called 

taharítn. The shapes are rather simple, as may be seen f rom our fig. 62, in which ought to be included, 

also, all transitions between our fig. 62, e, with its bulging sides, and fig. 63, h with its rather pointed 

bottom. The latter type is not represented in our Waiwái collection (lost in the Cochoeira Porteira 

together with all our Shereó pottery samples), and therefore not shown in fig. 62. The pottery of the 

Shereó was very much like that of the Hishka ruyéna. 

Two main types, according to shape, a re common in Waiwái pottery: one with a n incurved rim , and 
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one with a slightly flaring rim. The former type is preferred for drinking bowls, the latter type for other 

vessels. The type with flaring rim is apparently the predominating one in Hishkaruyéna pottery. 

ln decorated pottery, painting seems to be more common among the Waiwái, whilst among their 

southern neighbours, including the Mawayéna, a simple relief decoration is frequently seen (fig. 63, 

a & f). 

No handles or lugs were observed on Waiwái vessels or on vessels from other peoples on the Mapuera 

or the Nhamundá; neither they were, for that matter, on Kashuyéna pottery. 

There is great variation as to dimensions, especially in the type with flaring rim (fig. 62, h). The cooking 

pot here illustrated has a rim diametre of 36 cm. and a height of 27 cm. Smaller specimens are f ound, 

as well as bigger ones. A Waiwái storage vessel brought to the Museum (H. 4227), used for beverages 

and acquired at Y akayáka, has a widest diametre of 81 cm. and a height of 56 cm. 

While most of the unpainted Waiwái pots were of the types shown in figs. 62, a and 62, h and shapes 

lying between these, a few were observed which showed some relation to types which occurred much more 

f requently south of the Akarai Mountains. 

One of these aberrant types is fig. 62, b, a small cooking vessel with a sharp bend between the upper 

and the lower part of the body, apparently related in shape to fig. 63,c, and to pots seen at the new 

village of Marárü inhabited by newly-arrived Mawayéna on the upper Essequibo (fig. 13, centre). 

A very similar shape was observed among the Hishkaruyéna (fig. 63, c). The specimen in our collection 

was acquired at Kukawamatü, an abandoned Waiwái village on the Mapuera, and its type definitely 

belongs on the southern side of the Akarai Mountains. 

Another aberrant type is illustrated in fig. 62, c. It has a simple relief design below the rim, but other

wise is not diff erent in shape from the usual Waiwái cooking pots. This pot was also acquired at Kuka-
, 

wamatü, and counterparts were seen at Marárü. 

A third aberrant type was observed at Yakayáka, explained to be a drinking bowl. lt was shaped like 

an oval, flat-bottomed basin with straight, flaring wall; painted red on the outside and decorated with 

black line figures, except at the bottom which had the natural colour of the clay on which a red cross 

was painted. The length was about 30 cm, the width 12-15, height ofthe wall about 8 cm. Unfortunately 

it was lost in Cachoeira Porteira, so an illustration cannot be given. - lt was Towchí, reputedly the best 

of Waiwái potters, who had made this vessel for which we did not get the name. The specimen was the 

only one of its kind we saw among the Waiwái, and none like it were observed among the other tribes 

visited. 1 feel inclined to think that this unusual shape had been created by Towchí in the whim of a 

mo1nent. One almost feels as if facing a mutation in the evolution of Waiwái pottery. 

The f ourth aberrant type, called moopú, was observed at Kahshímo, but unf ortunately not acquired. 

This was a medium-sized, rather squat pot with a small, flat base, walls rising at a flat gradient to the 

very broad shoulder, from which it was carried in almost horizontally to meet a short and narrow 

cylindrical neck with a horizontal rim. This vessel was used for serving puchokwá, and as a water bottle. 

Due to the singular shape, entirely different from other vessels seen in the Waiwái area and .on the 

Mapuera-Nhamundá, 1 assume that it is a specin1en introduced from another region. As the woman who 

owned it had come from the Mawayéna, there is a possibility that it is a Mawayéna type, though, if this 
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Fig. 62. Waiwái pottery. 1/6. - a : H 4224. b: 4734. e : H 473 3. d : H 4225. e : H 4226 . 

• 
were the case, similar specimens might have been seen among the Waiwái or at Marárü. Maybe it is a 

type coming from a people farther east, with whom the Mawayéna are in touch (Tunayéna ?). 

Among the patterns painted on some of the drinking pots and bowls, there are a few which we 

recognize from the decoration of other objects, and which are explained in our chapter on decorative 

elements. These pattems are: 

páshkieméhtnu ("akuri's wrist"), an angular meander, seen in fig. 62, a. Also scratched on the side of 

some storage vessels shaped like fig. 63, h . 

kúnukununó ("hand of bananas"), a zigzag line near the rim, in figs. 62, a and 62, d. 

okóimomeórü ("anaconda pattern"), the pattern on the anaconda's skin, seen in fig. 62, d near the 

bottom. 

The Waiwái generally use the word taharím for pottery vessels. Besides, they have special names 

applied to their pots, according to sizes and shapes : 

1. taharím is a common cooking pot, shaped like fig. 62, a. 

2. taharímchi, a small cooking pot, shaped like taharím. 

3. yukwé, a big storage pot for yukuár, puchokwá and other beverages. Unpainted. A very large 

specimen in our collection has an incised meander-design scratched around the upper, narrow part 

of the body. All shapes ranging between 62,e and 63,h. 

4. tutúmo, a medium-sized drinking bowl, painted. Shaped like fig. 62, d. 

5. parákwe, a small drinking pot, painted. Shaped like fig. 62, a . 
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Fig. 63. Hiskaruyéna pottery. 1/3. - a 4876. b H 4874. e : H 4840. d : H 4877. e : H 4875. f : H 4871. g: H 4873. h : H 4878. 
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Baking Pans. 

The Essequibo and Mapuera Waiwái formerly baked their cassava bread on clay pans, called erepó. 

They have disappeared now, and have been replaced by iron pans. The majority of these started to come 

in from Georgetown at the time when Gunn's Strip. was laid out. Others have come by trade from the 

Wapisiana. The iron pans now in use will probably last for many years, and when the time comes for 

new ones to be needed, the manuf acture of clay pans may have been f orgotten. 

As it is now, only a few women remember how to make the oldfashioned clay pans, though but a few 

years ago all women were able to make them. One won1an made a pan for us, following the old tradition. 

For clay pans the sarne kind of clay is used as for pottery vessels, mixed as usual with the powdered 

ashes of kwépi bark. The clay is divided into small lumps which are placed in the ashes of the fireplace. 

Each lump is beaten out flat with a stone and then folded over severa! times, and kneaded. Ali the time 

while kneading, the woman keeps the clay ·wet by pouring handfuls of water over it. At Jast ali the lumps 

are thrown together, beaten, and shaped so as to ,f orm a thick Joaf with pointed ends. The ashes on the 

fireplace are now spread out in an even layer. An old mat is placed on top of this, and the clay on top 

of the mat. A lump of clay is broken off the loaf and kneaded again _with water ; it is shaped into a cone, 

and this is beaten into a baJI which is banged onto the mat severa} times, and thereby beaten into a flat, 

round disk: the centre disk of the pan, corresponding to the bottom disk of a clay vessel. 

The centre disk is smoothed nicely along the rim and is then left waiting while the potter shapes a 

number of clay sausages, as she does when going to build a pot. The sausages are placed along the rim of 

the disk, beaten and well pressed against the periphery, and the pan grows gradually. When it has 

reached a certain size, the woman will start rolling the sausages on it instead of between her hands. By 

continued adding of loops the pan reaches the desired size, and she will then smoothe its edge with a 

piece of gourd shell, and with her fingers. She uses the palm of her hand for smoothing the flat surface 

of the pan. 

She will now take another mat, place it over the pan with the bottom up, and turn it round, so that 

the pan now rests upon it with the side up which was formerly down. This side will show i1npressions 

from the weaving of the mat in which the pan was shaped; they are removed by rubbing with the gourd 

shell. The turning round and the rubbing of the pan are repeated several times. When this shaping is 

finished, the pan is allowed to dry for some days between the mats in the shade of a workhouse or under 

one of the temporary shelters. 

After a few days the clay pan is sufficiently dry for firing. It is placed on three pots standing over a 

fire, and fired hard. When it has cooled off, it is rubbed with mán;·i gum and powdered with cassava 

flour ; the powdering is done in order to take away the taste of the nlányi, the woman said. Finally it is 

slightly heated in order to even out the mányi Jayer. After this it is ready for use. 

As already mentioned, no clay pans were observed in the villages on the Essequibo, neither were they 
, 

seen at Kahshímo or Kukawamtü. But they were observed among the Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna. 

Several sherds of very thick and coarse baking pans were found with other potsherds and stone axes 

at the old site of Kóosokwá on the Mapuera half a day south of the Equator. 

Churumá toJd us that the Mawayéna still use cassava pans of clay, Jike those formerly used by the 
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Fig. 64. Baking pan from the Shereó, with inside design. H 4868. 

Waiwái. We did not see them at our visit to the Mawayéna site of Marárü, but according to Churumá's 

description they were about 60 cm in diametre, flat, and the edges about 2,5 cm thick; all this was demon

strated by gestures. Baking pans observed among the Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna had about the sarne 
, 

dimensions, but were usually somewhat thinner. A Shereó specimen acquired at Tawanamatü has an 

incised decoration along the edge (fig. 64). 

On the other hand, we were also told by the Waiwái that "very long ago" they had no clay pans, but 

baked their cassava bread on flat stone slabs ; this they may still do when travelling. Stone slabs for 

baking were seen among the kitchen outfit of the Mawayéna at Marárü (fig. J 3). 

Minor Pottery O~jects. 

The fireplaces in Waiwái houses are buiJt up of 3 or 4 pot stands, cheyakáta, around the fire. They may 

simply be unshaped lumps of clay, or big stones. But more frequently they are shaped from a kind of 

clay which has gone through a certain treatment. 

The pot stands (fig. 65) are not made from the usual pottery cJay. The women use the particular kind 

of yellow clay which is f ound in immense heaps in the forest, thrown up around the nests of the kushí 

or Jeafcutting ants. They dig into the nests in order to get the clay. When it has been collected and brought 

home, a pit is dug in the ground, and into this the clay is thrown. Water is added, and the clay is kneaded 

well with the feet. After this it is shaped into flat-topped cones with straight or slightly concave sides. 

The cones are dried for some days and then arranged around the fire, being ready for use. Most pot 

stands have a round depression on the upper end, as if a finger or a stick has been stuck into the wet 
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Fig. 65. Potstand, H 4217. 

clay; it is always filled with charcoal from the fire. The explanation of this depression was like that given 

in so many other cases: "That is in order to ma:ke them look nice". 

éermó, the name applied to the usual pottery clay, is also applied to spindle whorls (fig. 20) which are 

made from that material by the women. The shape is globular, in some cases with an approximation to 

double-conical, and like the pots which are not intended to be used on the fireplace they are covered 

with a layer of locust gum after the fire. 

A singular object, i.e. a funnel-shaped implement of clay used for pouring oil into gourd containers, 

was found stored on a shelf in the abandoned Waiwái village of Kukawamatú on the Mapuera (fig. 75). 

The name was given, as far as we could make out, as euniákukayénetópo (euniáku, hair oil; -ka-, in, on; 

topó, implement). 

Implements like this were not observed on the Essequibo side, so it is possible that it is rather an 

object of Shereó or Hishkaruyéna origin. From where the idea has come we cannot say; similar objects 

bave not been reported from other places in South America, as far as we remember. 



Musical Instruments 

ln this chapter it has been intended only to give an idea of the types of musical instruments observed 

arnong the Waiwái. A musicological study wilJ not be attempted, as our knowledge in that particular 

field is far from sufficient. A qualified and detailed treatment of the instruments and their musical 

function, by Fridolin Weis Benzon, appears as an appendix to the work by Niels Fock, to which refer

ence has already been made. 

When to the Waiwái instruments we apply the classification followed by Izikowitz (1935), who again 

has largely based his study on Sachs & von Hornbostel (1914), we find the following groups represented: 

idiophones, membranophones, and aerophones. No chordophones are found. 

ldiophones. 

Within this group, friction and percussion instruments occur. The former are only represented by one 

type of instrument, the turtle shell friction resonator, whereas the latter group is represented by several 

types. 

The turtle shell friction resonator (fig. 66), called oratín, is made from the carapace of a swamp turtle, 

k·wochí or pumokúyo, which is found on both sides of the Akarai Mountains; a black lump of wax is 

fastened at the front end of the ventral shell When pJayed, the instrument is beld under tbe left arm, 

and the wax is rubbed with the root of the right hand. Through the rubbing, the wax gets warm and 

sticky, and gives off a little piercing note when thy hand lets go of it. ln one of our recordings it is 

played in a fast rythm together with a bamboo flute. 

We were told that this instrument is used on occasions when drinking is going on, and we saw it in 

function during a dance among the Hishkaruyéna. We also found it among the Shereó and the Kashu

yéna, and 1 feel sure that the Mawayéna know it as well, as one <?f the men of that tribe in our party 

borrowed one among the Shereó, and played it expertly. 

Apart from this, the instrument has been reported only fron1 a few South American tribes. 

Percussion idiophones are represented by hollow gourd rattles and by bone rattles. They are primarily 

musical instruments, though some of them are also used as children's toys. 

Gourd rattles, called maráka (a word óf Tupian origin) are of the usual South American type, made 

from a pear-shaped, globular, or ellipsoidal fruit shell with a stick or a piece of arrow reed as a handle. 
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Fig. 66. Turtle friction resonators. H 4175 seen from the top; H 4899 
seen from below. 

,. 
The rattling elen1ents inside, márakasüsü yarúro (yarúro , filling), are the small, round seeds of a "wild 

banana", márakasüsú, one of the semi-cultivated plants, or glass beads. 

The most elaborate gourd rattle we observed among the Waiwái is shown in fig. 67. It is an ellipsoidal 

gourd with a stick through it, covered all over with untwined ite bast fastened along the stick with a 

spiral winding of mányi-rubbed kraua string. The ends of the bast fibres form Iong fringes hanging from 

each end of the stick. They have been partly dyed with onómto in a ring-shaped pattern which looks as if 

it has been produced by a resist-dye technique; the pattern is not visible in our photograph, as the colora

tion has faded. This rattle is used only on ceremonial occasions like the Shodowíko dance. It is played by 

the leader of the dance, whetber male or female. 

Our specimen was acquired from the owner, Churumá's wife, Ayashmá, and was regarded as quite 

precious. Ayashmá explained that the instrument was very old; it had been bought from Chikimá's 

father when he was alive "many years ago", at the time when Churumá was living with his stepfather, 

Waniú, on the Mapuera. Mr. Hawkins, in 1954, thought that this must be about 15 years ago. 

There are three other gourd rattles from the Waiwái in our collection (fig. 67). Two of them have 

been used in dances and as toys for boys and girls. One of them is definitely a child's rattle. 

H. 4170: boy's rattle with a small globular gourd head and arrow reed handle through it. 

H . 4171: girl's rattle, also used for dance. Pear-shaped gourd with handle of arrow reed right through it. 

H. 4172: boy's rattle, also used for dance. Pear-shaped gourd with handle of arrow reed through the 

pointed end. 

Children's rattles may also be made from the hollowed fruit of an Astrocaryum palm, with a stick 

through it. 
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Fig. 67. Gourd rattle for dance, with fringes of ite bast fibres, H 4169. - Feather-decorated rattle of monkey skull bones, 
H 4190. - Children's rattle with entire monkey skull, H 4723. - Three gourd rattles, H 4170, H 4172, H 4171. 

Very elegant gourd rattles from the Waiwái, decorated with feathers and down along the upper pa rt 

of the stick which is stuck through .the gourd, are in the British Guiana Museun1. Such elaborate rattles 

were not observed among the Waiwái during our visits, and are probably not made any more. Neither 

were they seen among the peoples on the Mapuera '}nd the Nhamundá. 

Two types of bone rattles were acquired. 

One of them (fig. 67) is a child's rattle, made from the entire skull of the 1ittle monkey wicháru, with 
, 

a stick of arrow reed stuck into the occipital opening as a handle. The rattling elen1ents are márakasüsü 

yarúro. 

The other bone rattle (fig. 67), porolvkó, called kawéykawéy by the Mawayéna, is made f rom two 

detached skull bones of a monkey. The bones for such rattles are taken from ali kinds of monkeys,but 

preferably fron1 howlers. Similar rattles are also made from the curved bones of the tortoise wayamá. 

The bones are drilled through along the edges, and assembled with kraua strings tied through the 

holes, set with small tufts of kiákwe feathers. Inside are beads, usually blue ones, we were told, as they 

are in our specin1en. These rattles are worn by men and women, tied to the ankles, at Shodowíko and 

Yámo dances. One was tied to the lower edge of a woman's bead apron. 
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Fig. 68a. Double membrane drum. Front. 

Like the turtle shell friction resonators, these bone rattles have a very limited distribution in South 

America. 

While it has been mentioned above that some of the gourd rattles are used at dances andas children's 

toys, it should not be forgotten that they play an important part as the medicine man's aid during his 

curative séances. Their use during the ceremonical dances is probably also associated with the idea of 

their capacity for summoning or expelling spirits. 

lt is possible that jingle rattles, made from sead shells, ought to be mentioned among the musical 

instruments, and grouped with the percussion idiophones as has been done by Izikowitz. To me it is not 

clear whether the jingling sead bells along the edges of bead aprons and in ornamental feather tassels 

have originally been placed there to give off jingling notes when the person moves, for instance in dance, 

or whether they are just ornaments. 1 feel inclined to think that the Iatter explanation is the more correct 

one, as they are found in all kinds of decorations which are not exclusively worn in dancing, and the 

sound they produce is usually so faint as to be hardly audible at a short distance. 
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Fig. 68b. Double membrane drum. Back. 

M embranophones. 

This group of instruments is only represented among the Waiwái by one type, the double-membrane 

drum, samápura. The name has probably been derived from Portuguese or Spanish "tambor". 

The drum in our collection (fig. 68) is made from a hollowed section of a medium-sized log of karakurú. 

Over one end is stretched the skin of the small jaguar parúruminiká, a slotb skin of the shohori covers 

the other opening. The parts oJ the skins which do not cover the openings have the hairs left on, whereas 

the stretched portions are dehaired. The skins are held in place by hoops made from an unsplit bush 

rope mamúri around the body of the drum, and heavy kraua strings are stretched between the two skins. 

The jaguar skin membrane is painted with a star-shaped figure of onómto stripes. Across this side is 

stretched a fine kraua string holding 15 little needles of karatukó wood which rattle when the drum is 

beaten. The needle-like sticks give the drum "a beautiful voice". 

When Machawé brought us the drum, the membranes were slack and bumpy. Wishing to demonstrate 

the instrument he took it to the fire and held the two sides, alternately, elo se to the heat. ln a f ew minutes 
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they got nicely tightened, and he could beat the drum with a drumstick of kárapayépu wood belonging 

to the drum, on the membrane opposite the one with the small karatukó needles. 

Not only the two kinds of skin mentioned above can be used as drum membranes, but also skins of 

howler and spider monkeys, of the little anteater, and of the deer, pishkáru. We were expressly told that 

aguti and akuri skins are never used for drums. 

Drums are only beaten on ceremonial occasions. Apart .from Machawé's demonstration we only 

heard them once, at the Shodowíko dance at Mawiká. They are always beaten by men, and for a short 

time, starting with slow beats growing to a fast rythm, then slowing down, and increasing again in 

speed until the dn1mmer finishes with 5 or 6 slow, but very powerful beats. 
' 

The plank drum described by Roth (1924 p. 469) from the Waiwái and the Parugotó, on the authority . 

of John Ogilvie, was neither seen nor heard about. 

Aerophones. 

ln South America in general this group of instruments is the one which offers the greatest variation. 

This also applies to the Waiwái in particular, where the group is represented by trumpets, humming tops, 

flutes of various types, panpipes, pipes, and whistles. 

The Waiwái have two types of trumpets, the big bark trumpet which is blown on ceremonial occa

sions, and the "howler monkey trumpet". 
, 

The bark trumpet, ratü, is made f rom a band of sáraipícho (bark of the saraí tree) spirally rolled so 

as to forma cone 70-80 cm. long and 12- 15 cm. wide at the distal end. The cone is held together by 

windings in three places with a slender and pliable bush rope, and reinf orced by strips of ite bast tied 
\ 

along it lengthwise in three places from one end to the other. The general appearance is like that shown 

in one of Koch-Grünberg's figures (Koch-Grünberg 1909-10 1 fig. 196), from the Rio Tiquié, but the 

Waiwái instrument has no mouthpiece. It is blown with the lips pressed tightly against the narrow 

opening, and the sound is deep and solemn, not unpleasant. 

This instrument is used only · at the Shodowíko dance. - The guests who were invited from the other 

village to the dance at Mawiká arrived at tbe landing in the early afternoon. Having disembarked with 

their whole outfit, among which were coils of fresh bark bands for the trumpets, they started their 

preparations for the dance right at the ri ver bank. Some of them prepared their bark leaf costumes, 

~thers n1ade bark trumpets. Though most of them had finished their preparations already in the after

noon, those carrying the trumpets did not appear at the dancing place until right after dusk wben they 

went into action. Disguised in palm leaf costumes they entered the village plaza from the forest as the · 

dance was opening. They blew their trumpets even bef ore emerging from the f orest, and went on blow

ing for about half an hour while moving in a circle around the plaza: After that the trun1pets were heard 

no more. - The trumpets are thrown away when the dance is over, for the simple reason that they will 

fall apart as soon as the bark bands dry up. 

Similar bark trumpets are known from certain other tribes in South America, where they are usually 

considered to be sacred objects and may not be seen by women. The Waiwái are the exception: 
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Fig. 69. Top: "nose flute", H 4893. - Ban1boo ftutes, H 4183 and H 4182. - Bottom: ho\.vler monkey trumpet, H 4185. 

there is no secrecy in f ront of the women wbo are allowed to see and to handle the instruments, and even 

to watch their making. 
, 

The "howler monkey trumpet", shipúruratü (shipúru, howler monkey), also called chewotomé, is a 
,. 

sideblown bamboo instrument, made from the ba1nboo ratü (fig. 69, bottom). One end is closed by a na-

tural septum through which a hole has been drilled, and a feather quill inserted in the hole and f astened 

with a lump of mányi. The other end is open, and the wall prolonged on one side in a spur, as is the case in 

many bamboo flutes from the Guianas. A big rectangular blowhole is some distance from the closed end. 

This is the kind of instrument de Goeje described from the Oayana as a flute, talulupan (de Goeje 1906 

p. 24). Izikowitz writes that de Goejes's description is rather peculiar (Jzikowitz 1935 p. 279). lt is 

no wonder that he thinks so, as the f eather quill mentioned in de Goeje's description is missing in the 

illustration (de Goeje 1906 PI. VII.i2). 

Everyone who has heard the instrument will realize that the Oayana name, talulupan, is an onoma

topoetic one. The trumpet has a deeper and stronger tone than the bamboo flutes; from this the Waiwái 

name "howler monkey trumpet" has probably been derived. 

lzikowitz classifies hun1ming tops among the flutes, on the grounds that the tone is produced by an 

air current which is caused to vibrate by being deftected when pressed against an edge of the instrument 

during the latter's movement. 

The humming top, worok6, of the Waiwái (fig. 70) is made from a hollowed gourd shell with a piece 

of arrow reed through, which is fastened with Jumps of mányi at the place where it enters and leaves the 
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shell. The gourd has a fire-drilled opening on one side. · The top is started by rapidly unwinding a kraua 

string whjch has been wound round the upper part of the arrow reed stick, and the top gives forth a 

humming sound when it moves on the ground. lt is a toy for boys. 

Flutes are played at any time when some pleasant entertainment is desired, as a pastime in idle hours 

spent in the hammock during the day, and at night when sorneone wakes up frorn bis sleep and finds 

nothing better to do. lndians walking two and two along a tr.ail very often play their fiutes to each other. 

At Kanashén this could be heard from far away in the forest and always warned us that somebody was 

coming on the trail frorn Yakayáka. Many flutes are cut into a tapering spur at the distal end; in this 

may be cut a hole for a string, and the young rnen frequently carry a little bunch of three or tive flutes 

hanging over the shoulder. Churumá carried a little flute in the feather tassel at the end of his hair tube, 

"to be ready if any dance should be arranged". 

Flutes of various kinds are important instruments at dances. They are played when the dancers are 

moving around, but not as an accompaniment of singing. 

Flute music largely seerns to be improvised at tlie moment of playing, but set melodies apparently 

also exist. We could ask a rnan to play the tuné he. had played the day before, and tbe sarne melody 

actually carne f orth. Bef ore playing a melody one day Ponyuwé said: "This is tbe deer is going to eat"; 

~nd before the next melody: "The deer is going to bathe". 
, 

The common name for a fiute is ratü (as also for the bark trurnpet), but several types of flutes exist 
-

and a f ew specific narnes were secured. Flutes are usually rnade f rorn stems of the rnediurn-sized bambo o 

s.hári, from the small bamboo rúuwé, from bone, and other materiais. Tbe round blow boles and finger 
• 

boles are fire-drilled, square and rectangular ones are cut with knives. Very often tbere is along the Stern 

a simple linear ornament, eitber branded, or scratched with a knif e, or both. 

The endblown barnboo flutes in our collection are all of tbe "quena" type, with a semi-circular, fire

drilled notch at the edge to be blown. The finger boles are fire-drilled, too, and placed alonga narrow, 

slightly levelled plane on the upper side of the stem. 

Tbere are two types (fig. 69): one is closed at tbe distal end, the other type is open at both ends. 

Fig. 69. Endblown bamboo ftute, closed at the distal end by a natural septum, and with 4 finger holes. The air 
current leaves the instrument by 2 narrow, rectangular slits at the distal end near the septum. They are set at a plane 
f orming an angle of 90º to the plane, in which the finger holes and the notch have been drilled. - This specimen carne 
f rom Kahshimo. 

Fig. 69. Endblown bamboo ftute, open at both ends. lt has 3 fi.nger holes; between the first and the second one 
reckoned from the proximal end, a little artificial septum is inserted, made from black wax (or mányi?) with 3 small 
holes. - From Y akayáka. 

Fig. 69. Endblown bamboo ftute like the preceding one. The proximal end with the notch has been treated with fire 
on the inside, to make the wall thinner and the edge sharper. - From Yakayáka. 

Endblown bone flutes, of the sarne "quena" type as the barnboo flutes just described, are made from 

bones of two kinds of deer, kóosó and pishkáru (fig. 70), and frorn a jaguar, kamára. They are open at 

both ends and bave 3 finger boles. The end which is blown is lined with black wax, and a pierced septum 

of the sarne material is placed inside between the first and the second finger hole. - These flutes are 

played as pastime and at dances. 
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Fig. 70. F rom left to right: Humming top, H 41 93; grass whistle, H4179; pan pipes, H4187 and 
4186; bone flute, H 4188. - Above: Yámo whistle, H 4189. 
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Other endblown instruments are simple bamboo pipes withouh a notch or other improvements at 

the end to be blown (fig. 70). They are very small, made of the smallest bamboo rúuwé, and closed at one 

end. A hole is cut near the middle, a short distance from the mouth end, and on the inside of the opposite 

wall a s.mall lump of wax is pasted, to regulate the air ftow. 

These pipes occur either singly, or 2 or 3 of them may be tied together soas to form panpipes, krikripú, 

by means of two small transversal sticks or windings with kraua string. The ends of the sticks may be 

decorated with small tufts of kiákwé or other toucan f eathers. 

The panpipes are used only at the dances. So are small pipes of grass, made exactly like the individual 

pipes of the panpipes, and similar pipes, even smaller and with a shrill tone, made from feather quills. 

These pipes were described, but not seen. A panpipe in the British Guiana Museum was composed of 

f our feather quills. 

A sideblown bamboo fiute of an altogether different type was seen at Kanashén, but not acquired. 

Two specimens in our collection, exactly like ~hat one, were later purchased from the Shereó and the 

Hishkaruyéna. 

13 Waiwai 

• 
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Fig. 69, top. Sideblown bamboo flute, closed at both ends, made from a slender bamboo stem. At one end it has 2 finger 
holes placed quite closely together; at the other end there are two holes, placed more widely apart. The second one of 
these, counted f rom the end of the tlute, is the blow hole. 

We saw the lndians blowing these flutes through the second hole, as described above. This corrobora

tes Izikowitz's information from Nimuendajú about similar flutes from the Palikur (Izikowitz 1935 p. 

301 ). The Waiwái did not use the instrument as a nose flute, as apparently is done among several other 

tribes (Izikowitz, loc. cit.) 

As to whistles, there are a few types to be mentioned. - One of them (fig. 70, above), made from the 

inner, hard wood wéwechoróto of a tree which Churumá could not identify, was brought to us one day 

by Mr. Hawkins who had picked it up somewhere around Kanashén. The Indians called it mahwó, and 

explained that it was a "Yámo-whistle", to be blown by men and boys during the Yámo dances. lt is 

pierced tbrough by a duct tapering from one side to the other, and blown at tbe wide opening while the 

narrow opening is closed with a finger. 

Farabee (1924 PI. XXXV,A) shows a whistle shaped like the one described above, with one of the 

boles covered with a gourd shell; on p. 176 he siates that "it is no longer in use, and no one knows how 

to play it". Roth (1929 p. 90) in 1925 found the instrument still in use. Having a gourd attached, the 

instrument pictured by Farabee must have been considerably bigger than the one we acquired. But 

Roth writing that it could be played with or without the gourd attached, there is no doubt that Farabee's, 

Roth's and our instrument are all of one type though varying considerably as to size. 

The whistles observed in the medicine man's outfit at Kahshímo were all very simple. A bushhog 

claw, póinkokamashoshón, should be used simply as it was, blown at the open end, to keep the flocks of 

bushhogs near the village. An unworked armadillo claw he used to call the bush hog spirits, and for the 

sarne purpose he used a globular, black nut with a bole drilled into its cavity. Several anteater claws 

he might blow to summon the anteater spirits, as an aid in the cure of diseases. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the lndians imitate the cries of animais, by blowing against the 

edge of a grass leaf held between the outstretched fingers of both which are placed with the palms toge

ther. This is done to lure the animais when hunting, and at certain games at which animal life is imitated. 



Costume and Body Decorations 

General Remarks. 

The Waiwái costume is the scantiest possible. Only two dress articles are considered really indispensable: 

the men's loin cloth and the women's bead apron. To make up for this, feather and bead decorations are 

used daily; the amount worn depends entirely on personal taste, and individual vanity is undoubtedly 

the deciding factor. The finishing touch is added by the treatment of the hair, and in the application of 

face and body paint. A man may spend a couple of hours daily on bis toilet, and the result is impressing. 

. A Waiwái crowd at its best is a most picturesque sight. The people appear well dressed and wellgroomed 

in spite of their nakedness. And it must be admitted that the men outdo the women. 

Additional feather and bead decorations are added to the costume on festival occasions. Some of 

them are definitely only worn on such occasions; but in some cases men of the more flashy type may 

turn up for work wearing a nun1ber of decorations absolutely unpractical for the occasion, and the 

wearing of which seems to be dictated merely by vanity. Thus everyday dress and festival attire merge 

gradually, and for many of the accessorial decorations it is difficult to decide whether they belong to the 

every day costume or should be worn only exceptionally. 

Furtbermore, certain palm leaf and bark costumes are worn only for dances and games. 

The Men's Loin C/oth. 

The Spanish and Portuguese word for shirt, "camisa", has been adopted by most Amerindians of British 

Guiana, and also by many Brazilian tribes, as a designation for the men's body garment, of whatever 

kind this may be. 

The men's garment which the Waiwái call kamísa has no resemblance at all to a European shirt. 

It is merely a wide cotton band, about 1. 7 m. long and 15 cm. wide, very finely and closely woven into 

an admirably strong material which stands wear remarkably well. It is made from cotton which is grown 

and spun by the women, but woven by the men on a f rame, kamuiwá, though we were told that "in 

former days" the kamísa was woven by women. The working material is undyed cotton string. When 

taken off the frame, the finished kamísa is dyed by dipping it in a big pot containing onómto dye, and 

acquires a beautiful red colour which is not lasting, but turns yellow within a relatively short time when 

exposed to light. Besides, the kamísa loses most of its colour when washed; this is done now and then 

when it has become too dirty, and the soap-like suds of the yaomí bush rope is used for this. The kamísa 

must be re-dyed f rom ti me to ti me. 

' 
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A number of long cotton strings hang from both ends of the kamísa, some of them with f eathers 

attached, others without. Tbe f eatbers are arranged along tbe strings in small tassels called porokrú, tbe 

usual Waiwái word for a feather tassel. Small red toucan featbers from tbe breast of the kuyúru, kiákwe 

and kwichikwíchi are used, interspersed with small red and blue ones from the red ara, and very often 

with black, curly feathers from the crest of the powis. - The feather tassels may be missing on account 

of wear, but can be renewed at any time. 

The loin cloths worn by South American lndians are usually kept in place· simply by having the ends 

tucked under a loin string or a belt in front of the abdomen and at the back. The kamísa or loin string 

of the Waiwái type is put on in a more complicated way to be described below. 

Wben a Waiwái is going to put on his kamísa, he folds it together once and holds it in front of the ab

domen with the f old upwards and the loose ends with the fringes hanging down. The end next to the 

body is pulled backwards in between the legs, up over the right buttock and around the waist, passing 

from the right side to the left across the abdomen. Coming back from the left side, the loose end is 

tucked in under the kamísa over the right buttock, pulled back and tightened, then twisted a couple of 

times around tbe part that comes f rom the left si de, and the end with all its f eather tassels will then hanz 

down over the left buttock in a most decorative way (fig. 78). - Finally, the other end which is still 

hanging down loosely in front, is folded up once, leaving the feather tassels in tbis end to hang down 

on both sides; the loose end is tueked up under the part of the kamísa wbieh already has been arranged 

like a belt round the waist, and pulled forward over its upper edge, so that it hangs down over the edge 

in front. At last, the loop which now hangs in front of the "belt", is f olded three times and tucked under 

the upper edge of the "belt". From this description the application of the kamísa may seem to be quite 

complicated; it is really a simple thing to do when first it has been tried a few times. When the kamísa 

has been put on nicely and is kept in place, the f olds in front of the abdomen f orm a little horizontal 

roll with open ends; this is sometimes used as a place where small objects may be kept, as a substitute 

for pockets. The featherless strings hanging in front may also be used for tying small objects. 

This way of wearing the loin cloth has, until now, only been reported from the four tribes we met 

during our trips, i.e. the Waiwái, Mawayéna, Shereó and Hishkaruyéna. 

All men wear the kamísa. A boy receives bis first one at tbe age of five years or so, and no ceremonies 

are connected witb the event. lt is made for him by bis father and is an exact miniature of those worn by 

adult men. - Most men have two kamísas, one for daily use and one for special occasions. The latter 

may have bigger featber tassels than the f ormer. Tbe one wbieh is not in use is kept in a little pareei -wrapped in a young leaf of pimpler palm from which the pimplers have been removed. This little pareei 

usually bangs suspended f rom the roof inside tbe house. 

The kamuiwá on which the kamísa is woven is a frame of stieks lashed together with bush rope. It is 

about 2 m. higb, 0.50-0.70 m. wide at the bottom and tapers toward the top. The warp is plaeed ver

tieally, and the man sits on a stool in front of the frame when working, either in one of the workhouses 

or in the open. He works on the frame with a little weaving sword, tbe one in our collection made from 

shakwó wood. The frame is made whenever a kamísa is to be woven, and thrown away or left to fali 

apart after the use. 

The whole procedure of weaving has been minutely described by Roth (1929 pp. 82- 88). According 
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to his description, and as we ourselves observed on severa! occasions, it is a relatively complicated 

affair. 

Coudreau observed men's laps of bark cloth among the Taruma and the Waiwái in Brazil (Coudreau, 

H. 1886-87, li pp. 347, 357). Yet it is impossible to say how old the men's kamísa, of the present type, 

is in Waiwái culture. Some men at Kanashén who one day were preparing wáuko bark for dancing 

costumes, said that "this kind was f orn1erly used for the kamísa". Questions as to whether they had 

ever seen such a kamísa or worn one the.mselves were answered in the negative. 

ln 1954 a very few cases were observed in which the beautiful homemade kamísa had been replaced 

by a piece of red trade cotton cloth, tbe kind of industrial fabric known in the Colony as "saio". It 

appeared, however, that some ambition was connected with the use of a fine kamísa, which was generally 

kept in a very beautiful condition. Apparently the "saio" cloth had come in through trade with the sa

vanna people andas gifts from the missionaries, but was not very popular. -At our second visit no "saio" 

cloth was observed. We found that the missionaries in the meantime had started distributing, or rather 

selling, trousers to the Indians. Of about 25 surviving males on the Essequibo side - a few had died with 

. the Asiatic influenza in 1957 - 8 were wearing khaki shorts in which they took great pride. The mission

aries Pet No. 1., Kiripaká, had two pairs, one of which was in a very sad condition, but was loaned to a 

Shereó Indian, Tamokrane, who wore the dirty rag on our Mapuera trip. 

ln addition to the kamísa, Waiwái men may wear up to three sets of decorative strings around the 
, 

waist: the atoyatü, the anyapot6, and the ákonparachí. 
, 

The atoyatü is a thick kraua string which is tied once round the waist. lt is dyed with onómto, and 

drilled animal teeth are stringed upon it, arranged in a group over each hip, each group usually consisting 

of 5- 9 teeth. The teeth observed in these strings had come from jaguar, puma, various monkeys, otter and 

opossum. The teeth in the specimen acquired fór our collecti.on (fig. 71) are from jaguar and howler 

monkey. Our immediate idea of the purpose of this lion string was that the teeth were worn as charros; 

the teeth having been acquired in hunting, some ideas of success in the pursuance of this industry might 

be involved. But several inf ormants claimed that this was not the case. They are purely ornamental 

and have no bearing upon hunting magics, which seems also to be born out by the fact that they are 

also worn by women and children. 
, 

The men who wear trousers have discarded the atoyatü, but those wearing the kamísa always wear an 
,. 

atoyatü with it and never lay it aside, not even wh~n bathing. If they take the kamísa off on these occa-

sions, they will still keep the loin string on, and they will squeeze one testicle up under it where it is kept 

in place by the tight string so as to bide or protect the penis behind it. lt was impossible to get an ex

planation of this singular practice. 

The anyapotó is another loin decoration that is practically always worn when a man is fully dressed. 

It consists of a number of kraua strings, ali covered with white, yellow, or clear uncoloured beads. 

Each string has only beads of one colour, and mostly a singlecoloured anyapotó is worn. White beads 

are preferred. - The anyapotó is worn also when trousers have been adopted. 

Whereas the two loin d~corations described above are used by everybody, for everyday and feasts, 

a third one, the ákonparachí (fig. 71) is usually reserved for occasions when the men wish to do some

thing extraordinary for their appearance, but more vain individuais may also wear it as a part of their 
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Fig. 71. Loin strings. - Top: atoyatá, H 4123. Middle: ákonparachí, H 4709. Below: ákonparachí, H 4095. 

daily attire, "just for style" as our Wapisiana interpreter put it. lt consists of two white bead strings 

going round the waist. On either side is attached a rectangular piece of red-and-white or multi-coloured 

bead netting from the lower edge of which hangs a number of f eather tas se Is containing curly black 

feathers from the crest of the powis and red feathers f rom the kiákwe toucan. A small triangular weyochí 

nut is inserted between the bead netting and each tassel. This is the waist ornament which Roth refers 

to as akonhoraku (Roth 1929 p. 79). 

The specimens observed during our visits seem tq be simplified editions of beautiful ornament pub

lished by Farabee, where many strings f orm a whole belt from which the beadwork is hanging (Farabee 

1924 PI. XXX). Here is one of the cases in which Waiwái handicraft seems to have degenerated in later 

years. 

The kamísa and the three sets of loin strings are tied so tightly around the body that at times they seem 

to cause the wearer some inconvenience; it was noticed on several occasions that a man during violent 

exercise, for instance when paddling, put a finger in between his belly and the strings to relieve the 

pressure, pulled in the belly and uttered a heavy sigh. 
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Fig. 72. Woman's bead apron keweyú, H 4104, and weaving frame for making the keweyú, H 4105. 

The Women's Bead Apron. 

The bead apron, keweyú (fig. 72), is as indispensable a garment to the women as is the kamísa to the men. 

Made from imported glass beads, the bead apron has a very wide distribution over the northern parts of 

the Tropical Lowlands of South America. lt has predecessors far back intime when polished seed beads 

were used bef ore glass beads were introduced. 

The bead apron is made on a frame, kéweyuapón, "the seat for the keweyú" (apón meaning seat), 

made f rom a stick which has been bent in a curve and held in this position by a bar tied across between 

the ends (fig. 72). The base material for the apron is cotton thread. The upper ends of the warp treads 

are tied to a few cotton strings stretched across the frame at its upper curved end, whilst the lower ends 

are tied in groups to the crossbar below. The weft consists of cotton threads on which the beads are 

stringed as tbe work proceeds. Roth has described the procedure used by the Akawoyo in making their 

• 

• 
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bead aprons (Roth 1924 pp. 120-121). The method used by the Waiwái women seems to be essentially 

the sarne (fig. 73). 

The kéweyuapón is discarded after use, we were told. The fran1e used by Towchí at Yakayáka was, 

however, dark brown and shiny from wear. She had apparently used it many times. 

The finished aprons have the shape typical of bead and seed aprons known from many other tribes in 

northern South America. Among the Waiwái the majority of the beads are white, and coloured beads 

are restricted to patterns along the upper and the lower edge. Red and blue beads are predominant in 

the patterns; in an apron Towchí was making, only blue beads on a white ground were used. A number 

of patterns occur, each of them having its own name (see p. 252). The edges of the aprons are de

corated with trinkets of many kinds, tied to fringes along the lower edge and to loose ends emerging 

from the sides: small brass bells (from the savanna), beetle wings with a metallic green lustre, toucan 

feathers, weyochí nuts, etc. 

The size of the aprons differs, as does the size of the frames. Larger or smaller sizes are worn by adult 

women according to taste and depending on the number of beads available when the apron is made. 

Girls wear small aprons, the first one being put on at about 4 or 5 years of age. - The apron is tied round 

the waist with cotton strings from the upper corners. At times the lower corners may be tied together 

by their fringes, so that it looks as if the apron were triangular. 

All Waiwái women wear bead aprons, except those who ha'Ve acquired a piece of "saio" cloth. These 

exceptions are few, and these women have received their cloth from the missionaries during the first 
1 

year of missionary activity. The missionaries have later adopted the view that the old Waiwái handi-

crafts shall be kept alive as far as possible and no more "saio" will be distributed, they said. The cloth 

aprons were all very ragged at the time of our first visit (1954), and would be worn out within a very 

short time. Practically ali Waiwái at that time still knew how to make a keweyú, and it is very possible 

that within another year or two they will ali wear bead aprons again. - Unfortunately, we forgot to 

check this at our second visit in 1959. 

Women's bead aprons have been reported from all over the area between the Rio Negro basin in the 

west to the Atlantic coast in the east, and from the north coast throughout the interior almost to the 

banks of the Amazon. Spotwise the aprons have now disappeared where the lndians have become semi

civilized: along the Guiana coast and its rivers, and in the interior savannas where some colonization 

has been going on. - Bead aprons have never been reported from south of the Amazon. 

The western extremity of the distribution area has been indicated by Koch-Grünberg who reported 

bead aprons from the lndians on the Rio Aiary and the Caiary-Uaupés (Koch-Grünberg 1909-10 p. 

128 fig. 76, and p. 288 fig. 169). Here they were worn at dances, and the shape was a little different fron1 

the Guiana aprons: wider and shorter. Koch-Grünberg's pictures show that already at his time they 

had been replaced by wide cotton skirts for daily use. ln the sarne general region the aprons have la ter 

been reported by Goldman from the Uanána (Goldman 1948 pl. 104), and photographs of Uanána and 

Kubeo women wearing bead aprons of the Rio Negro type have been published by Pérez de Barradas 

(1950-51, 1 PI. L and LI). 

ln the east, bead aprons were reported already in 1736 from the Palikur (reference: Nimuendajú 

J 926 p. 62), but here they have become obsolete many years ago. Their easternmost occurrence up to 
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Fig. 73. Towchí making a bead apron. 

our time is among the Emirillon where they have been reported by de Goeje (1906 pi. X, pp. 24-25) 

and Perret (1933 p . 73). Thls is even farther east than the Aparai where they have also been found 

(Speiser 1926 fig. 74,4). 

The situation is not quite clear on the north coast, as all women there have adopted European dress. 

There is no evidence that Warrau women ever used bead aprons. On the other hand, there are many 

references to their f ormer use among the Carib and Arawak women along the remainder of the Guiana 

coast. From these we shall quote only two examples. The aprons were observed already in 1689 in 

French Guiana, made from "razades de plusieurs couleurs f ort bien arrangés" (van Panhuys, Hersko

vits, Mordini 1934 p. 28); and Pinckard, in Guiana 1796-97, describes very neatly how he got an apron 

from an Arawak " buckeen" he met in the forest one day: 

" Sometimes, . .. the women u se a sma.11 apron three or f our inches square, which being tied around 

the waist, and left to hang loose before, serves by way of afig-leaf These aprons they call k ways. Among 

those who have associated with the colonists, the kway is occasionally made of small beads of different 
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colours, ingeniously put on threads of cotton, or of the silkgrass, so as to give the apron the appear nce 

of being woven in a variety offigures. This is used as high dress, and is much valued. It happened that I, 

one day, meta young buckeen, thus ornamented, walking with her mother, and, being desirous to add 

a sample of the kway to my collection of specimens, 1 made signs to the parent, meaning to ask if she 

could procure me one; then, without the slightest hesitation, she took off that which was bef ore my 

eyes, and presented it to me; the young lady very modestly, .but without blushes, supplying its place 

with the pocket-handkerchief which I gave her in exchange" (Vincent Roth 1924 p. 137). 

The southernmost extremity of the bead apron's distribution seems to be found among the Kas

huyéna, where they have first been reported by Polykrates (1957 p. 132; 1962). 

It is agreed that glass beads were not part and pareei of the Indians' original cultural outfit, but have 

been introduced after the contact bêtween Europeans and Indians had been established; cf. Pinckard 

(above): "those who have associated with the colonists". It did not take the early travellers long time 

to find out what they should bring as merchandise for the trade with the Indians. Already in the 16. 

century ships carried glass beads to America for bartering with the na tives. Ribault, in 1562, brought 

in his stock "Kniues, Looking glasses, little Beades of glasse, which they loue and esteeme aboue golde 

and pearles" (Ribault 1850 p. 112). 

Glass beads were introduced quite early among the Indians of Guiana where they spread quickly 

along the coast and found a favoured use as material for women's aprons (cf. the early references above; 

Stedman 1796 I p. 386; and others). This is corroborated by two early specimens in the Pitt Rivers 

Museum, Oxford, one of which, a fragmentary one, was collected in 1812. Two other specimens in the 

sarne museum carry labels which denote that they (may) have been in the Ashmolean Museum in 1836 

(kindly inf ormed by Miss Beatrice Blackwood). The two Iatter specimens have exact counterparts in 

the National Museum in Copenhagen, acquired in 1842 and prior to 1839. 

The beads spread rapidly, not only .along the Guiana coast, but also up the coastal rivers, whereas 

it must have taken some time before they eventually reached the interior by being bartered from tribe 

to tribe. But as time went by, the distribution area of glass bead aprons carne to cover the whole of the 

Guianas (including Brazilian Guiana) and most of the Rio Negro basin, until in recent years cotton 

skirts and dresses in European style replaced the aprons on the outskirts of that big area, and on the 

savannas in the interior. 

The relatively slow introduction of the beads into the interior is manifested by the reports of l 9th 

century travellers, who f ound aprons made from seed beads, but of the sarne shape and 1nade in the sarne 

technique as glass bead aprons, among tribes they visited in the interior. 

Thus, Robert Schomburgk in 1843 observed aprons of seed beads among the Pianogotó (Rich. 

Schomburgk 1847-48, II p. 474), from where Im Thurn also reported seed bead aprons as late as in 

J 883, made from round, bright-coloured seeds (Im Thurn 1883 p. 194). 

ln 1769 when Tony visited the Rucuyenne, he watched the making of seed shells into flat, drilled and 

polished beads, though at bis time they were not used for aprons, as the Rucuyenne women went quite 

naked (Tony 1843 p. 229). 

ln museum collections there are several examples of seed bead aprons from the 19th century and 

later, from interior Guiana. A splendid example in the Linden-Museum, Stuttgart, from the Trio, was 
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Fig. 74. Early bead aprons in the National Museum. - Above: Hd 163, Rio Branco. 
Below: Cat. Unknown, probably Guiana. 

acquired in 1896. An exactly similar one is in the Gõteborg Museum, acquired as late as 1923 (lzikowitz 

1935 fig. 35). 

The National Museum in Copenhagen has two interesting specimens (fig. 74). One of them, made 

entirely from round, perf orated seeds, has a fringe of palm kernels cut in halves; it was catalogued in 

I 890, but must have been collected some years earlier; it carne f rom the Rio Branco. - The other apron, 

unf ortunately without record, is made f rotn dark, polished seed beads, but with addition of a few glass 

beads which forma pattern on the dark ground. lt is clearly a transitional phenomenon illustrating the 

adoption of the new material into the old technique. 
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Wherever weaving of glass bead aprons has been described, the use of a weaving f rame like that 

shown in fig. 73 has been involved (for one exception, cf. Polykrates 1962, Kashuyéna). Analysis of 

seed bead aprons available have revealed the sarne technique, even the interpolation of extra bead 

rows in order to obtain the graeter width of the apron's lower edge, is identical in ali cases. Consequently, 

a similar weaving frame must have been used for the seed bead aprons. Thus it happened that tbe glass 

beads introduced by Europeans were f ound excellently suited for application to the lndians' original 

vveaving frames, in replacement of the original material, seed beads. The new material appealed so 

strongly to the Indians' taste that it was adopted immediately as it spread from tribe to tribe. 

The Indians' own stories of how and when they got their glass beads are unreliable. The Kashuyéna 

claim that they got them from Guiana, which is probably correct as they still maintain trade relations 

with the Pianogotó (Polykrates 1957 p. 132), and the Brazilians visiting them relatively regularly 

(Caboclos from Cachoeira Porteira and Franciscan friars from Oriximiná) carry no beads in their 

trading stock. But in view of the Indians' vague ideas of figures and time, the date "more than a hundred 

years ago" given by the Kashuyéna is questionable; the more so, as the Pianogotó had no glass beads 

as late as in 1883 (Im Thurn, ref. above). - The Saluma made the Trio believe that the glass beads they 

sold to thetn were picked off shrubs the Saluma had planted (de Goeje 1910 p. 26). - A Yaú woman 

among the Waiwái told us that the Waiwái got their first beads from the Yaú (p. 280). 

The peoples on the Mapuera and the Nhamundá who, like the Kashuyéna, have had no contact with 

the south except through occasional visits by Caboclos, must also have got their glass beads from the 

north. The Schomburgk brothers and Coudreau make it clear that intercourse between the Taruma 

and the Wapisiana has been quite Jively, and so it has been between the Taruma, Mawayéna and 

Waiwái. With these three tribes as intermediaries, beads must have leaked into the Mapuera-Nhamundá 

region fron1 the north. 

Treatment of the Hair. 

Men and women are most particular about their hair. They wash it frequently, at times with the bark 

of the makwaóro tree beaten into a fibrous mass; when squeezed and wrung in water the bark produces 

a pink, soap-like sud. yao1ní bark is used similarly, and the Mawayéna also use the leaves of the kawashí 

for the purpose. - When washed, the hair is thorough1.Y rubbed with oil, and combed, and then appears 

black and shiny, with an almost bluish tone. The completely dry and newly-washed hair of some per

sons has a copperish-golden hue when seen in the sun. 

It is extremely seldom that Waiwái menor women put in an appearance with hair that has not been 

treated with oil. Hair oil is made f rom Brazi1 nuts, if they are available. Oils made from fruits of the 

lu and kokerite palms, as well as spider monkey and tapir fat, may be used as substitutes. 
,.. 

The manufacture of Brazil nut oil, tétkokatü, has been described on p. 87, the manufacture of 
, , 

kumukatü, or lu palm oil, on p. 76, and that of máripakatü, or kokerite oil, on p. 80. 

Of all the oils, Brazil nut oil is the most favoured and the most cost1y one, as the nuts must be obtained 

from the forests on the Chodikar River, or even from the other side of the Akarai Mountains where the 
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Fig. 75. Oil container of gourd shell, H 4107. - Oil sticks, H 4113, 4713. - Down pareei, H4109. - Paint sticks, H4116, 
H 4114, H 411 5, H 4 71 7. - Paint stamp of arrow reed, H 4112. - Gourd containing chi pó, H 411 O. - Oil funnel, 4 718. 

,. 
trees abound along the Mapuera River. Oii is kept in gourd containers, kamáshweyatü, with a hole at 

one end closed with a little wooden plug or a lump of m.ányi or weeyó gum (fig. 75). 
,. 

The three vegetable oils are not mixed in one container, whereas spider monkey f at, pórotokatü, and 
,. 

tapir fat yáypokatü, may be mixed with any kind of oil. 

The oils are applied to the hair with a stick which is wrapped at the end with a cotton wad (fig. 75). 

This implement is called euniákuyukwéchi. 

The hair is combed with a little composite comb, wayamakásü (fig. 76), made by the men. It consists 

of a large number of teeth, slender little Wooden staffs which are placed side by side and held together 

with a winding of kraua string passing across the middle from one staff to the next. This transversal 
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winding is covered on either side of the comb by a little wooden staff, and this is further secured by an 

exterior winding of cotton string, at times rubbed with mányi, which passes over the staff and in between 

the teeth. A piece of long bone, taken from the howler, beesa, or spider monkey, and with a longitudinal 

slit into which the ends of the teeth are fitted, finishes the upper side of the comb. And between this 

staff and the transversal one along the middle, a little plaitwork is arranged, made f rom ite string, 

sharaú, and cotton, the latter stained a purple colour with c,hamná. The stained and unstained strings 

form a pattern which shows very little variation in different combs. Only two designs were observed. 

A third one is shown by Farabee (1924 Pl. XXIX). 

The ends of the monkey bones are decorated with strings to which small tassels of toucan feathers 

are attached. 

For the teeth the following materiais are used: 

1. The midrib of the kokerite palm leaf. 

2. The midrib of the lu palm leaf. 

3. The hard parts from the lower stem of the arrow reed. 

4. The interior Jayers of the bark of the pirichí palm. 

The manuf acture of the combs has been described by Roth who shows in detail how the various 

windings of strings are arranged (Roth 1929 pp. 72-74, fig. 69). Combs were quite commonly made in 

former times, but now only a few Waiwái men know how to make them. A man will usually carry a 

comb in his pakára, though now, when searching one of these baskets, one may find a pink or blue 

plastic comb, instead of a beautiful old-fashioned wayamakásü. 

There is great difference in men's and women's way of dressing their hair. Both sexes wear it combed 

down o ver the f orehead and cut to a bang in f ront. Y oung women usually leave the rest of the hair 

hanging from the head and cut it at the height of the shoulders. Married women wear it long and tie it 

in a knot at the back of the head. 

The men are much more particular about their hair. They cut it in front like the women, but allow 

the rest of it to grow long so as to f orm a queue or pigtail from the back of the head, in some cases 

reaching below the waist. 

The queue is treated in a most peculiar way - and this applies not only to the Waiwái, but to the 

Mawayéna, Shereó, and Hishkaruyéna as well. The hair is combed thoroughly every morning. Then the 

long hair from the crown and the back of the head is grasped between the hands and squeezed so as to 

f orm tbe long queue. The man now takes an onómto-dyed kraua string and starts winding it round the 

queue, holding one end of the string between his teeth and winding the rest of it all along the queue 

down to the lower tip, where several windings are made. He then winds the string again, this time 

moving upward and ending at the upper end of the queue, near the back of the head where he started. 

At this place he makes a tight round and finishes by taking the end of the string which he has till then 

held between his teeth, and ties it to the end which has come up along the queue. 

When the ends of the string have been fastened, the man moistens the tip of the queue with saliva to 

make it stiff. He squeezes it together by rubbing it between his fingers, and the end is shaped into a 

point to be pushed into a tube of palm wood or bamboo, which is slit up along the queue so far that 

the tip of the queue may project just below the tube. 
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Fig. 76. Combs. - Top: H 4117. Below : H 4118. 

The hair tube (fig. 77) occurs in a number of variations, made from the wood of a palro tree yuruwá, 

but more frequently from one of two kinds of bamboo, shári and krikrík. 

The bamboo hair tubes are lighter in colour than the yuruwá tubes, and wider in diametre. They are 

worn by unmarried young men and big boys, the youngest ones wearing the longest tubes (fig. 46). 

The long tubes have no decoration. New tubes are cut straight from the bamboo plant, green when fresh, 

and turning yellow or light brown as they dry. One big boy in Yakayáka wore a discarded bamboo flute 

as a hair tube, with three of the f our finger boles stopped with mányi gum. 

Adult men, married as well as unmarried, wear more elegant tubes which occur in more or less 

elaborately decorated f orms. It was evident that some men had at least two hair tubes of different types, 

but it was not possible to find out the rules deciding what type was to be worn on different occasions. 

Apparently, the elegant one was preferred for festival occasions. But besides that, a man might go out 

one day to work in the field wearing his most elegant tube, and the next day he might turn up for a 

celebration with a more modest one. Some·other day he might not care at ali about wearing the hair tube. 

The simpler f orm of the decorated hair tube has a tight covering of young leaflets of the pimpler palm 

wound around it in its whole length (fig. 77). ln one or two places the covering is tied round with 
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mányi-rubbed kraua strings, which hold little tufts made from small sections of bright yellow feathers 

of the red ara, or red and yellow toucan feathers. Around the lower end it has a circular trimming con

sisting usually of black powis feathers and feathers from the ara, interspersed very frequently with white 

and grey feathers taken f rom the chickens on the village plaza. 

Two varieties of a more elegant hair tube exist. The simpler variety, shown in fig. 77, is wound with 

pimpler palm leaves and has at the middle a winding of kra11:a string with small tufts of toucan feathers. 

At the end hangs a bulky feather tassel, consisting mostly of breast skins and .wings of the three toucans 
. , 

of the region, interspersed with whole skins of the wonáto, pakáko, and chirürü, and other small birds 

with bright plumage. Some hair tubes also have wings of green parrots, and stringed weyochí nuts; and 

in one case several thin black animal tails were observed among the feathers, probably f rom monkeys. -

Churumá wore a little bamboo panpipe concealed in the big tassel. 

The most elegant variety of the hair tube is like the specimen shown in fig. 77, above. The tube proper 

is short, and entirely covered with beadwork f orming a pattern of blue or dark red beads on a white 

ground. Yellow and dark red beads, pink and blue ones, or dark red and pink ones, may also be com

bined in the beadwork. 

lt is the women who make the beadwork for the men's hair tubes. The manufacture was not observed, 

but it was explained that two women usually work together on one tube without the aid of a weaving 

frame. 

There was some inconsistency in the names given by several persons for the various types and parts 

of this decoration. As far as the names can be reconciled by con1parison, the fo·llowing list emerges: 

head hair 

hair queue 

hair tube in general 

plain hair tube 

decorated hair tube 

beadwork of hair tube 

chicken feathers of hair tube 

kepochí 

yámi, yamíchi 
.. . , 

mu1so 

müisó 
, 

kimsotü 

kirichíchi 

krapikará marüyéne 

The name for the beadwork is the one generally used for glass beads. k rapikará is the Waiwái word for 

"chicken". - It may be noted that in spite of our uncertainty in bringing this list, there is a relatively 

good agreement with the few words given by Roth (1929 p. 72). 

The regional distribution of hair tubes in South America should appear from the following references, 

alphabetically arranged: -

Hishkaruyéna. - Personal observations 1958: Hair tubes like the Waiwái tubes, worn daily. 

Kashuyéna. - One bead-decorated tube, claimed to have come from the Pianogotó, was observed 

and collected by Polykrates in 1957; its owner wore it only at dances, and it was the only 

specimen he observed that year. ln 1958 no hair tubes were seen. 
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Fig. 77. Hair tubes from the Waiwái. - a: the complicated form, 
H 4098. b: a less elegant form, H 4099. e: a more common form, 

H 41 O l. d: undecorated f orm, for boys, H 4100. 
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Mawayéna. - Personal observations 1954-55 and 1958 : Hair tubes are worn daily and are exactly 

like those of the Waiwái. - Schomburgk, Rich. 1847-48, II p. 470: The hair is tied in a queue, 

covered with a long tube of palm leaves with feathered strings at the end. - Coudreau, H. 1886-

87, II p. 361: The Moonpidiennes have hair tubes of bark. 

Parugotó. - Farabee 1924 PI. XIV c- 1: bead-decorated hair tu be. 

Pianogotó. - Schomburgk, Rich. 1847-48, II p. 474 : ln .their dress they were exactly like the Mawa

yéna. -ln 1957 Polykrates found among the Kashuyéna a bead-decorated hair tube which they 

claimed had come from the Pianogotó. 

Saluma. - de Goeje 1906 p. 114 and pi. 11,3: Hair tubes covered with jaguar skin and decorated with 

feathers, toucan beaks etc., bartered to the Trio. 

Shereó. - Personal observations 1958: Hair tubes Jike the Waiwái tubes, worn daily. 

Taruma. - Coudreau, H. 1886- 87, II p. 357: The queue covered with white bark spirally rolled. 

(The " white bark" may be a winding with young pimpler palm leaves, like the white covering 

of some Waiwái hair tubes). 

Trio. - de Goeje 1906 p. 8: Hair tubes of palm leaves with jaguar skin covering, beads, feathers, 

cotton f ringes. PI. II, 3-4, and pl. IV ,2 : conical, ma de from palm leaves. 

Waiwái. - Personal observations 1954..:..55 and 1958: Decorated and undecorated tubes worn daily. -

Hair tubes reported already by de Goeje (1906 p. 8). 

This distribution does not coincide entirely with the wider distribution of the bead aprons, which 

have been reported from all over the Guianas. On the other hand, all tribes wearing }1air tubes have 

also been reported to use bead aprons. The hair tube in the shape described is strictly a Guiana feature. 

It is missing in the Rio Negro basin, where bead aprons occur. Yet, in that region a winding of the hair 

queue with a string has been practised, as with the hair tube wearing lndians. Wallace already in 1853 

described the men's dress on the Uaupés River, p. 482: "The men do not cut their hair, but gather it 

behind into a long tail, bound round with cord, and hanging down to the middle of the back and often 

to the thighs"; p. 493 : The men have the hair carefully parted and combed on each side, and tied in a 

queue behind. 

At the time of Koch-Grünberg's visit, this custom still persisted in some parts of the Rio Negro 

ba.sin on the Apaporis. For example, among the Makuna (Koch-Grünberg 1909- 10, II p. 283) the hair 

queue was always wound with a string. Among the Tuyúka (V ol. 1 p. 238 and fig. 207), the hair queue 

was wound with yellow bast. All men in the Caiary-Uaupés region (Vol. I p. 238) f ormerly used a 

winding with bast like the Tuyúka. 

This is like the arrangement of the "hair" in the Waiwái's Yámo mask, a thing which has a 

traditional background and thus points back to the past. The question emerges, whether the Waiwái 

(and related tribes) or their predecessors had originally no hair tubes, but only a queue wound with a 

string. The Yámo mask should in this connection be compared with the Opaina mask described by 

Koch-Grünberg (1909- 10, II fig. 214), which has a queue wrapped with yellow bast. 

Further similarities with the Waiwái and other Indians in Guiana can be gleaned from Koch-Grün

berg's description of other Opaina masks (Vol. II p. 310 and pi. X) : a long stick wound with strips of 
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Fig. 78. Churumá seen from the back, showing his hair queue wound with kraua 
string, elaborate hair tube, feather hanging from the kamísa, and bead string anyapotó. 

Note in1pressions on upper arm froin the bead string apomí. 
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tree bark hangs from behind, from the end of the sticks hangs the "hair" made from palm leaves. On 

Koch-Grünberg's picture the whole thing resen1bles an over-dimensioned hair tube. - Furthermore: 

among the Makúna (Bd. II pp. 291-292, figs. 198-199) the men at dances covered their hair in a conical 

object made from thin sticks and wound with strings. This resembles the conical tubes reported from 

the Trio by de Goeje (1906 pi. IV,2). 

Thus, in the arrangement of the men's hair queues, there .are similarities between the peop1es on the 

Rio Negro and the Guiana Indians. 

It is difficult to Ünderstand_ the idea byhind the use of hair tubes. It is true that the Waiwái explained 

it as purely decorative, but this does. not make it clear why boys' tubes have no bead-and-feather 

decoration; neither does it explain why they_ are much bigger than the men's, nor why some men's 

hair tubes are much more elaborately deco-rated than others. 

lt is possible that there is a deeper meaning behind, which the Waiwái have either forgotten, or did 

not wish to reveal. But, after ali, the Waiwái's own explanation may be the correct one. The primary 

thing probably is the winding of the queue with a string, a <levice that may have been adopted simply 

as a practical thing to keep the Iong hair in plac'e, lest it fali in front of the face and thereby obstruct 

the view. Secondarily, the hair tube may have been adopted as an ernbellishment, and the decoration 

Iavished upon it may be regarded as a manifestation of the esthetic feeling which these Indians reveal in 

all their handicraft. It should be necessary to suspect a magicai function of the decoration, though 

various designs, like the pattern called okóimomeórü (the pattern of the anaconda's skin) might point 

to a connection of the hair tube with mythical ideas, the anaconda being a mythical ancestor of the 

Waiwái. These patterns, however, are part of the whole stock of ornamental details available, which is 

applied to objects in so many other cases, where the sarne explanation was given: "This is only to make it 

look nice". 

The Waiwái men sleep with the hair tube on. Being a pretty uncomfortable thing to rest upon, it is 

usually pulled in front over one shoulder and allowed to lie on the chest, or it hangs out over the edge 

of the hammock. When burdens are carried on the back, the queue with the hair tube is p1aced in front 

of the chest so as not to come between the back and the burden. A man bathing who does not wish his 

hair to get wet, lifts up the queue from the back and makes it stand up in a high arch over the crown of 

the head, the end of it hanging down in front of the forehead. 

Small boys and girls may wear the hair closely cropped. This was explained as a means of making the 

children grow up quicker. For some time I thought that I had misunderstood the informant at this point, 

and that the idea actually was that of making the hair grow better. But later I found the sarne idea 

expressed by Roth who reported that the Akawoyo in former times had the children's hair cut in a 

peculiar way "to make them grow in height and strength" (Roth 1929 p. 71). - As a boy grows up, bis 

hair is gradually allowed to grow longer, and at the age of 10 years the rudiment of a queue appears 

which later will wear the hair tube (fig. 79). 

Men normally wear the hair queue wound with a kraua string as described, fitting for being encased 

in the hair tube. Only two exceptions were observed: two young men who had the hair hanging loosely 

o ver the shoulders because they had suffered from a hair disease which made the hair fali out. As soon 
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Fig. 79. Waiwái boy above l O years old, with rudimentary hair queue. 

as possible they would adopt the hair tube again, we were told. Great importance is apparently ascribed 

to the hair tube; one of these young men who had no queue got tears in bis eyes when he was questioned 

about it. 

Nowadays the hair is trimmed with a pair of scissors. ln case of a death, the closest female relatives 

will cut their hair shorter and the men will remove the queue. More remote male reJatives cut off the 

tip of the queue. 

Face and body hairs are not tolerated. Eyebrows and eyeJashes are removed, and so is the beard. 

Some men have a relatively strong beard growth, like one of the men accompanying us on our first 

Mapuera trip, who borrowed a safety razor three times within f our weeks. A few instances of abundant 

body hair growth were observed, too, especially on legs and thighs. Many persons remove the hairs 

from the armpits, whereas pubic hairs are allowed to grow except for a trimming of the edges. Only 

two men had removed their pubic hairs completely. The women's attitude to pubic hairs was not in

vestigated. 

Finger nails are cut with scissors or knives, or bitten off. Hairs and nails that are removed, are thrown 

into the fire or allowed to fall on the ground. Many Waiwáis do not go to the trouble of destroying 

them, though they know that this was formerly always done jn order to avoid witchcraft. 

White bird down is a favourite hair decoration for the men. For this they prefer the down yáymoya

póchi of the harpy eagle, yaymó, but down from the chicken hawk, wikóko, and f rom the buzzard, 
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kurúrno, are used sirnilarly. The white downs form a picturesque decoration contrasting strongly with 

the shiny black hair. They are simply stuck on to the hair where the greasy hair oil keeps them in place. 

Usually all the hair in front is decorated, almost fron1 the crown of the head down to the horizontal 

edge over the forehead (see: frontispiece). ln one instance we saw a man who had also decorated the 

central horizontal line of the sticky red face paint on the f orehead with down. Down decoration was 

observed frequently and seemed to be to some degree reserve.d for occasions when it was desired to be 

fully dressed. On the Mapuera trip in 1954, our Waiwáis put it on in the morning when we knew that 

we were going to arrive at the village of Kahshímo; the sarne thing happened in 1958 when we were 
, 

approaching the Shereó village of Tawanamatü. 
, 

The eagle down is kept in a little pareei yáymoyewárpütüre which is sewn f rom yáymopícho, the skin 

of the harpy eagle (fig. 75). They may also be kept in a little gourd. Such pareeis and gourds containing 

down are frequently found in the men's pakára. 

Regarding down decoration, Becher has an interesting observation from the Surára and Pakidái 

(Becher 1960 p. 44), who primarily consider the down to be a protection against disease spirits sent by 

medicine men of other tribes. We darc not claim that this belief is sbared by the Waiwái, as the idea did 

not occur to us, and the matter was not investigated from this point of view. It is possible, though, that 

the belief does exist among the Waiwái; at least it is a fact that the down were put on, if possible, when 

places were approached where our Indians might meet people not belonging to their own group. 

Body and Face Paint. 

Various traveJlers have noticed that the Waiwái have a slightly lighter complexion than their savanna 

neighbours, a copperish brown colour in contrast to the dark brown skin of the Makusi and Wapisiana. 

The Waiwái's relatively light skin colour has led Rivet to include them in a group of blonds (Rivet 1958 

p. 587) into which they do not fit at all , as they lack the features that usually go with blond types, such 

as fair and wavy hair, and light eye colour. There is a difference in skin colour between the Waiwái 

and the savanna people, but it isso slight that it can perfectly well be accounted for by the geographical 

surroundings in which the two groups live. The humidity of the air in the f orest undoubtedly prevents 

the development of a strong skin pigmentation, by absorption of ultra-violet rays. 

From a casual glance at a fully "dressed" Waiwái one gets the impression that his skin is bright red, 

as his body will be profusely painted with red. To this may be added figures in black. And his face will 

be covered with figures in black and red, and in red, black and yellow if he comes from Yakayáka. 

chípo, the red paint for body and face, is extracted from the seeds of the onón1to shrub (Bixa Orellana), 

which are used for tbat purpose by lndians of practically all regions of tropical South America. 

shée~vé, a bright yellow pigment, is used for the face only, and only by people from Yakayáka. lt is 

made from the seeds of a shrub very much like tbe onómto, only with pink blossoms and a yellow 
. 

per1carp. 

panacurí is an oily black face paint. It is made from soot scraped off cooking pots and mixed with 

melted weeyó gum to which is added oil from Brazil nuts or kokerite seeds, or fat from tapirs or spider 
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, 
monkeys. lt is made by the women and kept in small gourds matematü which are sometimes f ound in 

the men's pakáras. 

chárna, black paint for the body, is derived from a Genipa fruit. It is applied to body, arms and legs. 

Ethnographical literature abounds in explanations of the functions of red body paint which is so 

common in the Americas. It has repeatedly been stated that it protects the skin f rom the effects of the 

burning sun, and keeps insects away. It may be true that it f orms a protection from the sun and espe

cially from ultra-violet rays as has been maintained by le Cointe (1947 p. 488, describing urucú). But 

1 find it difficult to believe that it protects from insects; 1 suspect that the sweet smell of the paint, caused 

by the lveeyó gum with which it is mixed, will actually attract them. Fejos has found, through experi

ments among the Yagua, that the paint does not in any way prevent insect bites (Fejos 1943 p. 39). 

A few authors, on the other hand, indicate tbat the lndians connect some magicai idea with the red 

colour. Koppers has found that the red colour is one of the cultural features of totemistic hunting 

peoples (Koppers 1936 p. 172). 

After repeated questioning of the Waiwái an explanation was disclosed which has some bearing upon 

magicai ideas. lt is believed that the red body paint functions as a protection against evil spirits which 

may attack a person, sucb as spirits causing disease, and spirits of the f orest, including the reputed 

Kanaima, called kakanáu by the Waiwái. These spirits are not able to distinguish red objects, and so 

the red coat of paint offers a protection against them. For the sarne reason the dogs - and especia1ly 

those which have been trained for hunting - are smeared with chípo all over the body. 

ln preparation of dancing and drinking feasts the lndians may decorate their bodies with broad red 

tines forming crude figures. This painting seems to be put on for purely decora tive purposes, and seems 

to bave nothing to do with the protective coat of paint which is usually worn. The red body paint is 

smeared on with the hands ; two persons usually assist each other in this. 

The black body paint, chárna, is the juice from the fruit of a Genipa tree. The fruit is cut in two halves, 

and the juicy surfaces are rubbed against the skin of the body, arms and legs; or the meat is picked out 

of the fruit, and the juice squeezed from it into a gourd. From this the juice is applied to the body with 

the palm of the harid, with the fingers, or with paint sticks and stamps. 

The juice leaves no marks on the skin immediately, and will come off if the body is washed at once. 

But if left on, the marks will appear within 3 or 4 hours later as a blue-black pattern which is 

resistent to water and will last for about a week or more, disappearing gradually with wear. 

During our first visit to the Waiwái, in the last months of 1954 and in January 1955, black body 

decoration was extre1nely common, whereas it was not observed at all during our second visit, in August 

1958. This is quite natural, as the Genipa juice is not stored for use, and so the decoration with chárna 

is limited to the season when the fruit is available. It also implies that a protective function is not as

cribed to this particular decoration which is regarded as pure embellishment. 

The chárna designs have various shapes according to the way they are put on. When smeared on the 

body with the palm of the hand, they will cover considerable areas, usually with irregular outlines. 

Hands and feet may be covered completely with the black paint, giving the wearer an appearance as if 

he were wearing black boots and gloves. Designs put on by rubbing the body with the f ruit will be made 

up of broad lines of the sarne width as the diameter of the fruit (about 3 cm.), and those put on with 
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Fig. 80. Churumá putting on face paint witb paint stick. 

, 
the fingers will consist of lines about 1-1,5 cm. wide. lntricate linear designs, meorü, are drawn with a 

slender stick, méorütópo, one end of which is wound with a cotton string. Additional small decorative 

elements are added with a stamp made from sections of arrowreed (fig. 75). The designs made with 

stamps of this kind are called chálviyórü ("bill of the chawí bird"). These marks were observed especially 

on thighs, as were also small circles, probably made with pieces of hollow arrowreed. 

Men, women and children are painted with chárna. The decoration covers the front of the body and 

the back, arms and legs, and is applied with mutual help. Very decorative patterns occur. Contrary 

to the patterns on the face, it is possible to recognize so1ne of the body designs as being identical with 

some of the designs on ornamented objects, that is pakáras, stools, cassava graters, etc. Two drawings 

reproduced by Farabee give an impression of the patterns on the skin of chárna-painted persons (Fara

bee 1924 PI. XXXIX). 

The complicated patterns painted on the face with chípo, shéewé and panacuri are also purely decora

tive. No partiçular meaning is attached to them, and no names. This is in agreement with observations 

made among the lndians of Suriname by de Goeje, who f ound no explanation of the facial decorations 

ofthe Kalina, Trio anct Oayana (de Goeje 1910 p. 10). Among the Waiwái there was one exception from 
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this: the black design painted on the face by men who go out to hunt tapirs (fig. 25). lt represents the 

three-toed hind foot of the animal, and is painted with ashes from the burned feathers of the tapir bird, 

mashwaríni, mixed with burned hairs from the back of a tapir's neck. lt is supposed to bring good luck 

in tapir hunting. 

Red, black and yellow face paint is put on with slender sticks made from any kind of wood. Some of 

them are cut to a point, others are carved in the shape of small paddles (fig. 75). The name is chípochitópo. 

When small dots are to be applied, the point of the stick is used. Lines are drawn by placing the stick 

with the sharp edge or the flat side against the skin, and the paint is put on with a sliding moven1ent 

of the hand (fig. 80). Consequently, the facial designs consist of straight lines, and no curves occur. 

Large dots are shaped like squares and rectangles, and the long lines following the curves of the face are 

composed of series of straight lines. The face paint is put on individually with the aid of a little mirror. 

Before mirrors were introduced, face paint was probably put on in mutual co-operation between two 

persons, which is still to be seen when parents are painting the· faces of the sma11 cbildren. 

The Waiwái reveal a rich imagination in the composition of the designs. A man will appear every 

morning with a new design, different from the one he wore the day bef ore, and. from the one he will 

wear the next day. Repetitions are never seen. The degree of painting is apparently a rnatter of individual 

vanity and personal interest in the matter. Some of the men hardly go to the trouble of painting the face; 

others sport a relatively simple design; and still others appear every day with a inost fantastic decoration . 
.. 

The women usually do not paint their faces every day, but on certain occasions they may appear with 

beautiful and very rich decorations which surpass the men's designs in complexity and tasteful arrange

ment. The most complicated design observed occurred on the cheeks of a woman from Yakayáka. ln 

style it is strikingly similar to a flat clay object found by Mr. Hawkins near Kanashén, which can only 

be explained as a stamp (fig. 81). The object probably derives from the Taruma occupation of the place, 

Fig. 81. Design on a clay stamp found near Kanashén. 
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but it indicates that in former times the lndians of the region also applied their facial decorations by 

means of stamps. 

Even small children frequently wear face paint. lt is put on by the father who sometimes may stamp 

his own design on the child's face by pressing bis cheek against the cheek of the child. 

The shape of the face decides to a certain degree the shape of the design. There is a tendency to decora te 

the forehead, the nasal ridge and the cheeks, whereas designs. on the chin are rarely seen. 

Personal taste plays a part, too. Some individuais show a preference for outlining the eye regions with 

rectangular frames, others continue the design on the f orehead with long tines down each cheek. Others 

supplement the linear designs with a number of minute dots irregularly scattered within the frames of 

the pattern. Care is usually taken in making the designs appear symmetrically on either side of the face 

with the nose as the axis of symmetry, but a few persons sometimes appear with ditferent designs on 

each cheek. ~inally, a very few individuais do not care for symmetry at ali, but put on a number of 

irregular criss-cross lines or dots. 

Travellers in various parts of the Guianas have cómmented on the custom of tattooing which was 

f ormerly widespread, and which may still be observed in certain parts. Audrey Butt, in her study of 

tattoo marks with special ref erence to their occurrence among the Akawaio, has collected most of the 

references to the custom given in literature (Butt 1957). - lt should ·be mentioned here that tattooing 

has not been observed among the Waiwái by earlier traveJlers, neither were they seen by us among the 

Waiwái or the other tribes with which we were in contact on the other side of the Akarai Mountains. 

Among the Kashuyéna, on the other hand, Frikel acquired a tattooing implement with a little iron biade 

which is now in the Museum für Võlkerkunde in Hamburg (kindly informed by Dr. Wolfgang Haber

land). No tattooing was observed during our visit to the Kashuyéna in 1958, neither by Polykrates in 

1957. 

Daily Feather and Bead Decorations. 

Both sexes wear feather and bead decorations. It is a general rule that featherwork is made by the men, 

beadwork by the women; this applies also to decorations intended to be worn by the opposite _sex. 

A typical example is the beadwork for hair tubes, made by women and worn only by men. 

lt will appear from the following description that men's decorations are more numerous and varied 

than those of the women. The number of decorations varies individually and with tbe occasion, so they 

canno.t be called integral parts of the costume, like the kamísa and the loin strings of the men, and the 

bead aprons of the women. These are worn constantly, and almost equally so are the men's hair tubes. 

What is worn beyond these objects may be classified as accessorial decorations. Their number is 

great, as will appear from our description of decorations which may f orm part of the daily costume, 

though it is difficult to draw a defini te tine between such decorations and those reserved for special 

occasions like dances, drinking bouts, visits to other villages, etc. What to wear, is a question depending 

on personal taste and vanity. Some of the young men may turn up unexpectedly in a complete outfit 

of feathers and beads, while others at the sarne time may go about with almost no decorations at ali. 

The bead decorations most constantly worn is the apomí which men and women wear on both arms . 

• 
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Fig. 82. Churumá wearing bis apomí bead string. 

This is a cotton string of white beads, up to 10 m. long, and wound many times round the upper arm 

from the armpit and down so as to cover a broad section of the arm (fig. 82). lt is wound so tightly 

that the delta muscle bulges out above it, the biceps below. When it is taken off, the arm shows deep 

impressions from the tight windings (fig. 78). Such tight arm decorations are well-known from many 

Cariban tribes, and it is usually claimed that in the mind of the lndians the bulging of the muscles is 

associated with an idea of gaining great physical strength. The Waiwái do not give this explanation; 

veiled and direct questions always resulted in the statement that the decoration is only ornamental. 

There must be something else behind, however, as the children, boys as well as girls, do not adopt the 

bead strings until they arrive at puberty, the girls after certain initiation ceremonies, the boys without 

any f ormalities. One young boy at Yakayáka toJd us that his apomí strings had been made for him by 

his sister and were just waiting to be put on, but he never got so far as wearing them as longas we were 

• 
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around. Ewká, the young village leader at Yakayáka, told us that when first wearing his apomí he felt 

extremely bashf ul about them and always covered them with his hands. 

The apomí strings are worn almost constantly, but may be taken off under certain circumstances, for 

instance during strenuous work. One of the lndians who accompanied us on the Mapuera trip took 

off his apomí because they bothered him when paddling, and did not put them on again until shortly 

before our arrival at Kahshímo. Müiwá, the old village leader at Mawiká, did not wear his apon1í for a 

couple of weeks because, as he explained to us, he did not f eel well. 

At times the men cover their bead apomi with a wide band of bark, also called apomí. lt is worn on 

festival occasions, but some persons use it daily as well. 

The bark apomí consists of a pair of bark cylinders, one for each arm, which are slipped on top of the 

bead strings so as to cover them completely. The material is a long band of sáraipícho, the bark of the 

saraí tree, cylindrically rolled and covered with narrow strips of young pimpler palm leaves. On the 

outside is painted a black design of osohkó latex with ashes of leaves f rom the dallibanna palm. The 

lower edge is trimmed with small tassels of kwóro (red ara) and powis feathers (fig. 83). 

Several kinds of decorations are worn on the lower arm, round the wrist. 

eméhnomí is the name of a bead covering for the wrist. l t usually consists of a long string of beads of 

one colour, wound severa} times around the wrist, or of severa} strings, each one of its own colour. 

Women wear these bead strings on both wrists, men wear them only on the right wrist, the left wrist 

being covered by a bark bandage, also called eméhnomí, as a protection against the bowstring. 

Thin bracelets, eméhtá, are cut from big seed capsules of the Brazil nut tree, and f rom the fruit shell 

of the awanamá. They are worn by men ori the right lower arm, by women on both arms. Similar wristlets 

are made for children from the shell of a palm seed . - The sarne name, eméhta, is also used for wristlets 

plaited from toolvá strands. They are worn by men and children; the latter use them also as toys, rolling 

them along the ground. 

Narrow wristlets cut from old tins are used by adults of both sexes, and by children. 

Leg decorations are: washú, bead strings worn right under the knee, for men and women; washuklvá, 

bead strings for the women's ankles; and pürüwashú, bark bands for the men's ankles. 

washú are worn by men and women. They always consist of a long string of blue beads wound many 

times round the upper part of the legs, very tightly like the apomí for the upper arms. To this may be 

added shorter strings of white beads which are only wound around a few times. The women wear the 

white beads at the lower edge of the blue ones, whereas the men wear them either at the lower edge, or 

at both edges of the blue windings. The washú is not reserved for persons who have reached maturity, 

as is the apomí; children wear these strings from the age of 5 or 6. 

The waskukwá consists usually of white bead strings wound round the ankles. Blue bead strings may 

be seen, lined with white beads at the upper and lower edges, like the men's washú. ln a few cases they 

consist of red cotton strings with beads at both edges. - The washukl·Vá is worn by women and girls of 

ali ages, not b.y men. 

Instead of bead strings round the ankles, men and boys wear palm leaf bandages, called pürüwashú. 

They consist of two long strips of leaflets of young pimpler palm leaves which are tied together in one 

• 
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Fig. 83. Men's bark apomí bead string, H 4087. 

long band. The free ends have been beaten so as to lay bare the interior fibres; these have been spun 

into two strings with which the bandage is tied when it has been put on. - At times the ankle bandages 

are marked with broad vertical lines of chípo. A decoration ofthis kind may have been put on deliberately, 

but is not always so. One day when Churumá was questioned about it, he laughed and said : "That is 

where I wiped off my fingers yesterday when I had finished painting my face." 

Ear ornaments, panatárü, are worn daily by almost all Waiwái men, and by some women. They 

consist of a pair of small pointed sticks - one for each pierced ear lobe - cut from any kind of wood. 

Atone end is attached a lump of mányi gum which holds a round disk of mother-of-pearl from a mussel, 

shoowá, or from a snail, waruwá, surrounded by four small tufts of toucan feathers which may be missing 

on account of wear. The motber-of-pearl may be replaced by a small fragment of glass f rom a mirror. 

The ear plugs are connected by awyechí, a black (mányi-rubbed) cotton string which goes behind the 
. , 

neck under the hair queue from one plug to the other, and by esheyatü, a number of white bead strings 

hanging in front of the neck, under the chin. - This type of ear plugs with their connecting bead strings 

seems to be of foreign introduction among the Waiwái. The shell and the snail from which the mother

of-pearl comes, live both on the Mapuera side only, from where the disks and the ready-made ear plugs 

are brought to the Essequibo side. Some Waiwáis insisted that the ear plugs are made by the Shereó 

who live farther south on the Mapuera. The white bead strings are worn by all Mawayéna, men as well 

as women. One Mawayéna man claimed that it was originally a Mawayéna tribal mark which has been 

adopted by the Waiwái because it looks nice. It may be significant in this respect, that of the two women 
, 

at Kahshímo, the one who was a Waiwái had no esheyatü, whereas the Mawayéna woman had. 

The daily decorations for the body are bead necklaces and a chest-and-back decoration of strings. 

A bead necklace, wárü, consists of several paralJel bead strings with a single string at each end by 

which the necklace is tied. The bead strings are usually all of one colour, but several necklaces may 
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be worn at a time, producing the effect of one heavy, multicoloured necklace. Dark red is preferred, but 

ali colours of beads may be used. A variety of objects may be added: Small brass bells, animal teeth, 

animal and bird claws, seeds, small nuts, safety pins acquired from the missionaries and from travellers, 

old Brazilian coins which may have wan9ered from hand to hand up along the Mapuera River. 

Bead necklaces are worn by men and women, old and young. Necklaces made exclusively from seed 

beads, or from seeds alternating with glass beads, are worn by women only. For such necklaces, Job's 

tears, wosáto, are pref erred. At times the bead strings are so long that the women do not hang them 

around the neck, but allow them to go from one shoulder across the chest, passing under the opposite 

arm. This is particularly the case with girls. 

. ........ 

. . : ( 

Fig. 84. Feather diadem, H 4081. Necklace with feather tufts, H 4084. 

The chest-and-back decoration, shakapá, is of one type for men and women, but different materiais 

are used. It consists of bulky bundles of cotton strings forming two loops which have one side in com

mon where they are united by a winding of cotton strings. This part is worn on the back, and the two 

loops are put on in such a way that one passes over the right shoulder and under the left arm, the other 

loop opposite, crossing each other on the chest. 

The men's shakapá (fig. 85) is made from onómto-dyed cotton strings onto which have been tied a 

great number of small toucan' f eather tufts. It was not seen very often, and is probably falling into disuse 

as a daily ornament. 
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Fig. 85. A Mawayéna man at Kanashén wearing nose feathers, chest-and-back 
bandoleer and bead decorations. 
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The women's shakapá, on the other hand, is paraded every day, even by small girls. Here the cotton 

strings are set with red, yellow, or clear glass beads, but very frequently it has only Job's tears, or Job's 

tears alternating with glass beads. 

Ga.'a Decorations. 

Several decorations are worn on occasions which differ from what is going on during daily routine, 

and which are not necessarily religious celebrations. A drinking bout, for instance, need not have any 

connection with religious observances; it may be arranged when visitors arrive from other villages, and 

may be connected with games illustrating anin1al life and hunting scenes which are sheer pastime and 

fun. An occasion of that kind occurred at Yakayáka where people were invited f rom Mawiká and 

Aakoniotó. They arrived profusely dressed, though not in dancing costumes. A visit to a neighbouring 

village is ample excuse for putting on one's best finery. 

On all such occasions, bead and f eather decorations are very rich. So they are, also, with some indi

viduals in the villages on days when no cause is apparent, though there may be reasons which the Indians 

did not f eel bound to disclose to us, strangers as we were. 

A feather diadem, orowkó, is worn by most men, and by some women. It consists of a strip of arapapíto 
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Fig. 86. Chiriminósa from Mawiká wearing his cheek feathers. 

bush rope, the outside of which is entirely covered with small feathers of toucans (kiákwe and kuyúru), 

tied on with fine cotton string. The f eathers are bright red, except yellow ones covering 4 or 5 cm. of 

the strip at each end. The strip is bent in a loop, and the ends tied together with a winding of m.ányi

rubbed cotton string (fig. 84). The man who makes a diadem holds the arapapíto strip in his left hand; 

a ball of cotton string is on the ground, the string passing between his big toe and the second toe of bis 

right foot, and is manipulated round the ends of the feathers with the right hand. - The diadem, with 

its bright and rich colours, is a beautiful and most becoming decoration which goes extremely well 

with the glossy black hair and the colours of the face paint. There seems to be some magicai ideas 

connected with it, as we were told that in periods when sunshine has been scarce, the men bring their · 

diadems out and place them on a cassava platform on the village plaza in order that the sun may acquire 

new strength through their brightness. 

Nose feathers, kéwnarüyáka (fig. 87), consist of a pair of kwóromátoko (tail feathers from the redara), 

which are fitted into each other by means of a little cuff of mányi gum on the shaft of one of the feathers. 

The f ront of the ara feathers is set with small bits of metallic blue f eathers f rom the wonáto, and each 

feather is trimmed with two big tassels of red kuyúru feathers and curly black feathers from the head 

crest of the powis, with weyochí nuts attached. Our specimen was acquired from a young Mawayéna 

who was staying temporarily among the Waiwái (fig. 85). Several Waiwáis had this decoration, but it 

was rarely worm. Besides, not ali men had the nasal perf oration needed for it (fig. 87). 
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Fig. 87. Nose feathers, H 4084 a-b . 

• 

Fig. 88. Feather tassel for the chin, H 4094. Fea ther decoration for the cheek, H 4092 a-b. 

15 Walwai 
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A feather tassel for the chin, táshiporokrú (fig. 88), may be worn by men and women in a bole bored 

through the skin a little below the lower lip, into which a little wooden stick is inserted. From the stick 

hangs the tas sei which consists of small cotton strings with tufts of kiák-.,vemauyúru (feathers f rom the 

breast of the kiákwe toucan), and weyochí nuts. The name is derived from tashí which means "hole", 

and porokrú, "feather tassel". 

The sarne na me is given to a pair of sticks with f eather trimmings, which are inserted in holes in the 

cheeks near the corners of the mouth (fig. 86). Each stick is made up of two, joined ata right angle, one 

of which is inserted in the hole, whilst the other one points almost horizontally to the side. Both sticks 
, 

are set with small pieces of blue feathers from the chirürü. The ends of the horizontal sticks are trimmed 

with stiff feathers from the red ara, and tassels hanging from the joint between the two sticks consist of 

kwóropícho, soft red and blue feathers from the breast of the bird, with black powis f eathers hanging 

from the ends. - Only one man, Chiriminósa from Mawiká, owned a decoration of tbis kind. He claimed 

to be the only person on the Essequibo and the Mapuera who had the necessary decorations for them. 

He spoke with pride of the days of his youth when he wore them on all festival occasions. 

The holes for insertion of the facial decorations are very often made when the children are small, 

though it is not necessarily so. Some persons have no decorations of this kind at all because, as Churumá 

said, "it hurts to have the boles made". Churumá's nasal perf oration had been made when he was about 

17 or 18 years old, his ear perforations had been made when he was a little boy. - The perforations can 

be rnade on the boys and young men by any male relative, and without ceremonies. The holes penetrate 

the skin of the cheeks and the lower lip right into the cavity of the mouth. They are kept open with a 
, 

needle-like stick of chéesü or other wood which is removed when the decorations are to be put on. Our 

sewing needles were much in demand for this purpose. 

Very conspicuous arm decorations are the big feather fans, aporaká, and the bulky feather-and-down 

tassels which are attached to the bark arm rings on high occasions. 

aporaká (fig. 89 ,90) consists of 6- 1 O slender sticks, usually midribs of kokerite leaves, which are held 

in a fan-shaped position by small cross bars of karatukó wood, secured with kraua windings. Each 

kokerite stick may have its proximal part encased in a cylindrical piece of arrowreed. The distal ends of 

the sticks project beyond the arrowreeds, and are covered with small red and blue feathers fron1 the 

breast and back of the red ara, and with small bits cut from black powis featbers. A long red tail feather 

from the red ara is attached to tbe extreme end of each stick, and to the end of each red feather is 

further attached a yellow one from the inner side of the harpy eagle's wings. 

This big fan-shaped decoration has its pointed end stuck in between the bark apomí and the arm, 

one at each side of the shoulder. lt rises from the upper arm to some distance above the head (fig. 89). 

The big feather-and-down tassels (fig. 90) consist of long strings hanging from the lower edges of the 

arm rings. Along the whole length of the strings are tied small tufts of white powis down, and rows of 

long black feathers f rom the wings of tbe sarne bird are tied to the lower ends. 

The bright red aporaká combined with the long white and black feather-and-down tassels hanging 

from the arm rings, and with the n1ulticoloured beadwork and feather tassel of the hair tube, 

forms as impressive and elegant a decoration as can be imagined (fig. 91). 
, 

The knee decoration, porüyatü, is a cotton string which carries a rectangular beadwork like those of 
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Fig. 89. Ewká at Yakayáka wearing his aporaká. 

the ákonparachí loin string· trimmed at the lower edge with weyochí nuts and toucan feathers. One is 

tied under each knee, on top of the usual blue bead strings, with the beadwork hanging down in front. 

Worn frequently by men and by some women. 

The final touch is added to a man's festival outfit when he puts on his jaguar belt kámarapícho 

(kamará, jaguar; pichó, skin). This is a belt of jaguar skin (fig. 91) with two pairs of kraua strings at 

either end by which it is tied in front. The front loops ofthe kamísa are tucked under the belt and allowed 
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Fig. 90. Feathers and bark tassels ranging f rom apomi, H 4088. - aporaká attached 
to the bark arm rings apomí, H 4089. 

to hang out in front so as to cover the knots. At either side the belt has a rectangular beadwork like 
, 

those described just above in the porüyatü and in the ákonparachí; their lower edges are trimmed with 

tassels of kiáklvemauyúru (the kiákwe's breast feathers), black curly feathers from the powis' crest, 

and weyochí nuts. 

The women have a rectangular bead-and-feather decoration, the katamí, which is worn only on special 

occasions. It is worn on the back and tied with strings in front. lt was one of the few objects which the 

Waiwái definitely refused to part with, though the refusal was always expressed in a nice way with a 

sort of polite regret. One woman declared that no more katamís existed, Dr. Cen Jones having bought 

all of them at his former visit. This was not exactly the truth, as we did observe the katamí on severa! 

occasions; besides, we knew that Dr. Jones had only one specimen in his collection. On our second 

visit, however, we managed to acquire several specimens from the Hishkaruyéna women who were not 

reluctant at all to sell them (fig. 92). These specimens do not differ from the Waiwái ones. The Hish

karuyéna call them akátami. 
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Fig. 91. Wanawá at Mawiká wearing his feather-and-down tassels and the jaguar belt. 

It is difficult to explain the Waiwái women's negative attitude toward parting with their katamí, 

when in so many other cases no objections were made at all. lt has been suggested to me that the women, 

on account of the scarcity of beads, would have to make their katamí f rom the beads of their aprons, 

and re-make the aprons from the sarne beads when the occasion for wearing the katamí is over. This does 

not sound convincing, as the katamí-dressed women did not appear without their aprons; and they 

knew that we would be glad to give them almost any amount of beads in payment for one katamí. 

I feel inclined to think that with the katamí certain ideas are connected, that were not made known 
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to us. It may be remembered that Roth noticed a singular little button hanging from the Iower edge of 

the beadwork, for which he could find no explanation, but which has some resemblance to the monkey 

bone rattJes described on our p. 187 (Roth 1929 p. 77). lt may also be remembered that there seems,_ 

according to the Waiwái, to be a connection between one of the n1en's decorations, the feather diadem 

(orowk6), and the sun. 

ln Farabee 1924 tbere are a few pictures of Waiwái women wearing the katamí. ln his PI. XXVI a 

Waiwái katamí is shown, with the misleading text of "woman's loin apron",' which is repeated in his 

PI. XXIX with reference to one which probably carne from the Mawayéna. Roth calls it a "corselet", 

and gives illustrations of two types, with a few comments (Roth 1929 p. 77 and PI. 28). A decoration 

for the back, undoubtedly springing from the sarne idea as the katamí, has been described from tbe Trio 

by de Goeje (1905 PI. 1,26 and p. 11). lt is made from stringed seed beads. 

Fig. 92. Womcn's dance decoration katamí from the Hishkaruyéna. H 4814. 
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On our trips in British Guiana and Brazil we observed the katamí with the whole group of tribes on 

both sides of the Akarai Mountains: the Waiwái, Mawayéna, Sheréó and Hishkaruyéna. Outside this 

area, in which also Farabee's and Roth's observations are included, the katamí has only been reported 

by de Goeje from the Trio, where it was made from seed beads and had no feathers. - We did not see 

it among the Kashuyéna. 

Beyond this, no observations of the katamí have ever been pu blished. ln other word, it is strictly 

confined to the upper Essequibo-Mapuera-Nhamundá groups, apart from the isolated occurrence 

among the Trio. 

Dance Costun1es. 

On special occasions when dances and certain games are prepared - the games are usually arranged in 

continuation of a dance or a drinking bout - the Waiwái may dress in palm leaf or bark costumes 

covering the head :;i.nd body completely. The dances have a religious character, in contradistinction to 

the games which are pure merrymaking. The disguised persons, always men, represent various spirits 

visiting the village, and are not supposed to be recognized by the spectators or the undisguised persons 

who join the dance. Whether they succeed in fooling their fellow tribesmen we cannot say. No masks 

are worn with the palm leaf costumes, but the faces are almost covered by leaves hanging from the upper 
! 

part of the costume. Y et after some time of watching the dances, it became possible to us, though 

strangers, to recognize the persons behind the costumes. And after some more time of dancing - and 

drinking - the perf ormers certainly were quite unconcerned and made no attempts to conceal their 

identity. 

The religious dances can be divided into two main groups, the Shodowíko and the Yámo dances. 

Each group seems to comprise several variations, judging f rom what was told, and from observations of 

various parts of costumes which carne within our reach. Only one type of the Shodowíko dances was 

witnessed, and no Yámo dances. 

The Shodowíko dances are performed at times "when there is plenty of cassava", we were told. The 

one wítnessed fell at the end of November and lasted for four days. lt was celebrated at Mawiká, and 

all the people from Yakyáka were invited, but those from Aakoniotó were not. Everyone present was 

dressed in the very best finery which has been described on the preceding pages. ln addition, a number 

of men and boys, all of them guests, wore palm leaf costumes which they made at the Mawiká landing 

upon their arrival from Yakayáka (fig. 93). 

The palm leaf costumes are made afresh before the dance for whiGh they are to be used, and discarded 

when the dance is over. They consist of the following three parts (fig. 94a): -

1. A big cape covering the head and the body almost to the ankles. lt is made from Ieaftets of the ite 

palm leaf, yauyárü, which are split lengthwise. Of each leaflet, one half is plaited with its neighbouring 

half leafiets into a braid with its ends tied together so as to f orm a loop that is placed round the bead. 

The other half leaflets which are not plaited, f orm a bright green cape hanging down from the braid 

and covering the whole person. 
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Fig. 93. Waiwái from Yakayáka taking off his palm leaf cape after the 
Shodowiko dance. 
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Fig. 94a. Shodowfko costume, H 4120. 
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Fig. 94b. More elabora te Shodowíko headdress, H 4106. 

2. A shoulder cape made from the top shoot, yauyatko , of the ite palm. As the first step in making it, 

two strings twisted from the bast material, sharáu, of the young leaves, are tied horizontally between 

two thin trees, about l ,5 m. above the ground. Streamers of the bast are next tied to the strings, one 

beside the other, till the finished cape hangs between the trees like a curtain of yellow strean1ers. 

The cape is tied round the head by the two strings hanging out at the ends. lt is the streamers of these 

capes that cover the face of the performers. 

Two shapes of these shoulder capes were seen at the dance: one in which all the streamers are cut to 

the sarne lengtb, reaching almost to the waist, and another in which the streamers are shorter at the sides, 

reaching to the elbows, while those on the back are longer and reach to the waist. 

A few small chi1dren (boys) who were carried in the arms of their mothers during the dance, were 

dressed in small capes made from the sarne material as those just described, but tied round the neck. 

3. A head dress made from kumiyárü, a leaf of the lu (bacaba) palm. The leaflets from one side of the 

leaf are folded across the midrib so as to be placed alongside those on the opposite side of the rib. The 

Ieaf is then bent in a loop and secured in this position with fine strands of awiyúropícho (bark of the 
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Fig. 95. Churumá wearing bark cape. 

a1viyúro tree) which are woven in and out, ring-shaped, between the leaflets. The headdress rises like 

a tall cylinder or cone of waving, dark green leaflets, pointing upwards and backwards. 

The palm leaf head dress for the Shodowíko dance may be replaced by a feathered head dress. This 

was not observed during the dance, but a specimen was secured on another occasion (fig. 94 b ). It 

consists of a cylindrical hat made from mukru strips, open at the crown, and with a horizontal rim 

round the upper edge. The cylindrical part is covered with pimpler palm leaflets wound around hori

zontally and decorated with a linear chípo pattern. Round the upper part of the cylinder are tied several 

cotton strings with feathers attached; the rim forces the feathers to stand out horizontally like a crown 

or a halo at the top of the head dress. The lower string holds a row of black powis feathers cut short, 

the middle one has red kiákwe feathers, and the upper string has Iong feathers from the yellow ara. 

At the very top is tied a string of white fluffy feathers from the harpy eagle, rising almost vertically 

above the crown. 

• 
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Another Shodowíko costume is shown in fig. 95. It is a cape of bark fibres stained in a peculiar 

resist-dye technique. When worn, it is tied round the crown of the head together with the feather

decorated hat just described. This costume is called wáuko like the tree from which the material is derived. 

The way in which the bark is treated in order to produce the fibrous material bas been described on 

p. 273. - A description of the manufacture of the capes, together with a discussion of their regional 

distribution in South America, anda few other comments, will be found in our chapter on "Decorative 

Elements". 

Peculiar mask costumes of palm leaves are used for the Yámo dances, another group of dances of a 

ceremonial character. 

According to one informant, an old medicine man a long, long time ago went to the Water Boa 

People (Okoimoyéna) who lives in the water, where he saw the dances and brought them home to his 

own people. They are celebrated at times when there is plenty of f ood, i.e. cassava, - like the Shodowíko 

dances - and are connected with much singing and drinking. Unfortunately we have had no opportunity 

of witnessing these dances. 

The Yámo dances are performed by pairs of men who enter the communal house disguised in palm 

leaf costumes, and dance around the women who sit singing in the middle of the house. The costumes 

cover the dancers completely, only leaving one hand and the feet free. Like the Shodowíko palm leaf 

capes they consist of ite leaftets falling from a braid which is laid round the crown of the head. To this 

is added a mask of bark fibre from the wáuko tree; it covers the face completely, except for two slits 

in front of the eyes. The top of the mask is tied round with strings so as to f orm a queue which rises 

from the head and hangs down along the back, somewhat resembling the men's hair queue. Purple 

marks are made on the face of the mask with a bark pigment of some kind, put on with the fingers. 

These marks do not show immediately they have been put on, we were told, but develop after a short 

ti me and have a slight resemblance to facial features. ln spite of the description given ("bark pigrnent"), 

it is possible that they are made with genipa juice (cf. the "developing"). Similar, but more regular 

marks - Jines and dots - are painted on the part of the mask which covers the top .of the head. 

Tbe description above, given by one of the Waiwái, agrees perfectly well with the appearance of a 

Yámo dance costume in the British Guiana Museum, donated by Dr. Cen Jones in 1950. - The Yámo 

dancers are not supposed to be recognized by the women. They put on their costumes in a closed round 

house erected temporarily on the plaza and into which the women are not allowed. 

A confirmation of this latter part of the description is to be found in W. H. Holden's report of an 

incident in a Waiwái village near the upper Mapuera (Holden 1938 p. 330) where he noticed "two 

Indians entirely concealed in grass costumes", and a closed house where the costumes were kept, and 

where the women were not allowed. A half-Wapisiana in his party gave him the explanation that the 

men in the costumes were "being initiated into the tribal rites of warriorship". A person wearing a 

Yámo costume is seen in one of Holden's pictures (1938 p. 333, top right). 

At the end of the Shodowíko dances, and also independent of other dance arrangements, games may 

be perf ormed which imita te animal life and fables, and hunting. They have no ceremonial significance, 

but are pure entertainment and merrymaking. Various animais are imitated: prowlingjaguars, monkeys 
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climbing the upright posts in the houses, ant eaters, and severa! others. Some persons representing 

howler monkeys wear the big yellow fruit of the purukawé in a string round the neck, in imitation of the 

howler's swollen Iarynx, and run about yelling at the top of their voices. Men and boys take part, dressed 

and painted at their best. Special costumes are, to my knowledge, only worn at one of the games, that 

of the ant eater. For this, the men go and fetch lu (bacaba) leaves in the forest. Each dancer, with his 

body bent horizontally forward, has one of the long palm leaves placed along the back, with the leaflets 

hanging down on the sides, and the leaf stalk pointing ahead. The white interior stem of a "wild banana" 

is tied to the leaf stalk and represents the ant eater's Jong and pointed head. The whole assemblage -

men and their leaf costumes - has a stri~ing resemblance to the animal which is imitated, and at the sarne 

time a most laughter-provoking effect on the spectators. 

I 



Travei, Transportation, Trade 

Owing to the necessity of acquiring a number of important materiais for their handicrafts f rom places 

not lying in the immediate surroundings of their villages, the Waiwái are forced to travel quite consider

able distances within their region. ln search of certain materiais which are not f ound in their neighbour

hood, or objects which they do not themselves manufacture, they will have to travel even farther away, 
,,. 

and so they will at times visit places inhabited by other tribes from whom they get the desired objects 

by trade. ln this way the Waiwái have for son1e time been in contact with the Wapisiana to the north, 

and with the Mawayéna, the Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna to the south. There bas been some change in 

this situation within the last few years after the Mawayéna have moved to the Essequibo side, and most 

of the Shereó have gone the sarne way. 

Water Travelling. 

The Essequibo Ri ver is the main thoroughf are north of the Akarai Mountains, as is the Rio Mapuera 

south of the mountains. Dugouts are constantly playing the Essequibo between the Waiwái villages, 

but they also go far beyond. The Kuyuwini and Kasikaityu Rivers are visited by Waiwái on collecting 

and hunting expeditions, and by travellers going to the Wapisiana country which has been visited by 

severa! Waiwáis. Upstream they go as far as canoes will go on the Essequibo and its tributary, the 

Chodikar River (called Kwasharú by the Waiwái), where at Chodikar Landing a trai! starts across the 

Akarai Mountains. On the other side of the mountains the trail stops south of the old village of Kahrí, 

from where ri ver travelling again begins, f ollowing the Mapuera downstream for severa! days to the 

southern Waiwái villages, and beyond to the country of the Shereó. The travelling route has side bran

ches from the Mapuera along some of the tributaries. One of them follows the Rio Tutúmo (Wapisiana: 

Buno Wau) for a couple of days, after which there are two days of travei overland to the Mawayéna 

villages on the Rio Tohorín. Another route follows Rio Karí (a right side tributary of the Mapuera) 

for three days, and then goes overland for a few days until it reaches the Rio Nhamundá near the country 

of the Hishkaruyéna. 

Indians travelling by river or overland do so rather slowly, with frequent stops at hunting and fishing 

grounds and at abandoned village sites where provisions may still be obtained from the old fields. A 

trip is a f amily affair in which men, women and children join. 

Severa! families usually travel together in as many canoes, or a couple of f amilies join each other 

in one canoe. A large equipment is stowed into the boats : hammocks, men's stools, bows and arrows, 
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Fig. 96. Canoe startíng from Yakayáka on a pottery clay expedition. 
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guns. cooking pots, a pile of cassava bread, bananas, warishis, the men's pakáras, and what not, including 

dogs and other pet animais. The canoes are heavily loaded (fig. 96). 

Stops are made at convenient places along the river and the trail. Places are preferred which have 

f ormerly been used as overnight camping places. Here palm leaf shelters left by previous visitors are 

waiting, and are used after a slight repair if this be needed. They lie rather closely together along the 

Akarai trail, evidence that traffic is quite frequent along that route. 

Only one type of boat was seen in function, the dugout canoe. For the manufacture of this craft, 

the kanál-va, the Waiwái have the choice of several kinds of wood. Our Wapisiana interpreter told us 

that whàt he called "lteballi" wood is frequently usçd. lt was found out later that his "iteballi" covered 

the following four trees: tunayépu, yáuyépu, ipíikayépu, shóowatárü. ln addition to these, canoes are 

rnade frorn the wood of iíro, kanawáymo, hayawá, and mopeímo. kanaiváymo, tunayépu and mopeímo 

seern to be the preferred ones. For details of these trees, their distribution, and their identification by 

Guppy, the readeris referred to the alphabetical list in our chapter on collecting activities. 

When a Waiwái is going to make a dugout canoe, he selects a suitable tree in the forest, first and 

forernost one with a good and straight trunk and few branches, and with a diameter of up to one metre. 

If possible, one is s~lected which is not too far from the river, in order that a difficult transportation of 

the finished boat to the river bank may be avoided. lmported axes, adzes, and cutlasses are used for the 

work. The tree is felled in the sarne way às the big trees in the clearings, by cutting-into the trunk fron1 

two sides. When it has been brought to the ground, a section of the trunk of the length desired for the 

canoe is severed by cutting into the tree at two places. The bark is removed, inchips. Then the lndians 
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start cutting this section to the intended shape by first removing the wood from the interior, and then 

carefully shaping the exterior side, after which the inside and the outside are smoothed over with the 

tools. 

When the shaping has been finished, the trunk is lying on the ground, hollowed, it is true, but with a 

longitudinal opening which is merely a narrow slit. Then comes the most difficult part of the work, 

the opening of the canoe with fire. A scaff olding is built of two rows of vertical sticks hammered into 

the ground, with horizontal sticks tied crosswise to the upper ends. The boat is turned with the bottom 

upwards, and raised onto the scaff olding. Here it is allowed to rest with the opening downwards, at an 

elevation of about one metre above the ground. W ooden sticks and chips lying ali over the ground 

from the hollowing process are piled below, anda fire is lighted along the whole length of the boat. The 

heat drives out most of the natural moisture contained in the wood, and at the sarne time softens the 

material so that as it dries, the sides of the boat will expand and the cavity will reach a suitable width, 

usually of about one metre and a half. While the sides are expanding, they will at the sarne time exert a 

lengthwise strain; this forces the ends of the boat to rise so as to acquire the curvature which will make 

the boat steady and swift on the water. When the desired width has been acquired by the heating, trans

versal sticks are inserted at intervals between the gunwales in order to ensure that the boat will not close 

up again when it cools off. The sticks are later replaced with the seats, apón, which are either short 

boards or heavier sticks. 

The opening of the boat is the most difficult part of the work, as any defects in the wood which have 

not been discovered bef orehand, rnay prove fatal to the result, causing severe cracks that make the 

whole work useless. Too much heating may have the sarne effect, whereas insufficient heating may prove 

equally bad in just causing the wood to shrink without opening up. 

The opening technique described by Guppy (1958 p. 182, and fig. p. 210), with "implements like 

gigantic clothes-pegs" applied to the sides of the boat in order to pull them apart, was not observed in 

our case. The probable explanation of this is, that it was Wapisiana who were working on Guppy's 

boat, using their own technique. Roth has described the building of a boat on the Kuyuwini River, by 

Wapisiana working as described by Guppy (Roth 1929 p. 98-99). 

When the boat has cooled off, it is lifted to the ground. Now comes the work of transporting it to the 

river. If necessary, a trail must be rnade, and sticks are cut to be placed at intervals across the trail 

for the boat to slide on. The boat is pushed along, and finally launched. A new canoe which was made for 

us at Kahrí, had to be pushed in this \YªY for a distance of about a mile. 

It will take a couple of weeks or more to make a dugout, depending, of course, on the size of the boat 

and the number of men working on it. Under normal conditions a man will work on his boat alone, 

maybe with the help of his closest male relatives, but friends may assist him, too. They will do this as a 

personal and friendly help to the man, without any payment. Almost every married man owns a canoe. 

Those who do not possess one can borrow a dugout when it is needed, from a man who is more f ortunate. 

No payment is expected or given for this; even when a man returns from a lucky fishing expedition in a 

borrowed canoe, he is not obliged to pay off his surplus of fish to the owner of the boat - but he will 

very often do so out of sheer goodwill. Similarly, if a man starts for a trip in his canoe, he is always 

willing to accommodate another man - and his f arnily also - who wishes to join him in his boat. 
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The dugout has a lifetime of several years. With time it will be worn with use, battered by the action 

of water and sun, and f rom being taken through rapids and f alls, pushed and carried overland at the 

portages. Cracks and lea:ks are mended with the bark of trees (taratára, purumá, aychaká) which is 

hammered into the damaged places. mányi gum is used for the sarne purpose, supplemented on the 

Mapuera si de with balata-like okoropó. - Repair materiais for canoe leaks were referred to as kaná

l11ayarúro (yarúro, a filling). 

An old canoe which has served its time may be brought to the village and used as a teinporary con

tainer for cassava pulp and other b'ulky materiais, as was observed in one of the workhouses at Yakayáka 

where a trough of this kind, made from an old canoe with its ends cut off, was standing. 

Woodskins were used by the Essequibo Waiwái until "a few years ago". They were observed - and 

used - by Roth during his visit to the Waiwái in 1925 (Roth 1929 p. X). No woodskins were seen on 

the Essequibo during our visits, but they were reported to be used still by the Brazilian Waiwái, though 

none were seen at that time, either. The battered remains of one were lying on the river bank at Kahrí 

in 1954; it may have been the remain of a Waiwái ora Mawayéna one. ln 1958 we saw one among the 

Hishkaruyéna, and Polykrates, in 1957, saw woodskins still in use among the Kashuyéna. 
, 

A woodskin is called kanáwayíshchiputüre. This was translated by Mr. Hawkins as "a boat which 
,. 

has once been a tree". At times it was referred to as yíshchiputüre. 

Though woodskins are not used now, their manufacture is still known, as young Ewká one day made 

a toy woodskin for his little son, and Churumá gave us the following description of the manufacture 

which was later supplemented with details by other men who were questioned. 

Three trees were mentioned which have a bark that is serviceable for the making of woodskins: 

pirepíre, tarápa, and páaru. These trees have a great content of gum or resin which probably contributes 

to the pliability of the bark. 

pirepfrepfcho, the bark of the pirepfre, is preferred. The tree is cut down, and the trunk is incised 

lengthwise and crosswise with axes and cutlasses so that a rectangular sheet of the bark is outlined. The 

bark within the incision is heated while still on the log, and beaten with heavy sticks to make it give 

way from the tree; it is then removed with the wedge-shaped end of the wooden beater, which is pushed 

in between the bark and the wood. The bark comes off as a long rectangular fiake which is carried to the 

river. Here its corners are cut off, and on the long sides, a little distance from each end, a cut is made on 

the exterior side of the bark, going halfway through and extending for about 20-25 cm. from the edges. 

At these places the bark is then pushed together, in telescope fashion, along the cuts so that it becomes 

slightly f olded, and the short ends of the bark fiake close up and form the desired raised points at the 

f ore and aft ends of the canoe. The folds are secured by lacing a pliable arapapíto bush rope through 

holes bored along the sides of the cuts. Likewise, the gunwales are strengthened with sticks which are 

tied on lengthwise with an arapapíto lashing, and wooden sticks are inserted crosswise between the sides 

of the canoe to keep it open, and in order to serve as seats, apón. 

Roles f o~ the bush rope are bored by means of the end of a redhot stick or piece of bush rope which 

is held against the bark and rotated with lhe fingers, while the man keeps it aglow by blowing on it. 

This is the usual way of boring holes in wood, gourd shells, and the like. 

The woodskins may carry up to five persons, but usually they are smaller. It takes a couple of days 

J6 Waiwai 
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to make a canoe of this kind, and its lifetime is much shorter than that of a dugout. They must be 

handled carefully; they are not nearly as steady on the water as the dugouts, but they have the advantage 

of drawing less water and being much easier to handle at the portages on account of their Jight weight. -

As mending materials for cracks and leaks in woodskins the sarne kinds of bark and gums are used as 

for repairs of canoes. 

When dugouts and woodsk.ins are used on the river, some water will inevitably collect at the bottom, 

from leakage through cracks, from the paddlers working at the oars, or simply by water coming over the 

gunwales when the boat is heavily loaded or going through rapids. The water that comes in is simply 

baled out with one of the big gourd drinking vessels which the Indians always carry along when tra

velling. ln order to keep the load dry, a slightly raised platform is built from a few cross sticks placed 

at the bottom with a distance between them of about 1- 1.25 m., and longer sticks placed lengthwise 

on top of them. The load is arranged on the platf orm, and covered with mats plaited in a few minutes 

from manikol or lu leaves, or with more durable mats made from mukru. 

The crafts are propelled with oars, wayapú; poling sticks are used in shallow water and in places 

where oars are impossible on account of dense vegetation. The shape of the oar is rather simple, as 

appears from fig. 119. Usually there is a ,slight keel at the upper part of the biade, and there may be a 

bit of carved decoration at the handle. The steering oar, used at the aft end of the canoe, is usually 

larger and has a broader biade than the other oars, but the shape is largely the sarne. 

For paddle making, the lndians take advantage of the long and fiat buttresses projecting at the base of 

many big f orest trees. The preferred trees are the wayápuyépu, kúshpayépu, onómtoyépu, and shimári. 

A man can make a serviceable oar in less than an hour; when a little refinement shall be applied to it, 

it may take four bours. - For poling sticks, also called wayapú, any suitable piece of timber is cut, 

frequently about 3 m. long, and often with a f ork at the end wich is held downwards. 

Oars are decorated with painted ornaments in red and black (fig. 119). According to a photograph 

published by Evans & Meggers, it is the men who do this decoration (Evans & Meggers 1955 p. 337). 

The paddlers in a boat use their oars in time, and when becoming eager they indicate the time by 

knocking the shaft of the oar against the side of the boat when pulling it towards themselves. They 

do not sing at work, as a crew of Negroes often will do. 

The Waiwái are sturdy paddlers who may go on paddling for hours and hours - ifthey are in the mood 

for it. Through experience they can tell the condition of the river bottom by the shades of the water's 

colours, or by ripples on the surface which reveal the presence of otherwise invisible, submerged rocks. 

The man in the f ore keeps the lookout, and in case of doubt as to the course to be f ollowed between 

rocks, the canoe is slowed down, and a discussion frequently arises. When his decision has been made, the 

canoe shoots through. But no chances are taken, and in case the man finds the situation too intricate, 

everybody leaves the boat which is led by main force through the rapids, or lowered- or hauled through

with ropes. Round boles frequently seen in the upper edges of canoes have been made on such occasions, 

for fastening the ropes. 

When the obstacle is considered to be really serious, the canoe is unloaded on the river bank, and 

the load is carried past the criticai place, along a trail following the river at a close distance. Along 
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this trail the canoe may also be pushed and hauled. To facilitate this, sticks are cut and placed at small 

intervals across the trail, for the canoe to slide on. 

Land Travelling. 

For land travelling there are several trails through the forests. Though the Waiwái prefer ·travelling on 

the river, there is a local trail between the villages on the Essequibo which is quite commonly used, viz. 

the trail leading from Yakayáka to Kanashén, and from Kanashén to Mawiká. It is possible that this 

is an old trail, but undoubtedly the mission station is largely responsible for its importance now. At 

least the section between Yakayáka and Kanashén is frequented daily by people coming and going 

between the two places, the distance being covered on f oot in about 45 minutes. 

Another trail is an hour from Aakoniotó to its Ianding on the Essequibo. Through the initiative of 

the missionaries, and on account of the importance of a convenient connection with Gunn's Strip, it was 

replaced in 1955 by two shorter trails, by which the distance between the air strip and the landing can 

be covered in 40 minutes . 
• 

A few trails are of "international" importance, like the trail leading from the Kasikaityu River 

across the country to the Kuyuwini Ri ver and f arther north to the Wapisiana village of Karaudaranawa 

on the Rupununi savanna. This trail is mostly frequented by visiting Wapisianas. More important to 

the Waiwái themselves is the trail leading to and f rom the south, across the Akarai Mountains. 

The Akarai trail was for1nerly frequented quite often, as it formed the direct connection between the 

two areas inhabited by the Waiwái and by their southern neighbours, with whom the Waiwái had 

frequent and friendly intercourse. After the peoples on the Mapuera have moved into the Essequibo 

region within the last f ew years, traffic along this route has decreased correspondingly. 

This trail now forms the only connection between the Essequibo and the Amazon river basins, yet 

it has only been used by very few Europeans. Robert Schomburgk crossed the Akarai Mountains in 

1837, but did so by another route, as he started by following the Kanerwau River from the Essequibo. 

ln 1884 Henti Coudreau, according to his map, followed a trail across the Akarai from somewhere on 

the upper Chodikar, and probably met tbe Mapuer~ Riv~r at a place near the present village site of 

Kahrí. Farabee also started from the Chodikar, in 1914, but he must have followed another route 
" 

across the mountains as he passed a Iake which is not to . be f ound near the trail that is followed now 

(Farabee l 9 l 7 p. l 8). W. E. Holden f ollowed the Akarai trail in 1938, as did the Brazil-Guiana Boundary 

Commission at about the sarne time, whereas Peberdy in 1947, according to his map, started from the -
Essequibo via the Unoro River. Since then, Dr. Nicholas Guppy has crossed the Akarai Mountains by 

the Chodikar Landing-Kahrí trail, and the missionaries have done so when visiting the Waiwái on 

the Mapuera, like we did in 1954 and 1958. 

So, very f ew people except Indians have travelled along the Akarai trail which off ers quite a good 

example of the conditions under which the Indians travei overland. 

The country through which the trail runs is covered with dense f orest. Tall and heavy trees do not 
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stand too closely togetber, but there is a medium-high and dense undergrowth of smaller trees and 

shrubs. ln some spots the tall trees are few, probably in places with former cultivation, of which there 

is evidence. ln such places the sun reaches the ground, and here the undergrowth becomes so dense and· 

entangled that it is only possible to work one's way through with great difficulties. 

Through this f orest the trail winds in a most tortuous way. lt isso narrow that two feet can scarcely 

find space beside each other. Travellers have to walk in lndian file, and the trai] meanders between 

shrubs and trees. in such a way that one loses sight of the man walking ten m.etres ahead. 

There are plenty of obstacles. Fallen trees lie across the trail. ln most cases the Indians simply climb 

over them, and in so doing they may slash them with the cutlass which is always kept in readiness. As 

time passes, a log may be cut almost or completely through, evidence that the trail is a permanent one 

and has been so for many years. A tree which has fallen recently may be quite unapproachable on account 

of the interlaced mess of branches surrounding it and the other trees it has brought down with it in 

f alling; the trail will then make a detour - which may be a rather long one - around the tree, but it will 

always return to the trail on the opposite side. 

The Akarai trail passes a great number of small rivers and creeks which must be crossed by fording 

or by jumping from one side to the other. Some watercourses run between vertical banks and can only 

be approached with difficulty. ln such places the lndians take advantage of trees which have fallen 

across from one bank to the other; they cross easily, and apparently without any feeling of dizziness. 

ln some instances the trunks spanning the ravines show evidence of having been deliberately cut in order 

to serve as pridges. ln one case a bush rope was f ound suspended along the log, serving as a railing. 

lt was stated above that the Akarai trail was formerly "frequented quite often". This shall, of course, 

be understood with some reservation. The trail is tbe highroad between the Essequibo and the Amazon 

basins, but months may elapse between parties of lndians going that way. This leaves plenty of time 

for the vegetation to cover up the trail; and so it does in many places, and for long distances it is quite 

impossible - to a European eye, at least - to distinguish the winding trai] among the shrubs and fallen 

trees. To relieve the difficulty it is customary for lndians travelling to mark the young trees and saplings 

along the edges of the trail by cutting them halfway througb, or slicing off a bit of their bark in passing, 

and this is repeated when the party returns along the sarne route. So the trail is marked for the next 

party to come, which will find it relatively easy to f ollow the trail and will also add some additional 

marks. ln cases of doubts as to what way to follow, the party will stop, trying to spot the next mark 

ahead, or walking around in circles until it is found. 

ln some places the Indians put up "road signs". Where the trail splits in two, or where a si de branch 

leads off - to where? - a twig or a sapling on the side may be partly cut through, and the top bent 

in a horizontal position, barring one of the trails and pointing towards the one that shall be f ollowed. 

Road signs of this kind are not an uncommon phenomenon in South America. Koch-Grünberg has 

observed them in the Rio Negro basin (Koch-Grünberg 1909 I p. 200), and Barker has reported their 

use from the Waika (Barker 1953 p. 469). Frikel has described them f rom the Kashuyéna where he has 

observed a system of road signs so complete as to almost approach the character of a sign language 

(Frikel 1956). Petrullo (1932 p. 132) mentions a trail marked with broken twigs indicating the presence 

of the Kayapó. 
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Fig. 97. Pack baskets awechí to be carried on the back. Permanent type, H 4253; temporary type, H 4252. 

The lndians travelling along the trail move ahead with a remarkable speed, in spite of their heavy 

Joads. Yet they do not cover much ground in a day. The distance between Chodikar Landing and Kahrí 

can be covered in two days, but very often it takes the Indians a week. They stop frequently on the road 

to rest and to eat, and any game they meet will capture their attention and detain them. Shelters are 

standing at rather short intervals along the road - there may be a couple of miles between them - and 

at these the lndians will pref erably stop to spend the night. 

The outfit brought along on a trip is packed in long carrying baskets of a type which is f ound, with 

some slight variations, among most of the tribes in the Guianas, and wbich is usually called "warishi" 

in the Colony (a Carib word). The Waiwái call them awechí. They are big pack baskets to be carried on 

the back by a strap placed across the f orebead. The men carry bows and arrows in their hands when 

travelling on the trail, but will in addition take their part of the load on their backs, sharing this work 

with the women (fig. 97). 

A Waiwái warishi is plaited from two palm leaves. lt is long and narrow, and much bigger than those 

seen elsewhere in British Guiana, so big in f act, tbat the top of a warishi projects f ar above the head 

of the person carrying it. 
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Tbere are two kinds ofWaiwái warishis (fig. 97): permanent ones which are intended to last for a long 

time, and more temporary ones which can be made on the spot if the need of a pack basket arises, and 

which will last only for a short time. Both types are made from the leaves, kumiyárü, of the lu palm, 
, , 

kúmu, or f rom püriyárü, leaves of the pimpler palm pürü from which the pimplers have been removed. 

The former are called kumiyárawechí, the latter püriyárawechí. The durability of the baskets does not 

depend on the material, but on the way the baskets are plaited. 

Permanent warishi. - The si de to be carried against the back is f ormed by a elo se weave of the 

leaflets f orming a diagonal checkerwork with almost no interstices. The raised sides are similarly 

rnade, and finished along the edges by a plaited lining which is raised a little above the sides. A remark

ably good description of the technique has been given by Roth (1929 pp. 59-62). The length is usually 

close to 1,50 m. 

Temporary warishi. - The si de to be carried against the back is f ormed by an open-meshed, diagonal 

weave of the leaftets, the sides are f ormed by the leaflets which are not interwoven, but united along 
r 

the outer edge in a single braid. The rnaking of this kind of warishi is a matter of about .ten 

minutes only. lt may be about one metre long. 
/ 

These baskets are carried in bark straps, awyechí, wbich are stripped off several kinds of trees, such 

as the wána, wáuko, pashkuchí, awiyúru, and turuímo. The ends of the carrying straps are tied with knots 

at the middle or a little below the middle of the vertical edges which rest against the back. 

The long opening of a warishi may be covered with a mat, weechí, plaited from pimpler or manikole 

palm leaves. Similar mats are known from the Wapisiana. If no mats are at hand, any kind of suitable 

leaves may be used. And finally, the edges of the long openings of the baskets are lashed as closely 

together as possible with a string ora strip of bush rope, or bark carried back and forth between the 

edges. 

Trade. 

It was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that the Waiwái are forced to travei far and wide 

within their region, and even beyond, in order to acquire certain materiais needed in their economy 

and industry, and certain finished articles which they are not able to manufacture themselves on account 

of the absence of raw materiais for them. 

The traveis within their own region, north of the Akarai Mountains and in the mountain area, can 

be characterized as collecting expeditions. The traveis going beyond the Waiwái region can be characteri

zed as trade enterprises. 

The collecting expeditions visiting the immediate neighbourhood of the Waiwái villages provide the 

peopJe with almost all the materiais enumerated in our chapter on collecting activities, though a f ew 

materiais must be sought farther away. The balata-like okoropó, for instance, is usually collected on the 

Kasikaityu River, two or three days' travei down the Essequibo River. Stones for cassava graters, a 

most important item in Waiwái industry, must be collected in the sarne region. 

ln the opposite direction on the Essequibo, and into the Akarai Mountains, the Waiwái go to collect .. 
other important materiais: pottery clay, barawetü roots, Brazil nuts, irimárü bark, and opaché fruits. 

' 

• • 
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Pottery clay was formerly collected farther north on the Essequibo River, almost at the mouth of 

the Kasikaityu. A good clay deposit was later found on the Wanayúku, a creek falling into the Kámo 

River from the north. This is about three days away. 

Brazil nuts are found even farther away, in the forests along the Chodikar River, and farther south. 

This is also the nearest place to get opaché fruits which are considered to be a necessary ingredient in 
,. 

arrow poison. The main material for the poison, barawetü root, is found only in one place in the region, 

on the Barawétüyapón Mountain in the Akarai where the Waiwái, the Mawayéna and the ·parukotó (?) 

go to collect the root. irimárü bark, used as wrappers for cigars, is collected in the f orests on the Mapuera 

si de. 

ln addition to these items for which the Waiwái are deliberately on the lookout when travelling in the 

Akarai Mountains and beyond, they will of course take whatever collecting items they may need, 

including also such things which occur on their own side of the mountains. 

The trading expeditions beyond the Waiwái area bring the Waiwái in contact with other peoples. 

Their object is that of bringing f oreign articles home to their own villages, but at the sarne time the 

. Waiwái bring barter objects with the1n on their trips. ln this way contacts have been kept up with the 

Wapisiana on the savanna to the north, and with the people south of the Akarai Mountains. ln former 

times Wapisiana and Mapuera people have also occasionally visited the Waiwái, and the trade connec

tions had the character of mutual intercourse. It is most probable that this situation will change some

what after the Mapuera basin has been practically deserted by its inhabitants recently. But the Waiwái 

will probably have togo to the Mapuera in the future, too, to collect materiais for a number of objects 

which they formerly got ready-made from their southern neighbours. The Mapuera trips will change 

from trading enterprises into collecting and hunting expeditions. 

Until recently the most important item brought to the Essequibo Waiwái from the south was bows, 

made from the particular kind of bow wood, karápayépu, which the Waiwái prefer. The tree is quite 

common in the forests on the Mapuera side, and the Essequibo Waiwái got the bows ready-made, or 

almost so, from their southern fellow tribesmen. They were usually paid for with knives, two good and 

big cu ti asses being considered a proper price for a bow. Even from so far away as the Shereó, bows were 

formerly brought to the Essequibo side. After the Mapuera Waiwái have moved to the Essequibo, the 

tree has been f ound growing near Kanashén, thoug,h at the ti me of our second visit it has not been 

ascertained to what extent. But there is a possibility that the Essequibo region will in the future be able 

to provide the people with this material. 

Another material very much treasured by the Waiwái is mother-of-pearl, from a snail and a mussel 

shell living in the Mapuera but not f ound in the Essequibo. lt is l!_Sed as inlay in their earplugs. The 

raw material was collected by travelling Waiwáis on the Mapuera, and finished earplugs were bartered 

from the Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna. 

From the Shereó the Waiwái also formerly received calabash drinking cups, having no calabash trees 

themselves. The Shereó are said to have a few trees of that kind at the old site of Miniarewáka, but 

most of their calabash cups they received ready-made from the few Brazilian balata bleeders and Brazil 

nut collectors who occasionally travei up and down the Mapuera, or from the Hishkaruyéna who again 

get them from Brazilians travelling on the Nhamundá. Some of the Brazilian-brought calabash cups 
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may even originally have come from the Kashuyéna, to judge from their incised designs. The remote 

origin of calabash cups found among the Essequibo Waiwái can at times be traced in this way. 

The Waiwái also get fish hooks from the Shereó who get them f rom Brazilians directly, and through 

the Hishkaruyéna as intermediaries. From the Shereó come also spindles with disk-shaped whorls of 

turtle bone, whereas the spindle whorls manufactured by the Waiwái themselves are always made from 

clay. 

ln return the Shereó receive various objects from the Waiwái: arrow points, ready-made and provided 

with poison, either in bundles tied with bark strips, or in cylindrical bamboo containers Iike those 

the Waiwái and the Mawayéna use. Enamelled tin plates and drinking mugs, iron buckets, knives and 

axes are also brought to the Shereó by the Waiwái, and so are beads occasionally. 

The Essequibo Waiwái also keep up connection with the savanna, though they told us that they do 

not feel comf ortable there. Ecological conditions on the savanna are very different from those of their 

forest home, and that should be enough to account for the Waiwái's uneasiness. Besides, we were told, 
, 

the Waiwái feel inferior to the "civilized" Wapisiana. The result is that they make their stay on the 

savanna as short as possible. 

Intercourse between the two tribes has been quite frequent. Several Waiwáis have visited the savanna, 

5 or 6 of them so many times that they speak the Wapisiana language fluently. More frequent, though, 

are visits to the Waiwái area by Wapisiana who come there to trade. After the mission was established 

at Kanashén, one or two Wapisiana families have usually been attached to the station as Iabourers; 

and exploring parties going through the Waiwái country always bring a few Wapisianas with them as 

porters and paddlers. It has also happened that a Wapisiana, "Charlie Waiwái", married a Waiwái 

woman and settled in the Waiwái country as long as his wife was alive. 

Certain objects n1anufactured by the Waiwái are very much desired by the Wapisiana. First and fore

most there are cassava graters which arouse the great admiration of the savanna people, and several 

specimens of which we observed when travelling over the savanna. Equally admired are Waiwái stools 

which are also found in many Wapisiana houses; by their graceful lines and beautiful decoration they 

are far superior to the clumsy and heavy stools the Wapisiana make. Furthermore, the Wapisiana are 

very keen about Waiwái bows which, coming from the people on the Mapuera, travei a long way from 

south to north. Finally, dogs are a good trading article to the Waiwái. 

ln return for these good and well-made products the Waiwái receive industrial articles f rom the 

Wapisiana: axes, knives, cutlasses, fishhooks, metal arrow points, padlocked cannisters, plastic combs, 

and pocket mirrors. Beads are not carried in the Wapisiana's trading stock, as they have great difficulty 

themselves in acquiring them on the savanna. 
' 

A great many of such modern articles have also been given to the Waiwái by visiting exploring parties. 

The first iron pans for baking cassava bread were introduced when Gunn's Strip was laid out, we were 

told. Many beads found in Waiwái dress and ornaments have been brought in by visitors. Finally, the 

mission station must be held responsible for the supply of articles of the sarne kind as those which have 

come from the savanna, supplemented by matches, guns and shots, fish line, beads, iron pots and 

enamelled pi ates and buckets, and recently: trousers for the men, and padlocks. Such articles are given 

to the Waiwái in payment for services rendered to the mission station. 
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Summary of Waiwái trade connections. 

North: Essequibo South : 

Savanna. Waiwái. Mapuera basin. 

+ + - bows 

+ cassava graters 

+ stools 

+ dogs 

+ earplugs 

+ calabash cu ps 

+ turtle bone 

spindle whorls 

poisoned arrow pts. + 
beads -1... 

t 

fishhooks -1- - fishhooks 

other industrial 

articles + + 



Decorative Elements 

General Remarks. 

Practically ali objects manufactured by the Waiwái give evidence of a decorative sense combined with 

an aesthetic feeling admittedly equalling those of other Amerindian groups, and surpassing many of 

them. The Waiwái, I found to my surprise, are able to give oral expression of this feeling, which was 

revealed when Churumá spoke about the central post with its painted decoration in the big Yakayáka 

house: People shall feel happy because it Iooks nice. In Iine with this, Waiwái handicraft is distinguished 

by the amount of care and decoration Iavished on practicaJiy all items made. They are so beautifully 

done that real pleasure is derived f rom handling them. 

The decorations are manif old, and so are the materiais used for them: feathers, beads, paints, stained 
' 

and unstained basketry strands. 

It is worth of notice that ali decorative patterns are composed of straight Iines and right angles. 

Curved lines do not occur, and round dots are found only in designs where paint has been daubed on 

with the fingers, put on with the cotton-wadded end of a stick, or stamped with the end of a piece of 

arrow reed. This indicates that the patterns have originally been made in imitation of those existing in 

basketwork, which were dependent on the technique employed in the manufacture of the objects, and 

have been transferred from that material to others. The technique of patterned beadwork, adopted 

later, offered a possibility of repeating the sarne patterns in a new material. ... 

A great number of ornamental designs exist, each with its own name. Animais are frequently re

presented, or parts of animals, very much conventionalized. Plants, or parts of plants, occur, too, where

as the human figure is rarely seen. ldentical patterns or decorative elements may occur on objects made 

from widely different materiais, and they are usually given identical names. But the interviewer may 

be f aced with some uncertainty as to the identification of the patterns: it happens that different names 

are given to one and the sarne design when several persons are questioned independently of one another, 

though there is usually a good agreement. 

Featherwork. 

lt has been mentioned in various places in the preceding chapters that feather decorations are most 

conspicuous in the Waiwái's outfit of dress articles and utensils. Apart from men's and women's dia

dems, and certain face ornaments, they are, however, limited to tassels and tufts attached to the objects, 

and to feather trimmings of minor parts of articles. 

Decorative feather tassels and trimmings are attached to many objects: to bows and arrows, to men's 
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rectangular shoulder baskets (pakára), to hammocks and combs, to cassava sifters of the manári type, 

to scrapers for the bow, and to a number of dress articles and personaJ ornaments for men and women: 

men's laps, women's bead aprons, loin strings, knee bands, women's katamf, decorations for the face. 

It was not possible to get any other explanation of the function of the featherwork but that it is 

purely ornamental - with the exception, maybe, of the men's and women's diadems, and the women's 

bead-and-feather decoration (katamí), which they wear on the back on festival occasions. I realize 

that other explanations may be likely, such as mythological ideas connected with the birds from which 

the feathers are taken, and magicai functions ascribed to such feathers, and that the Waiwái 1nay have 

been reticent in revealing these ideas. On the other hand, severa! persons were quite outspoken on such 

matters, but no indications were obtained from them, either. The explanation of the function of the 

f eather work as purely ornamental was probably correct in practically all cases, as those objects - a 

very few, it is true - which were made to order for our collection, were exactly like other objects of the 

sarne kind we saw, though the persons who made them for us, might know that a magicai meaning 

connected with the objects would be of no practical importance in our case. 

The name for a feather tassel is porokrú. This is frequently elaborated by the apposition of a noun 

which denotes the place where the tassel is used, such as táshipórokru which is a feather tassel for a hole, 

tashí, in the face; or by a word which indicates the material from which the featherwork has been made, 

such as páwishimerekitkinpórokru, a tassel made from the feather crest, merekitkín, of the powis . 
• 

The manuf acture of featherwork is a task which rests upon the men, who also make the f eather 

ornaments worn by women, and those decorating women's utensils. A man often carries small bundles 

of feathers in his pakára, to be used for making or repairing various kinds of featherwork. 

Beadwork. 

Beadwork is made by the women. This applies to all kinds of beadwork, whether simple beadstrings or 

more complicated objects, and whether intended to be worn by menor women . 

Multicoloured beadwork consisting of a rectangular, open-meshed or close netting of coloured 

beadstrings occur in various kinds of dress articles and personal decorations. Such beadwork hangs f rom 

the men's loin strings, from strings tied below the knees of men and women, from the edges of men's 

belts of jaguar skin, and from the lower edges of the women's katamí. Zigzag lines are the most common 

patterns, but other patterns occur, too. The nettings are further elaborated with small feather tufts 

hanging f rom their lower edges. 

katamí. 

The katamí (fig. 92) consists of a series of parallel bead strings of many colours, stretched horizontally 

between two thin, vertical sticks, and not f orming a regular pattern. From the lower edges, and at times 

also from other places, hang rectangular bead nettings like those described above. The specimen shown 

in fig. 92 (from the Hishkaruyéna) has two nettings hanging from the lower edge, with coloured beads 

f orming the pattern pashkí. 
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More complicated patterns in beadwork are seen in the women's bead aprons, keweyú. and in the 

men's hair tubes, müisó. They are composed of meanders and other geometric elements. Many of them 

occur also in basketry where they are usually called by the sarne names. There is a much greater variety 

of patterns than shown in the specimens here illustrated. The T-shaped warakákapúto (head of the 

warakáka fish) occurs very frequently, as does also the meander called pashkí or páshkiemehtnú (hand 

of the akuri), and the H-shaped figure called kiripápa (a frog). These figures occur in basketry, too, 

though the basketry-pashkí varies slightly from the one seen in beadwork. 

keweyú. 

Waiwái wo1nen's bead aprons are usually white with an ornamental frieze of coloured beads near the 

upper and the lower edges. 

We are able to illustrate some patterns from bead aprons in the Museum collection. They can be 

supplemented with some patterns from the Shereó and the Hishkaruyéna which were also observed on 

Waiwái aprons not secured for our collection. It is obvious that these identical patterns in beadwork 

are f ound o ver the whole area visited, and carry identical names. 

Fig. 98a. Deta il of bead apron from the Waiwái. Upper frieze of a pron with pattern called warakákaptíto, head of the 
warakáka fish, by the owner. Consists of up right and everted T-figures, and ditfers conciderably from the pattern of the 
sarne name in basketry, especially on the men's pakáras (fig. 115). Blue on dark red. 

Fig. 98 b. Lower frieze of sarne apron. The pattern is probably a conventio~alized representation of some animal. The 
narne was not recorded, but we find a similarity to the sloth design painted on Guppy's cassava grater (Guppy 1958, 
opp. p. 306, left), and on one of our bark capes frorn the Hishkaruyéna (cf. fig. 275). - Blue on dark red. 

Fig. 98c. Upper frieze of unfinished apron: kiripápa, a frog, exactly like pattern of the sarne name found in basketry 
(fig. 112). - Blue on dark red. 

Fig. 98d. Upper frieze of Waiwái bead apron: warakákapúto, almost like fig. 98a. - Red on white. 

Fig. 98 e. Lower frieie of bead aproo above: kiripápa, less convincingly frog-like than the pattern of the sarne name 
in fig. 98 e. - Red on white. 

Fig. 98 f. Upper frieze of Shereó bead apron. A continued meander called páshkieméhtnu, aguti 's wrist. Lower frie.ze 
of the apron has the sarne pattern. - Blue on pink. 

Fig. 98 g. Upper frieze of Hishkaruyéna bead apron. - Blue on white. - This pattern was called yuuwáytna by the 
H ishkaruyéna, arnong whom yuuwá is the na me of a certain barnboo; tbe style of the pattern is like Farabee 1924 
fig. 8, I 3, though everted, from the Ataroi, where it is called "bamboo design" . Farabee's "bamboo design'', by the way, 
was perfectly duplicated in one apron seen among the Waiwái. 

Fig. 98 h. Lower frieze of apron above is páshkieméhtnu. 

Fig. 73. Unfinished apron on the frame in Yakayáka, with pattern in blue on white. The pattern is very much like the 
one called warakákaptíto in basketry (fig. 98 a). Towchí who was working for us on this apron, gave the sarne na me for 
the pattern. 

Fig. 98. Details of patterns from women's bead aprons. - a: Waiwái, upper frieze, warakákapúto; H 4104. b: Waiwái, 
lower frieze, no name given; H 4104. e: Waiwái, unfinished apron; kiripápa; H 4105. d: Waiwái, upper frieze, waraká
kapúto; H 4708. e: Waiwái, lower frieze, kiripápa; H 4708. f: Shereó, upper frieze, páshkieméhtnu; H 4776. g: Hishka-

ruyéna, upper frieze, yuuwáytna; H. 4809. h: Hishkaruyéna, lower frieze, pashkieméhtnu, H. 4809. 
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//jltfl///l/l/ 
Fig. 99. Beadwork patterns from men's hair tubes. - a: Waiwái, H 4098. b: Waiwái, H 4707. e: Hishkaruyéna, H 4829. 

I 

kirichíchi. 

The beadwork design on men's decorated hair tubes shows excactly how it looks on our fig. 77. We 

found it with four of the tribes we visited (Waiwái, Mawayéna, Shereó, Hishkaruyéna), and three of 

those we collected are shown in fig. 99, and give .a certain understanding of what the design represent. 

a: Waiwái. Dark blue design on a white ground, two undepending patterns each going its own way. 
, 

They were said to represent okóimomeorü, water snake's pattern. 

b: Waiwái. Dark red design on a pink ground. lt was said to represent dogs (atso found, for instance, 

on our mate stool, fig. 126). 

e: Hiskaruyéna. Btue design on a white ground. They are said to be shokriamohotúru, dovendyrskl0r. 

Basketwork. 

The manufacture of basketwork, like that of feather work, is the men's job, notwithstanding the fact 

that a great number of the basketry objects - cassava sifters of two types, cassava squeezers, fire fans, 

and various other objects - are only used by the women. 

Basketry objects are usually very carefully made, and embellished by the designs emanating from the 

ptaiting technique. The way in which the strips are placed, going over and under each other, decides the 

tines buitding up the patterns. ln two-coloured basketwork which consists of scraped and unscraped 

mukru strips, of coloured and uncoloured elements, the patterns are further set off by the contrasts 

in character and cotour between the composing elements. 
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Fig. 100. Fire fan, H 421 3; pattern " opossum's hind leg" . Fig. 101. Fire fan, H 4210; pattern 
" marudi' s breast" . 

Fig. 102. Fire fan, H 4211; pattern 
"kwichik wichi's breast" . 

Fig. 103. Fire fan, H 4212; pattern " human breast". 

Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
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Single-coloured patterns. 

Basketwork made from pimpler palm leaves provides good examples of patterned objects in which the 

patterns are produced only by the way the unif orm strands are carried. This group comprises two 

categories of objects : fire fans and mats made from unif orm pimpler palm leaves, and cassava squeezers 

and sifters made from unif orm mukru strips. 

,. 
Figs. 100-103. Show the four patterns observed in Waiwái fire fans, wayapamsü, plaited from uniform 

pimpler palm leaves. 

yawárirátnü, "opossum's hind leg'·' (fig. 100). 

máratüwán, "marudi's breast" (fig. 101). - This pattern occurs also in Shereó tire fans, where it is called 

popúrirátnü, "leg of pupuri (a bird)". 

ktt1ichikwichiwán, "kwichikwíchi's breast" (fig. 102). ,,_ kwichikwichi is one of the toucans of the region. 

kemanatÜrüwán, "human breast" (fig. 103). / 

Fig. 104. Plaited mats weechí. U pper left H 4207; lower left H 4202; right H 4208. 
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Fig. 104. Shows the patterns observed in weechí mats or trays, they are also plaited from uniform 

palm leaves. 

nochwokómo maapíru, "old woman's buttocks" (upper left). The name was given us by Ewká who 

illustrated its meaning clearly by pointing to the behind (maapíru) of an old woman standing near by. 

The sarne pattern, with identical name, was observed in a mat from the Shereó. 

méekuker!tru, "meekú monkey's eyes" (right). This mat had been made by Twaypú, one of the oldest 

men among the Waiwái. He claimed that the pattern had been brought from the Hishkaruyéna where 

it was common. ln fact, several mats with this pattern were later observed among the Hishkaruyéna 

and the Shereó, with identical name. 

The third mat of this kind (Iower left) has a rectangular pattern, the name of which was not recorded. 

ln mukru basketwork made from shiny, unscraped strips of Ischnosiphon sp. (toowá), the effect is 

also obtained simply by the way the strands pass under and over each other. With time this material 

acquires a beautiful dark brown colour. 

Examples are cassava squeezers which are always made from this material, and some of the square 

cassava sifters of the manári type. 

The Waiwâi plait their cassava squeezers in three patterns (fig. 105): 

a. otwá, "a little fish". 

b. ákriyórü, "acouri's tooth". 

e. waruwáru, "a little bee". 

Fig. 105. Details of cassava squeezers, showing patterns. - a: H 4196. b: H 4148. e: H 4197. 

17 Walwal 
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Similar patterns are f ound in the small Brazil nut oil sqeezers which are made from the sarne material, 

and in pepper containers which at times are made from discarded cassava squeezers. 

When the manári cassava sifters are made from uniform mukru strands, they will usually have a 

regular pattern of strands crossing each other at right angles. No particular na me for this pattern could 

be secured. 

Two-coloured patterns. 

High-rimmed cassava sifters of the manári type f orm a transition between single-coloured and two

coloured basketwork. Some of them have the simple, single-coloured pattern just described, in others a 

few black strands are added, so that another simple design in black comes out, independently of the 

pattern formed by the unstained strands. 

Our fig. I I is an example of this, a manári carrying two patterns: 

yakotoní, "criss-cross", is a purely descriptive name for the simple black pattern which is composed of a 
, 

few black lines crossing each other at right angles. It has no specific name. kúrurubawetürü, "frog 

entrails", is the pattern formed by the unstained strands, a diagonally placed system of groups of 

squares, one inside the other. 

The flat cassava sifter, toowá, are all decorated with a two-coloured pattern of black and unstained 

mukru strands. Several patterns were explained to us (figs. 106-111): 

Fig. 106. akrí, "acuri", represented by big, S-like meanders. - An identical pattern is found on a toowá in our collection 
from the Shereó who called it shohrí, "Jittle sloth". 

Fig. 107. wayamá, "big sloth". The sloth is represented by a conventionalized design which is easily recognized as the 
representation of a mammal seen from the side; the upturned lower ends of the legs are said to represent the long, 
curved claws of the sloth. Our informant explained that the big mammal-like designs represent "sloth crawling in 
trees", whereas the smaller designs in a corner of each square represent sloths on the ground. 

Fig. 108. wayámakamórü, "big sloth hand", represents the "hand of the sloth way up to the elbow". - The pattern is 
composed of big meanders placed symmetrically with regard to a diagonal axis, and is identical with one occurring on 
the back of one of our cassava graters (fig. 105), and on a pakára (fig. 121). - An identical pattern was observed among 
the Shereó. 

Fig. 109. shiritá, "a bird", has its counterpart in a fl.at cassava sifter from the Kashuyéna with an identical pattern in 
yellow and black mukru. The Kashuyéna consider the pattern to be composed of two elements, the square being called 
kaymaréta (a fish), and the dot enclosed within it, kururuhótoru (another fish). 

Fig. 110. waratápi, The meaning of the word waratápi is not quite clear. Farabee (1924 p. 177) has translated it as 
"bamboo". It seems, however, to be the name connected with one of the characters in the Okoimoyéna myth, the 
story of the Water Boa or Anaconda People. One of our informants, Kiripáka, pretended to know nothing about it, 
but added: "Old man will know". Among the Hishkaruyéna at Kasáwa we were told that waratápi is the pattern found 
on the skin of hurihurí, a gigantic snake which one may meet in the forest and in the rivers; it has a terrific, roaring 
voice, and swallows people; no person living now has seen it, but people in the old days knew it. Among the Waiwái we 
also heard about a creature of this kind, called uruperí, and living "where the mountains begin at the top of the river" 
(Essequibo). We even one day got the name uruperí for tbe pattern here discussed. - Our sifter, executed in black and 
yellow mukru, had been made by Twaypú, one of the older meo who years ago had moved to the Essequibo side from 
Brazil. He maintained that this design had been introduced from the Hishkaruyéna. A somewhat similar, but not 
quite identical pattern is found on a toowá in our collection from the' Hishkaruyéna, who used the sarne name, wara
tápi, for it (fig. 111). 
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Fig. 106. Cassava sifter, H 4199. Fig. l 07. Cassava sifter, H. 4200. 

-

Fig. 108. Cassava sifter, H 4201. Fig. 109. Cassava sifter, H 4731. 

• 
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Fig. 110. Cassava sifter, H 4202. 

Basketwork 

I 
Fig. 111. Unfinished cassava sifter from the 

Hishkaruyéna, H 4842. 

Various other patterns were observed in Waiwái sifters which, unfortunately, we are not able to illu

strate here. Among them were the concentric squares which are also seen in the manári fig. 11 , where 

they were explained as "frog entrails". Also karakúruyárü was seen, "leaves of the karakurú tree". 

Two-coloured patterns in mukru are also f ound on the pakára, the most outstanding example of the 

Waiwái's skill as basket makers. Here, and in figs. 112-118, will be given a description of tbeir patterns, 

with explanation given by the persons who had made the pakáras here illustrated. 

The patterns on the exterior ( covering) part of these baskets stand out in black mukru on a ground 

of yellow (scraped) mukru, whereas the vertical sides and the bottom of the interior boxes are made 

entirely from brown (unscraped) material. 

The variety of patterns is almost unlimited. Roth (1929 Pls. 13- 14) shows a number of patterns from 

these Waiwái baskets; others have been published by Farabee (1924 PI. XXIV), and Guppy (1958, 

oppos. p. 275) depicts a few from the Mawayéna. 

Fig. 112-114. - This specimen, H 4124, was acquired at Aakoniotó. The owner, Kapeyéna, explained the patterns in 
the following way: -
On the sides of the cover are two squirrels, awarekó, facing each other. Between the squirrels is a frog, kiripápa, with a 
squirrel' s teeth (i. e. its mouth), awárekuyórü, shown as a U-shaped figure above. The squirrels are characterized by the 
enormous, S-shaped tails over their bodies, and by the horizontal stripes on the sides. - The two tines below the animais 
represent ite fruits: the upper one is the skin of the fruit, the lower one is the kernel, yauyépemetúm. Small black crosses 
scattered above and between the animals are teeth, yawáriyórü, of the opossum, yawarí. 
The identical pattern on a pakára acquired from the Hishkaruyéna on the Nhamundá was explained in the sarne way, 
exc~pt that the U-shaped figure above the frog was called awárekumátkúru, "squirrel's tail" . 
The pattern on the top of the cover is shown in fig. 113. The interlocking meanders represent wayámakamórü, the hand 
of the big sloth (cf. the sifter, fig. 106). At either end is the fish parukó (a double triangle), and its teeth (or mouth) 
párukoyórü, (a horizontal U). 
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Fig. 112. pakára, H 4124. 

I 

Fig. 113. Pattern on top of pakára, H 4124. 
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Fig. 114. Pattern on ends of cover of pakára, -H 4124. 

The ends of the cover have the pattern shown in fig. 114, representing a caterpillar, orokú, "with arms and legs" . The 
vertical row of crosses along its "back" is "opossum's teeth". Below are ite fruit skin and kernels, continued from 
the sides of the basket. 
The pattern on the sides of the interior basket, in single-coloured mukru, represents pashki (the little aguti) shown as a 
Jine of 3 detached rectangular meanders. A row of 8 squares below represents osóhkoyárü, leaves of the osohkó tree. -
The bottom has a chevron design, explained as tails of the little fish otwá. 

Fig. 115-116. - This specimen, H 4125, was acquired at Mawiká from Topóna. He explained the pattern in the 
f ollowing way: -
On each side of the cover are three elements representing warakákapúto, heads of the warakáka fish . An1ong the 
Hishkaruyéna this figure was called yuruwá, one of the palm trees of the region. Above and below there is a straight 
line similar to the ite fruit skin on the pakára described above. 

Fig. 116. shows the pattern on the top of the cover. lt was explained as párukomátkuru, tails of the little fish parukó. 
The patterns on the ends of the cover are like fig. 114, caterpillar. 
The sides of the interior box are covered with a unif orm pattern of diagonally placed rhomboids, called waruwáru, 
honey bee. This pattern is also known from the basketwork of some of the cassava squeezers. The bottom has long 
rectangles, one inside the other. 

. . 
Fig. 117-118. - This specimen, H 4126, was acquired at Kahshfmo on the upper Mapuera. lt had been made by the 
village leader's son, Yewúra, who explained the patterns. 
The figures on the sides are scorpions, chikirí, placed alternatingly with their tails up and down. The rectangles between 
the claws represent moyosiÍ, "a leafworm which is eaten by the scorpion". 'fhe straight line below is "ite fruit skin", 
the herring bone line is chiwíriyauchárü, ribs of a little fish (chiwirl, a cert-ªin fish; yauchariÍ. rib). - The ends of the 
cover are decorated with "caterpillar" like fig. 114. 
The upper side of the cover (fig. 118) is decorated with párukomeórü ("parukó pattern"), representing the pattern on 
the skin of this fish, with head and tail at both ends. 
The interior box has wáruwáru on both sides, and the fish otwá on the bottom. Both these patterns are known from 
cassava squeezers. 
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Fig. 116. Pattern on top of pakára, H 4125. 

The ornamental patterns on Waiwái combs are not true basketwork. It is rather a plaitwork of strings, 

going over and under the upper ends of the teeth. The material is ite bast strings, or ite bast and cotton 

strings. The details of the pattern are emphasized by the purple colouring of some of the elements, the 

cotton strings having been dyed witlr chámna, or some of the ite strings with karayurú. 

Only two patterns were observed, though there may be others. A pattern illustrated by Farabee 

(1924 Pl. XXIX, top left) was not seen. "Our" patterns are illustrated in fig. 76. 

Fig. 76, top. H 4117. Unstained ite fibres and purple cotton strings forma pattern callcd shápipitárü or "face design of 
tbe shápi" (the blue-and-yellow are), a zigzag design with several angles to each element. 

Fig. 76, bottom. H 4118. Unstained and purple ite fibres form a pattern called aymárakarán, "haimara gills", con
sisting of more simple zigzag lines than in the f ormer specimen. 

Carving. 

The wood carver's art is not strikingly developed among the Waiwái . No specimens were seen, neither 

here nor among the peoples along the Mapuera and the Nhamundá, which could compare with the 

excellently carved ceremonial objects we later observed among the Kashuyéna, and which have been 

described elsewhere (Polykrates 1960). 

On our two trips we only saw one object, among the Waiwái, which in its execution approached carv

ing in the round: a small dog, made by Ewká as a toy for his little son, and not carved from wood, but 

from the relatively hard pulp of an ite kernel. 

With the Waiwái, as with most other lndians, the bows are the best examples of good workmanship 

in wood, but here the Waiwái are aided in obtaining a pleasing result of their efforts by the beautiful 

material in which they work, and by their too!, primitive though it is, the double scraper with bush hog 

teeth whose edges are admirably suited to the work for which the tool is used. 

Other examples of good workmanship are the pleasantly proportioned wooden stools with their 

painted decoration, and - frequently - their beautiful polish which is increased by wear. Cassava graters 

are well shaped, too; but their main attraction is derived from the painted decoration. 
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Fig. 117. pakára, H 4126. 

I 

Fig. 118. Pattern of top of pakára, H 4126. 
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Only two categories of objects were seen, in which an embellishment with carved decoration was 

found. One of the categories comprised only one item: the centre post in the big round house at Yakayáka, 

the end ofwhich was carved soas to form four conical offsets, one above the other. - The other category 

was the paddles, the handles of which are f requently shaped like a crescent moon (fig. 119), and which, 

when they have this shape, are actually called núnyiwayápu (núnyi, moon; wayapú, paddle). Another 

paddle (fig. 119) was obtained from the Mawayéna Indian .who had carved it. Its handle was much 

admired by the Waiwái, who called it moyósüyórü, "spider tooth" (moyosÜ, spider). It had originally 

two curved horns pointing to each other; one of them is broken in the specimen here illustrated. 

Fig. 119. Paddles. Top to bottom: H 4250 Mawayéna, H 4736 and H 4251 Waiwái. 

Beyond this, wood carving is practised only in shaping a few objects which are carved to serve purely 

utilitarian purposes, and in which no decoration is attempted. 

Canoes and big troughs for holding beverages are conspicuous examples of wood carving which 

requires ti me, patience, and an eye for practical shape and proportions. 

Equally utilitarian, and with no refinement in decoration, are objects like cassava mortars, big and 

heavy cylindrical objects, shaped simply for the purpose. So are the pestles for the mortars, at times 

with a cylindrical enlargement at one end, at times with one at each end (fig. 1 O). Bark beaters for the 

manuf acture of bark cloth are undecorated, too (fig. 10). 
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Painting. 

ln this chapter on painted decora tive elements, a whole section could be set apart for the kind of painting 

in which the Waiwái give the most varied expression to their decorative inventiveness, i.e. in face and 

body painting. These have already been discussed in the chapter on personal decorations, to which the 

reader is referred. 

Painted decoration on utilitarian objects is confined to articles of wood, palm leaf, and pottery. They 

will be described below. The colour scheme embraces two colours only: black and red. 

Fig. 120. Cassava grater, H 4193. Front and back side. 
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Fig. 121. Cassava grater. H 4191. Front and back side. 

The black pigment for decoration of wooden objects is usually made from powdered ashes of dalli

banna palm leaves, the red from the red seeds of the anato (onómto, Bixa Orellana) bush. These ingre

dients are mixed with latex from the osóhko tree. The pigments are applied to cassava graters, to wooden 

stools, to the shafts of the bush hog tooth scrapers for the bow, and to arrows. For some objects tashá 

paint is also used, which is applied to paddles and stools; it is not as hard-wearing as the osóhko paint. 

Cassava graters are covered on the grater side with a layer of the red onómto paint. On top of this is 

painted a design in black, consisting of a central figure, a frieze at either end, and a narrow line along 

the two edges. Great variation is sbown in the designs. As central figures were observed: round-bellied 
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Fig. 123. Designs, central figures, from 
cassava graters. 

Fig. 122. Cassa va grater, H 4192. Front si de. 

I 
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lizards, slender alligators with angular bodies, frogs, crosses and meander figures. Painted representa

tions of the human figure were rarely seen, and only on the graters: in one example a man, tóotó, with a 

feather crown, in another example a man without. Painted line decorations, more or less simple, may 

also occur on the back of the graters. 

It is worthy of notice that it is the woman who paint the graters ali over with the red, lacquer-like 

anato pigment, whereas it is the men who afterwards put on the black designs (cf. decoration of pottery). 

The designs shown in figs. 120-124 were explained in the following way: 

Fig. 120. Cassava grater H 4193. - Left: grater side. Central figure is wotwó, alligator, with angular body and projecting 
scales o n the tail. At the ends póriyócho, fish spines, represented by meander figures composed of heterogeneous ele1nents 
(póri, a certain fish; yochó, point, spine). The double zigzag lines along the edges are called kúnukununó, " hands of 
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bananas". - Right: back of grater, with longitudinal and transversal red lines, and transversal black lines. The name 
of this design is yakotoní, "criss-cross", as in the manári fig. 11. 

Fig. 121. Cassava grater H 4191. - Left: grater side. Central figure is yirápa, a tree lizard. The dots represent tbe pattern 
on the skin of the lizard's back, yümkameórü (yümká, back; meorü, pattern). At the ends páshkieméhtnu, little akuri's 
forefoot, symbolized by S-shaped meanders. Along the edges kúnukununó, hand of bananas. - Right: back of grater. 
The double row of meanders arranged in pairs is called wáyamameórü, sloth pattern: each meander is called wáyamaka
mórü and represents the sloth's hand (wayamá, the big sloth; kamorÜ, arm; cf. sifter, fig. 108). The row of continued 
meanders along one edge was called mishwomenó (explained as meaning "coil up"); along the other edge reappears the 
row of dots seen also on the grater side. The figures at the ends are called müínayépu, dallibanna tree; Churumá explained 
that this design represents the dallibanna palm's leaf stalk. 

Fig. 122. Cassava grater H 4192. - Grater side. Central figure yirápa, much simplified. At the ends: póriyócho, fish spine. 
Along the edges: kúnukununó, hand of bananas. - The back is undecorated. 

Fig. 123. Shows two naturalistic representations of the roundbellied tree lizard yirápa. On the top is the central figure 
from a Waiwái grater owned by a Wapisiana Indian at Ishalton on the Rupununi savanna. At the bottom is a correspond
ing design from a grater in Churun1á's house at Aakoniotó, owned by his wife Ayashmá. A grater in the British Guiana 
Museum in Georgetown, donated by Dr. Jones, has the sarne design. 

Fig. 124. Shows a design combined with the lizard on Ayashmá's grater where it formed the friezes at the ends. It 
,. 1 

represents an ant chikirü, the dots symbolizing its bi~es. On the back of the sarne grater was the mishwomenó design 
(cf. fig. 121, right). 

Similar and other designs from Waiwái cassava graters have been published by Roth (1929 Pls. 5-6). 

Graters with painted designs are also made by the Mawayéna, but were not observed among the Shereó, 

Hishkaruyéna, or Kashuyéna. 

The making of stools, including carving and all the painting, is men's work. The red paint forming 

the foundation for the black decoration has onómto as its main ingredient, but has not got the bright 

and shiny surf ace of red osóhko paint. The manufacture of this red paint was not explained to us, but 

it is probably not very different from that of the black tashá paint which is used on stools and paddles 

together with black osóhko paint. The black tas há paint is made out of soot f rom cooking pots and 

cassava pans mixed with barkjuice from the tashá tree and cassavajuice. This paint is dull in appearance, 

like the red paint of the stools. 

The ends of the concave seats of stools are usually painted a solid black with tashá through which, 

• 
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Fig. 124. Frieze at end of cassava grater. 
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bef ore the paint has beco me dry, fine undulating lines are scratched with the tips of the finger nails. 

On the red section saved between the black ends of the·seat there is a design in heavy black osóhko paint. 

With time this design wears off, and the stool will then appear with an apparently undecorated seat 

covered by an even onómto-coloured layer from contact with the owner's red-painted body, and with a 

nice polish f rom wear. 

The black paints are usually put on with the finger tips and with a stick with a cotton wad wrapped 

round the end. As in the case of the carved and painted central post in the house at Yakayáka, the 

Waiwái claimed that no mythical meaning was attached to the designs on the stools. Everything was 

put on only to make them look nice. 

Old Waniú, expert stool carver and painter, has made the stool in fig. 125. He explained the painted 

designs in the f ollowing way: The one at the middle of the concave seat is mishwomÜ ( called mishwomenó, 

"coil up", in the case of fig. 121, right). The lower side of the seat is decorated with okóimomeórü (fig. 126), 

the pattern on the skin of the water boa or anaconda, okóimo. The outer sides of the support have 
, 

mishwomü designs, round dots put on with the fingers. 

Fig. 125. Man's stool, H 4248. 

1 
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Fig. 126. Painted design on lower side of a stool, H 4248. 

A common design from seats of stools is shown in fig . 127. It was explained by Waniú as aimárakarán, 

haimara gills (cf. fig. 82, bottom). 

The black designs on the white pimpler palm leaves covering the men's apomi or bark arm rings, are 

painted with the sarne kínd of os6hko paint as the black figures on the cassava graters. 

One pair, fig. 83, is identicalJy decorated with a cross-hatched design called méekumátoko, or meekú 

monkey's tail. The other pair has varying designs the names of which escaped us. One of them appears 

slightly similar to the anaconda pattern in fig. 126. 

chipo decoration, made with the pigment which is also used for face and body decoration, and 

consisting simply of vertical red lines, was used in a few cases on objects of pimpler palm leaf, like the 

covering of the plaited cylinder for a feather crown, and the ankle bandages of the men. 

The painted ornaments on pottery consist of black meander-line designs on a red ground. Of the 

decorated pots in fig. 63, the smaller one has the pattern cal1ed "aguti's wrist". The upper pattern on 

the bigger pot was not explained; the lower pattern seems to be the okóimome6rü (anaconda pattern, 

cf. fig. 126). 

\ 

Fig. 127. Painted design from seat of a stool. 
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Resist-dyeing. 

Among the Waiwái we had the good fortune of witnessing a singular process of resist-dyeing of bark 

costumes which has not, as far as I know, been described from any other part of the Tropical Lowlands 

of South America. 

lt was explained on pp. 236 how the Waiwái manufacture a kind of fibrous bark cloth from the 

interior bast layer of the bark of the wáuko tree. This fibrous mass is used only on exceptional occasions, 

when it is made into dancing costumes, i.e. for two groups of dancing ceremonies: the Yámo and the 

Shodowíko dances. 

For the Yámo dances, when young men are introduced into certain sides of religious life, some ofthe 

men may wear painted masks of this bark material. Unfortunately, these dances and their costumes 

were not witnessed, but the British Guiana Museum at Georgetown has one of these costumes, which 

was donated in 1950 by Dr. C. Jones. 

The Shodowíko dances symbolize the visit of spirits to the village, and have apparently some relation 

to the growth of cassava roots. At these dances some ofthe men may appear in resist-dyed bark costumes. 

The Shodowíko bark costume is made from the fibrous bast sheets which have been removed from a 

wáuko Iog. The rectangular sheets are brought to one of the workhouses where two kraua strings have 

been tied between two upright posts. Here the bast sheets are separated into a great number of long, 

string-like streamers. Each of these is tied with a loop at the upper end to the kraua strings, and when alJ 

have been suspended, they hang vertically alongside each other like a curtain of yellow strings. 

Each of these hanging strings - or rather a number of neighbouring fibres at a ti me - is now tied round 

with bark strips, at varying heights and at certain intervals. When the tyeing process is finished, the whole 

curtain is taken down and carried to a swamp. Here it is immersed in water for several hours. ln the 

case when the procedure was witnessed, it was left in the swamp for about four hours. 

After this time the curtain is taken out of the water, brought back to the house and suspended between 

the posts as before. The bark bands are untied and removed, and it is now disclosed that the parts 

of the fibres which had been tied, have retained their original yellow colour, whereas the parts which 

had not been tied, have obtained a blue-black colour by exposure to the swamp water. The black 

parts of the fibres alternate with yellow parts, and in some places adjoin black parts of neighbouring 

fibres. On the yellow ground they form a pattern of two series of continued meanders, called páshkie

méhtnu, the aguti's wrist (fig. 128). 

After a few hours the curtain will be dry, and ready for use as a dancing cape, to be tied round the 

crown of the head. The blueblack colour is very resistent, does not run or fade, and the fibrous material 

is very durable in wear. So the bark capes are worn not only at the dance for which they have been made, 

but are kept in the house for coming occasions, whereas the palm leaf dancing costumes are worn out 

immediately and thrown away when the dance is finished. 

The resist-dye technique is a most unusual thing in South America. Linné has compiled the evidence 

he could find of a related technique (negative painting) in pottery, and of plangi and ikat technique for 

textiles (Linné 1934 pp. 162-167). Rydén has compiled evidence of resist-dyed calabashes and arrows 

(Rydén 1943). - According to these studies, resist-dye techniques in South America are restricted to the 

18 Waiwal 
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Andean area, the Chaco, one instance from Patagonia, Rio Uaupés, Rebordello at the Amazon mouth, 

and the northern and southern Ges. This is apparently a wide distribution, but a very sporadic one. 

Most of the evidence collected applies to negative-painted pottery, which is quite different from resist

dyeing of textiles. And bark material treated in this way is not mentioned at all. 

The method employed by the Waiwái analogous to the staining of warp threads, precedes ikat weaving 

known from a few archaeological finds in Perú (Van Stan. 1957). A similar process is practised in our 

time in Guatemala (Yde 1935 pp. 48, 51, etc.; 1941 p. 206), and less frequently in México (Start 1948 

pp. 49-51, 77). It is generally believed that the method has been introduced into México and Central 

America in post-Conquest times, though there is no exact proof of this. 

Apart from the very few examples of ikat technique in ancient Perú, only one additional example of a 

closely related technique can be quoted from South America. ln this statement we rely on O'Neale 

(1949 p. 126) who, on the authority of H. Claude Joseph, reports it from the Araucanians who wrap 

sections of wool warps with strings and bark, or daub them with a paste of clay, then winding woollen 

threads tightly over each daub (Joseph 1928 pp. 36-38; unfortunately we have not been able to consult 

this work when this chapter was written). 

lt was surprising to find this peculiar dyeing technique among the Waiwái who explained that it was 

known by the Mawayéna, too. On our second trip we found it among the Hishkaruyéna as well, and the 
. . 

logical implication is that it must also be known by the Shereó though we did not see it there. The two 

capes of this kind we observed among the Hishkaruyéna were both decorated with a shohorí design 

(shohori, the three-toed sloth) (fig. 128). 

Beyond this, I saw at a visit in 1960 to the Bernisches Historishes Museum in Bern, Switzerland, a 

big headdress from the Aparai with bast streamers, dyed in the sarne way, falling along the back from the 

f eather crown. 

Former travellers in South America have not noticed the techruque. Schomburgk who saw the Waiwái 

in 1837, Coudreau in 1883, and Farabee in 1913, make no reference to it. Farabee was very close to the 

discovery of it. ln his work on the Central Caribs we find a picture of two "Waiwái Chiefs" (Farabee 

1924 PI. VIII) standing in front of two curtains tied with bark strips, ready to be taken down for immer

sion. But either he has not had bis attention directed to these peculiar things, or he has not been so 

inquisitive as to ask about their purpose. There is not a word about it in his text. 

On account of the Aparai specimen in Bern 1 have searched Speiser's reports for references, without 

finding any. 

The question arises, whether other travellers without commenting on it, have noticed, or have had a 

possibility of noticing this thing, as Farabee had, in other parts of South America. If articles prepared 

in this way are only connected with certain rare events, like the particular dance among the Waiwái, it 

may, of course, be a mere accident if a traveller has a chance of observing them. But considering the 

wealth of travel descriptions from South America, and monographs on various tribes from earlier and 

more recent time, without any mention of the technique, it seems safe to assume that like the katamí, the 

resist-dye technique for bark material is limited to the groups of Indians along the upper Essequibo

Mapuera-Nhamundá rivers, but has a spur beyond that area since, at least, it is also found among the 

Aparai. - lt is possible that more examples can be added from Guiana collections in other museums. 
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Fig. 128. Resist-dyed bark capes. - Left: Waiwái, H 4124. Right: Hishkaruyéna, H 4886 . 

• 

Other questions arise: Is the technique the Waiwái's own invention, or did they learn it from others? 

ln both cases: It is an old trait? 

lt is not possible to give definite answers to these questions, but two things IJlUSt be mentioned which 

answer them partly. 

The first thing is, that a diffusion from the Andean area seems to be out of the question. A somewhat 

similar technique occurs in ancient Perú, it is true, but nothing like it has as yet been reported from the 

intervening areas. And what has become of ali the other cultural traits (corn, Andean loan words, etc.), 

which might have accompanied it? 

The other thing is a story we picked up among the Waiwái which gives us reason to believe that their 

knowledge of the resist-dyeing technique goes far back in time. Among the tape recordings we made, 

there is a story of a man anda woman "a long time ago" who were invited to attend a Shodowíko dance 

in a village some distance away. 

Mr. Robert Hawkins has kindly translated some of the recordings, including the story referred to 

above, which he calls "Origin of Shodowíko Songs". With Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins's intimate knowledge 
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of the Waiwái language 1 consider myself on perfectly safe ground in incorporating a part of their 

translation here, with kind acknowledgement of my gratitude for the translation. 

The translation of the story takes six typewritten pages. At the beginning we jump right into the two 

persons' discussion of what the man is going to wear at the dance: 

"People went to drink at that place. They were called a long time ago. Going, going, going, going. 

Everyone went. 

"Did they tie a costume for me, honey"? he said to his wife. "Did they tie .a costume for me"? 

"Not at all, they did not tie one for you at all", she answered, "they did not tie it at all. 'Evidently 

they don't tie their own costumes', is what thay said irritatedly (about us ?)". 

"Is that right! Well, let them go and drink, let those who can sing songs, those who can make them 

up", he said then a long time ago. 

"Oh, is that right? Then you are not going to take me now"? his wife said. - "1 believe 1 will go tie 

bis old costume", bis wif e then thought. 

Then she went to tie it. Tie, tie, tie, tie, she tied it, in the design of an aguti wrist she tied it, tie, tie, 

tie. She wet it, she untied it (sound of untyeing !), then it was very nice, it was well designed. 

"Hey, honey, 1 tied your old custume", she said then to(?), "I tied your old costume, honey". 

"Is that right? Well, where is it"? 

"Right here. Go along anyway, let's go", she said then. 

This story was told us by young Ewká from Yakayáka. lt is evident that it describes the making of 

one of the resist-dyed bark capes, and the most noteworthy thing about the story is, that it is a woman 

who makes the cape. ln our days this is strictly men's work. ln this 1 see a proof of the antiquity of the 

story and of the technique. Apparently this work was once a part of the women's duties, but has even

tually shifted over to the men. 1 think that one can rely on the story as an indication of the shift in the 

distribution of ·work from women to men, as similar shifts can be demonstrated to have taken place 

within other spheres of labour in the Waiwái community. We shall return to this question in our chapter 

on "Distribution of Work". 
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At the time of our first visit, the Waiwái on both sides of the Akarai Mountains had frequent intercourse 

with the Mawayéna (Frog People) on the upper reaches of the Rio Orokurín, one of the left bank 

tributaries of the upper Mapuera. From personal contacts they also knew the Shereó living farther south 

on the Mapuera, and the Hishkaruyéna (People of the little Deer) on the Rio Nhamundá. For these 

people they frequently used the name Omaímo or Umayéna, meaning "People on the lower side" 

according to Mr. Hawkins, the missionary at Kanashén. On other occasions they spoke about them as 

Parukotó. 

Less distinct was the Waiwái's knowledge of a number of other tribes, such as the Shóowüyéna 

(Nosebear people), Márakayéna (Rattle people), and Páshkiyéna (Little Aguti people), all of which 

they claimed to be living on the Mapuera south of the Shereó. 

According to the Waiwái, life among the Mapuera tribes should be largely the sarne as among the 

Waiwái. They should be shifting agriculturists \Vith a preference for cultivation of bitter cassava; the 

villages should have round communal houses, and the men wear hair tubes, the women bead aprons, 

like the W aiwái. 

Quite different was a description of a people, Karápauyéna, which was obtained from Shapauritú, 

the vil1age leader at Kahshímo: The Karápauyéna is a people of giants, the Wapisiana (so Shapauritú 

said) call them "Bushcow (Tapir) People", because they are big like tapirs; even a little girl will be of 

that size. They live on a tributary of the Rio Kikwó, and they were discovered by the Brazilians. The 

Waiwái are afraid of the Karápauyéna and cannot make friends with them. 

This is a rather peculiar description; so fantastic,,in fact, that one imniediately feels inclined to refer 

the people to the world of legends, like anotheJ people described by Shapauritú: The Kámarayéna 

(Jaguar People), he claimed, are able to transform themselves into jaguars. ln appearance they are like 

the Waiwái, and their outfit is similar; the only difference is the position of the eyes which are placed 

at either side of the mouth. The Waiwái have never seen the Kámarayéna, but so have the Brazilians, 

and this bas cost them their lives, as the Kámarayéna have killed most of them, drunk their blood and 

smoked their fiesh. The Kámarayéna will kill ali the white people they can lay their hands on ! 

ln 1927 São Manços communicated with a tribe called Cereu on the Rio Urucurin which he described 

as a tributary of the Trombetas (São Manços 1903 p. 44), and Coudreau reported Chiriou on the upper 

Mapuera (Henri Coudreau 1886 II p. 355, 366, 369, etc.). Coudreau's Chiriou must be the ancestors of 

the present Shereó on the Mapuera, and São Manços' Cereu must be those called Tchêrêu in Frikel's 

paper of 1957. Apart from these references the tribes mentioned have hardly been reported until most 
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recently when some of them occur in Frikel's enumeration of tribes in North Pará (Frikel 1957), unless 

São Manços' Carabeaná be identical with the Karapauyéna we heard about (São Manços 1903 p. 44). 

ln Frikel's paper we find references to the Tchêrêu (on the Trombetas), and also to the Tiriyó (the 

Trio) which he discussed more fully in 1960. The Hishkaruyána and Tcháwiyána are mentioned, too. 

Even the Kámarayána are found, and described as a people of forrnerly notorious cannibalistic and 

warlike disposition. This somewhat explains why the Waiwái avoided them and have been unable to 

make friends with them. 

The Karaháuyána and the Karáhyána are also f ound in Frikel's list. The f ormer are shown west of 

the Mapuera and at the uppermost reaches of the Nhamundá, the latter west of the Nhamundá near the 

upper Rio Acapú. Frikel characterizes both as savage and independent tribes of which only little remains 

in our time. They are warlike, and they avoid contact with other Indians as well as with white people. 

Frikel's paper (1957) reached rny hands immediately before the start of our second expedition, and 

I must admit that it whetted my curiosity to see how the situation was on the Mapuera. lt must be 

admitted, too, that on reaching that region, the situation was f ound to be completely different from the 

one Frikel had described. 

First of all, what was left of the Shereó tribe was f ound in one little group, not mentioned by Frikel, 

in one village, Pashkí, on the Mapuera, some two days below the mouth of the Rio Karí (the Acarí 

of the Brazilians). Many deserted villages were pointed out to us by Tamokráne, a Shereo in our party, 

along the Mapuera above Pashkí and along the Karí, and always with the explanation "shereó ewtotó" 

(Shereó old village). From the Karí, Frikel reports the Kumiyána and Chiríwiyána whom he met in 

1951 and 1955, but our Shereó and three Hishkaruyéna lndians who were with us claimed to know 

nothing about them. Can it be possible that the memory of the Indians is so short that it cannot bridge a 

gap of three years? Anyway, the two tribes are not found on the Karí now, and no other Indians are 

living there. The explanation probably is, that Frikel's two tribes on the Karí were groups of the Shereó: 

Chiríwiyána = Chirioiena = Shéreoiéna = Shereó? And his Kumiyána simply "Mapuera People", 
~ 

from Kúmu or Kumuwó which are Waiwái and Shereó names for the Mapuera River, yéna = people. 

Neither were the Shereó or the Hishkaruyéna (the latter in five villages on the Rio Nhamundá) able to 

tell anything about the Shóowüyéna, the Kámarayéna, or any other tribes on the Nhamundá mentioned 

by Frikel and shown in his map. They claimed that no people live on the Nhamundá above the Hish

karuyéna; and our own observations show that there are no Indians on the Nhamundá below the 

Hishkaru yéna. 

Our observations on the populations along the Mapuera in its full length, and along the Nhamundá 

from Oriximiná via Faro to the Cachoeira Paraiso, can be summarized as f ollows: 

Rio Mapuera: The Mawayéna in the region immediately east of the Mapuera headwaters have 

migrated to the Waiwái region on the upper Essequibo in British territory. So have all the Waiwái 

from the villages on the upper Mapuera and on the Rio Kikwó. The Shereó from the Mapuera and the 

Karl have gone the sarne way, except 7 inhabitants at Pashkí who, at the time when we left them (October 

1958) were planning to leave for Kanashén and actually had started preparations for doing so. This 

means that all Indians have left the Mapuera now. There are no Caboclo settlements on the river. ln 

other words, estimating the length of the Mapuera at 600 km, and counting, at a conservative guess, 
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100 km on either side of the river as belonging to the Mapuera basin, there is now in the northern part 

of the Brazilian state of Pará an area of about 120 000 km2 which has not a single inhabitant. 

Rio Nhamundá: The only lndian inhabitants along this river are the Hishkaruyéna, in 5 villages. The 

first settlement met, going upstream, stands on the heights at Porteira, 5 inhabitants. Next comes 

Mutúma, also with 5 inhabitants. The third village, Kasáwa, above the Cachoejra Fumaça, has about 

25 inhabitants, whereas Wicháru, some dístance eastward from Cachoeira Paraíso, has about 30. A 

fifth village, Watkúwu, is reached after one day's paddlíng above the Cachoeira Paraíso. We did not see 

thís village, but were told that it had only a few people. A village, Urúa, some distance above the Paraiso, 

had been abandoned recently on account of the village leader's death, and the people from there were 

living temporarily in Watkúwu and Wicháru. A new field was being cleared for a village, Kowímna (?), 

right north of the Cachoeira Paraíso, where the Urúa people were planning to move in as soon as their 

house would be finished. - So there are about 70-75 Indians living on the Nhamundá above Porteira. 

Caboclo houses are found scattered at íntervals along thís river from the Lago de Faro and almost up to 

Porteira, and there is a sawmill run by a Brazilían livíng at Faro. So the Hishkaruyéna are quite well 

acquainted with Brazilians, and several of them speak the Brazilian language. 

According to scattered references in ethnographical literature (Richard and Robert Schomburgk, 

Coudreau, F·arabee, and others), Parukotó lndians should be extremely widely distributed over the area 

south of the Akarai Mountains and farther to the east. The Waiwái hinted occasionally that they them

selves and various peoples on the Nhamunda and the Mapuera were Parukotó. During our trips along 

the two rivers we did not find the name in use. One explanation may be that either the Parukotó have 

disappeared as a tribe by absortíon into other tribes líving there; another, that they have migrated to 

other parts. 

Frikel has attempted to give another explanation (Frikel 1957 p. 553): "Der alte Name des Mapuera 

scheint Parú oder Farú gewesen zu sein"; according to him, Parukotó should simply mean "People of 

the Mapuera", and be a common denominator for the entire group of Cariban peoples in the Mapuera 

region and its surroundings, which have split up into smaller groups with local names such as Waiwái, 

Hishkaruyéna, Shereó, etc. If this i_s kept in mind, it will become understandable how the "Parukotó" 

can pop up in the most unexpected places when the Waiwái speak about their neighbours to the south. 

There seems to be good reason for adopting this exp}anation. 

With this statement of Frikel's should, however, that by Diaz de Aguiar be compared which claims 

that the Rio Mapuera is ""impropriamente chamado rio de Faro pelos mocambeiros" (Diaz de Aguiar 

1943 p. 89). "Mucambeiros" are Negroes who have immigrated ínto Brazil, mostly from Dutch and 

French Guiana, and not original inhabitants of the region, far less l':ldians. - It should be remembered, 

too, that São Manços uses the name Athaná for the Mapuera, in speaking about the Rio Trombetas: 

"de son embouchure jusqu'à la premiére cachoeira, et la riviere Athaná, il y a une distance de douze 

jours de route" (São Manços 1903 p. 44). - The Indians with whom we were in contact during our 

Mapuera and Nhamundá trips called the Mapuera Kumunó, the Nhamundá they called "Wemána". 

For further details about supposed tribes ínhabiting the regíon discussed here, reference must be made 

to Frikel's publications (Frikel 1957, 1960), in which many tribes are enumerated, most of which he 

knows from personal visits, and which are new to ethnographical science . 

• 
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Among the tribes mentioned are the Mawayéna who are known from ethnographical literature as 

Mawayan, Maopityan, Mapidian, Moonpidienne, and related f orms. They have usually been classified 

as Arawakan, though Frikel for some reason includes them in tbe Cariban family. Severa! Mawayéna 

have married into the Waiwái tribe, others were staying temporarily in the Waiwái villages on tbe 

Essequibo side at the time of our first visit, and on that occasion a couple of families from there accom

panied us across the Akarai Mountains on their way back to their own country. 

ln 1958 we f ound that in the few years between our two visits ali the Mawayénas had moved to the 

Waiwái region. The tribe had disappeared from its original habitat in Brazil, and it is now found on 

British territory within the conglomerate of tribes living around Kanashén, and in one of the villages on 

the Essequibo, Maráre, above the Kámo River which seemed to be inhabited predominantly by Ma

wayéna Indians. 

To reach the former Mawayéna villages one had to ascend the Rio Tutúmo (or Buno Wau), an 

eastern tributary of the uppermost course of the Mapuera, and follow it to Kurúdu Landing (2 days in 

canoe); from there one crossed a low divide and entered the headwaters of the Rio Orokurín near which 
,. 

stood the Mawayéna village of Tétkotürü ("Brazil Nut Place"). From this village to the next one, 
,. 

Shurutürü, there was a half day's walk. Names of other Mawayéna villages were not reported by the 

people with whom we carne in touch, nor by Mr. Hawkins who has visited a part ofthe region. The sarne 

villages have been reported by Guppy, from his visit in 1953. His recent book (Guppy 1958) contains 

much inf ormation about the Mawayéna, collected while they still held their own as an independent 

tribe. 

Having had only two villages, they must have been relatively few. The Mawayéna invasion probably 

accounts for 50 persons in the fantastic increase of the Indian population on the upper Essequibo which 

has taken place between 1955 and 1958. 

Churumá, one of the Waiwái, is married to Ayashmá who, one day when she was in a communicative 
,. 

mood, explained that she was a Yaú by birth. She has spent her childhood in a Yaú village, Kukawatürü, 

on the Rio Kafiwíni (Alto Trombetas). This village had been abandoned a long time ago, she said, 

adding: "Maybe all the Yaú are dead now". The general direction indicated by Ayashmá, and the close 

resemblance of the names makes me believe that the Yaú are identical with Farabee's Diau (Farabee 

1924 p. 199). His story, that the Parukotó got ali their beads from the Diau, is also in good keeping with 

Ayashmá's statement that the Waiwái originally got their beads from the Yaú, before trade with the 

savanna began. According to Ayashmá, the Yaú got their beads from an old dark-skinned man with 

curly hair, Chichicáma, who visited the Yaú from the north to buy dogs for which he paid beads, 

fishhooks and axes. This statement conforms relatively well with Farabee's story about how the Diau 

got their beads. · 

The Tarúma were formerly the nearest northern neighbours of the Waiwái. At Schomburgk's time 

they occupied the region along the Essequibo where the Waiwái are living now, and even extended 

considerably north, beyond the Kuyuwíni River. Schomburgk estimated their number at about 500, 

200 of which were living near the Kuyuwíni (Robert Schomburgk 1841 a p. 167). From here, their area 

extended southward along the Essequibo with several villages on the banks of that river. One of the 

villages must have been standing right near Kanashén, where ornamented potsherds of types entirely 
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different from the pottery of our days' Waiwái are found in the black soil 15- 25 cm. below the surface, 

at the place which is now occupied by the new settlement of Turúponiáuko. 

ln 1925 Roth visited a Tarúma village, Wannawantuk (Roth 1929 p. IX), situated on the right bank 

of the Essequibo, five days' travei by boat from Kuyuwíni mouth. This was probably identical with the 

place referred to by the Waiwái as Wonowontó, where a catholic mission was erected towards the end 

of the 1920'es with the disastrous effect that most of the Indians who were gathered there, died during 

an epidemie of influenza. . 
Of the group of Tarúma on the Essequibo only a few persons exist today. According to our Wapisiana 

informant in 1955, there were at that time 3 Tarúma women and 6 men on the Rupununi savanna, in the 

villages of Baidanawa, Ishalton, and Awariwaunawa. They have preserved their language, but adopted 

the "civilized" life of the Wapisiana with whom they are living. - Only 2 Tarúma are still leading an 

Indian life. One of them is young Kiriamtú who has been adopted by M üiwá, the f ormer vi li age leader 

at Mawiká, and brought up as a Waiwái, speaking only the Waiwái language. The other one is Poshwá 

or K wakwéi as he is called by the Mawayéna, a man of about 40 years who has spent most of his life 

with the Mawayéna where his brother was the village leader at Tetkotürú (Guppy 1953 p. 215), with 

frequent visits to the Waiwái, where he has now settled definitely after the Mawayéna have moved across 

tbe frontier. He speaks Mawayéna and Waiwái, but claims that he still knows his Tarúma language. 

This practically means that the group of Tarúma on the Essequibo has become extinct. It was sug

gested by Roth (Roth 1929 p. X) that these Tarúma once formed a group with the Saluma of Dutch 

Guiana and the Zurumata f arther to the east. A solution of this problem can still be reached by linguistic 

study of the few remaining Tarúma on the savanna, and among the Saluma and Zurumata. 

The Tarúma have been classed variously as linguistically independent, as Arawakan, and as Cariban 

(Mason 1950 p. 218). Recently Frikel has claimed that Charúma is the general name of a large number of 

Cariban tribes along the Turunú River (Frikel 1957 p. 544, and map). 

A solution of the Tarúma question is of great importance to the understanding of the cultural situa

tion in the region, and especially so in view of the f act that Jesuit missionaries met Tarúma Indians 

on the Jower Rio Negro in 1657, according to Serafim Leite (Leite I 943-50, III p. 370): "A cruz da 

aldeia dos Tarumas foi a primeira do Rio Negro". 

A traveller in the regions here discussed will find it most peculiar that place names of unmistakable 

Wapisiana origin occur frequently in the Akarai Mountains and along the upper Mapuera. Examples 

are names of many mountains, for instance Urari (Arrow Poison Mountain) in the Akarai, and of many 

rivers. Shodikar is the Wapisiana name for the Essequibo tributary which the Waiwái call Kwasharú, 

and the two words have the sarne meaning: cassava flour which has been pressed in the cassava squeezer. 

Buno Wau is another example of a Wapisiana river name; it is called Tutúmo by the Waiwái (búno = 
tutumó, a drinking gourd or calabash). Mapuera, too, is a Wapisiana word , the name for the lu or 

bacaba palm, which the Waiwái call kúmu; kun1uwó is the Waiwái name for the Rio Mapuera. 

The occurrence of such Wapisiana names would be understandable if one were willing to accept 

Frikel's report of a group of Wapisiana lndians on the headwaters of the Rio Tutúmo, on the southern 

slope of the Akarai Mountains (Frikel 1957 p. 560, and map ), where they should be close neighbours of 

the Mawayéna, according to his map. Frikel got his information about these Brazilian Wapisiana from 
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the Faruarú whom he places on the Tarwíni, Tutúmo and Kikwó Rivers (Frikel 1957 p. 545). According 

to his report they should be "civilized", with modern hairdo and clothing; the latter thing it would be 

next to impossible for a group of people to keep up if it were permanently settled in so remo te a region 

where it is extremely difficult to obtain supplies from the outside world. 

The Waiwái never gave any hints of the existence of Wapisiana on the Brazilian side of the Akarai, 

neither did any of the Mawayéna who accompanied us in 1954 across the Akarai and along the Mapuera 

as far as Kahshímo, who never mentioned Wapisianas on that side; neither did the one Wapisiana 

who travelled with us along the whole length of the Mapuera in 1958, and who was questioned 

directly about them. 

Personally, 1 find the idea of a Wapisiana colony in the Brazilian forest most unbelievable, as the 
.. 

Wapisiana are typical savanna dwellers. Equally improbable, and for the sarne reason, are Frikel's 

Makuchi on the upper Mapuera about whom we never heard any rumours. 

ln my opinion, the Wapisiana names south of the mountains must be accounted for by occasional 
,,. 

visits of Wapisianas who have a reputat~on of travelling traders, both north and south of the southern 
' Rupununi savanna, their natural habitat. One of the Wapisianas who accompanied us on our first 

trip on the Mapuera had already been on that river twice before. 

It should be mentioned here that Frikel's Faruarú are as enigmatic as his Wapisiana and Macuchi. 

The lndians we encountered on both sides of the Akarai Mountains knew nothing of other Indians on 

the Mapuera, Tutúmo and Kikwó Rivers, and had never heard the name Faruarú. - About the Parana

káru, whom Frikel located on the Rio Kumúnu (identical with our Kumuwó, i.e. Mapuera River, 

according to his map), the sarne negative answers were given. The Waiwái language has a word parana

káru which 1 heard for the first time one day when young Yárka put on my wrist watch saying: "Now 

1 am paranakáru". The word means "white man". 1 feel inclined to think that Frikel's Rio Kumúnu 

has been visited by Brazilians, probably Caboclos - and maybe relatively fairskinned ones - in search of 

Brazil nuts, prior to Frikel's visit, which the lndians may have told him about. 

When speaking of the southern neighbours of the Waiwái, there might be reasou to mentio.n the 

Katwéma, though they do not live on one of the Mapuera tributaries, but on the upper Rio Cachorrinho 

which empties into the Rio Cachorro, a tributary of the Rio Trombetas. They are shown in Frikel's 

map, and apparently met by him on the Mapuera, the distance between the two rivers not being very 

far in places. 

One Katwéma, who had had some difficulties with his fellow tribesmen, had joined the Waiwái on the 

Essequibo side at the time of our second visit, and served as one of our carriers across the Akarai Moun

tains. He was a very talkative man who conversed without any difficulty at all with our Waiwáis, and the 

tallest and huskiest Indian we ever met (fig. 52, bottom). 
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The abandoned village sites within the Waiwái region on both sides of the Akarai Mountains which 

were enumerated on pp. 11-13, do not date back to a very remote past. Some of the sites have been 

occupied so recently that houses, and remains of houses, are still standing. All the sites were covered 

with secondary growth, but the f orest had not reverted to its primeval character, and the Indians in 

our parties on both trips kn~w the names of the persons who had occupied some of the sites, and some 

of whom were still living in the villages on the Essequibo side. It is evident that all these sites were 

abandoned less than half a century ago, most of them even Iater. 

Amidst the great number of former Waiwái village sites, we located a sherd-carrying spot immediately 

west of Kanashén, near the site which in 1958 was occupied by the new settlement called Turúpuniáuko, 

erected by newly-arrived Waiwái immigrants from Brazil. This must be very close to the spot where 

Evans and Meggers in 1952 uncovered sherds from which they established their Kanashén Incised type 

of the Taruma Phase (Evans & Meggers 1960 pp. 191- 193, 216-217). 

There is no doubt that these sherds really are Taruma artifacts, their decoration being quite different 

from what is seen in the much simpler Waiwái pottery. Furthermore, traditions among the Waiwái have 

it that Taruma Indians once lived here. This should give a relatively recent age to the site. 

Compared our sherd samples with those in Evans & Meggers PI. 41-42 (Kanashén Incised), we find 

quite good agreement in some of the specimens, though most of our samples are rather more like some 

of the examples of Onóro Stamped shown in Evans & Meggers PI. 46. We find in our sherds examples 

of the stamped design which according to Evans and Meggers has been made by rolling an ite fruit 

over the surface of the vessel; also the stamped impression made with the end of a stick is present. 

Our rim sherds, also, show a more definite eversion of the lip than that sbown by Evans and Meggers' 

Kanashén Incised sherds. 

Archaeological evidence of an entirely different character was f ound in a few places along the upper 

M apuera. The evidence consists of grinding marks, rock carvings, and in one instance of stone axes 

and undecorated potsherds deriving from a f ormer settlement. 

The grinding marks are spindle-shaped depressions with smooth bottom and sides, left in rocks after 

sharpening of stone tools. They always occur in groups, the members of a group lying closely together 

on the flat or slightly rounded surface of rocks in the rapids, usually on rocks which are easily reached 

by the water. 

One group of grinding marks was observed in the small rapids of Otwayeúkokáhshin just above the 

mouth of the Tarwini. They are ground into the rounded rocks right in the middle ofthe stream (fig. 129). 
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Fig. 129. Grinding marks in Otwayeúkokáhshin, upper Mapeura. 

Another group is found at Amáchikáhshin, the rapids about 2 hours' travei above Kahshímo. They 

are seen on tbe ftat rocks about 50 m. f rom the Ieft bank, at the si de of a narrow and shallow channel of 

tbe river, visible at low water. 

Waynuwákakáhshin on the Mapuera, 3 hours above the mouth of the Orokurín River, has a group 

of grinding marks near the left bank of the ri ver, just above the f oot of the falls. Similar marks are 

f ound at Wiwichíriyokanenhó, one hour above the mouth of the Orokurín. 

Finally, grinding marks were observed at Tawayáre, about 3-!- hours below the Orokurín, where a 

tree-covered, sandy and rocky tongue oflandjuts out from the left bank. On the upper side of the tongue 

the ri ver f orms a quiet and shallow pond with a rocky bottom where 8 grinding marks were counted. 

Rock carvings were observed in two places on the Mapuera. The first place was at Otwayeúkokáhshin 

near the Tarwini, where grinding marks were f ound, too. Here two tall rocks stand out of the water in 

the middle of the stream, right beside the rock with the grinding marks. One of the standing rocks is 

vertical, the other, of similar shape, is reclining as if the ground under it has given way to its weight. 

The top of this rock has a depression like a shallow, elliptical bowl with indented edges and a small 

furrow from one end, like a drain. If the rock could be raised into a vertical position like the other rock, 

the bowl on the top would be horizontal. 
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Fig. 130. Face of rock carved at Amáchikáhshin. 

The other rock carving observed is at Amáchikáhshin. Here a big, triangular rock stands in the river 

bed close to the left bank, about 50 m. f rom the grinding marks. The rock and its carvings are so big 

that they can be seen from the opposite side of the river, about 100 m. away. The plane, triangular face 

of the rock looking upstream is carved with the geometrical figure shown in our fig. 130. One of the 

narrow sides of the rock has a design of straight lines crossing each other so as to form a series of 
1 

rhomboid figures. 
, 

Mr. Claude Leavitt, one ofthe missionaries at Kanashén, told us before our departure that Wakritürü-

káhshin (Cachoeira da Bateria of the Brazilians) just north of the Equator, has rock carvings. These we 

did not see, as the ri ver f orms a labyrinth of channels at that place, and we unfortunately chose the 

wrong one. 

lt will be noticed that the two places where rock carvings were observed, are situated at quite big 

rapids, and grinding marks were observed in the immediate surroundings of the carvings. lt is possible 

that the marks were left at the time when the carvings were made. 

The lndians in our parties were not able to tell us anything revealing the origin or the meaning of the 

carvings, but it was evident that they regarded them with respect. They have no doubt that the places 
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are haunted by spirits living in the water; in fact, one of our Indian followers on the first trip who fell 

ili a f ew days after we had passed Amáchikáhshin, f elt fully convinced that he had got his disease f rom 

the spirits at that place. 

lt should be added that the Cachoeira Paraíso (simply called Káhshi, "Falls", by the Hishkaruyéna 

lndians) on the upper Nhamundá, has innumerable carvings scattered over the rocks near the foot of the 

f alls. These carvings are generally small, in the shape of scrolls, frog-like creatures, anthropomorphic 

and other figures. Other carvings were observed at a place on the lower Rio .Cachorro, on the left bank 

some distance below the big falis of Varadouro. 

Almost 5 hours south of the Equator, at a place called Kóosokwá, the Mapuera f orms two wide 

channels with a long island between. The island has rocky ground covered with a thick layer of yellow, 

clayey soil, and black earth on top, which is densely wooded. Broad, flat rocks lie in front of the northern 

end of the island which has been washed down by the waters of the river so as to form a steep cliff, 

about 4 m. high. The flat rocks right at the foot of the cliff have been partly covered with a layer, 10 cm . 
• 

thick, of sand and gravei, through which scattered rocks of irregular shape and size protrude. Through

out this layer are strewn immense numbers of potsherds, interspersed with a few stone implements. 

Undoubtedly there was once a dwelling site on the island behind this spot, where the soil has been 

washed away. The ground immediately above the spot was examined for remains, and test diggings were 

made at various leveis in the slope. But nothing was f ound but the washed-out remains at the f oot. 

The spot undoubtedly is flooded at high water. This accounts for the waterworn condition of the 

sherds which have lost the smooth surface characteristic of pottery made by the "coiling" method. 

The surfaces reveal the coarse quality of the clay which contains a great proportion of big, angular 

quartz particles plainly visible to the naked eye, and protruding like warts from the surface of most of 

the sherds. 

On the other hand, frequent fractures along horizontal lines show that vessels and cassava pans have 

been built up by coiling, like practically ali pottery from the Tropical Lowlands of South America. 

A multitude of potsherds were collected here (fig. 131 ), but only a few of them could be fitted together. 

Many sherds have undoubtedly been washed away at flood times, so that only small fragments of vessels 

could be assembled. The fragments have proved sufficient to show that most of the sherds have come 

from big vessels with diametres of openings measuring up to 92 cm. The vessels have had more or less 

everted lips, somewhat like the pottery observed among the Waiwái and elsewhere along the Mapuera 

and Nhamundá Rivers, but the complete silhouette of walls have in no case been clearly ascertained. 

A few of the sherds are decorated, but the majority is plain, which applies also to most of the rim 

sherds. As decoration should be found near the rim rather than at the body ofvessels, it may be inferred 

that undecorated pots have been the rule. 

Some rim sherds (fig. 131 b, e, d) are decorated with shallow furrows running vertically or obliquely 

from the lip and some distance down the body, apparently made with the round tip of a finger. One 

sherd (fig. l ~ 1 e) has sharply defined, vertical furrows with sharp edges, made with a stick. These two 

types of decoration have not been reported bef ore f rom the southern Guiana area. 

A few types f ound in this spot can be duplicated from the area studied by Evans & Meggers, and were 

also found by us at the Taruma site near Kanashén. We refer here to our figs. 131 f, g, and h. ln fig. 131 f 
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d 

Fig. 131. Samples of potsherds from Kóosokwá, upper Mapuera. - a: O 10349. b: O 10343. e: O 10342. d: O l 0341. 
e: O 10345. f: O 10344. g: O 10348. h: O 10347. i: O 10388. 

the rim is rather thick and has an exteriorly bulging lip that is sharply defined downwards by a deep 

horizontal line; this sherd has some resemblance to Evans & Meggers 1960 Pl. 44a. Sherds like our 

fig. 131 g, densely cross-hatched, are seen in Evans & Meggers 1960 PJ. 41 g (and a figure that has no 

letter-marking), "Kanashén Incised, Taruma Phase". Furthermore, our sherd fig. 131 h, covered with 

fiat stick imprints Iying closely together, we find in Evans & Meggers 1960 PI. 46b, d, e, "Onoro Stamped, 

Taruma Phase". 

Microscopic sections of Kóosokwá sherds have revealed no admixture of siliceous bark or siliceous 

sponges. 

Fragments of cassava pans (fig. 131 i) are very coarse. The rims are about 2,6 cm. thick; inside the 

rim the sherds are a little thinner. The clay contains no quartz particles and produces a yellowish powder 

when scratched; it must have been taken from other sources than the clay used for the vessels. Fractures 

reveal that the pans have also been built by "coiling". 

A few stone implements were f ound at Kóosokwá. - The most interesting specimen is one of the axes 

(fig. 132a) with notches on the sides clearly made by abrading with a string. lt is very similar to one 

pictured by Hilbert (1955 fig. 32 top, left) from a site near Faro (lower Nhamundá), and also reported 

from the Lago Sapucuá near Oriximiná, and from the middle course of the Nhamundá (Hilbert 1955 

p . 71), a place which cannot be very far from the Hishkaruyéna village of Kassawa where we also acquired 

an axe of tbis type (fig. 133a). 

Hilbert (1955 pp. 70--71), with good reasons, thinks it difficult to ascribe various axe types he knows 

from the lower Amazon basin, to defini te regions, but makes an exception for axes of the type here 

described, which he thinks to be connected with the Nhamundá-Trombetas region; to this can now be 

added the middle Mapuera, with the specimen we f ound. Probably the area should be further extended, 

as axes of this type occur in British Guiana within the Rupununi Phase established by Evans & Meggers 
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(1960 fig. 119a, b, d, and PI. 61), and have also been reported from Suriname (Joest 1893 p. 71 and Tf. 

I e.). But, as Hilbert says, it may be right to suppose that stone axes have been traded far and wide; it 

is difficult to decide their area of origin, unless a much larger material were available. 

Another specimen from Kóosokwá (fig. 132 b) is rather f ragmentary; a big fracture on one side, not 

visible in the picture, has removed the cutting edge, and also a part of the butt end is missing. So much is 

left, however, that we feel inclined to think that this type js also present within the Rupununi Phase 

(Evans & Meggers 1960 fig. 119c). 

Another big stone implement (fig. 132c) is probably the butt end of an axe; my first idea, that it were 

a fragment of a pestle, 1 had to give up on account of the cross section which is rectangular, though 

with rounded corners. - Fig. 132d, a hammer stone, has pecking marks along the short, rounded end; 

the cross section is semi-elliptic, but the flat side shows no trace of grinding or polishing. Pecking marks 

are also visible along the cutting edge of our stone axe, clear evidence of its secondary use as a hammer 

or pecking implement. 

These artifacts from Kóosokwá reveal that the ~ place has been inhabited by agriculturists whose 

cultural levei was almost like that of the people 1now living in the surrounding region (cultivation of 

bitter cassava which was treated on cassava pans; coiled pottery). The decoration of a few pot sherds 

has some similarity to that of the Taruma Phase f ound by Evans atid Meggers on the upper Essequibo, 

and by ourselves near Kanashén. The evidence isso vague, however, that we do not dare to postulate a 

connection with the Taruma .. 

Of stone implements only the f our specimens were f ound which have been described above; no arrow 

points. So it rnay be assumed that arrows were tipped with bamboo, wood and bone points, as they are 

among the Waiwái of our time. It may be assumed, also, that the grinding marks found on rocks at 

various places along the Mapuera must have been left by people sharpening working tools, not arrow 

points. The pecking marks on some of the stone implements require an explanation, but we are not 

able to offer a satisfactory one, unless the tools have been used in making rock carvíngs of the kind 

. ·b .. · - -i; 

" . ·- . d ,. ~ . 

·~ . ·~ 

~- : ;. : . 

Fig. 132. Stone implements from Kóosokwá, upper Mapuera. - a: O 10333. b: O 10334. e: O 10335. d: O 10335. 

• 
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which we observed in two places along the Mapuera, on the Nhamundá and on the Cashorro. But we 

must admit that this is only guesswork. 

Traces of contact with European or Neo-Brazilian culture were entirely absent at Kóosokwá: no 

glass beads, inetal objects, or bits of crockery were found. Beyond this, we have no clue to the age of 

the site. 

No archaeological evidence of former occupation has ever been reported from the Mapuera by earlier 

travellers on that river (H. and O. Coudreau, Frikel, Guppy); neither did we observe any below Kóoso

kwá. Hilbert's study of archaeological sites in the surrounding region unf ortunately did not include the 

lower Mapuera. All his sites on the Trombetas and the Rio Erepecurú contained artifacts of Kondurí 

style (Hilbert 1955) which are quite different from those found at Kóosokwá. Everything seems to show 

that there has been no contact in the past between peoples on the Trombetas and those on the upper 

Mapuera, though such population groups probably were contemporaneous. 

Kondurí pottery, according to Hilbert, occurs throughout the region west of Oriximiná, on the lower 

Trombetas, as far as the lowermost Nhamundá where its westernmost occurrence has been recorded 

around the mouth of the Rio Piraticú (Hilbert 1955, map ). Beyond this point, moving up the Nhamundá, 

no archaeological sites has so f ar been done. 

· ·~ . 

b 

a e 

Fig. 133. Potsherds and stoneaxe acquired at Kasawa, Rio Nhamundá (a-d), and at Tapajoz (e). -
a : O 10326. b: O 10328. e: O 10327. d: O 10329. e: O 10194. 

• 

During our Nhamundá tripa bit of test digging and surface scraping in "terra pretas" along that river 

was done, but the result was negative. Therefore it was quite interesting that the Hishkaruyéna in the 

village of Kasawa one day brought us a f ew artifacts which they had f ound a long time ago in one of 

their clearings. The specimens are illustrated in our fig. 133. Though this evidence is very meagre, 1 

think it possible to deduct a few conclusions from it. 

The stone axe (fig. 133a) can be considêred identical in type to the one from Kóosokwá (fig. 132a), 

though the notches for lashing are placed farther up the body, near the butt end. Very important it is, 

19 Waiwai 
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that they have been made by the sarne technique as in the Kóosokwá specimen. The Kasáwa axe has 

very pronounced pecking marks along the butt end, whereas a fine polish is retained along the cutting 

edge. 

Three potsherds (fig. I 33 b, e, d) offer a puzzling problem. First of all, b and e are good representatives 

of the Kondurí style, whereas d is an adorno from the rim of a big vessel. Evans and Meggers who have 

kindly studied these specimens, writes me about the last mentioned one in a personal letter: "These are 

not common, but we have seen them in various Amazon collections from the middle Amazon to the 

upper Amazon". - Fig. 133 e is included here for comparison; it is a fragment of the sarne type in our 

National Museum, and labelled "Vila Franca" (Tapajós near Santarém). 

lt is not surprising that the sherds from Kasáwa have exterior features in common with Kondurí 

and other pottery styles from the Amazon basin proper, considering the proximity of the region. More 

surprising is the composition of the clay, in which different tempering materiais have been used. 

Microscopical sections of the fragments were prepared by the Mineralogical Museum of the Uni

versity of Copenhagen. Under the microscope the following was revealed: -

Fig. 133 c. The clay shows abundant tempering with bark ashes, kwepí, "caripé" or "caraipé" as it is 

called in Brazilian. The ware is rather hard, can hardly be scratched with a finger nail. 

Fig. 133 b. The clay shows abundant tempering with siliceous needles, derived from mixture with 

"cauixí", a siliceous freshwater sponge. The ware is soft, can easily be scratched with a finger nail. 

Fig. 133 d. The clay is tempered with "cauixí", and harder than b. 

Fig. 133 e. (from Vila Franca). The clay has a great quantity of closely packed siliceous needles ("cauixí). 

The hardness is like d. 

One must be careful in deducting conclusions from so small a material as the above. Yet a few impli

cations seem to be obvious: -

1. The sherds from Kasáwa are definitely different as to outward apperance from any pottery made 

by the Hishkaruyéna inhabiting the place today, and survivals of their decorative tradition have been 

found nowhere in the are a. So it must be taken for granted that the Hishkaruyéna have never met the 

former inhabitants who made this pottery. ln other words, the Hishkaruyéna must be relatively late 
. 

arr1vers. 

2. The freshwater sponge producing the siliceous needles f ound in the clay of two specimens out of 

three does not exist on the Nhamundá above the open and frequently flooded areas along the lowermost 
' 

course of the ri' er. So the two sherds must have come from vessels, - either brought in by people corning 

in frorn the south; here one may suggest the Uaboí or related people who abandoned the region around 

Faro during the years around 1800 (Hilbert 1955 pp. 9- 10); or they are trade pieces introduced from the 

region at about the sarne time. 

3. The sherd without "cauixí", but containing a plentiful adrnixture of "caripé" (bark ashes), may 

have been made on the spot, in the sarne tradion as the two others, but with bark ashes as a substitute 

for sponge material. This makes us believe that immigrants with an estabJished decorative tradition are 

responsible for this pottery, and that the tradion has survived for some time until these people disap

peared, either by abandoning the place, by dying out, or by absorbtion by later arrivers. 
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4. Considering the short time which has elapsed since the people who left these sherds abandoned the 

region suggested (Faro and its surrondings), there is only a very slight probability that more than one 

tribe has been established in the place. This should give a dating of the arrival of the Hishkaruyéna 

(Parukotó ?) about the beginning of the l 9th century or maybe even later. 

I 
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List of W aiwái W ords 

ln the list of words following below, the route has been taken mainly to give a list of words which 

have a connection with the daily life. For Waiwái kinship terms, the reader is referred to Fock's 

book (Fock 1963 pp. 185-189). 

The words are put down in English spelling. The only differences are two: 

ü is actually a mixture of y, i og u, and is therefore taken down as that, instead of Fock's i'. 

ny stands in place of Fock's fz. 

Divergence of accentuation of some of the Waiwái words in text and word list is due to differently 

infiected f orms as they are used by the Waiwái. 

áaké vertical cassava crusher 

áakonió mortar pestle 

áakoniotó old mortar pestle 

ací sister 

ahchitán sweet 

aimára haimara (Macrodon trahira) 

aimárakarán haimara gills 

akarakará bell apple 

ákonparachí men's loin string 

akrí acuri (aguti) (Dasyprocta aguti) 

ákriyórü acuri's tooth 

akúru black decoration of pots 

amachí giant anteater (Myrmecophaga jubata) 

amáchipúto anteater head 

amohí bark remover 

amohotúru claw 

amóro you 

anarí another 

anyapoto men's loin string 

ápapa father 

apára pineapple 

aparicho coarse grains left behind on the sifter 

apomí bead string for the upper arm 

apón stool, seat 

apoporé a forest tree with magicai properties 

aporaká big feather decoration placed in the 
, 

apomi 

aposó marabunta wasp 

apoivaché bark of the apaporé tree 

ára a platf orm hanging o ver the fire 

arakabúsa gun 

arakó deer callaloo 

arapapíto bush rope (Heteropsis yenmani) 

asáke two 

asáwrowáu three 
, 

asüsü pepper 
, 

asüsuchí little red pepper 
, 

asüsuyapitópo implement for pounding pepper 

asüsüyén strong pepper; pepper container 
, 

atoyatü men's loin string 

awanamá a big forest tree, fruit used for 

bracelets 

awarekó squirrel 

aJ-várekuyórü squirrel's teeth 

Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
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awayáma pumpkin 

awayámayukún a drink made from boiled 

pumpkin 

awechi warishi 

awerekó tree 

aweykóimo ocelot (Felis pardalis) 

awiyúro a tree with fine bark 

awiyúropicho bark of. the awiyúro tree 

awyechi string, strap, line 

aycháka tree 
, 

barawetü Strychnos sp. 

barawétüyápatópo a brush for putting on 
, 

barawetü 

barawétüyépu bushrope containing arrow 
. 

po1son 

cachá grandmother 

cháaná a shrub from which black paint is made 

chamná a forest tree 

chárna black body paint 

chawaná mussel (Spondias sp.). 

chawánayukún a beverage 

chawár rat 

chálvawá river bank 

chawi a bird 

cháwiyórü painting stick ("bill of the chawí") 

chéesiÍ . bush rope 

chewotomé howler monkey trumpet 

cheyakáta support for baking pots 

-chi small 

chichibé a bird 

chichiwiyim black yam 

chichurim red yam 

chikiri scorpion 
,. 

chikirü ant 

chipo = onómto 

chipochitópo face paint stick 

chirimi arrow harpoon point 

chiripipí a small yellow bird 
,. 

chirürü cotinga (Cotinga cotinga) 

chiwaukóma a fish poisou 

chiwiri a certain fish 

chiwiriyauchárü ribs of the chiwirí 

chiyashkim arrow point for game in trees 

chúri cassava bread 

chúriapón drying platform for cassava bread 

churupopó yellow tania 

éhe yes 

ehesó a drink of lu leaves 

éheyépu arrow used for foreshafts and points 

ehká give me 

emaraká a strong fish poison 
,. 

emasü young woman 

eméhnomí bandage around the wrist 

eméhtá bracelet 

eméhtnú wrist 

emehú arrow quiver 

emehúshári arrow quiver 

emeraká fish poison 

erekú manuri ant 
, 

erepo cassava pan 

erepóimo great cassava pan 

érmó clay; globular spindle whorl 
,. 

esheyatü bead string under the chin 

euniáku hair oil 

euniákuyukwéchi stick for rubbing the hair 

with oil 

ewtó village 

ewtotó old village 

1 hayawá tree used for canoes, bark for firing 

" pottery 

íiro tree used for canoes 

-ímo suffix: large size 

ipiikayépu tree used for canoes 

írimá_rü wrappers for cigars 
,. 

iritürüyépu timberin houses(Xylopia benthami) 

jaajá tapioca drink with mixture of Brazil nut 

ká in, on 

kahshí rapid, f all 

kahshímo great f all 

kakanáu Kanaimo 

• 
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kakapú forest tree, central post in house 

kamáni fish poison 

kamára the feline race, also the jaguar (Felis 

onca) 

kamarachí domesticated cat 

kámarapicho jaguar skin belt 

kámarayéna jaguar people 
, 

kamariyücho jaguar bone flute 

kamashoshón finger nail 

kamashú tobacco, cigar 

kamashukú blood; a little vine 

kamashúkuyáru a vine, to whose leaves magicai 

f unction is applyed 

kamáshuyarúro tobacco filling 

kamashwé a big gourd .. 
kamáshweyatü gourd, oil container 

kaminá wide fish trap 

kamísa men's loin cloth 

kámo sun 
, 

kamorü arm 

kamoshoshón finger nail 

kampichi a bird 

kampikára chicken 

kamshwé gourd vessel 

kamuíwa men's loin cloth stick 

kamufwerepó hammock bar 

kanamurukú a big fish 

kanápa mirror 

kanaperú a platf orm o ver the fire or in the trees 

kanashén Godlovesyou 

kanaskúsku ant 

kanaswé head 

kanáwa dugoutcanoe 

kanawáimo tree for cano e making 

( = "big canoe") .. 
kanawatürü drinking vessel of wood 

kanáwayarúró material for leaking canoes .. 
kanáwayishchiputüre woodskin 

kaneporichá a porridge-like puchokwá 

kapató basket of lu leaves 

karaiwá indian 

karakurú f orest tree with ornamental shells 

karámtu plant with edible f ruit 

karanarayukún a drink made with tapioca 

karanarú a palm 

karanáruyukún a drink made from the fruit of 

the karanarú palm 

karápa bow; medium-sized marudi (Penelope 

marail) 

karapachí stick ("little bow") 

karápayépu bow tree (Brosimum aubletii) 

karatukó a plant with slender sticks 

karayúru dyeing f orest plant 

katamí woman's feather decoration for the 

back 

kashará pepper added to boiled cassava 

kasharép medicine 

kashmí electric eel (Gymnotus electricus) 

kaskó sharp 

katawanári a black skinfish 

kawashí tree used as a soap and fish poison 

kawáwayépu tree used for foreshaft 
. , 

kemantürüwán human breast 

kepishí tree with edible f ruits 

kepochí head hair 

keweyú woman's bead apron 

keweyuapón woman's apron f rame 

kéwnarüyáka no se f eathers 

kiákwe toucan (Pteroglossus aracari roraimae) 

kiákwemauyúru kiakwe breast f eathers 

kichikirí tree of magicai importance .. 
kimsotü decorated hair tube 

kirewétu silk grass 

kirichíchi beadwork of hair tube 

kiripápa frog 

kitiwanhí good; I like it 

komchí tree (Aniba cappleri) used for mortars 

and pestles 

komíchipícho skin for a bag 

kómchiyépu wood for bark remover 
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komoimo tree used for arrow points and fore

shafts 

komoséimo shrub with bark used as soap 

koosó the red deer (Coassus rufus); a kind of 

cassava bread. 

kóosomaterarin plant with whose leaves the 

Waiwái rub their soar feet 

kóosowáray puma (Felis concolor) 
,. 

kóosoyücho small koosó ftutes 

kórokoyépu a tree (Couepia? pauciflora) 

kotóhkimyépu tree, wood used for arrow points 
,. 

kotosü aracú (Leporinus frederici) 

krapikará chicken 

krikrík barnboo 

krikripú 
. 

panp1pes 

kühripu leg 

kühtárü foot 

kukawá bambo o 

kukushwé pulverized leaves of yaraká 

kumáwa bush rope used as fish poison 

kumhó white tania 

kumhotó edo (Colocasia esculenta) 

kumirí sort of banana 

kumiyárawechí lu leafwarishi 

kumiyárü lu leaves 

kúmiyukún a white porridge 

kúmu tree and fruit of the lu palro (Oenocarpus 

bacaba) 
,. 

kumukatü oil of the lu fruit 

kumyárawechí awechí made from lu leaves 

kunáni fish poison 

kúnukun.unó hand of bananas 

kupá palm used for fish traps and thatching 

kuraí a puchokwá drink 

kurúmo buzzard 

kurunyí a f orest tree 

kurúnyiyárü leaves of kurunyí used against fever 
,. 

kúrurubawetürü f rog entrail 

kúshpayépu a tree; its wood used for paddles 

kushuwé a plant, its fruit used as fish bait 

kutumó little fish. A r lant whose leaves are used 

at the post-cremation 

kuuchí a kind of cassava bread 

kuurí a kind of cassava bread 

kuyúru toucan (Rhamphastos vitellinus vitelli

nus) 

kuyuwá hammock 

kuyuwákatópo wooden needle used for making 

a hammock 

kuyuwí white-headed marudi (Pipile cumanen-

sis) 

kwachpiko broom 

klvashá tree, its leaves covering the warishis 

kwasharí fine-grained cassava flour 

kwasharú unroasted cassava ftour 
,. 

kwasü vertical press 

kwasüchí a small sqeezer 

kwasüputakón gourd to stop pulp from run-
. 

n1ng over 

kwatakára toucan 

kwepí forest tree. lts ashes mixed into pottery 

clay, the wood used for arrow points 

kwichikwíchi toucan (Rhamphastos aurantiero-

stis) 

kwichikwíchwán toucan's breast 

kwochí river turtle (Geoemydea punctuluria) 

kwóchipomé turtle eggs 

kwóro yellow ara 

kworoímo a brightly coloured fish 

kworomátoko tail f eathers of the red ara 

kwóropícho f eathers f rom the kwóro 

kwóru red-and-blue macaw (Ara chloroptera) 

kwórumátoko tail f eather of the kwóru 

kwórupóchi red macaw feathers 

kwóruyéna red ara people 

kyaukopúto a little shrub, whose leaves are used 

as medicine 

maabó sifted cassava 

máapíru behind 

máashá skinfish (Macrodon intermedia) 
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machitó a bush rope 

mahotokó anus 

mahwó whistle 

makamáka tree rendering the locust süüpó 

makawáimo bush used as fish poison 

makwaóro a tree (Eschweilera holcogyne), the 

bark used for hair washing 

mamárapuaná a plant used during post-crema

tion 
-, 

mamaya papaya 

mamúri a bush rope 

manaká swamp ma.nikole (Euterpe stenophylla) 

manári cassava sifter 

mányi a tree (Symphonia globuJifera), its latex 

used for many purposes 
,. 

mapepeyetü a vine 

mapitaonó spindle whorl 

maráka gourd rattle 
,. 

marakásüsü a plant with red ftowers 
,. 

marakásüsü yarúro rattling elements inside a 

gourd rattle 

maráre a newly burned field 
,. 

maratü small marudi 

máratüwán marudi's breast 

marawá a tree, the fruit mixed into cassava flour 

márawayaishá a kind of cassava drink 

maraychó pacu (Myletes pacu) 

mári a fish 

mariá knife 

n1aripá kokerite palm (Maximina regia) 
,. 

marípakatü kokerite oil 

marípayató kokerite stone 
,. 

masarküimo white heron 

mashwarfni tapir bird 

matematí gourd vessel 
,. 

matematiyatü gourd 

matkúru fish tail 
,. 

matü stump of a tree 
,. , 

maukün bread of the seeds of yatüru 

maúre cotton 

1nawá frog 
, . . 

mawanarz a v1ne 

mawanáriyáru leaves of the mawanári 

mawayáku a tree 

malvayéna f rog people 

máyawyechí length of a line 
,. 

máyoyeuatarü woodpecker's hole 

meekú ring-tailed capucin (Cebus apella) 

méekukúeru capucin eyes 

n?éekumátoko capucin tail 
,. 

meórü pattern 

méorütópo painting stick 

merekitkín f eather crest 

merimériyépu a tree 

meripúre many 

minikár a sort of banana 

momiaté a vine (Carludovica sp.) 

mopefmo tree (Cedrela odorata) from which 

they make their canoes and cassava graters 
,. 

moyosü leaf worm; spider 

móyosüyórü spider tooth 

müeyé fish catcher 

müimó communal house 

muimotópo dance after house construction 

müiná dallibanna palm (Geonoma baculifera) 

müinayépu a design: dallibanna leaf stalk 

müisó hair tube in general 

mukawá gun 

murumúru a certain palm tree 

nápi bell yam 

nápi nitápe drink made from the root of bell yam 

napitó water yam 

napítoyukún slightly intoxicating drink 

nápiyukún drink made from the root of bell yam 

niáuko shrub yielding fish poison 

nochwokómo old woman 

noryó he 
, . 

nunyi moon 

ochoronó boiled banana porridge 

ohó yes 
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okóimo anaconda 

okóimomeórü anaconda pattern 

okóimoyéna anaconda people 

okóimoyórü bush rope ("anaconda tooth ") 

okómo wasp 

okoropícho a fish 

okoropó tree (Manilkara huberi) used for crack 

mending 

okoyepú a kind of banana 

omumúru son 

onómto plant (Bixa Orellana) and the pigment 

extracted from it 

onómtowárai like onómto 

onómtoyépu buttressed tree 

oóshá bearded monkey (Brachyrus satanas) 

opaché a tree, its fruits used in arrow poison 

orahnó arrow for big game 

oratín turtle shell friction drum 

orokú caterpillar 
, 

orosü cashew (Anacardium giganteum) 
, 

orosüyeunáru a commashaped nut at the end of 

thecashew 

orosüyukún drink made with admixture of the 

fleshy cashew stalk 

oroi-vkó f eather diadem 
, 

ortü fish generally 

osohkó tree (Macoubea sp.) 

osóhkoyárü leaves ofthe osohkó tree 

otóro fever 

otwayeúko dead person 

otwó little fish 

oué I 
, 

oyóhreyasüru a tree used for arrow foreshafts 

paapá bread f rom tapioca and brazil nut 

páaru tree (Macrolobium acaciaef olium) 

pahshanthó old 

pakáko cotinga (Xipholema punica) 

pakára horizontal basket 

pakrí collared peccary (Dicotyles torquatus) 

pákriyórü bush hog tooth scraper 

• 

panakurí black face paint 

panapé shallow 
, .. 

panaru ear 

panatárü ear decoration 

parákwe drinking bowl 

paraná sun fish (Cic:~Ia ocellaris) 

paranakáru white man 

paranchí sugar cane 

para tá arrow for small fish 

pári sweet potato 

parín farinha 

párukó a little skinfish 

párukomátkuru parukó tail 

párukomeórü párukó pattern 

párukoyorü párukó teet 

parúruminiká tiger cat (Felis macruru) 

pashkí little aguti (Dasyprocta acuchy) 

páshkiemétnu akuris wrist 

pashkuchí a tree 

palvishí black~crested curassow (Crax alector) 

pálvishimátoko powis tail 

pawishiyeunárü "powis nose" (yellow pepper) 

pawíshimakawánto powis gizzard 

pawíshimerekítkin black feàthers from the po-

wis head crest 

payayá a kind of banana 

peyupéyu cassava knif e 

pichiríri a kind of cassava bread 

1 
pichó skin; bark 

pirichí a palm tree 

piripíri a palm tree 

piripíripícho the bark used for woodskins 

pirisháki a tree, the wood used for arrow 

points 

pirishákiyárü leaves of pirisháki used for magi

cai post-cremation 

pishkáru bush deer (Coassus humilis) 
, 

píshkaruyücho flutes from pishkáru 

pishkó trumpet bird; warakaba bee. 

píshkowenú wax of warakaba bee 
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püriátko pimpler palm leaf 
,. 

püfiatutúmyarü pimpler palm bowl 
,. 

püriyárawechí pimpler palm warishi 

pllrü pimpler palm (Astrocaryum plicatum) 
,. 

pürüawechí pimpler palm warishi 

pürünó temporary shelter 

pürüwashú bark band for men's ankles 

püriyárü pimpler palro leaves with pimplers 

removed 
,. 

pütü penis 

pochí f eather; hair 

poimó brother-in-law 

poinkó big bush hog (Dicotyles labiatus) 

póinkokamashoshón bush hog claw 
, . 

pono 1n; on 

ponyé piranha (Serrasalmo spp.) 

póotó a shell 

popokú spindle 

póri a skinfish 

poritó grandf ather 

póriyócho fish spines 
,. ,. 

porüyatü knee decoration 

porokrú f eather tassel 

porotó spider monkey (Ateies paniscus) 
,. 

pórotokatü spider oil f at 

porótoyáporiyócho staff holding the teeth of a 

comb 

porowkó monkey skull rattle 

pot1vó maam (Tinamus major) 

puchokwá cassava drink 

pumokúyo river turtle 

pupúto a bowl-shaped container 
, 

pura no 

purukawé a shrub 

purumá a tree (Cecropia palmata) 

purupúru a herbaceous shrub 
,. 

puruwetü a bush rope 
,. 

ratü flute; bark trumpet 

reeyú big fish 

rikómo child 

I 

,. 
riripónashirü a tree, arrow f oreshafts made of 

the wood 

róomi sling with which trees are climbed 

rúuwé bamboo used for whistles and panpipes 

sakó cylindrical wooden mortar 

sáma .. a metamorphosed granite 

samápura double-membrane drun1 

sarai a big tree 

sáraipícho bark band of saraí 

sarapó planted field 

sararamán kind of cassava bread 

Salvakwá tree used for tire drills 

sekaskó wet thing 

shakawá crab 

shakopá chest-and-back decoration 

shakúra a puchokwá drink 

shakwó tree 

shapári dog; sting ray 

shapáriapón dog shelf 

shapárimíchi dog's string (apuchokwá drink) 

shapárimorín dog's string 

shápi blue-and-yellow macaw (Ara ararauna) 

shápipitárü face design of the shápi 

shápipóchi blue macaw f eathers 

sharáu ite string 

shári medium-sized bamboo 

sharuká fish f ence 
, 

shaü balata (Manilkara excelsa) 

shéewe a tree for yellow facepaint 

shéewó a bird 

shére bitter cassava 

shereímen plantation 

shéretáhsum sweet cassava 

shéreyukutó cassava juice 

shiiká narrow fish trap 

shikishiki wooden stick 

shimári cassava grater; a tree. 

shipúro howler monkey (Mycetes seniculus) 
,. 

shipúroratü howler monkey trumpet 

shiriká star 

). 
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shiritá a bird 

shodowíko a dance performance 

shohorí tree-toed sloth (Bradypus tridactylus) 

shokrelvé tree used for warishis and wrist ban-

dages 

shohoriamohatúru sloth claw 

shoot-vá a bivalve 

shóoJvakáro white dog 

shóolvatárü tree used for dugouts 
, 

shoowü nose bear (Nasua socialis) 

shoroshóro a tree 

shúroshúro red pepper 

sóoró ant's nest 

sororó small otter (Lutra sp.) 

süüpó locust 

taám uncle 

taharím clay potle 

taharímchí small cooking pot 

taklvé poisoned arrow 

tamcí uncle 

tapáyoyépu tree with twigs for fish catchers 

tarápa a tree 

tarápapícho bark of the tarápa 

taratára congopomp (Cecropia peltata) 

taripá cotton with delicate fibres. 

tarüruká harpoon arrow 
,. 

tarütarü cicada 

tashá tree (Inga alba); black paint 

tashí hole 

táshiporokrú feather tassel for the chin 

tautáu a grass used as ingredient in arrow 
. 

po1son 

tawaná a palm tree 

tawánayukún drink ma de f rom fruit of the 

tawanápalm 

• tetkó Brazil nut 

tétkokatü Brazil nut oil 
, 

tétkotürü Brazil nut place 

tétkoyasúru Brazil nut mixed with green bana

nas 

tokarárü red pigment stone 

tóopo rock 

tóotó man 

toowá plant cut into basketry ; square press or 

sifter 

topó implement, too) 

topú stone, rock 

torowó a bird 

totóka ant 

totókoyapón ant frame 

tshauoné one 

tumotwím white yam 

túna water, river 

tunayépu tree used for canoes 

túru forest tree 

turupó a fish 

tushmá banana 

túshmayaishá bread made f rom banana and 

tapioca 

túshmayukún bread made from banana 

tutúmo water container f rom a gourd shell; 

drinking bowl of clay 

tuwetúwe arrow squeezer 

türüpó a fish 

umaná round work house 

umawá fish poison tree 

uruperí a mythical person; a pattern 
, 

urutiyatü gourd 

urutú gourd vessel 

wáachi sister 

wahrá small 

wahuyá big tree (Ravenala guianensis) 
, 

waiwü arrow; arrow reed 

waiwüímo big arrow reed; sugar cane 
, 

waiwüpóno arrow point 

wamíri tall tree with wood used for mortar 

pestles 

wán breast 

wána tall forest tree 
, 

wana iguana 
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wanamári palm (Jessenia patawa) 
,. 

wanamárikotü oil from the fruit of wanamári 

wanamáriyúkun a beverage made from f ruit of 
, . 

wanamari 
, . 

wanapome iguana eggs 

wantotopó fish f ence 

wápiyárü leaf of manikole palm 

wapú manikole palm (Euterpe edulis) 

warakáka a fish 

warakákapúto head of the lVarakáka 

warakápa an edible root 

warakarú a certain monkey 

-

warakaruímo haka tiger ( ?) (Felis jaguarundi) 

warachpíto clay for pottery making 

waratápi one of the names connected with a 

person in the anaconda myth 
,. 

waridatü a certain tree 

warimá tree (Goupia glabra) 

wárimatópo fire drill 

wárü bead necklace 

waruwá a snail 

wáruwáru honey bee 

washú bead strings under the knee 

washukwá bead string for woman's ankles 

wáskarachí little savanna 

wáuko heavy tree, various use: the bark used 

for Yámo masks 

wawá a tree 

wawaná a bush rope 

wawapícho bark of wawá tree 

wawapúto tree with edible f ruit 

wayamá two-toed sloth (Bradypus didactylus) 

wayámakamórü big sloth hand 

wayamakásü comb 

wáyamaméorü sloth pattern 

wayámo tortoise 

wáyampupúto turtle carapace 
,. 

wayapamsü fire f an 

wayapú paddle 

wayapumí tanya 

wayápuyépu tree (Aspidosperma excelsa) 

wayaritómo village chief 

wayawáya big otter (Lutra sp.) 

wayhiásü eat 

lVeechí pimpler palm mat 

weeyó .. tree with white resin 

wehtó fire; matches 

weitokó sneeze 

weniapón baby sling 

lvenú bee's wax 

wenupó arrow for all kinds of birds 

werewére fiies 

wéwechoróto a hardwood tree 

weyochí palro whose shells are used as decora-

tion 

wicháru squirrel monkey (Chrysotrix sciurus) 

wikóko chicken hawk 

wíirá labba (Coelogenys paca) 

wíria gourd vessel 

wiría urutú 

wokánana tree lizard 

1vonáto cotinga (Cotinga cayana) 
,.. 

wookü drink made f rom sugar cane 

woomú closely fitting cover 

lvorokó humming top 

wosáto Coix lacrimae 

woshám woman 

wotwó alligator 

wótwoyóro alligator tooth (a kind of red pepper) 

lVÓtwoyümewán f orest tree 

wuriwúri tree used in house construction 

yahké several 

-yaishá cassa va drink 

yakayáka a kind of banana 

yakotoní criss-cross (design) 

yamatá pakára-like basket 

yámi hair queue 

yamíchi hair queue 

yámo dance performance; halfmoon whistle 

yaomí a bush rope 
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yapochíchi fish poison tree 

yaraká a shrub, the leaves used in preparation 

of puchol-vá 

yarí a tree with edible fruits 
, 

yarü a kind of cassava bread; leaf 

yaruimo shrub (Malouetia tamaquarina) with 

medicinal properties 

yaruká tree containing useful bark and latex 

-yarúro filling ( of something) 

yashkím arrows before poison is put on 

yaskómo medicine man 
, , 

yatürü seed of the kamáshweyatü 

yaú ite palm 
, 

yaucharü ri b 

yáumotokwé bush rope used for fish poison 

yauyárü fully developed ite leaf 

yauyátko spider leaf at the top 

yauyéna ite people 

yauyépemetúm ite kernel 

yáuyépu tree for dugouts 

yauyukún ite palm drink 

yawaká axe 
, 

yawari opossum 

yawarímta rectangular house ("opossum's 

jaw") 

yawárirátnü opossum's hind leg 

yawáriyórü opossum teeth 

yayaritómo village leader 

yaymó harpy eagle (Thrasaetus harpyia) 

yayn1oímo big harpy eagle (brown pepper) 

yáymopícho skin ofharpy eagle 

yáymoyapóchi white feathers from the harpy 

breast 

yáymoyewarpícho parcel of harpy skin 
, 

yáymoyewárputüre pareei of harpy skin 

yaypó tapir (fapirus americanus) 

yáypokamoshoshón tapir hoof 
, 

yáypokatü tapir f at 

yememé mother 

yemíchirutÜru a duck 

yéna people 

yepú tree 

yéunakokó a kind of banana 

yirápa tree lizard 
, 

yíshchiputüre woodskin 

yochó small arrow point; point; spine 

yóchopotóro arrow for fish and certain game 
, 

yókorosü arrow point for game in trees 
, 

yorü mouth; tooth 

yúkiyapón ant frame 

yúko ant 

yukuár white porrige 

yukuárpooshá kind of tapioca bread 

yukuáryaishá kind of cassava bread 

yukupón boiled cassava juice 

-yukún various drinks with tapioca and some 

admixture 

yukwárkarimashá soup made f rom boiling 

kashew with tapioca 

yukwé big storage pot for beverages 

yumári a kind of banana 

yümká back 

yümkameórü pattern on the back 

yuwúre capybara; central post in house 
, 

yümkaporokóm to spread starch on the back 
, 

yümkapórokomatópo too! for spreading starch 

on the back 
, ,. 

yürechpümerü a plant burned during the magi-

cai post-cremation 

yurúma a duck 

yuruwá a palm, the stem used for men's hair 

tubes 
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The preceding chapters on agriculture and other activities can be briefly summarized in the statement 

that the Waiwái practise shifting agriculture with emphasis on cultivation of starchy roots and fruits. 

Agriculture is supplemented by hunting and fishing, two activities of importance in providing variation 

and additional f ood items to the daily diet. Collecting seems to be equally important, when judged by the 

time spent in providing the articles it supplies; but its 'importance lies mainly in providing materiais to be 

used technically, rather than materiais to be used as food item - though it contributes in this way, too. 

It can be roughly said that the Waiwái spend their time primarily in providing materiais for the daiJy 

food suppJy and for the manual industries, secondarily in preparing these materiais so as to make 

them serviceable. And, finally, a portion of their time is spent in enjoying the fruits of these eff orts, in 

reJaxation and recreation. 

As in other communities, labour is divided between the sexes. A portion of the work in providing f ood 

items and raw materiais is allotted to the women, another to the men. In addition, the tools and im

plements used by women in their activities are made by women and are their property, whereas those 

employed by men are made by men and are consequently their property. From this rule there are few 

exceptions, such as basketry objects, largely employed by women in cassava preparation, but always 

made by men. 

As demonstrated by Gudmund Hatt (Curwen & Hatt 1953, chapt. XI-XII), the shifting agriculture 

practised by the lndians of the Soulh American tropical lowlands is characterized by a clear division of 

work between the sexes. The work in the fields is done by women, except the very coarse part of it: 

felling and burning of the bush when new fields are cleared. This type of agriculture, for which Hatt has 

introduced the name Semi-Agriculture, is in contrast to the type practised by the culturally more advanced 

Andean people, where ali the work in the fields is done by men: Hatt's Full-Agriculture. 

ln placing the emphasis on the division of work instead of on the implements used (digging stick, hoe, 

etc.), or the methods employed (sJash-and-burn agriculture, etc.), Hatt introduced two useful terms in 

ethnology and thereby established a system which makes it possible to consider agriculture not only as a 

purely material phenomenon, but also opens the view to a social aspect of agriculture: the place and 

importance of women in agricultura} communities. 

ln this connection it should aJso be mentioned that when Hatt's term "Semi-Agriculture" is adopted, 

it will be possible to discard the term which is now most in f avour among American ethnologists, that 

of "semi-nomadic horticulturists" which is a rather awkward one; the worst thing about it is, that the 

• 

' 
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term "nomadic", in the true sense of the word, implies "herdsman" (Greek: nomeus), in other words, 

engagement in cattle husbandry, a thing which is absolutely foreign to aboriginal cultures in the South 

American f orests. 

It is characteristic of semi-agriculture in South America, that starchy roots like cassava, sweet potato, 

and yam are the staple products. ln South American full-agriculture, the emphasis of the cultivation 
. . 
1s on ma1ze. 

As agriculturists, however, the Waiwái differ considerably from other peoples in the tropical Jow

lands of South America. This was one of the reasons why they were selected as study objects for our 

first expedition, through a hint given in Farabee's description of the Waiwái. 1 had noticed a passage 

which aroused my curiosity (Farabee 1924 pp. 153-154): A Waiwái chief had to do his planting before 

he could accompany Farabee on his travel up the Essequibo River, and Farabee decided to help him. 

"The women carried the cuttings to the fields and distributed them, while the men dug up the hills with 

sharp sticks and planted the cassava". 

My immediate idea about this was that it might be an exceptional case, but during. my stay among the 

Waiwái confirmation of the account was f ound : Among the Waiwái it is the rule that both men and 

women do the planting, men and women dig up the roots, men alone carry them home; only "when no 

menfolk are around", as the Waiwái explained, the women do carry the harvest to the house. Men may 

help in peeling the roots, and in placing the grated pulp in the squeezer. They take part, in fact, in most 

phases of agricultura! work. They only draw a sharp line at the final stages of cassava preparation: The 

baking of the flour into cassava bread, and the preparation of beverages from the cassava, is women's 

work. 

So, it is in the part men take in the cultivation and in the treatment of the products, that the Waiwái 

differ from rnost agriculturists in the tropical lowlands of South America. But there are other agri

cu ltural peoples in that vast region where such exceptions are found. When searcbing ethnograpbical 

literature for references to the distribution of agricultura} work between the sexes, it becomes apparent 

that it is not entirely unusual for men to take part in the planting alongside with the women. But any 

f urther work, such as weeding and harvesting, is rarely done by men. 

There are two main regions of the tropical lowlands where men co-operate fully with women in 

agricultura} work, i.e. Eastern Bolívia and the Mato Grosso (cf. Nordenskiõld 1910 pass., 1915 pass.; 

Métraux 1942). But cultivation here is not of true Tropical Forest type, as maize provides an important 

crop. Influences f rom the west, from Andean culture, including Peruvian loan words, are evident, and 

to them may the singular character of the agriculture in the region be ascribed. The sarne applies to 

severa} tribes in the Peruvian Montaõ.a, where men take part in planting and harvesting of maize and 

sweet cassava (Tessmann 1930 pp. 11, 690: Bora, Koto, Jebero, Chamikuro, Aguano, Omagua). 

If we compile a list of the tribes in which men take an active part in agricultura! work, and from the 

list deduct the names of tribes inhabiting the three regions of distinctive Andean influence (The Mato 

Grosso, Eastern Bolívia, and the Monta na), the f ollowing names will remain: 

Akawoio. - Hilhouse 1832 p. 235: The lndian will clear and plant the field with his wife. - Dr. Audrey 

Butt writes me in a personal letter: Gardening is mainly women's work. Generally speaking, the wo-
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men of the household do the week1y visits to the gardens and barvest and p1ant. Sometimes they are 

accompanied by n1en who help a little and do what their wives leave for them. Dr. Butt has seen the 

men cutting lenghts of cassava for planting, do a little weeding, and carrying the cassava roots home. 

Barama River Cari bs. - Gillin 1936 p. 3: Men and women co-operate in planting. ln digging cassava 

the women are assisted by men too old to hunt. 

Camaracoto. - Simpson 1940 p. 387: Only the men plant. , This is according to Gillin 1948 p. 825 ; 

unfortunately Simpson's article was not available while this work was in preparation. 

Chake. - Métraux & Kirchhoff 1948 p. 356: .Men clear the fields and plant, the women harvest. 

Guahibo. - Reichel-Dolmatoff 1944 p. 450: Men participate in the harvest by gathering seeds and fruits 

which are not ripening in the ground (maize, plantains, sugarcane). 

Guam o. - Kirchhoff 1948 p. 440: Agriculture is exclusively in the hands of the men. 

K uikuru. - Carneiro & Dole 1956-57 p. 182, et pass.: The men do the clearing and the weeding, plant 

cassava and maize. 

Otomac. - Kirchhoff 1948 p. 440: ln striking contrast to ali surrounding areas, Otomac and Guamo 

farming lay exclusively in the hands of men. 

Pakidai. - See below: Surára. 

Palikur. - Nimuendajú 1926 p. 34: Men and women plant, weed and harvest. 

Panare. - Riley 1953 pp. 267- 269: cassava, sweet and bitter, maize, etc., are cultivated. Both sexes take 

part in agricultura! work. 

Surára. - Becher 1960 p. 79: Agriculture is men's work, women assist in harvesting. - p. 81 : Maize is 

not cultivated. 

Taulipang. - Koch-Grünberg 1916-28 III p. 50: The man does the clearing and the planting, the woman 

weeds and harvests. 

Wapisiana. - Farabee 1918 p. 33: Men assist in planting, but the little cultivating and the harvesting 

are done by women. 

Yekuaná. - Koch-Grünberg 1916-28 III p. 350: Men plant, women weed and harvest. 

Waiwái. - Men are strongly involved in agriculture (cf. above; personal observations and interviews). 

Mawayéna. - Like the Waiwái (personal interviews with Waiwáis). 

All these tribes are cassava cultivators, and all of them - except the Waiwái, Mawayéna, Surára and 

Pakidái - have some maize in their fields, too. Now maize cultivation is not indigenous to the Tropical 

Forest peoples, but has been traced back to the Andean region, whether this be the Peruvian Highlands 

or Colombia (Birket-Smith 1943). So maize cultivation in the Tropical Forest must be accounted for by 

cultural influence which may have come directly or in a round-about way; but at the last end its origin 

should be sought somewhere in the big Andean area of full-agriculture. 

To me it looks, therefore, as if men's participation in agricultural work is generally linked with maize 

cultivation. Among the Waiwái, Mawayéna, Surára and Pakidái, however, the situation is diferent. 

They have no maize and no other distinctively Andean elements in their culture. A satisfactory explana

tion of the situation can perhaps be f ound when their agriculture is viewed in connection with certain 

other activities which have shifted from the women to the men. 
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Among the Indians of South America pottery is specifically women's work. Koch-Grünberg is the 

only author who, up to the present, has been able to report clear exceptions from the rule, from the 

Yekuaná and the Guaná (Koch-Grünberg 1916-28 III p. 347). 

The Waiwái offer another exception. ln our chapter on pottery we described how the women build 

up the pots by the so-called coiling method and attend the unfinished products until the drying is finished. 

After this, at any rate in some cases, and perhaps in ali, the men take over the pottery and do the firing. 

If a vessel is to be decorated (painted) after the firing, a woman will apply the red paint, and the black 

pattern is subsequently put on by a man. 

So, among the Waiwái it is the men who may do the firing anda part ofthe decoration of the pottery, 

things which would be unthinkable in other Indian communities ( except in the instance reported by 

Koch-Grünberg). ln other words, here is another case of the men's trespassing on what is usually the 

domain of the women. It must be admitted that the case is not so serious as in Koch-Grünberg's example, 

where the men have even taken over the building-up part of the pottery work. 

The portion of the Shodowíko story which was retold on pp. 276, about the making of a resist-dyed 

bark cape by a woman, reveals another example of an activity which has passed from the hands of 

women into those of men. 

A similar shift is indicated by the information given by the Waiwái, that in former times the women 

made the kamísas for the men, a thing which in our days is the men's ownjob, though all other work in 

cotton (harvesting, cleaning, spinning) rests on the women. 

One cannot help wondering why a development has gone on in certain branches of community life, 

like those described above, where distinctively female activities have passed entirely, or in part, from 

women to men, and where it has not been possible to observe any activities which bave passed in the 

opposite direction. Whatever tbe reason may be, tbe Waiwái and the Mawayéna hold an almost unique 

position among the shifting cultivators - or semi-agriculturists - of tropical South America. 

A somewhat similar position is held by the Surára and Pakidái, according to Becher (1960). For 

agricultura! work, these people have retained the primitive digging stick (Becher 1960 p. 80) which may 

be a survival from a f ormer and not very remo te past of collectors' life, and which has been given up 

entirely as an agricultura! implement by the Waiwái. Among the two tribes, it is the men who do ali 

the agricultura! work, as among the Waiwái. 

The Waiwái, the Mawayéna, the Surára and the Pakidái are actually on the verge of a transition from 

semi-agriculture to full-agriculture, though in other respects than the particular form of agriculture 

they have not reached the more advanced levei that is characteristic of full-agriculturists. 

At the present time it is difficult to understand fully why they have reached this stage. For the Waiwái 

the explanation may be the one suggested to me by the late professor Hatt during a discussion of the 

problem with reference to this tribe: That the shortage of women may be the reason. 

This explanation is not valid for the Surára, however, where according to Becher (1960 pp. 57- 59) 

there are 27 adult women (from 13 years and up) to 22 adult men (15 years, and up). 

Nevertheless, it seems most plausible to me that among the Waiwái several activities must have passed 

f rom the women to the men, simply to relieve the few women of a part of their duties in order to get 

20 Waiwai 
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the necessary work done, with the ultimate, but not clearly defined intention of enabling the people 

to survive. 

The division ofwork between men and women in the Waiwái community can be illustrated schematic

ally in the following way: 

Men Women 

Agriculture 

clearing, burning + . -. 
planting + + 
weeding + + 
harvesting 

.. 
+ + 

carrying the harvest home + . -. 
peeling cassa va (+) + 
grating cassava . + -. 
baking cassava • + -• 

preparing beverages I . + - . 
Hunting + . -. 

' Fishing 

shooting + . -. 
f ence or traps + . -. 
fish poisoning + (-:-) 

Collecting + + 
Pottery 

digging clay + . -• 

building the pots . + -. 
firing + . -• 

painting with red . + -. 
painting with black + . -. 

Basketry + . -. 
Manuf acture of strings 

kraua + • -. 
ite + . -. 
cotton . + -. 

Hammock making + . -. 
Weaving of kamísa + • -• 

Beadwork • + -. 
Featherwork + . - . 
Weapons + . -. 
Wood carving -1- • -1 . 
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Cassa va graters 

providing the material + . -• 

inserting stone chips . + -. 
painting with red • + -• 

painting with black + • -• 

Fires 

providing firewood • + -• 

keeping fire alive • + -• 

Cooking . + -. 
Roasting + • 

• 

Carrying burdens + + 

A schematic tabulation like the one above cannot give a complete picture of all the activities going on 

in a Waiwái village, and is therefore nota wholly reliable one. Yet it will provide an impression of the 

equilibrium between men's and women's duties. It shows that the number of tasks allotted to the men 

about balances the number allotted to the women. It will be seen that several very time-consuming tasks 

rest upon the women: cassava grating and baking, which go on every day, and pottery making and 

bead work, which go on occasionally. On the other hand, men's hunting and fishing are equally time

consuming and cannot be neglected, whereas making of weapons, hammocks, kamísas, basketry and 

featherwork goes on whenever there is time for it. 

The Waiwái are active and industrious people, men as well as women have their tasks to attend to. 

So, the old saying that an Indian community is a men's paradise, where the women alone toil all day 

long while the men enjoy lif e in their hammocks, must be revised. This was illustrated one day when 

one of our inf ormants was asked if he would come back the next day for another talk, and he replied: 

"Not tomorrow, 1 have more important things to do". 



Dansk Resumé 

Mine to rejser til Waiwáierne i Britisk Guiana fandt sted i 1954-55 og 1958-59. De blev begge betalt 

af Statens Almindelige Videnskabsfond. Davrerende stud. mag. Niels Fock, nu museumsinspekt0r ved 

Nationalmuseet, fulgte med pâ den f0rste rejse som assistent. Pâ den anden rejse var jeg ledsaget af den 

grresk-danske etnograf Gottfried Polykrates. 

Kapitlerne om agerbrug og andre erhverv kan resun1eres sâledes: Waiwáierne praktiserer skiftende 
1 

agerbrug med srerlig vregt pâ dyrkning af stivelseholdige r0dder og af frugter. Agerbruget suppleres med 

jagt og fiskeri, to vigtige erhverv, fordi de skaffer variation og yderligere f0demidler i den daglige 

levevis. Samleri synes at vrere lige sâ vigtigt, at d0mme efter den megen tid de anvender dertil: hoved

f ormâlet er at skaffe tekniske materialer, selvom det indsamlede ogsâ anvendes til f0de. 

Som i andre samfund er arbejdet fordelt mellem k0nnene. Ved arbejdet med at skaffe f0de og mate

rialer udf0res nogle opgaver af kvinder, andre af mrend. Vrerkt0j, som bruges af kvinder, laves af dem 

selv og er deres ejendom, ligesom mrendenes vrerkt0j laves af dem og tilh0rer dem. Fra denne regei er der 

fã undtagelser, sâsom genstande af kurveftetning, der hovedsagelig bruges af kvinderne til tilberedning 

af cassava, men altid er udf 0rt af mrendene. 

Som vist af Gudmund Hatt (Curwen & Hatt 1935, kapt. XI-XII), viser det tropiske agerbrug i Syd

amerikas lavland en tydelig fordeling af arbejdet mellem k0nnene. Markarbejdet udf0res af kvinderne, 

med undtagelse af f reldning og afbrrending af rydningen, nâr nyt land skal tages ind. Denne type af 

agerbrug, for hvilken Hatt har indf0rt navnet Halvagerbrug, dannede en modsretning til den type, der 

var i brug hos de kulturelt h0jerestâende andine f olk, hvor alt arbejdet i marken blev gjort af mrendene : 

Hatts Helagerbrug. 

Ved at lregge vregten pâ arbejdsfordelingen i stedet for pâ redskaber eller metoder indf0rte Hatt to 

vigtige termer i etnologien og oprettede derved et system, der g0r det muligt at betragte agerbrug ikke 

blot som et rent materielt frenomen, men ogsâ âbner blikket for et socialt syn: kvindens plads og betyd

ning i agerbrugssamfund. 

Det er karakteristisk for halvagerbrug i Sydamerika, at stivelseholdige r0dder som cassava, bata ter 

og yams er de vigtigste produkter. 1 sydamerikansk helagerbrug ligger hovedvregten pâ majs. 

Som agerbrugere afviger Waiwáierne imidlertid betydeligt fra andre folk i det tropiske lavland. Dette 

var en af grundene til, at de blev valgt som studieobjekt. Det var en passage (Farabee 1924 p. 153- 54), 

der vakte min nysgerrighed: En Waiwáih0vding skulle beplante sin mark, f0r han kunne f0lge Farabee 

pâ hans rejse op ad Essequibo River, og Farabee hjalp ham. Min f0rste tanke var, at det mâtte vrere 

et srertilfrelde, men under opholdet hos Waiwáierne sã jeg, hvordan det hang sammen: Hos dem er reg-
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len, at bâde mrend og kvinder bes0rger plantningen, mrend og kvinder graver r0dderne op, men mrend 

alene slreber udbyttet hjem. Mrend kan hjrelpe til med at skrrelle r0dderne og at placere den skrabede 

masse i matapien. De kan faktisk deltage i det meste agerbrugsarbejde. De trrekker kun en skarp grrense 

ved de afsluttende trin af cassavaens tilberedning: Bagning af melet til cassavabr0d, og tilberedning af 

cassava-drikke. Dette er altid kvindearbejde. 

Der er imidlertid tre hovedregioner af det tropiske lavland, hvor mrendene samarbejder med kvinderne 

i agerbrugsarbejdet ( det 0stlige Bolívia, Mato Grosso, Perús Montaíia), men her skyldes det indftydelse 

fra vest, som det ses af de peruanske lâneord. Tilbage bliver der ca. 17 stammer (p. 303-304), som alle 

er cassavadyrkere, og som alle ogsâ har noget majs i deres marker- undtagen Waiwái, Mawayéna, Surára 

og Pakidái. For mig ser det derfor ud, somom mrendenes deltagelse i det almindelige agerbrugsarbejde 

almindeligvis er knyttet til majsdyrkning. Blandt Waiwái, Mawayéna, Surára, Pakidái - og mâske nogle 

fiere - er situationen anderledes. En tilfredsstillende forklaring kan mâske findes, hvis man sammenligner 

deres agerbrug med andre aktiviteter, der har skiftet fra kvinder til mrend. 

Blandt indianerne i Sydamerikas tropiske skovland er potteriet specielt kvindernes arbejde. Koch

Grünberg er den eneste forfatter, som hidtil har vreret i stand til at rapportere klare undtagelser fra denne 

regei (1916-28, III p. 347: Yakuaná, Guaná). 

Waiwáierne er imidlertid et eksempel pâ det samme. I kapitlet om potteri er beskrevet, hvordan 

kvinderne opbygger potterne ved den sâkaldte 10bbinding-teknik og f0rer tilsyn med potten, indtil den 

er fuldkommen t0r. Derefter overtager mrendene arbejdet og bes0rger brrendingen. Hvis et kar skal males 

efter brrendingen, lregger kvinden den r0de farve pâ, hvorefter den sorte bemaling f oretages af manden. 

Det er sâledes manden, der bes0rger brrendingen og en dei af dekorationen, hvad der ville vrere utren

keligt i andre indianersamfund. Der er her et nyt tilfrelde af mrendenes indtrrengen pâ kvindernes 

omrâde. 

Den del af Shodowíko-historien, som var genf ortalt pâ p. 276, om kvindernes fremstilling af en 

"resist-dye" kappe, er endnu et eksempel pâ et arbejde, som er gãet over fra kvinder til mrend. 

Et lignende skift er angivet af den Waiwái, som anf0rte, at i tidligere tid lavede kvinderne 

kamísa til mrendene, noget som i vore dage kun er mands-arbejde, selvom alt andet bomuldsarbejde 

(indsamling, rensning, spinding) hviler pâ kvinderne. 

Man kan ikke undgâ at trenke pâ, hvorf or en udvikling er sket i visse dele af samfundslivet, hvor nogle 

kvindelige arbejder er gâet over til mrend, og hvor det ikke har vreret muligt at observere andre aktivi-
"' 

teter, der er gâet i den modsatte retning. Hvad grunden sâ end bar vreret, har Waiwái og Mawayéna en 

srerstilling blandt det tropiske Sydameríkas halvagerbrugere. Faktisk er de nu rykket frem til at vrere 

helagerbrugere. 

Det er for 0jeblikket vanskeligt at forklare fuldtud, hvorfor de har nâet dette trín. For Waiwáierne 

kan forklaringen vrere den, som professor Hatt gav mig under en diskussion af problemet: at kvinderne 

er i míndretal. Det synes mig meget rimeligt, at fiere aktiviteter hos Waiwáierne er gâet fra kvínden og 

o ver til manden simpelthen for at lette de fâ kvinder deres arbejde: for at fâ det n0dvendige arbejde 

gjort, sâ at f olket kan overleve. 

Arbejdets fordeling mellem mrend og kvinder i Waiwái-samfundet er skematisk fremstillet pâ 

p. 306-307. En sâdan skematisk fordeling kan ikke give et fuldkomment billede af alie de aktiviteter, 
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der foregâr i en Waiwái-landsby, og er derfor ikke helt fyldestg0rende. Dog vil den give et indtryk af 

sammenhrengen mellem mrends og kvinders pligter. Den viser, at antallet af mandsarbejder er det 

samme som af kvindearbejder. Det vil ses, at adskillige tidsr0vende arbejder hviler pâ kvinderne: 

cassava rivning og bagning, som gâr for sig hver dag, og pottemageri og perlearbejde, som foregâr nâr 

lejlighed gives. Pâ den anden side, mrendenes jagt og fiskeri er lige sâ tidskrrevende og kan ikke for

s0mmes, hvorimod fremstilling af vâben, hrengek0jer, kamísas, kurvemageri og fjerarbejde foregâr 

nârsomhelst der er tid dertil. 

Waiwáierne er aktive og flittige folk; mrend sâvel som kvinder bar deres pligter at passe. Derfor mâ 

man revidere den gamle pâstand om, at et indiansk samfund er et mrendenes paradis, hvor kvinderne 

alene slreber dagen lang, medens mrendene nyder livet i deres hrengek0jer. Dette blev illustreret en dag, 

da en af vore meddelere blev anmodet om at komme igen nreste dag for at gâ videre med vore samtaler, 

hvortil han svarede, "lkke i morgen, sâ bar jeg mere vigtige ting at g0re". 
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